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ABSTRACT

Molecular genetic analysis of a constitutional chromosome translocation in a 
patient with ganglioneuroblastoma.

This study aimed to isolate and characterise the breakpoint junction fragment of 
a constitutional t(l;13 )(q22 ;q l2 ) from DG, a 5 year old boy with 
ganglioneuroblastoma, to see whether a gene critical to neural development has been 
disrupted.

Somatic cell hybrids were constructed by fusing the lymphoblastoid cell line 
from DG with mouse 3T3 cells. One subclone contained a derivative chromosome 1 
but no other material from chromosomes 1 and 13.

Unique probes were isolated by Alu PCR cloning from a somatic cell hybrid 
containing 13pter to 13ql4 as its only human component. Analysis of 180 clones 
yielded four probes which flanked the DG breakpoint. The probes were mapped by 
Southern hybridisation, PCR and FISH using cosmids isolated from a chromosome 13- 
specific cosmid library. All four probes were located in 13ql2; 3'Alu66 mapped above 
and 3'Alu 78,71 and 62 mapped below, the DG breakpoint.

The four 3'Alu probes and an STS for the oncogene, FLTl, were used to screen 
a Y AC library. The fourteen YACs identified with these markers were characterised by 
PFGE, hybridisation and PCR fingerprinting. PCR analysis using STS for the ends of 
the Y AC identified by FLTl, suggested that this Y AC was chimeric, which was 
confirmed by FISH. Cosmid c l2.2, mapping 250 kb distal to 3'Alu66 by FISH, has 
replaced FLTl as the closest marker distal to the DG breakpoint. Two YACs were 
identified with 3'Alu66. An STS from the left hand end of one of the YACs (a 1.3 Mb, 
non-chimeric Y AC) was used to isolated five further YACs. The resulting contig of 
seven YACs will allow high definition mapping of 13ql2 and may include clones that 
contain the DG breakpoint junction fragment and, hence, a gene important in Nb 
development.
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INTRODUCTION
1.0 OVERVIEW

The aim of this PhD thesis was to isolate and characterise the breakpoint 
junction of a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation from a patient with stage II 
ganglioneuroblastoma in order to ascertain if a gene vital in neural development had 
been disrupted by this genetic change. In order to justify this approach, it is essential to 
review the evidence for the importance of DNA damage in cancer formation and to 
introduce the concepts of oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes, concentrating on 
those changes found in neuroblastoma (Nb). Many molecular abnormalities have 
already been described in Nb and, although they explain some aspects of disease 
behaviour, the genetic changes responsible for Nb tumorigenesis remain unknown. The 
epidemiology and clinical behaviour of Nb allow predictions to be made as to the 
nature of the genetic changes responsible for the tumour phenotype and suggest that 
inactivation of a critical tumour suppressor gene may be important in Nb formation. 
There are some patients with a variety of genetic diseases where the analysis of 
constitutional chromosome translocations has established the location of genes 
responsible for the disease phenotype. Positional cloning and the investigation of 
candidate genes were the strategies available for the analysis of the t(l;13)(q22;ql2) 
breakpoint.

1.1 DNA AND CANCER
Cancer is a genetic disease, at least at the cellular level since the progeny of 

tumour cells also produce tumours. The occurrence of hereditary predisposition to 
malignancy was recognised over a century ago (reviewed in Knudson 1977) and drew 
attention towards a link between genetics and tumour formation. More direct evidence 
for the importance of DNA damage in tumorigenesis came from the observation that 
carcinogens such as ultraviolet light, ionising radiation or chemicals (e.g. Nitrogen 
mustards) are also mutagens (Ames et al, 1973). Similarly, patients with defects of 
DNA repair (Xeroderma pigmentosa) (Scherly et al, 1993) were found to be at 
increased risk of developing malignancy. A direct link between genetics and cancer 
was first proposed in 1914 when Boveri, Professor of Zoology at the University of 
Wiizburg, wrote a small, 64 page book on the origin of malignant tumours in which he 
postulated that chromosome abnormalities were the cause of all malignant 
transformation. He suggested that random genetic events in a single cell caused 
chromosomal abnormalities which conferred a permanent growth advantage and gave 
rise to clonal expansion with millions of similarly altered cells forming a malignancy. 
Even though he was not able to visualise chromosomes at the time, this hypothesis has 
proved to be remarkably accurate. Much more is now known about the type of genetic
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alterations associated with malignant transformation as well as the importance of the 
degree of differentiation of the cell in which the genetic change occurs.

Three types of genetic change exist:
(1): genome mutations which change the number of chromosomes and have their effect 
by altering gene dosage.
(2): chromosome mutations in which the structure of the chromosome is altered (e.g. 
deletion, translocation).
(3): gene mutations which, unlike the other two types, are invisible by light microscopy 
and are recognised by a phenotypic change and/or by direct genetic analysis.

Mutations can occur in germinal or somatic cells. Germinal mutations occur in 
the first or second meiotic division and are important in producing genetic variability 
within species. The mutation may render the germinal cell non-viable but, if not, will 
be present in every cell of the offspring produced and may produce its effects late on in 
life. If the change in phenotype produced by the mutation is beneficial, the mutation 
may well spread throughout the gene pool. 'Neutral' mutations, neither advantageous 
nor disadvantageous to the organism, lead to allelic variations. Indeed, many such 
genetic polymorphisms exist and are routinely used in genetic counselling and linkage 
analysis. If the mutation is disadvantageous, the offspring may die before reproductive 
age. Conversely, mutations occurring in somatic cells will be transmitted only to the 
direct descendants of the original cell, the number of which will be determined by the 
degree of differentiation of the cell (and hence its proliferative capacity) and any 
growth advantage the mutation confers.

Cancer arises from the abnormal and uncontrolled division of cells. Whereas 
normal cells in tissue culture will cease dividing when they make contact with other 
cells, malignant cells lose this 'contact inhibition' and form piled up foci of cells. 
Cancer cells differ from their normal counterparts in other ways, such as their ability to 
grow without an exogenous supply of growth factors. How DNA damage to normal 
cells resulted in the change to the malignant phenotype was unclear until the discovery 
of two major classes of genes, namely; oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes.

1.2 ONCOGENES
Evidence for specific genes having a role in carcinogenesis came from a study 

of the RNA tumour viruses in the 1970s. RNA viruses usually carry only three genes; 
one coding for the viral envelope (ENV), one for the group specific antigen (GAG) and 
a third for the enzyme reverse transcriptase (POL) which catalyses the rather heretical 
transcription of viral RNA to DNA allowing it to be incorporated into the host genome. 
RNA viruses associated with malignant transformation carry a fourth gene, called a 
viral oncogene (v-onc) capable of inducing tumours in vivo in animals and in
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immortalised human cell lines in vitro (Varmus, 1984). Surprisingly, v-onc DNA 
sequences were not found to be unique to viruses, but shared broad homology with 
genes carried in mammalian and avian cells (Bishop, 1987). These cellular 
counterparts were termed cellular oncogenes (c-onc) or proto-oncogenes. However, 
although mammalian and avian cells carry these 'oncogenic' sequences they obviously 
do not all undergo malignant transformation. Fine structure analysis of the v-oncs of 
acutely transforming retroviruses showed that they were abnormal in some way. In 
some cases, the v-oncs were expressed as fusion proteins, containing both proto
oncogene and viral sequences, whereas in other cases the structure of the v-onc differed 
from that of its cellular counterpart (Varmus, 1984). The role of oncogenes as active 
instigators of malignant transformation was established by a number of lines of 
evidence. Infecting immortalised cells in culture with Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) was 
known to cause malignant transformation and the oncogene in RSV was called v-src. 
Temperature sensitive variants of RSV occur and their ability to cause transformation 
can be abolished by culturing infected cells at a non-permissive temperature for v-src 
expression, suggesting that the oncogene was acting dominantly to induce 
transformation (Martin, 1970). Further evidence that oncogenes, and not other viral 
DNA sequences, were responsible for malignant transformation came from experiments 
in which immortalised cells in tissue culture were transfected with DNA from human 
malignant tumours. When DNA from human bladder cancer cells was introduced into 
NIH 3T3 cells, for example, foci of transformed cells developed (Shih and Weinberg, 
1982). Cells from these transformed foci were found to contain DNA sequences that 
shared homology with the v-onc of the Harvey murine sarcoma virus (H-ra^) and 
Kirsten sarcoma virus (K-ra^), both of which are retroviruses causing tumours in 
animals (Reddy et al, 1982, Tabin et al, 1982). The cellular homologues of these viral 
genes formed the ras family of oncogenes and the difference between the transforming 
oncogene and the normal proto-oncogene was due to a single amino acid substitution 
(Reddy et al, 1982, Santos et al, 1982, Tabin et al, 1982). The discovery that mutations 
in the ras gene could be induced by treatment of cells with carcinogens provided 
further evidence that oncogenes were directly involved in malignant transformation 
(Sukumar et al, 1983). Since then, many different oncogenes have been described in 
human malignancy and their involvement in malignant transformation is now beyond 
doubt.

While the evidence above is a compelling argument for the role of oncogenes in 
the malignant process, elucidation of the effects of c-oncs on cell growth and 
development and the discovery of mechanisms by which c-onc function can be come 
deranged added further weight to the argument.
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1.2.1 Oncogene function
The hallmark of the malignant phenotype is the abnormal growth of cells. 

Hence, if abnormalities in the structure and function of oncogenes are important in 
producing the cancer phenotype, it would seem logical that proto-oncogenes are 
involved in the control of cellular growth and differentiation. The control of cell growth 
and development is a complex process which is poorly understood. Cells are under the 
influence of endogenously or exogenously produced growth factors which bind to 
growth factor receptors on the cell surface and changes in conformation of the receptor 
activate a variety of messages, including the membrane-bound tyrosine kinases. These 
signals are transduced by cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases and serine/threonine kinases 
with ras, ra /and  mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases having central roles in this 
process. Within the nucleus, nuclear binding proteins and transcriptional regulators 
further modulate this growth signal. Cellular oncogenes have been associated with each 
of the above stages which are shown schematically in figure 1.1. Each of these stages 
will now be discussed in more detail.

1.2.1.a Growth factors
Under normal conditions cell growth is controlled by environmental influences. 

Cell to cell contact usually results in decreased cell division but some cells must retain 
the capacity for rapid proliferation. For example, in circumstances such as wound 
repair, rapid cell growth is essential. Some extra cellular proteins, such as platelet 
derived growth factor (PDGF) can act as mitogens, stimulating cell division. PDGF is 
composed of two chains, A and B, and it was found that the product of the v-sis 
oncogene (isolated from the Simian sarcoma virus) had considerable homology to the B 
chain of PDGF (Doolittle et al, 1983, Waterfield et al, 1983). In some circumstances, 
such as rapid normal tissue growth or a malignancy, the cell produces its own growth 
factors, which act in an autocrine loop. In normal growth this stimulus can be 
overridden, but in malignant transformation it becomes independent of regulatory 
influences. Attaching the normal c-sis gene to a strong promoter results in 
transformation of cells in culture, but only of those cells that express PDGF receptors 
(Gazit et al, 1984). DNA sequences homologous to sis are expressed in some sarcomas 
and glioblastomas but not in normal human fibroblasts, and it may be that sis resulted in 
the malignant transformation of these tumour cells by mimicking the action of PDGF 
(Eva et al, 1982).
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Figure 1.1 A diagrammatic representation of the transduction of a mitogenic stimulus 
at the cell surface into the increased transcription of genes involved in cell growth. A 
given growth factor binds to a membrane bound growth factor receptor and activates 
the associated tyrosine kinase receptor (shown on the right hand side of the diagram). 
Changes in the tyrosine kinase lead to the assembly of a complex (SH2, Grb2/Sem5, 
and Sos) that causes activation of Ras. Conversion of Ras from the GDP bound to the 
active GTP bound state can also be mediated by G proteins and related compounds 
(shown on the left hand side of the diagram). Activation of Ras leads to signal 
transduction via Raf (the product of an oncogene related to ras ). Raf acts as a MAP 
kinase kinase kinase activating a series of serine/threonine kinases which result in the 
increased production of MAP kinase. Nuclear growth factors such as Fos and Myc then 
mediate the increased tianscription of growth factors.
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1.2. l.b  Growth Factor Receptors
The protein products of several oncogenes act as part of cell surface receptors 

and, therefore, are involved in the transduction of the growth factor message outside the 
cell to an intracellular message, usually by activating a membrane bound tyrosine 
kinase. Small alterations in the configuration of the receptor can mimic the presence of 
a growth factor, activating tyrosine kinase even in the absence of exogenous growth 
factor and this appears to be the case with v-erb-B^ the viral homologue of c-erb-B, 
which codes for the cellular receptor of epidermal growth factor (Downward et al, 
1984). The receptor bound tyrosine kinase may itself be overactive as in the case of v- 

fms (the viral counterpart of c-fms ) which codes for the colony stimulating factor CSF- 
1 receptor kinase in macrophages (Sherr et al, 1985). The normal CSF-1 receptor 
possesses tyrosine kinase activity and stimulates rapid cell division of macrophage 
precursors (Metcalf, 1985). The product of the v-fms oncogene differs from CSF-1 at its 
carboxy terminus and it is thought that this molecular change results in the mutant 
receptor being constitutively activated (Roussel et al, 1988).

1.2. l.c  Signal transduction from the membrane to the nucleus
Signals received at the cell surface must be transduced in some way so that 

appropriate genes are transcribed in the nucleus. In the steroid receptor super-family 
this signal transduction is relatively straightforward. Steroid hormones are small, lipid 
soluble molecules that pass freely through the cell membrane without having to interact 
directly with membrane bound receptors. The steroid receptors exist in the cytoplasm 
complexed to various heat-shock proteins such as hsp90, hsp70 and hsp56. Binding of 
the hormone to the receptor results in dissociation from the heat-shock proteins and the 
receptor/hormone complex migrates to the nucleus where it binds to specific DNA 
sequences called hormone response elements (HRE) and directly initiates transcription 
(reviewed in Evans, 1988).

Most growth messages are, however, transduced in a much more complex 
manner and the oncogene, ras, was known to be involved in this process. The normal 
protein product of the ras gene (Ras) binds to guanine nucleotides. In its inactive state it 
is bound to GDP whereas when bound to GTP it becomes active in signalling. 
Normally the duration of activity of GTP bound Ras is short as both the intrinsic 
GTPase activity of the protein and extrinsic GTPases result in reversion to the inactive 
GDP bound form. Mutated forms of Ras have greatly reduced intrinsic GTPase activity 
and, therefore, continue to be active for longer. Ras activity is also controlled by 
GTPase activating proteins (gap) which activate cytosolic GTPase. Amongst the best 
studied of these are p i20 Gap (Gibbs et al, 1984) and the gap related domain of 
neurofibromin, the product of the neurofibromatosis type 1 (NFl) gene (Xu et al, 1990). 
Patients with NFl are predisposed to a variety of malignancies including tumours
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derived from the Schwann cells that make up nerve sheaths. Malignant Schwann cell 
tumours from patients with NFl (which must carry a NFl gene defect) were found to 
have very high levels of GTP bound and, therefore, active Ras (Basu et al, 1992).

Mechanisms of transduction of message from membrane bound receptors to Ras 
have recently become clearer. At least two separate signal cascades are known to 
function via the activation of Ras. The first involves membrane bound tyrosine kinases. 
When bound to extracellular ligand the membrane bound tyrosine kinase receptors are 
phosphorylated and then interact with the Grb2/Sem5 family of adapter proteins either 
directly or via specific SH2 domain-containing adapter proteins (Rozakis-Adcock et al, 
1992). The phosphorylation of the membrane bound tyrosine kinases is itself controlled 
by a diverse family of protein tyrosine phosphatases (Fischer et al, 1991). The 
Grb2/Sem5 proteins then interact with proteins that activate Ras by exchanging the 
inactive GDP for an active GTP molecule. The best known of these guanine-nucleotide- 
releasing factors is Sos, the protein product of the Son-of-sevenless gene involved in 
the optic development of the fruit fly. Drosophila. It may be that the Grb2/Sem5 
proteins bind to Sos via specific SH3 domains which are known to be involved in signal 
transduction (reviewed in Blenis, 1993). The end result would be that phosphorylation 
of the membrane bound tyrosine kinase binds Sos to the cell membrane, holding it in 
close proximity to plasma membrane-associated Ras where it could promote Ras to 
exchange a GDP molecule for an 'active' GTP nucleotide. This cascade appears to be 
broadly conserved among species having been found to be important in the vulval 
development of nematodes, ocular development of Drosophila and in mammalian cells 
(Blenis, 1993).

The second signalling cascade which appears to function via activation of Ras is 
that associated with the G proteins which are involved in a variety of pathways 
including those responsible for phospholipase activity, modulation of ion channels and 
inhibition of adenylate cyclase. Some agonists of G-protein-coupled receptors such as 
thrombin and lysophosphatic acid act as mitogens, stimulating cell proliferation via a 
pertussis toxin (PTX)-sensitive signalling pathway (van Corven et al, 1993). The G- 
protein signalling pathway is conserved among species, from yeast to mammals, but 
how do the receptors couple to Ras? The receptors couple to trimeric GTPases 
consisting of a , P and y subunits. In the yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the a  subunit 
appears to regulate the ability of the py dimer to activate the signalling cascade whereas 
in mammals it appears that signalling can be regulated by both a  and Py subunits 
(reviewed in Cook & McCormick, 1994). The Py-mediated signalling can be abolished 

by transfecting cells with plasmids expressing ra^-inhibitory proteins suggesting that 
signal transduction via Py dimers was mediated through Ras (Crespo et al, 1994). The 
Py dimer is known to bind to the P-adrenergic receptor kinase, (PARK), a cytosolic 
enzyme involved in the adaptive response to hormonal stimulation. The py dimers bind
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at the carboxy terminus of PARK to a region which has homology to a variety of 
signals involved in cellular signalling, the Pleckstrin homology (PH) domain. Of note is 
the fact that mammalian nucleotide-exchange factors such as Sos also have PH 
domains. Hence, it may be that the Py dimer assembles a signalling complex on the 
plasma membrane analogous to that composed of SH2, the Grb2/Sem5 and Sos. The 
effect of the py dimer, pARK complex would, therefore, be to activate Ras (reviewed 

in Cook & McCormick, 1994).
It appears, therefore, that a variety of signalling pathways have their effects via 

Ras but how does Ras mediate DNA transcription? Whereas the transduction of cell 
surface signals was effected by protein tyrosine kinases it was known that factors 
directly affecting transcription were serine/threonine kinases so somewhere there had to 
be a 'kinase switch'. Over the last two years the mechanisms of this switching from 
tyrosine kinase activation at the cell membrane to serine/threonine kinase activation in 
the cytoplasm have been described (reviewed in Egan & Weinberg, 1993, Blenis, 1993, 
and Ruderman, 1993). One approach taken to elucidate the nature of the control of the 
serine/threonine kinases was to start with a known phosphorylation event involved in 
the control of cell growth and work backwards to identify the signalling pathway. The 
phosphorylation of the S6 protein of the 40S ribosomal subunit was chosen for study 
and the kinase responsible was duly identified as RSK. The control of RSK activity 
was found to be via a family of serine/threonine kinases, mitogen activated protein 
kinases (MAP kinases), also called extracellular signal related kinases (ERK). MAP 
kinases themselves were found to be activated by serine/threonine kinases, termed 
MAP kinase kinases (or MEK in mammalian systems) and even MAP kinase kinases 
appeared to be controlled by serine/threonine phosphorylation (via MAP kinase kinase 
kinases). The link between activation of membrane bound tyrosine kinase receptors and 
the MAP kinase signalling pathway was found to be activation of Ras. Indeed, 
expression of oncogenic ras mutants in the absence of mitogenic stimuli leads to 
persistent MAP kinase activation, whereas the introduction of ras inhibitory proteins or 
over-expression of gap blocks the activation of the MAP kinase cascade. The protein 
product of ra f y an oncogene known to mimic some of the effects of ras y forms 
bimolecular complexes with Ras and it is via Raf that Ras has its effect. Raf has been 
identified as having serine/threonine kinase activity and, in the majority of species 
studied, acts as a MAP kinase kinase kinase. In summary, therefore, signals from 
protein tyrosine kinase and G-protein associated cell surface receptors are transduced 
via Ras and then Raf through the MAP kinase pathway. It appears that signal 
transduction via Ras, Raf and MAP kinases is conserved through evolution from yeast 
to mammals with only minor modifications. In spite of the fact that the signalling 
pathway is conserved between species the terminology is not and many components of 
the MAP kinase signalling pathway have different names in yeast. Drosophila and
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mammals. Although appealingly simple this scheme may not be the entire story. It 
appears that MAP kinase can phosphorylate Raf which could imply that a negative 
feedback loop controlling the effect of the MAP kinase cascade exists.

The original analysis of the MAP kinases concentrated on their effect in the 
transduction of mitogenic stimuli. Indeed, the phosphorylation of Jun and Fos is 
dependant on MAP kinase activity and the products of these two cellular oncogenes are 
known to be important in the production of the activator protein-1 (AP-1) transcription 
factor which modulates expression of genes involved in growth regulation, 
differentiation and neoplastic transformation (Bernstein et al, 1994). However, 
mitogenic signals are not the only ones to be transduced by MAP kinases. The growth 
of unfertilised eggs of vertebrates is arrested in metaphase by the activity of cytostatic 
factor (CSF) which is itself activated by MAP kinase (Haccard et al, 1994). The 
detailed interactions of the various components of the Ras/Raf/MAP kinase pathway 
remain unclear but their further analysis may well yield important insights into the 
precise mechanisms involved in malignant transformation.

1.2. l.d  Oncogenes acting in the nucleus
Several oncogenes code for proteins located in the nucleus. The myc family of 

oncogenes has three members: c-myc (the cellular homologue of the v-myc oncogene 
found in several avian retroviruses), L-myc (associated with human small cell lung 
cancer) and N-myc (amplification of which is found in some Nb tumours). As 
amplification of N-myc is important in Nb progression (section 1.5.5.c) the structure 
and function of the myc oncogenes will be dealt with in detail. All three myc genes 
code for nuclear oncoproteins, c-myc encodes a nuclear protein with a short half life 
which is expressed when mitogens are present. Unlike other early response genes it 
continues to be expressed throughout the cell cycle as long as mitogens are present. If 
c-myc expression falls, cells go into GO after the next cell division whereas if c-myc 
levels remain high, cells are committed to continue to divide, c-myc , therefore, 
encodes a repressor of genes that cause growth arrest (reviewed in Cole 1986). If c-myc 
is constitutively activated, and yet cells are grown in deficient medium, apoptosis 
(programmed cell death) occurs (Evan et al, 1992). Several observations have 
implicated the myc genes in cancer formation. The viral homologue of c-myc (v-myc) 
was identified as the oncogene of avian sarcoma virus (MC29) which causes cancer in 
chickens (Weiss et al, 1985) and there is evidence to suggest that c-myc can co-operate 
with ras to transform cultured cells (Land et al, 1983). Direct evidence for the role of c- 
myc in human malignancy came from the observation that c-myc DNA sequences are 
found to be amplified in cells from some types of human leukaemia (Collins and 
Groudine, 1982, Dalla-Favera et al, 1982). However, the most compelling evidence
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for the involvement of c-myc in a human neoplasm came from the study of Burkitt's 
lymphoma. This high grade B-cell malignancy occurs in 2 forms: a slow growing jaw 
mass (high incidence in Africa called the endemic or African type) or a rapidly 
growing, abdominal lymphoid malignancy (non-African or sporadic type). In both 
types the c-myc gene on chromosome 8 is juxtaposed with the promoters of 
immunoglobulin genes, which are constitutively activated in B-cells. Translocations 
involve the immunoglobulin heavy chain on chromosome 14, the kappa light chain on 
chromosome 2 or the lambda light chain on chromosome 22 (reviewed in Croce CM, 
1985). In cells carrying these translocations, the close proximity of the 
immunoglobulin promoter and enhancer sequences, combined with point mutations and 
rearrangements occurring in the c-myc gene, are thought to result in deregulation of c- 
myc (Spencer and Groudine, 1991). The phenotypic difference between the endemic 
and the sporadic types can be explained by the proximity of the immunoglobulin 
promoter to the c-myc gene. In the African type the promoter is some distance away, 
but in the non-African, more aggressive, tumours the translocation is actually within 
the first exon of the c-myc gene (Pelicci et al, 1986). The co-expression of c-myc and 
the oncogene BCL-2 (an inhibitor of apoptosis) results in particularly aggressive B-cell 
disease (Klein, 1991). Although the mechanisms by which c-myc exerts its effects are 
poorly understood, there is evidence that it is involved in transcriptional regulation. 
The end terminus of Myc (the protein product of c-myc) contains a region capable of 
activating transcription in mammalian cells (Cole et al, 1986). The structure of the Myc 
oncoproteins is similar to that of the basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) and basic-leucine 
zipper (bLZ) families of transcription factors (Penn et al, 1990). Both bLZ and bHLH 
families bind DNA as dimers and, therefore, in order for the basic regions of each 
monomer to make specific contact with DNA, the transcription factor must bind to 
itself (homodimerisation), or to a closely related molecule (heterodimerisation). Myc is 
unable to form homodimers but does complex with the related protein Max. Max is a 
bHLH- LZ protein which exists as four distinct isoforms due to alternative splicing. The 
functional significance of the different isoforms is not known. Max is able to form 
homodimers but preferentially complexes with Myc. Whereas levels of Myc fluctuate 
according to cellular growth signals. Max is a stable protein expressed at similar levels 
in both proliferating and quiescent cells. The concentration of the Myc/Max 
heterodimer is, therefore, determined by the rate of Myc synthesis (Berberich et al, 
1992). There is evidence from work in yeast that Myc activates transcription through 
CACGTG and CACATG sequences in collaboration with Max (Crouch et al, 1993). 
The identity of the genes regulated by the Myc/Max complexes, however, remains 
unknown and the role of Max in transcriptional regulation is also poorly understood.
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1.2.2 Mechanisms o f oncogene activation
Transformation of cells by retroviruses may have led to the discovery of 

oncogenes but infection with retroviruses is not the cause of the majority of human 
malignancies. Abnormalities of the cellular counterparts of viral oncogenes, c-oncs, 
however, have been associated with tumour development. Three major mechanisms 
exist: gene amplification, increased transcription of a single copy gene and the 
production of a mutated protein product.

1.2.2.a Gene Amplification
DNA amplification is a common mechanism for increasing gene dosage. Gene 

amplification is not always pathological; for example, chorion genes are amplified as 
part of the normal pattern of development of the oocytes of Drosophila or Xenopus 
(Kafatos et al, 1985). However, there are now many examples of oncogene 
amplification in solid tumours with amplification of N-ra^, abl, myb, egfr, erbBl and of 
all three members of the myc family having been identified in tumours or cell lines 
(reviewed in Schwab & Amler, 1990). The amplified genes either insert themselves ’en 
bloc' into chromosomes forming homogeneously staining regions (HSRs) or coalesce to 
form double minutes (DMs) (Cowell, 1982). There is evidence that oncogene 
amplification has a role in the development or progression of malignancies. In the case 
of Nb, for example, patients with tumours in which amplification of N-wyc has been 
identified have more aggressive disease (section 1.5.5.c). Similarly, amplification of c- 
myc in lung tumours is associated with a poor prognosis (Prins et al, 1993). More direct 
evidence for the role of amplified oncogenes in tumour formation comes from in-vitro 
experiments. Increasing the expression of N-myc by the use of an expression vector can 
result in the transformation of human cell lines in tissue culture (Schwab et al, 1985) 
and, as gene amplification results in increased gene expression, we can infer that 
amplified oncogenes are involved in tumorigenesis. Perhaps the most convincing data 
for the role of oncogene amplification comes from experiments in which anti sense 
oligonucleotides were used to decrease oncogene expression. The promyelocytic cell 
line, HL60, overexpresses c-myc. The addition of a c-myc antisense oligonucleotide to 
HL60 cells in culture resulted in a decrease in proliferation and an increase in 
differentiation along the granulocytic line in both a sequence-specific and dose- 
dependant manner (Prins et al, 1993).

1.2.2.b Increased transcription
Increased transcription of a single copy gene arises when the oncogene is put 

under control of an active promoter. This is the case in the B-cell lymphomas 
(discussed in section 1.2. Id) where the c-myc oncogene is put under the transcriptional 
control of promoters for immunoglobulin loci. There is in vitro experimental data to
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support this theory, c-mos, the cellular homologue of the mos oncogene from Maloney 
murine sarcoma virus (m-msv), is incapable of inducing transformation of cells alone. 
However, when a construct containing c-mos is linked to the m-msv long terminal 
repeat (which contains viral promoter sequences) was transfected into cells, 
transformed foci arose (Blair et al, 1981).

1.2.2.C Mutated Protein Product
Chromosome translocations can juxtapose gene sequences giving rise to fusion 

proteins with oncogenic activity. The classic example is the Philadelphia chromosome, 
characteristic of chronic myeloid leukaemias (CML), which results from a translocation 
between chromosomes 9 and 22 (Nowell and Hungerford, 1960). The t(9;22) fuses the 
c-abl (cellular homologue of the Abelson mouse leukaemia virus) oncogene with bar, a 
gene known as the 'breakpoint cluster region' on chromosome 22 (Adams, 1985). The 
resulting fusion protein has a greatly increased tyrosine kinase activity (Adams, 1985). 
The t(9;22) translocation is not specific to CML and is found in around 10% of cases 
with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL). In CML the resulting fusion protein is 210 
kD in size, whereas in ALL it is only 190 kD suggesting that the translocation 
breakpoint is different in the two diseases (Hermans, 1987).

In some diseases there is considerable heterogeneity in the translocations seen. 
For example, in infantile leukaemia a t(4 ;ll) translocation is seen in 90% of cases, 
fusing the ALL-1 gene on llq23 (a gene which has homology to the Drosophila 
trithorax gene (Djabali et al, 1992) to sequences on chromosome 4. However, many 
other translocations have been reported and, although the breakpoint on chromosome 
11 (llq23 , in the ALL-1 gene) remains constant, the position of the reciprocal 
translocation breakpoint varies.

The protein products of these translocations can retain the functional 
characteristics of both of the normal proteins from which they were derived. For 
example, acute promyelocytic leukaemia is associated with a t(15;17) translocation 
juxtaposing the retinoic acid receptor RARa on chromosome 17q21 with a novel 

transcription factor, PML on chromosome 15q23. The fusion protein has transcription 
factor activity but may also act as a block to retinoic acid produced differentiation. The 
latter effect can be overcome to some degree by huge doses of retinoic acid (Zelent, 
1994).

Increased activity of a single oncogene, however, is not sufficient to induce the 
malignant transformation of an otherwise normal cell. Whilst it is true that ras can 
transform NIH 3T3 cells (Lowy et al, 1978) these cells already have an immortalised 
phenotype and can be considered pre-malignant. Normal cells can be transformed by 
ras but only when immortalised by myc (Land et al, 1983) which led to the concept 
that multiple oncogenes work together to transform cells (Weinberg, 1985).
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1.3 TUMOUR SUPPRESSOR GENES
We have seen that oncogenes code for factors associated with cell growth and 

that they act dominantly; increased oncogenic effect resulting from gene amplification, 
increased gene expression or the increased activity of novel protein products. However, 
in the 1970s evidence was found for a second class of genes associated with 
malignancy but here it was loss of function, not increased effect, that resulted in tumour 
formation. Two lines of evidence were important in identifying this second class of 
genes namely, the statistical evaluation of heritable cancer syndromes and experiments 
in which hybrids were constructed between normal and malignant cells.

1.3.1 Tumour!normal hybrids
In 1969 Harris and Klein showed that fusion of malignant and normal cells in- 

vitro often resulted in the loss of the malignant phenotype. The hybrids were, however, 
genetically unstable, randomly losing chromosome material and, if the hybrids were 
grown through successive generations, some clones reverted back to the malignant 
phenotype. These experiments have been extended and the introduction of single 
human chromosomes or even micro-dissected regions of specific chromosomes into 
tumour cells also suppressed malignancy (Stanbridge, 1990). This suggested that 
normal cells carry genes that act to prevent malignancy and that their presence in the 
hybrids is capable of suppressing the transformed phenotype but, if these genes are lost 
through genetic instability, the malignant phenotype recurs. It appears, therefore, that 
these endogenous genes act recessively at the cellular level.

1.3.2 Hereditary Cancer
The recessive nature of these (tumour suppressing) genes did not fit well with 

the evidence from the eye tumour retinoblastoma (Rb). Rb is the commonest eye 
tumour of childhood and was known to be familial, the predisposition being transmitted 
as an autosomal dominant trait with variable penetrance (Vogel, 1979). In hereditary 
cases the tumour was diagnosed earlier and was more likely to be multiple and bilateral. 
This led Knudson to propose his now famous two-hit hypothesis (Knudson, 1971).

He postulated that Rb arose as a result of two genetic events (hits). In sporadic 
cases both hits had to occur as random genetic events in the same cell for the tumour to 
develop. In hereditary cases, however, one hit was a germline mutation, affecting every 
cell in the body, and all that was needed for Rb formation was a single genetic event in 
an appropriate cell. A single event in any retinal cell was much more likely to occur 
than two events in a single cell, hence the early onset and the greater likelihood of 
multiple tumours in familial cases. Two years later. Comings extended the concept by
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suggesting that Rb may involve the loss of both alleles of a recessively acting gene that 
normally suppressed tumour formation (Comings, 1973). The existence of these 
genes, called 'tumour suppressors', 'anti-oncogenes' or 'recessive oncogenes', none of 
which accurately describes their normal role, is firmly established and several have now 
been cloned. The structure and function of three examples, RBI (the retinoblastoma 
predisposition gene), W Tl (a gene predisposing to certain types of Wilms tumour) and 
p53 will be reviewed since they each have different mechanisms of action.

1.3.3 Retinoblastoma

1.3.3.a Evidence localising RBI to 13ql4
The suggestion that mutation of a single gene is responsible for Rb promoted 

world-wide attempts to clone it. As RB 1 was the first tumour suppressor gene to be 
cloned, a brief review of the approach used will be instructive. Rare patients with Rb 
also developed a range of other physical abnormalities and mental retardation. This 
complex phenotype was always associated with constitutional deletions of chromosome 
13 and, as the number of deletions reported increased, a common region of overlap 
emerged in 13ql4 (Francke and Kung, 1976, Yunis and Ramsay, 1978). Analysis of 
tumour karyotype also showed abnormalities of 13ql4, but only in 10-20% of cases and 
the changes were seen against a background of other cytogenetic abnormalities 
(Benedict et al, 1983). Indeed, other changes such as extra copies of parts of Iq (Squire 
et al, 1985) or two extra copies of the short arm of chromosome 6, referred to as iso
chromosome 6p, were much more commonly seen than 13ql4 abnormalities. Evidence 
implicating 13ql4 as the location of the RBI gene came initially for the study of a 
single patient. The child with retinoblastoma was found to have only 50% of the 
normal level of an enzyme, esterase D (ESD), in their blood cells (Sparkes et al, 1980). 
ESD had been shown to map to 13ql4 (Van Heyningen et al, 1975) and exists as two 
polymorphic isoforms which can be distinguished by their electrophoretic patterns 
(Hopkinson et al, 1973). By studying large numbers of patients it was possible to 
ascertain whether Rb predisposition and ESD were genetically linked. Tight linkage 
between the two was demonstrated (Sparkes et al, 1980) placing the Rb predisposition 
gene in 13ql4. The recessive nature of the Rb gene at the cellular level was suggested 
by the finding of a patient with Rb and only 50% of the normal level of ESD in then- 
constitutional cells who had no cytogenetically visible deletion in 13ql4 but had 
undetectable ESD activity in their tumour cells, suggesting loss of both copies of a part 
of 13ql4 and, hence the Rb predisposition gene, had occurred. It is important to 
realise, however, that although ESD and the Rb predisposition gene are tightly linked, 
over 95% of patients with Rb have normal levels of ESD in their constitutional cells 
(Cowell et al, 1986). Were there two different genes involved in Rb, one on 13ql4 for
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the hereditary form and another, elsewhere for the sporadic type? Six patients were 
identified who were heterozygous for ESD isoforms in their blood cells. Some had 
unilateral tumours and no family history and others bilateral Rb and affected relatives. 
Although all the tumours had ESD activity, four had become homozygous for one of 
the two ESD isoforms implying that both sporadic and familial forms involved loss of 
alleles in 13ql4 (Godbout et al, 1983). Similar observations were made using DNA 
rather than protein polymorphisms (Dryja et al, 1984). These DNA polymorphisms 
may be phenotypically silent but they alter the length of DNA fragments obtained when 
the sample is cut with restriction endonucleases and are, therefore, called restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) (Cavenee et al, 1984). Comparison of 
constitutional and tumour DNA using analyses for either ESD or RFLPs, showed that 
markers which were heterozygous in constitutional cells became homozygous in 
tumours in 70% of cases. This loss of heterozygosity (LOH) occurred by a number of 
different mechanisms. The whole of one chromosome 13 could be lost and the 
remaining, mutant, chromosome reduplicated. Non-disjunction of sister chromosomes 
during mitosis will result in two copies of the mutant chromosome in a daughter cell. 
In both mechanisms above, LOH will be found for markers all the way along 
chromosome 13. Mitotic recombination, and appropriate segregation at mitosis, will 
also give rise to a cell homozygous for the mutant predisposition gene but in this case 
LOH will be limited to the region distal to the recombination event. Point mutations 
and small interstitial deletions may not lead to LOH even of markers which closely 
flank the predisposition gene. Studies showed that mitotic recombination or non
disjunction events were the mechanism for loss of heterozygosity in 85% of cases of Rb 
in which it was found (Zhu et al, 1992).

1.3.3.b The cloning o f the RBI gene
Two approaches were used in the isolation of the Rb gene (RBI); chromosome 

walking from the adjacent ESD gene (Lee and Lee, 1986) and the random isolation of 
probes from a flow sorted chromosome 13 library (Lalande et al, 1984). Using the 
second approach, a probe that mapped to 13ql4 was identified (Lalande et al, 1984). 
This probe was used to isolate a DNA sequence that was conserved between species 
and recognised a transcript from a foetal retinal cell line but failed to detect a transcript 
in Rb tumours (Friend et al, 1986). A cDNA clone (4.7R) identified structural 
abnormalities on Southern blotting in 15-40% of Rb tumours (Friend et al, 1987). When 
Northern blots were made from RNA derived from tumours, and probed with 4.7R it 
was found that, in 70% of Rb tumours, a full length transcript was apparently 
expressed. The finding that predisposing constitutional chromosome translocations 
involving breakpoints in 13ql4 intermpted the coding sequence of the gene (Higgins et
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al, 1989, Mitchell and Cowell, 1989) provided the final proof that RBI was the 
retinoblastoma predisposition gene.

1.3.3.C RBI structure and Function
The RB 1 gene encompasses a huge 200 kb of genomic DNA and is composed 

of 27 exons most of which are less than 200 bp in length (McGee et al, 1989). RBI 
contains a leucine zipper motif consisting of an arrangement of amino acids where 
every seventh one is a leucine residue. This structure is often found in transcription 
factors and appears to be important in facilitating dimérisation of proteins. The RB 1 
gene encodes an mRNA product 4757 bp long (Friend et al, 1987), and is translated to a 
protein (pRB) of 105-115 kD. pRB is a nuclear protein with a central role in cell 
division. It exists in unphosphorylated and phosphorylated forms, its phosphorylation 
being necessary for cells to progress from 01 to S phase of the cell cycle. Studies of 
the DNA tumour viruses demonstrated that the adenovirus virus E l A (Early region 1 
A) protein formed a complex with pRB. pRB bound to those viral sequences known to 
be important for El A oncogenic activity (Whyte et al, 1988). Proteins from other DNA 
tumour viruses, the large T-antigen of SV40 (DeCaprio et al, 1988) and the E7 protein 
of human papilloma virus (Dyson et al, 1989) acted in the same way preventing pRB 
from acting as a brake on DNA synthesis and cell division.

How does pRB exert its effect? It appears that transcription of a wide variety of 
cell cycle regulating genes, including c-myc, is controlled by the interaction of a cellular 
transcription factor E2F. E2F is thought to complex with the promoter regions of c-myc 
and other cell cycle genes initiating transcription of their mRNA. Unphosphorylated 
pRB complexes with E2F preventing it from activating genes responsible for cell 
division. Phosphorylation of pRB, or complex formation with the DNA virus 
oncoproteins, destroys its ability to bind E2F which can then stimulate cell growth 
unhindered (Nevins, 1992). Other proteins such as the Rb associated protein pl07 and 
the cell cycle regulated cyclin A-CDK2 kinase complex also have a role.

pRB is central to the control of cell cycling, but does it have a role in 
differentiation? After all, histologically Rb tumours resemble undifferentiated, foetal 
retinal cells and a failure of normal retinal differentiation was suggested as a primary 
event in Rb development. Evidence for the importance of pRB in differentiation comes 
not from retinal cells but from muscle. In foetal muscle cells a protein, myo-D, is 
required for differentiation of primitive myoblasts into myotubes which lack the 
potential to divide. Myo-D interacts with unphosphorylated pRB both in vivo and in 
vitro through the same region that controls adenovirus El A and SV40 large T-antigen 
interaction (Gu et al, 1993) In this way pRB appears to alter the ability of Myo-D 
homodimers, but not heterodimers, to bind DNA and cause muscle differentiation.
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1.3.3.d Tissue specificity o f RBI
As pRB is central to the control of cell division in all cells does this correlate 

with an increased risk of all malignancies in patients with familial Rb? Patients cured 
of Rb are indeed at increased risk of other malignancies and it is those patients who 
carry the germinal (familial) mutation and not the sporadic cases who are at risk. 
Treatment of patients with radiotherapy or chemotherapy with alkylating agents such as 
cyclophosphamide is associated with an increased risk of second malignancy. The most 
common second tumour is osteosarcoma with a two-hundred to five hundred fold 
increase of incidence for limb osteosarcomas and a risk at least twice that high for 
tumoiu*s within the radiation field (Hawkins et al, 1987). Other second tumours include 
soft tissue sarcomas, central nervous system tumours and basal cell carcinomas of the 
skin (Draper et al, 1986). How frequently individuals with genetic Rb develop any 
second tumour is unclear. Some groups estimate an 8% cumulative risk at 20 years 
post treatment for Rb (Hawkins et al, 1987) others as high as 90% at 30 years 
(Abramson et al, 1984). At a cellular level many tumours show mutations of RBI or 
changes in its expression. Studies of breast and lung tumours, to which Rb patients do 
not appear to be predisposed, show LOH at loci on chromosome 13. In small cell lung 
carcinoma (SCLC) 91% of cases exhibit LOH for 13q (Yokota et al, 1987) . 
Furthermore, absence of expression of RBI mRNA was found in 60% of SCLC cell 
lines, 18% of which were found to have structural DNA abnormalities in 13ql4 
(Harbour et al, 1988). However, these mutations are less likely to represent primary 
causative genetic events but rather yet another molecular change in the progression of 
the tumour. One could easily imagine that the loss of function of a gene that usually 
acts as a brake on cell division would give a tumour cell considerable growth 
advantage. Hence, clonal selection for cells that acquire mutations in RBI may be seen 
in many tumours as they progress.

1.3.3.e RBI and patient management
As Rb can be familial, the diagnosis of Rb in an individual child has far 

reaching consequences for the family as a whole. All other children in the family may 
need to be screened and advice given to other family members as to whether or not they 
are carriers of a predisposing mutation. The possibility of incomplete penetrance means 
that all children in the family (sibs and cousins) and all children of affected parents 
have to be considered at risk. Screening consists of frequent ocular examination under 
a general anaesthesia which has emotional and physical implications for the child and 
constitute a major clinical commitment for ophthalmology departments. Yet, at least 
half of the children screened would not have inherited the mutant RB 1 allele and are at 
no more risk of developing the tumour than the general population. A means of 
identifying those at risk therefore would be a significant advantage in the clinical
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management of this disease. Cloning the gene led to the identification of naturally 
occurring phenotypically insignificant polymorphisms within the gene which allow 
individual chromosomes to be identified (Wiggs et al, 1988) By comparing the patterns 
of inheritance of these markers with that of the disease phenotype it is possible to track 
the defective gene through generations allowing family members carrying the 
predisposing mutation to be identified. Using a panel of RFLPs it is possible to offer 
screening to 95% of families and prenatal detection is also possible (Onadim and 
Cowell, 1991) Only 10-20% of Rb patients have a family history of the disease, the 
majority presenting as apparently sporadic cases. In order to offer genetic counselling 
to the families of these patients, the causative mutation must be identified. It would be 
a huge undertaking to sequence the whole 200 kb genomic region for each patient and 
family member. However, each of the 27 exons can be amplified by the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) and the mutant exons, even those with a single base pair change, 
will show altered mobility on denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; a 
technique known as single stand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) (Hogg et al, 
1992) The rest of the family can then be screened for the presence of the abnormal 
exon.

1.3.4 WILMS TUMOUR
Rb provides the paradigm for understanding tumour suppressor genes with the 

tumour, which resembles its foetal tissue counterparts , arising from the loss of function 
of both copies of the RBI gene. Wilms tumour (WT) is another embryonal tumour of 
childhood and, in the classical form, has triphasic histology: stromal, blastemal and 
epithelial elements are all seen. WT occurs in 1:10,000 normal children and has a peak 
incidence between 3 - 6  years of age. It is usually unilateral, but bilateral tumours 
occur in 6% of cases and 8% of unilaterally affected patients have more than 1 primary 
tumour in their involved kidneys. Bilateral cases also present earlier than unilateral WT 
and so it was not surprising that Knudson and Strong (1972) postulated a 2-mutation 
model for WT development. However, several lines of evidence suggested that the 
situation in WT was more complex than for Rb. The incidence of familial WT is low, 
2.4% and, unlike Rb tumours in familial cases did not appear earlier than their sporadic 
counterparts as would be expected from a 2-hit model (Bonaiti-Pellie et al, 1992). WT 
is associated with other malformations and four main complex phenotypes were 
identified; WAGR, Beckwith Wiedemann syndrome, Perlman syndrome and the Denys 
Drash syndrome.

In some patients WT co-existed with aniridia, genitourinary malformations and 
mental retardation (the WAGR phenotype) and these patients had constitutional 
interstitial deletions of l lp l3  (Riccardi et al, 1978) suggesting that genes responsible 
for this collection of phenotypes were located there.
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The second association was with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS). This 
syndrome is characterised by abnormalities of the growth of numerous organs (tongue, 
pancreatic islets, hemihypertrophy) and predisposes children to several embryonal 
tumours especially WT, though hepatoblastoma, adrenocortical carcinoma and 
rhabdomyosarcoma are also seen. Unlike WAGR patients, most patients with BWS 
have a normal karyotype although duplications of l ip  15 have been reported and, in 
familial cases of BWS, there is close genetic linkage with genes coding for p-globin, 

insulin and Harvey-ra^, all located in the l lp l5  (Koufos et al, 1989). The two 
syndromes (WAGR and BWS) also differ in the type of intra-renal abnormalities that 
co-exist with WT. Metanephric blastemal tissue of the developing kidney that fails to 
differentiate persists as nephrogenic rests (NR). These foci of relatively undifferentiated 
tissue can be diffuse or multifocal and kidneys so affected are labelled as having 
nephroblastomatosis. NR are closely associated with WT, the two conditions often co
existing in the same kidney, and have been thought of as pre-malignant lesions, 
although, as 1:100 children have NR and only 1:10,000 develop WT, the majority of 
NR must not 'progress' (Beckwith et al, 1990). Two patterns of NR occur: intralobar 
NR (ILNR), which are thought to occur in early embryogenesis and perilobar NR 
(PLNR) which occur later. Patients with WAGR have the (earlier) ILNR whereas those 
with BWS have the (later) PLNR. Although there is no histological difference in the 
WT found in the two syndromes, tumours arise later in the BWS group (Slater and 
Mannens, 1992).

Two more syndromes that predispose to WT development have been described. 
Perlman syndrome is characterised by a high neonatal death rate, dysmorphic features, 
mental retardation and a high risk of developing WT, with most tumours presenting in 
the first year of life and often involving both kidneys. The syndrome is very rare, with 
only twelve recorded cases in the world literature, but it is distinct from BWS and may 
involve a different genetic locus , also on llp l5  (Grundy et al, 1992).

The Denys Drash syndrome is another rare condition in which a predisposition 
to WT is seen. Affected patients present with severe urogenital aberrations which result 
in heavy proteinuria and glomerular disease, abnormal genitalia (often sufficiently 
severe to cause pseudohermaphroditism) and prominent ILNR. Patients who survive the 
renal dysfunction are virtually certain to develop WT. The molecular basis of the 
predisposition to WT in Denys Drash syndrome has now been elucidated (reviewed in 
Hastie 1992).

Analysis of the rare familial Wilms showed that in the majority of cases WT 
predisposition was not linked to any markers on chromosome 11 (Grundy et al, 1988). 
So, unlike Rb, at least three genes seem to be important in WT development, located at 
l lp l3 , l lp l5  and outside chromosome 11 altogether.
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1.3.4.a WTl gene
Cloning the WTl gene from l ip  13 started with definition of the smallest region 

of overlap of the deletions found in WAGR patients. A panel of somatic cell hybrids 
which carried various deletions and translocations of human l ip  13 allowed localisation 
of probes within l ip  13. Molecular cloning of the region between the markers which 
defined the smallest region of overlap identified a gene (WTl) spanning 50 kb of 
genomic DNA and encoding an mRNA 3 kb long (Call et al, 1990, Gessler et al, 
1990). The WTl gene product is located in the nucleus and has DNA binding motifs in 
the form of 4 carboxy-terminal zinc 'fingers' of the Cys2-His2 variety and a proline- 
glutamine rich amino terminal region. The zinc finger domains share homology with 
mammalian polypeptides involved in the early growth response (EGR and CR families) 
which mediate transition from GO to G 1 in the cell cycle (Rauscher et al, 1990). In situ 
hybridisation studies using WTl mRNA probes showed WTl expression in developing 
gonad and early epithelial structures within the developing kidney where it mediates the 
differentiation of metanephric mesenchyme to an epithelial phenotype (Pritchard-Jones 
et al, 1990). In tumours WTl expression is found only in neoplastic structures whose 
normal counterparts also express the gene, with stromal predominant tumours showing 
very low levels and epithelial predominant tumours very high expression (Pritchard- 
Jones and Fleming, 1991). It may be that the failure of renal epithelial differentiation 
forces' some cells down the line of stromal differentiation, thereby explaining the 
persistence of stroma which does not express WTl in tumours. The role of W Tl in 
disease is best shown in the Denys Drash syndrome . Mutations of one or other of the 
zinc fingers of WTl have been observed in the constitutional cells of all ten patients 
studied by Pelletier et al (Pelletier et al, 1991). Nine of the ten patients had mutations in 
the third zinc finger and in the remaining case it was the second zinc finger that was 
affected. Abnormalities of W Tl in patients with the Denys Drash syndrome findings 
have been confirmed by other authors (Baird et al, 1992). However, in sporadic WT, 
although some tumours have been shown to have abnormalities in W Tl (Haber et al, 
1990) the majority have normal WTl structure, so other genetic changes must be 
important in the development of sporadic WT.

1.3.4.b l lp lS  BWS and Genomic Imprinting
Although only 30% of WT show allele loss for 1 Ip, LOH is more common in 

l lp l5  than l lp l3  (Mannens et al, 1990, Wadey et al, 1990). One of the unexpected 
results of these studies was the observation that maternal alleles were lost preferentially 
(Pal et al, 1990, Schroeder et al, 1987). The activity of autosomal alleles is normally 
independent of their parental origin but when the sex of the parent from which the allele 
is inherited affects its expression the gene is said to be genomically imprinted 
(Feinberg, 1993). I lp l5  has been shown to be important in WT with both paternal
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uniparental disomy of l ip  and paternal l ip  15 duplications reported (reviewed in Slater 
and Mannens 1992). The imprinting, however, need not be permanently stamped on a 
somatic cell and it may be lost during malignant progression. Indeed, 'relaxation of 
imprinting' has been postulated as a mechanism of uncovering oncogenic mutations in a 
way analogous to LOH for non-imprinted alleles (reviewed in Rainier et al, 1993). The 
nature of the gene or genes in l lp l5  involved in WTl predisposition remain unclear.

1.3.5 P53
W Tl mutations are probably only one of a number of genetic changes required 

for WT formation and the effects of W Tl mutation seem to be specific for the 
urogenital system. This tissue specificity is also seen in Rb which is primarily involved 
in two malignancies (Rb and osteosarcoma) with only secondary involvement in other 
tumours. By contrast, the p53 oncogene is primarily involved in a large number of 
separate tumours derived from both embryonal and fully differentiated tissues. The 
nuclear phosphoprotein, p53, was originally thought to be a dominantly acting 
oncogene and the evidence for this contention seemed strong. It was originally 
discovered in extracts from transformed cells and was found to complex with the large 
T antigen of SV40 (Lane and Crawford, 1979). High levels of p53 were often found in 
DNA derived from tumour cells and the protein product was found to have a longer half 
life in transformed than in normal cells. Acting along with ras, a variety of genomic 
DNA clones of p53 were found to be capable of transforming rat embryo fibroblasts in 
culture (Parada et al, 1982). However, all of these transforming clones turned out to be 
in mutant forms of p53 (Hinds et al, 1989). The normal, wild type, p53 acted as a 
tumour suppressor in that it could inhibit the growth of malignant cells in culture 
(Baker et al, 1990) and decrease the ability of these cells to form tumours in animals 
(Chen et al, 1990). Mutations in p53 and often high levels of mutant gene expression 
were found in a very wide spectrum of tumours both embryonal malignancies such as 
alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma and other paediatric sarcomas and tumours derived from 
terminally differentiated cells (e.g. breast, lung). In the 1960s a cancer predisposition 
syndrome was identified which conferred the risk of not just a single tumour type as in 
Rb, but of a wide spectrum of tumours. Named after the authors of the paper describing 
it (Li and Fraumeni, 1969), the Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) consisted of familial 
childhood sarcomas and a strikingly increased risk in the family of other neoplasms, 
particularly of breast carcinoma, brain tumours, osteosarcoma, leukaemia and 
adrenocortical carcinoma. Other frequently observed tumours were melanoma, gonadal 
germ cell tumours and carcinoma of the prostate pancreas and lung. In family members 
all of these tumour types developed at an early age and were often multiple. Sporadic 
cases of all these tumours were also shown to have abnormalities of the p53 gene. The 
pattern of early and multiple tumour formation in an affected family was reminiscent of
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that of Rb, but RBI mutations were not found to be responsible. The number of 
affected families with surviving members was too small for genetic linkage analysis to 
be performed so, a 'candidate gene' approach was taken and in 1990 Malkin et al 
showed that affected members of LFS families had constitutional abnormalities of p53. 
What was remarkable was that a single genetic defect predisposed to such a large 
variety of malignancies. Some tissue specificity exists however, in that both sporadic 
colon and breast carcinoma show p53 mutation. The incidence of colon and breast 
carcinomas is similar in the general population but in LFS breast carcinoma is very 
common indeed and colon carcinoma much less so, suggesting p53 to be a more critical 
step in the genesis of breast carcinoma than in bowel malignancy. How do p53 
mutations lead to tumour formation? In the paradigm of Rb, mutations simply render 
alleles non-functional and both RBI alleles have to be lost for a tumour to develop. 
This is not the case in p53 where the mutant product is often found at high levels due to 
its long half life. Cells transformed by ras and mutant p53 have been developed in 
which the amount of p53 can be controlled by an inducible promoter. Decreasing the 
synthesis of mutant p53 leads to a loss of the transformed phenotype. Conversely, 
increasing mutant p53 levels can cause tumour formation even in the presence of 
normal wild type p53. Two explanations have been suggested. In the first, wild-type 
p53 complexes with mutant p53 and is unable to exert its action as a tumour suppressor, 
a so-called 'dominant negative' effect. In the second, the mutant p53 is thought to 
acquire oncogenic potential of its own, a 'gain of function' mutation. These theories 
need not be mutually exclusive and the different modes of action may depend on the 
nature of the mutation that has occurred (reviewed in Levine 1991). The function of 
wild-type p53 can also be decreased by forming complexes with the protein products of 
the DNA tumour viruses or with amphfied cellular genes such as MDM2. As MDM2 is 
amplified in a large proportion of human sarcomas, tumours known to be part of LFS, 
the inactivation of wild-type p53 by complexing with MDM2 may be an important 
mechanism in disease formation (Vogelstein and Kinzler, 1992).

The site and type of p53 mutation varies between tumours. Although the study 
of LFS families initially suggested a hot-spot between codons 245 and 258, mutations 
can occur in any of the codons which are conserved between species. Some striking 
correlations exist with tumour phenotype. For example, Chinese patients who develop 
liver tumour in which aflatoxin-B-1 and hepatitis-B are risk factors, show mutations at 
a single nucleotide pair of codon 249. The type of mutation also varies with transitions 
predominating in colon, brain and lymphoid malignancies, whereas lung and liver 
tumours exhibit transversions (Hollstein et al, 1991).

What does p53 actually do? Evidence now points to its role in programmed cell 
death (apoptosis) soon after cell injury. Apoptosis is needed in the course of the 
embryonic development of various organs and in the maturation of the immune system.
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Two research groups have developed strains of mice in which p53 genes were 
disrupted in the germ line (p53 knockout mice). By selectively breeding mice which 
were heterozygous for the disrupted gene, offspring in which there was homozygous 
deletion of p53 could be obtained. The mice were developmentally and 
immunologically normal suggesting that apoptosis during their development had 
proceeded without hindrance in spite of the absence of one or both p53 genes. Both 
groups showed that thymocytes from these mice are very resistant to radiation, failing 
to undergo programmed cell death, mice carrying homozygous inactivation being even 
more resistant to the effects than those which were heterozygous p53 mutations. 
However, when phorbol ester was administered to the knockout mice to mimic the 
'natural' signals responsible for programmed cell death of T-cells in the thymus, normal 
apoptosis was seen (Clarke et al, 1993, Lowe et al, 1993). The mechanism is unclear, 
but p53 may function as an inducer of apoptosis in cells that have undergone genetic 
damage and, in its absence, cells which have acquired oncogenic mutations survive and 
cancer formation occurs.

1.4 THE MULTI-STEP NATURE OF CANCER
We have seen that two classes of gene important to tumour development exist. 

Oncogenes, acting dominantly and tumour suppressor genes, the loss of function of 
which, results in malignant development. No single genetic change can induce tumour 
development, multiple steps are necessary. The number of genetic changes can be as 
little as two, as in the loss of function of both RB 1 genes. Conversely, many steps may 
be necessary, as in colon cancer, where the loss of function of three separate tumour 
suppressors and the activation of the oncogene, ras , is necessary (Vogelstein et al,
1988). With this background in mind, let us now turn to neuroblastoma.
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1.5 NEUROBLASTOMA
Neuroblastoma (Nb) is the commonest solid tumour of childhood, accounting 

for 8% of all paediatric malignancies. It is a tumour of the post-ganglionic sympathetic 
nervous system, occurring most frequently in the adrenal glands, or in collections of 
nerve cells on either side of the spine (paraspinal ganglia of sympathetic chain). It has a 
capacity to metastasise to bone, bone marrow, lymph nodes, skin and more rarely, 
brain. Most, but not all Nb tumours, produce excess catecholamines which account for 
the high blood pressure and irritability seen in patients with the disease. The excess 
catecholamines are excreted in the urine where their detection greatly aids the diagnosis 
ofNb.

1.5.1 Epidemiology
Every year 9 in every million children under the age of 15 will develop Nb 

(Young et al, 1986). Of these, 41% of patients will be below 2 years of age at 
presentation and 91% below the age of 10. Boys are more likely to develop Nb than 
girls, the ratio of males to females is 1.22:1 (Kinnier Wilson and Draper, 1974).

1.5.2 Complex phenotypes and Nb
The analysis of the complex phenotypes was instrumental in identifying the 

location of genes important in the development of Rb and Wilms' tumour. Do any such 
phenotypes exist for Nb?

Beckwith Wiedemann syndrome has been associated with a wide variety of 
embryonal tumours, with some groups putting the risk of a patient with BWS 
developing a malignancy at 7.5% though this figure is probably elevated due to a 
reporting bias (Wiedemann, 1983). The tumour most commonly seen is WT, with 
adrenocortical carcinoma, hepatoblastoma and rhabdomyosarcoma also reported 
(Sotelo et al, 1980). It is thought that these tumours arise from cells that have failed to 
differentiate fully, (embryonal rest cells as discussed under section 1.3.4). Only 6 
neural crest tumours associated with BWS have been reported in the literature. 2 
ganglioneuromas, which can arise from a neuroblastoma by differentiation 
(Wiedemann, 1983, Sirinelli et al, 1989), one ganglioneuroblastoma (Chitayat et al, 
1990) and 3 neuroblastomas (Emery et al, 1983, Sirinelli et al, 1989). No 
abnormalities of constitutional karyotype were found in any of the cases, but high 
definition molecular mapping of the l ip  15 region was not performed. It is uncertain 
whether this frequency of Nb is more than would be expected by chance alone.

The second candidate for a complex phenotype associated with Nb is the group 
of conditions that form the neurocristopathies. Neural crest cells arise from the 
epithelium at the site of the closure of the neural tube. Cells migrate from the neural
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tube and differentiate into melanocytes, Schwann cells, peripheral nerves, sympathetic 
ganglia, cells of the adrenal medulla and the parasympathetic ganglia of the gut. The 
fate of individual neural crest cells is determined by their position in the neural crest, 
with different regions giving rise to different ganglia (Boland, 1974). The failure of 
migration of neural crest cells to the parasympathetic ganglia in the gut gives rise to a 
failure of normal gut motility called Hirschprung's disease. A gene for Hirschprung's 
disease has recently been mapped to the pericentric region of chromosome 10 (Angrist 
et al, 1993). Four cases of the co-existence of Hirschprung's disease and neuroblastoma 
have been reported as well as one patient (Chatten and Voorhess, 1967) who was found 
to have small foci of neuroblastoma in the adrenal gland (neuroblastoma in situ, which 
may be more akin to the nephrogenic rests of WT than a true malignancy). In three of 
the four case (reviewed by Michna et al, 1988) the tumour was a metastatic thoracic 
neuroblastoma. In the most recent case, the child had a m ultifocal 
ganglioneuroblastoma (Michna et al, 1988).

The patient reported by Chatten and Voorhess was part of a familial Nb 
aggregation, a sib dying of multifocal Nb at 2 years of age. One other familial 
aggregation has been reported (Clausen et al, 1989) in which cases of neuroblastoma, 
ganglioneuroma, neurofibromatosis type 1 (NFl), Hirschprung's disease and jaw 
winking (a condition due to abnormalities of cervical ganglia) have been reported in 
three generations of one Dutch family. No individual in this family had more than one 
of the above abnormalities and high resolution constitutional karyotype analysis of the 
propositus and her nuclear family were normal. Of particular interest is the fact that 
individuals with N Fl, a well-characterised familial disorder, are not considered to be at 
increased risk of Nb. It is difficult to decide whether the diseases are all related, with a 
single genetic change being responsible for aberrant neural crest cell migration and 
increased predisposition to malignancy, or whether cells which migrate abnormally are 
subjected to more genetic change and therefore acquire more potentially oncogenic 
damage. Is it genetics or geography that is at fault? Either way no constitutional 
karyotypic abnormalities were found which could act as clues to the localisation of an 
important gene. A mouse model for neurocristopathy has been developed. A strain of 
transgenic mice was developed in which the SV40 large T-antigen and the prokaryotic 
lac Z gene were both under the control of myelin basic protein promoter. These mice 
developed Schwannomas and facial osteogenic sarcomas at 5 months of age. Both 
osteoclastic cells of the facial skeleton and Schwann cells are considered to be neural 
crest derivatives. Although interesting, its relevance to Nb is unclear especially as the 
mice did not develop Nb (Jensen et al, 1993).
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1.5.3 Familial Nb
We have noted two families with more than one case of Nb in section 1.5.2. but 

how common is familial aggregation of neural crest tumours? Knudson and Strong 
(1972) reviewed the case records of the MD Anderson Hospital in Texas and 
supplemented their data with a review of the literature. They found 25 cases of Nb 
where a familial aggregation was present. The age of presentation and the number of 
primary tumours at diagnosis of this small group was compared with those of a much 
larger number (504) of unselected, presumably non-familial, cases. They found that in 
familial cases, 56% were diagnosed in the first year of life compared with 26% in the 
unselected group and, whereas cases with multiple primary tumours form only 5% of 
all Nb, they comprise 23% of familial cases. Familial Nb, therefore, appeared to 
present earlier and was more likely to be multiple which led to them proposing that Nb, 
like Rb, was due to two hits, one on each allele of a critical gene. The prediction was 
that 50% of the offspring of multiple tumour cases would be predisposed gene carriers 
and they calculated the penetrance of Nb to be 63%. They also deduced that 22% of all 
cases of Nb occur in gene carriers. Does more recent data support this contention? The 
last large literature review of familial neuroblastoma (Kushner et al, 1986) identified 23 
separate families in whom Nb or ganglioneuroblastoma occurred in more than one 
family member. There were 55 patients in all and the relationships between affected 
subjects included siblings, half siblings, cousins, parent/child and monozygotic twins. 
The four monozygotic twins were interesting as in each twin pair both were diagnosed 
within two months of each other. The parent/child aggregations, all but one parent had 
localised stage I disease and in the one case where the father had an unresectable 
neuroblastoma, the behaviour of the tumour was unusual in that he was a long-term 
survivor after sub-total resection and low dose radiotherapy alone. As in the series 
reported by Knudson and Strong, the age at diagnosis and the number of primary 
tumours at diagnosis were calculated for familial and non-familial groups. In a series of 
sporadic cases of Nb the median age at diagnosis was 2.5 years with 25% diagnosed 
under the age of a year. For the familial group in the Kushner series the median age is 
9 months and more than 60% of cases, were identified before the patient's first birthday. 
Multiple primary tumours were found in 23% of familial cases compared to 5% of 
sporadic Nb. This status certainly seems to support the Knudson and Strong hypothesis 
but what of the quoted genetic risks? The risks to offspring of non-familial cases of Nb 
certainly seems to be much less than the 5-8% that can be calculated from Knudson's 
data (reviewed in Kushner, 1986). However, within the families which had been 
identified with parent/child cases of Nb there is evidence of a transmissible mutation. 
Here, Knudson's suggestion is bom out as if the mutation is constitutional, the risk of 
sibs being affected can be calculated at 30% (50% which is the chance of inheriting the 
parent's affected allele x 63% which is Knudson's estimate of the gene penetrance). If
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the parent's mutation is acquired as a result of a post-meiotic event the risk of further 
children developing the disease would fall. The data are difficult to interpret for a 
number of reasons and have to be treated with caution. In particular, the numbers are 
very small and, unlike Rb, the affected children often die before reproductive age. 
Furthermore, the calculations are based on the incidence of clinically obvious disease in 
which cases of neuroblastoma in situ , which has an incidence at least 50 times greater 
than that of overt disease, are not included (Beckwith and Perrin, 1963). If these small 
rests of tissue do represent incipient tumour due to a germline mutation, not including 
them would seriously affect the calculation of the incidence of familial Nb. Unlike Rb, 
where RFLP analysis could identify asymptomatic family members carrying 
predisposing mutations, we have no genetic marker to follow in Nb. There has been a 
report (Rudolph et al, 1988) of a familial transmission of a fragile site at Ip lB .l 
(induced by culturing cells in folate deficient medium and treating them with 
aphidocholine). In this report a family with neural crest tumours was analysed and a 
patient with ganglioneuroblastoma and her mother, shared the same fragile site. A sib 
had died of congenital Nb but no lymphoblasts were available to test. The importance 
of this finding is unclear and it may represent a chance association rather than true 
genetic linkage.

We can only decide if a given case is caused by a hereditary predisposition to 
Nb by looking for evidence for regressed disease in family members, focusing 
particularly on the families of cases in multiple primary tumours. Robertson et al
(1991) described a three-generation family, the four members of which developed 
single or multiple neural crest tumours. Their conclusions that careful family histories 
ought to be taken and DNA from family members stored for future analysis are very 
pertinent. It may be that familial Nb, like familial WT, represents a rare sub-group of 
tumours and it is possible that the causative mutation in familial cases is different to 
that of sporadic tumours.
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1.5.4 Clinical aspects
A brief overview of the clinical aspects of Nb will allow a better understanding 

of the relationship between disease phenotype and tumour biology. In order to ensure 
that correct treatment is given to an individual child and that the results of treatment can 
be analysed, tumours are divided into clinical stages depending on the degree to which 
the tumour has spread. Up to 1988, the most usual system for staging was that 
developed by Evans (Evans et al, 1971). This staging system is shown 
diagrammatically in figure 1.2 and the key points are summarised below :

Stage I: small tumours, localised to the organ of origin.
Stage II: unilateral tumours, which had spread further than the organ in which 

they had originated, but which had been completely resected.
Stage III: tumours extending across the midhne. There was uncertainty as to 

what constituted the midline as well as whether contralateral lymph 
node involvement with tumour constituted an extension of the tumour 
across the midline.

Stage IV: metastatic disease
Stage IVS: metastatic disease with a special pattern of spread.
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Figure 1.2. A diagrammatic representation of the Evans staging system for Nb. The 
location of potential sites of disease is given in the diagram entitled 'normal'. Sites 
affected with disease are shown in black, whereas the open (unfilled) sites are clear of 
tumour.
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Stage IVS disease is particularly fascinating. Occurring mainly in children under 1 year 
of age it is defined as a small Stage I or II primary tumour with a particular pattern of 
metastatic disease. Metastatic deposits are found in the skin, presenting as bluish 
lumps, in the bone marrow, where they should form only a small proportion of 
nucleated cells and, most significantly, to liver, with huge, homogenous hepatic 
involvement. Indeed, it is the rapid, severe liver enlargement that causes the mortality 
in this stage, usually from respiratory failure by pushing the diaphragm up, thereby 
decreasing the space the lungs have to expand into. Here we have aggressive, fast 
growing, metastatic malignancy, and yet it has the capacity to resolve spontaneously 
without treatment (D'Angio et al, 1971, Evans et al, 1980). This observation led to the 
suggestion that stage IVS was simply a transient failure of differentiation of a 
neurocristopathy rather than a true malignancy (D'Angio et al, 1971). Some Stage IVS 
tumours, however, after the initial spontaneous disappearance, recur and go on to kill 
the patient (Nakagawara et al, 1990).

There is a broad correlation between stage and outcome in that patients with 
stage I and II tumours do well with minimal treatment and yet most patients greater 
than one year of age with stage IV tumours die in spite of intensive, multi-modality 
therapy (Evans et al, 1987). The huge discrepancy in survival between localised and 
disseminated tumours led the Japanese to set up a programme for mass screening for 
Nb by examining the urine of every infant at six months of age for the presence of 
elevated urinary catecholamines (Sawada et al, 1982). The rationale was that if Nb 
behaved like colon cancer, starting off as a small localised tumour then gradually 
growing and acquiring metastatic potential, identifying and removing it at an early 
stage would improve the chances of survival. Population screening was adopted and 
many infants identified as having sub-clinical Nb. These infants had low stage disease 
(Stage I, II and IVS) and the prognosis of patients with Nb (the number of survivors 
divided by the number of cases) improved (Sawada et al, 1987). However, there was 
concern that the incidence of Nb was rising and that screening identified patients with 
disease that may well have disappeared on its own with no treatment and without 
coming to medical attention. The inclusion of these patients would obviously increase 
the prognosis, but had screening actually reduced the death rate from neuroblastoma? 
Although there were claims that mass screening had been successful at reducing the 
death rate from Nb (Hanawa et al, 1990), Japanese population based statistics of the 
cause of death had not been very accurate before the start of the screening programme 
and it was difficult to be certain of the fall in mortality from Nb. A further worrying 
observation was that some cases, which had proved negative on mass screening, 
presented months later with aggressive Stage IV disease which went on to kill the
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patient. Studies in Quebec and France are proceeding in order to attempt to ascertain 
whether mass screening does indeed have a role (Woods et al, 1992).

The point of developing a staging system was to be able to predict the outcome 
of a given patient. However, some stage II tumours (which would be treated with 
surgery alone) progressed rapidly and were fatal and conversely some stage IV tumours 
(which would be treated with aggressive chemotherapy and radical surgery) resolved 
spontaneously. This relative inability of the staging system to give an accurate 
prognosis constituted a great problem in designing rational management plans for 
individual children. As the system of staging did not accurately differentiate the groups 
of children who need markedly different types of therapy, a revised staging system was 
introduced (Brodeur et al, 1988). The revised system, which used Arabic rather than 
Roman numerals, is shown diagrammatically in figure 1.3 and summarised below, the 
major changes being in the definition of the old Stage II and III Nb.

Stage 1 : localised tumour confined to the area of origin. Complete gross
excision with or without microscopic residual disease. Identifiable 
ipsilateral and contralateral lymph nodes negative microscopically.

Stage 2a: Unilateral tumour with incomplete growth excision. Identifiable 
ipsilateral and contralateral lymph nodes negative microscopically.

Stage 2b: Unilateral tumour with complete or incomplete growth excision with 
identifiable disease in ipsilateral regional lymph nodes. Identifiable 
contralateral lymph nodes negative microscopically.

Stage 3: Tumour infiltrating across the mid-line with or without regional lymph 
node involvement. Or, unilateral tumour with contralateral regional 
lymph node involvement. Or, midline tumour with bilateral regional 
lymph node involvement.

Stage 4: Dissemination of tumour to distant lymph nodes, bone, bone marrow, 
liver and/or other organs (except as defined in Stage 4S).

Stage 4S : localised primary tumour as defined for stage 1 or 2 with 
dissemination limited to liver skin and/or bone marrow.

Although this new staging system helped reduce some of the anomalies created 
by the original Evans classification, it still proved to be inaccurate at predicting the 
prognosis for a small percentage of patients. Hence, interest developed in the analysis 
of other factors which could accurately forecast disease outcome. Research was 
divided into the analysis of clinical criteria and studies of the histopathology and 
molecular biology of tumour tissue.
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Figure 1.3. A diagrammatic representation of the INSS staging system for Nb. The 
potential sites of disease are shown in the diagram entitled 'normal'. The extent of 
disease in a given stage is shown by the black (filled) sites whereas unfilled sites are 
free of tumour. Compared with the Evans classification, this scheme subdivided stage 2 
disease into 2a (without node involvement) and 2b (with node involvement). The 
definition of stage 3 disease is broader than in the Evans classification, also including 
unilateral tumours with contralateral nodal involvement.
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The clinical criteria used were the patient's age and certain biochemical 
parameters in blood and urine. Patients under one year of age usually did well, with a 
much higher long-term survival than their older counterparts. This was partly due to 
the fact that infants have a higher incidence of early stage disease than older children 
(40% versus 20%) (Bernstein et al, 1992). However, even infants who have true 
metastatic Stage 4 disease seem to do better than older children with long-term survival 
of about 50% compared to a 6 year survival of 10-20% in older children (Bernstein et 
al, 1992). If the actual survival curves for infants with stage 4 disease are examined, 
two distinct populations are found. One population has a poor chance of survival, 
similar to that of older children, whereas the other group has an excellent prognosis 
(Finklestein et al, 1979). Molecular biology has identified factors that allow the two 
groups to be differentiated (section 1.5.5). The patient's sex makes a difference, 
because males have a greater likelihood of presenting with metastatic disease, as a 
group they have a poorer chance of survival (Pritchard et al, 1989).

Certain biochemical measurements correlate very well with survival. Thus, 
elevation of neurone-specific enolase or the muscle specific enzyme, lactate 
dehydrogenase is predictive of worse outcome. Similarly, elevation of ferritin, an iron 
binding protein and acute phase reactant, is also associated with poor prognosis. The 
precise type of catecholamine excreted in the urine also has been associated with 
differences in long-term survival. These factors, along with surgical stage have been 
combined in complex algorithms that allow patients to be stratified into 'risk groups' 
(Evans et al, 1987).

Pathological classifications of tumours have also been developed, which allow 
good and bad prognostic groups to be differentiated. The presence of neural 
differentiation and abundant stroma were classified as favourable features in the 
comprehensive but unwieldy system proposed by Shimada et al (1984). Simpler 
variations of the Shimada classification have been developed (Joshi et al, 1993). 
Patients have been stratified into 'risk groups' using algorithms that use both histology 
and biochemical criteria (Silber et al, 1991). Although many of these algorithms do 
allow more accurate prognosis to be given to an individual patient they do not increase 
our understanding of the basic biology of the disease. Studies of the cell and molecular 
biology of Nb, however, have given us clear insights into the phenotypic effects of 
certain genetic changes.
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1.5.5 Cell and molecular biology ofNb
Clinical staging procedures do not always accurately predict an individual 

patient's prognosis and the treatment options in Nb vary widely (from minimal to very 
intensive). Hence, many of the analyses of the biology of Nb have attempted to 
identify molecular abnormalities which will allow definition of prognostic groups, 
though some groups have investigated genetic changes at a more fundamental level as 
well. The molecular abnormalities that have received most attention are abnormalities 
of the short arm of chromosome 1 (by karyotype analysis and LOH), changes in 
chromosome number, amplification of the oncogene N-myc, and more recently, defects 
in the nerve growth factor receptor pathway.

1.5.5.a Abnormalities o f the short arm of chromosome 1
Since the original description by Brodeur et al (Brodeur et al, 1977) karyotype 

analyses have been performed on large numbers of tumour samples. On reviewing 
banded karyotypes, 70% of primary tumours and 85% of neuroblastoma cell lines were 
found to exhibit loss of genetic material from Ip (Brodeur et al, 1981, Gilbert et al, 
1984). The size of the deletions identified varied, some tumours being monosomie for 
virtually all of Ip, others showing a more subtle cytogenetic change. It was hoped that 
identification of the smallest region of overlap of the deletions would allow localisation 
of a gene or genes important for the tumorigenesis of Nb (in a way similar to that 
employed for WT to define the llp l3  locus in WAGR patients with l lp l3  deletions). 
However, as it is much easier to acquire metaphase spreads suitable for analysis and 
establish cell lines from aggressive tumours, the incidence of Ip deletion observed by 
Brodeur (Brodeur et al, 1981) would be skewed towards more advanced disease.

Karyotype analysis is a crude method of identifying deletions with only large 
defects (1 Mb or more) being visible, and, therefore, attempts were made to more 
accurately localise the extent of Ip loss using known molecular markers from Ip. 
Initially, two approaches were taken; in the first the extent of the Ip deletions in 
tumours was inferred by LOH studies using polymorphic markers (Fong et al, 1989) 
whereas in the second the deletion was mapped directly in somatic cell hybrids 
containing the derivative chromosome 1 (Hunt and Tereba, 1990, Ritke et al, 1989). 
Both strategies depended on the acquisition of molecular markers, whose position was 
known. The relative position of these molecular markers to each other has been 
determined by using somatic cell hybrid mapping panels or by genetic linkage in the 
large reference families collected by CEPH (Centre d'Etude du Polymorphism 
Humain). Consensus decisions as to the location of a particular probe were reported by 
the committee on the genetic constitution of chromosome 1 (HGM 12).
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Were any known 'candidate' genes included in the consensus deletion? The 
genes encoding nerve growth factor B (located in band Ip 13) and that for the proto
oncogene, c-jun (which maps to lp22) were both more centromeric than the consensus 
deletion. L-myc is located in lp32 and, although this locus was deleted in some 
tumours, the majority of deletions were telomeric to it (Hunt and Tereba, 1990). The 
consensus deletion was defined differently by different authors: lp32 to Ipter (Hunt 
and Tereba, 1990) or in the interval between FGR and D1Z2 in lp36 (Fong et al, 1989). 
Martinsson et al (1989), used microdissection to obtain DNA from the lp35 to Ipter 
region. The resulting DNA was digested with EcoRl and then cloned into a plasmid 
vector. The cloned fragments were then mapped using a somatic cell hybrid panel. 
Using these probes obtained by microdissection, LOH for lp36 1.2 was identified in 8 
of 9 (89%) stage in  and IV neuroblastomas (Weith et al, 1989).

Molecular cloning of CpG islands from lp36 has led to the isolation of novel 
human gene Heir-1, which encodes a protein with a helix loop helix (HLH) 
configuration (Ellmeier et al, 1992). The protein product is almost identical to the 
mouse HLH 1462 protein and shares homology with murine Id and Drosophila 
emcHLH proteins which inhibit differentiation of muscle and sensory organs 
respectively. Heir-1 is expressed at high levels in adult kidney, lung and adrenal 
medulla, but not in adult brain. 10/12 neuroblastoma cell lines were shown to express 
very low levels of mRNA for Heir-1 but two Nb cell lines which did not over-express 
the oncogene N-myc had high Heir-1 expression suggesting an inverse correlation 
between Heir-1 and N-myc expression in Nb (Ellmeier et al, 1992).

It may be that the deletions in lp36 are not random but, as in Wilms tumour are 
governed by genomic imprinting. Using RFLP analysis Caron et al (1993) found that 
28% of the tumours (15/53) showed allelic loss at lp36 and, in 13/15 of these, the lp36 
allele loss was of maternal origin. The picture is not clear, however, with other groups 
(Cheng et al, 1993) reporting loss of paternal allele in 6/10 informative tumours 
consistent with a random distribution. Explanations for the discrepancy between the 
two reports could be due the patient selection and differences in the probes used to 
detect LOH.

What became apparent, however, was that Ip deletions were a characteristic of 
aggressive stage in  and IV tumours. These high-grade malignancies were much easier 
to karyotype and derive cell lines from and this introduced a bias in the reported series 
(Brodeur et al, 1981). LOH studies performed on all Nb tumours showed the incidence 
of Ip deletion to be much lower (28%) than the 70% previously quoted (Fong et al,
1989). The presence of Ip abnormalities correlated well with advanced stage (Franke 
et al, 1986). Indeed, when stage II tumours with Ip deletion were identified they 
behaved aggressively and were nearly always fatal (Brodeur, 1989, Christiansen and 
Lampert, 1988). The discovery that the presence of Ip deletion in the tumour predicts
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bad outcome more accurately than surgical stage led to the development of methods of 
assessment of Ip loss that use less tissue than Southern blotting and are more rapidly 
performed. PCR using 2 loci containing variable numbers of tandem repeats has been 
reported (Peter et al, 1992) and identified LOH Ip in 9/29 patients with Nb, the results 
of PCR correlating well with LOH assessment by Southern blotting. However, Nb 
tumours are not composed entirely of malignant cells; with normal stroma, reactive 
Schwann cells and lymphocyte infiltrate separating areas of malignant invasion. Many 
PCR methods use very small 'slivers' of tissue and it would be possible to select a 
region of the biopsy which did not contain a significant number of malignant cells and 
wrongly assume that no Ip deletion was present. Other groups have analysed genetic 
polymorphisms in genes known to map to lp36 using the single strand conformational 
polymorphism (SSCP) technique. Allele loss was reported in 8 of the 39 tumours in 
which information could be obtained and one gene, tumour necrosis factor receptor 2 
(TNFR2), was said to be located in the consistent region of overlap (White et al, 1993). 
Fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) techniques using centromeric specific DNA 
probes have been used to detect numerical chromosome changes. By using probes from 
lp36 and the centromere of chromosome 1 and comparing the number of centromere 
signals with that of the signals from lp36, lp36 deletions can be identified. 
Furthermore, as this technique can be performed on tumour imprints or paraffin 
sections of tissue, the results of FISH in a particular cell can be correlated directly with 
that cell's morphology ensuring, therefore, that it is only the tumour cells which are 
being analysed (Christiansen et al, 1992, Stock et al, 1993).

There is evidence that the gene or genes at lp36 may not be entirely specific for 
Nb. Allelic loss for lp35 to lp36 has been described in a number of other tumour types 
which are completely unrelated to Nb. Examples of these include colon cancer (Leister 
et al, 1990), bladder cancer (Poddighe et al, 1992) and mixed alveolar and embryonal 
rhabdomyosarcoma where a t(l;13)(p36;ql2) translocation was described in one 
tumour (Biegel et al, 1991). Indeed, in colon cancer cell lines with Ip deletions, 
réintroduction of the Ip34-lp36 region by microcell hybridisation led to suppression of 
tumorigenicity (Tanaka et al, 1993). The gene for familial malignant melanoma and its 
precursor lesion, dysplastic nevus (both neural crest derivatives), has been assigned to 
distal Ip and allele loss has been identified in primary tumours and cell lines (Dracopoli 
et al, 1989). Hepatomas also show LOH for lp36 (Simon et al, 1991). 
Pheochromocytoma, an adrenal tumour which is often associated with a multiple 
endocrine neoplasia type 2 syndrome, shows allele loss on Ip, but more centromeric 
regions (lp22) are involved (Moley et al, 1992). There is evidence to suggest that lp36 
is a hot-spot for recombinant events and it also has been reported to be the site of 
preferential integration of certain serotypes of adenovirus (Romani et al, 1990). In 
summary, allelic loss for lp36 is found in high stage, aggressive neuroblastomas as
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well as being associated with the progression of other tumours. A candidate gene, Heir- 
1 has been isolated from the region and its expression is inversely related to that of the 
oncogene N-myc.

1.5.5.b LX)H o f areas other than Ip
The finding that LOH for Ip did not occur in the majority of Nb tumours led to 

the search for other areas of the genome that may harbour genes important in Nb 
development. To date, three other areas have been identified. LOH for 14q was found 
at the D14S1 locus in 6/12 (50%) patients, all but one of which were stage 3 and 4 
tumours (Suzuki et al, 1989) and at a variety of loci on 14q in two other small studies 
(Srivatsan et al, 1993, Takayama et al, 1992). A larger study of 59 cases showed that 
LOH at four loci on chromosome 14 occurred in 23% of cases and was also associated 
with a poor prognosis. Tumours that showed LOH for markers from 14q infrequently 
had evidence of N-myc amplification (2/10) or Ip deletion (3/10). Indeed 7/10 had 
neither genetic change but still behaved in an aggressive fashion, suggesting that a gene 
important in the development of 'poor risk' Nb may be located on 14q (Fong et al, 
1992).

The data for LOH on chromosomes 11 and 13 are less convincing. One study of 
45 primary tumours reported LOH for all of chromosome 11 in four cases, 1 Ip only in 
1 case and l lq  only in two cases (Srivatsan et al, 1993). The study by Fong et. al.
(1992) found LOH at l lq  loci to occur in less than 5% of the tumours they studied 
which cast doubt on the relevance of this event. Suzuki (1989) found LOH for 13q in 2 
of 11 patients at the D13S3 locus (13q33-qter) but this finding has not been repeated by 
other groups.

1.5.5.C N-myc amplification
A substantial proportion of Nb tumours have cytogenetic evidence of gene 

amplification in the form of extra chromosomal double minute chromatin bodies (DMs) 
(Cowell, 1982). In tumour cell lines, chromosomally integrated homogeneously 
staining regions (HSRs), are seen in addition to DM's, but HSRs are only infrequently 
found in the metaphase spreads from the tumours themselves (Gilbert et al, 1984). The 
nature of the amplified genetic material became clear when an oncogene related to the 
v-onc, v-myc was found to be amplified in 8/9 cell lines tested (Schwab et al, 1983). 
The amplified oncogene was called N-myc (MYCN) the normal location of which is 
the distal short arm of chromosome 2; 2p24 (Schwab et al, 1984). The structure and 
mode of action of the myc genes is reviewed in section 1.2.l.d, but briefly they are 
bHLH genes acting as heterodimers and affecting transcription of cell cycle related 
genes (Ma et al, 1993). Is N-myc relevant to Nb development? The tumorigenic effect 
of N.-ras in rat embryo cells is augmented by the introduction, in an appropriate
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expression vector, of the N-myc gene under the control of a constitutive promoter 
(Schwab et al, 1985). Immortalised rodent and human cells can be transformed by the 
same mechanism (reviewed in Schwab and Amler 1990). In tissue culture, down- 
regulation of N-myc expression with retinoic acid (Thiele et al, 1985) or with antisense 
oligonucleotides to N-myc RNA (Negroni et al, 1994) leads to a decrease in colony 
formation. Hence, there is compelling evidence that N-myc is somehow involved in 
neuroblastoma tumorigenesis or its progression. Initial attempts to quantify the degree 
of N-myc amplification were performed by comparing the intensity of bands produced 
by Southern blotting and revealed that 38% of primary tumours had 3-300 fold 
amplification of N-myc per haploid genome (Brodeur and Seeger, 1986). How is it that 
gene amplification occurs?

Initial size fractionation experiments suggested that the amplified segment of 
DNA (amplicon) was 290-430 kb in size and that the amplicons were arranged as head 
to tail repeats (Schwab and Amler, 1990). More recent work with the SMS-KAN Nb 
cell line confirms the head to tail orientation of the N-myc repeats but estimates the size 
of the amplicon as being 1.2 Mb (Schneider et al, 1992). In cell culture, the precise 
head to tail arrangement was stable over multiple generations which contrasted with the 
finding that in amplified DNA from drug resistant cell lines, the amplicons were 
arranged head to head and that their structure was profoundly unstable (Schwab and 
Amler, 1990). The mechanism of gene amplification is also unclear and even in cell 
lines with N-myc amplification the endogenous gene still exists as a single copy in its 
usual location on chromosome 2. Replicated copies may form circular units which are 
then excised. Further, extra chromosomal, replication may then ensue and could explain 
the difference in size seen in the multiple DMs within a given cell (Schwab and Amler,
1990). Replication of N-myc alleles to produce gene amplification may not be a 
random process. In a recent study it was shown to be the paternal allele that was 
amplified in 12/13 cases (Cheng et al, 1993) suggesting that N-myc may be subject to 
genomic imprinting.

Amplification of N-myc in an Nb tumour is very strongly associated with rapid 
tumour progression and bad outcome (Seeger et al, 1985) The majority of tumours 
which exhibit N-myc amplification are Stage IV and would be expected to do badly, but 
even patients with Stage II disease, which normally has a 90% survival, were found to 
fare poorly if the tumours showed N-myc amplification. 1,200 patients with Nb were 
studied and, although 5-10% 'low stage' tumours were found to have N-myc 
amplification, the patients with these tumours showed rapid disease progression and 
died (Brodeur, 1989). Similar results were found in Stage IVS disease in which the 
majority of cases undergo spontaneous resolution of their tumours (unless the sheer 
tumour bulk kills the patient first). However, a small proportion of the patients had a 
fatal recurrence of the disease, even after spontaneous resolution, and it was in this
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group that the tumours were found to have >10 copies of per haploid genome
(Nakagawara et al, 1990). Was it just that N-m>'c amplification was an abnormality that 
was acquired during tumour progression? In a study of 60 patients, the number of 
copies of N-myc in the primary tumour, in metastatic deposits and in any subsequent 
recurrent disease was analysed. Within a given tumour, the degree of amplification of 
N-myc was found to be remarkably constant throughout the clinical course of the 
disease (Brodeur et al, 1987) suggesting that amplification was an intrinsic feature of 
these tumours. Caron et al (1993) reported a single stage 4S patient whose liver biopsy 
showed no amplification of N-myc at diagnosis and yet tissue from a lymph node 
recurrence 6 months later showed 40 fold amplification of N-myc. Sampling error in 
the liver biopsy could explain this finding, especially as no mention was made of any 
histological study in the biopsy specimen used for N-myc studies. This is the only case 
in the literature in which N-myc amplification is reported to have changed substantially 
between diagnosis and recurrence.

What of the 40% of patients with advanced disease who have single copy N- 
myc in their tumours, yet still go on to die? Although there is broad correlation 
between N-myc copy number and the level of N-myc mRNA expression, some tumours 
with single copies of N-myc do over express this gene (Wada et al, 1993). However, 
increased expression of N-myc in the absence of N-myc amplification does not predict 
bad outcome (reviewed in Brodeur, 1992). There has been a single report of an Nb cell 
line derived from a tumour which had been resected from a patient with Stage III 
disease where N-myc was not amplified but the protein product of N-myc appeared to 
have a prolonged half life (100 min versus 30 min) and this may have been important in 
determining the aggressiveness of the disease (Cohn et al, 1990). However, this was 
only a single case and is unlikely to be the biological explanation for the aggressive 
nature of Nb in all of the 40% of patients with advanced disease who do not have N- 
myc amplification. Thus, the presence of N-myc amplification in tumours identifies a 
group of patients who will do poorly, worse than their staging may suggest, but other 
tumours behave equally aggressively without increased activity of this oncogene. Are 
there other explanations? We know that the N-myc protein product (Myc) forms 
heterodimers with Max and changes in the production of Max, could, therefore, affect 
Myc activity. Indeed, when a mutated Max, which inhibited the sequence-specific DNA 
binding of Myc, was used in the rat Nb model system, there was reversal of the changes 
in gene expression that had been induced by N-myc (Billaud et al, 1993). Obviously, 
changes in Max need to be investigated further. Could it be that genes with oncogenic 
potential are amplified along with N-myc but in tumours with a single copy N-myc 
these other genes are amplified alone? This seems unlikely as evidence of gene 
amplification (DMs, HSRs) are not seen in the absence of N-myc amplification. 
Studies of the 'N-myc amplicon' reveal that the only CpG island is within the N-myc
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gene itself, making it unlikely that other transcribed sequences are present (Hiemstra et 
al, 1994). The strong predictive value of N-myc amplification has led to its use in 
clinical decision making especially in Stage 48 patients, where its presence has been 
used to make the decision to give intensive treatment rather than no treatment at all.

Nb is often diagnosed on small biopsies of the primary tumour or on aspirates 
of bone marrow and the resulting specimens are too small for Southern blotting studies 
to be performed. PCR based techniques have been employed with the density of the N- 
myc PCR product being compared with the density of PCR product from a gene of 
known copy number. This use of non-amplified control genes reduces the effect of 
differential DNA loading or PCR kinetics on the final result. PCR based techniques 
appear to be accurate in identifying N-myc amplification of greater than 10 copies per 
haploid genome when compared with Southern blotting (Peter et al, 1992). However, as 
for Ip deletion, the patchy nature of Nb infiltration, results in the admixture of variable 
percentages of normal cells in the DNA used as a template in the PCR reaction and this 
could easily lead to false negative results, especially if very small amounts of tissue are 
used in the reaction. FISH techniques have been developed and allow semi-quantitative 
assessment of N-myc copy number with the advantage that Nb tumour cells can be 
morphologically identified and the results from these cells alone interpreted (Taylor et 
al, 1994).

N-myc amplification is not entirely specific to Nb tumours, and has also 
occasionally been found in small cell lung cancer, retinoblastoma and astrocytoma, all 
of which are derived from neuroectoderm (Schwab and Amler, 1990). Many studies 
have shown the coexistence of Ip deletion and N-myc amplification and the proposed 
mechanism of action of the Heir-1 gene at lp36 suggests that the two events may be 
causally related (Ellmeier et al, 1992). However, opinions as to the presence of a direct 
relationship between the two vary. Fong et al (1989) analysed a total of 47 primary 
tumours and found a statistically significant correlation between the two molecular 
changes. Weith et al (1989) found that, of 9 Stage 3 and 4 tumours, 8 had Ip LOH but 
only 2 had N-myc amplification by Southern blotting. Other tumours have been 
identified with N-myc amplification but no Ip LOH, so it is unlikely that N-myc 
amplification is an event occurring only in tumours with Ip allelic loss.

l.S.S.d Ploidy
The DNA content of Nb tumour cells is an accurate indicator of prognosis. 

Initially, this was measured by flow cytometry and expressed as a ratio of cellular DNA 
content in the tumour and in normal cells. A DNA index of 1.0 represents a diploid 
tumour cell, 1.5 triploid and 2 tetraploid. The finding of near diploid DNA content is 
associated with poor response to treatment and early death, whereas patients with an 
increased DNA content (hyperploidy) do well. In infants under 12 months of age the
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power of this assessment was striking, with 100% of patients with tumours showing 
hyperploid DNA content surviving compared with 20% of patients whose tumours had 
a diploid DNA content (Look et al, 1991). Assessment of surgical stage alone was 
unable to predict survival with this degree of accuracy. Ploidy did not give useful 
predictive information in two groups: infants with Stage DS (the equivalent of Stage 
4S) and in children over 24 months of age with group D (the equivalent of Stage 4). 
Diploid tumours were associated with N-myc amplification and Ip deletion but the 
correlation was not absolute. Statistical analysis shows that, in different groups of 
children, there was variation in which genetic abnormality was most predictive of bad 
outcome (Bourhis et al, 1991, Look et al, 1991). The association of hyperploidy with 
favourable outcome has been seen in other childhood malignancies such as acute 
lymphoblastic leukaemia, embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma and medulloblastoma but not 
in patients with WT, alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma or osteosarcomas (reviewed in Look 
et al 1991) suggesting that changes in DNA content do not underlie universal 
mechanisms of tumour formation. As in N-myc amplification and Ip deletion, 
techniques have been developed to assess DNA content by FISH. In the assessment of 
ploidy probes specific to the centromere of chromosome 8 were used, and the number 
of 'signals' per tumour cell were used as the measure of DNA index (Taylor et al, 1994). 
By allowing morphological identification of cells this method allows tumour cells alone 
to be assessed which is advantageous. However, equating the number of centromeres 
of a particular chromosome with ploidy as assessed by DNA content may not be 
accurate in all circumstances (Stock et al, 1993).

1.5.5.e Abnormalities o f the nerve growth factor pathway
As in most embryonal tumours of childhood, neuroblastoma cells 

morphologically resemble foetal neural crest cells. Neuroblastoma in situ is known to 
occur at 100 times the frequency of clinical Nb so that the vast majority of 
neuroblastoma in situ must differentiate into benign ganglioneuromas during normal 
growth and development. Unlike most embryonal tumours, however, Nb tumour cells 
can show differentiation either spontaneously or following treatment with cytotoxic 
drugs or differentiating agents such as retinoic acid. There is, therefore, evidence that 
Nb arises due to a block to normal differentiation of neural crest cells (Baker et al, 
1989). Nerve growth factor (NGF) is known to be vital in inducing differentiation and 
promoting survival of developing neuroblasts, indeed it can even lead to differentiation 
of a subsection of Nb cells grown in tissue culture (reviewed in Baker et al 1989). Over 
the last few years there has been an increased interest in the pathways by which NGF 
activity is mediated. Two cell surface receptors have been described; gpTS^GFR jg a 
low affinity receptor coded by the LNGFR gene. A high affinity receptor g p l4 0 ^ ^ ^ "^  
(TrkA) with tyrosine kinase activity is encoded by the TRK-A gene (Hempstead et al,
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1991). The two receptors work together to some extent with both being required for 
optimal function but NGF signal can be transduced by TrkA alone in some cultured 
cells (Kaplan et al, 1991). The TRK-A gene is expressed in foetal sympathetic nervous 
tissue and expression is maintained in adults. Transgenic mice, with defects of the 
tyrosine kinase portion of the TrkA receptor, have been developed. Most of these mice 
died within a month of birth and appeared to have virtual absence of the paraspinal 
ganglia of the sympathetic nervous system as well as sensory abnormalities (Smeyne et 
al, 1994). However, NGF is not the only neurotrophin; brain derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF), neurotrophin 3 (NT3) and neurotrophin 4 (NT4) have also been 
described and both NT3 and NT4 can bind to TrkA to some extent. Similarly, TrkA is 
not the only member of the family of neurotrophin receptor kinase which contains two 
other receptors; TrkB (Squinto et al, 1991) and TrkC (Lamballe et al, 1991). TrkB is 
the receptor for both NT4 and BDNF and TrkC appears to be specific for NT3. The 
functional significance of the three different members of the Trk receptor family is 
becoming clearer. Transgenic mice with homozygous deletions of TrkB have motor and 
sensory defects (Klein et al, 1993) and the TrkC null mutant mice have failure of 
development of neurones important in proprioception (Klein et al, 1994).

The fact that defects in TrkA have such a profound effect on the development of 
the sympathetic nervous system suggest that dysregulation of this receptor may be 
important in Nb development. However, the first tumour in which TrkA has been found 
to act as an oncogenic product was not Nb but colonic carcinoma where a 
recombination event between the TRK-A gene and HTMNM (a gene encoding human 
tropomyosin sequences) produced an oncogenic protein, presumably with aberrant 
tyrosine kinase activity (Radice et al, 1991). The TRK-A gene has been mapped to 
lq32- 41 (Miozzo et al, 1990) and the HTMNM gene to lq31 suggesting an interstitial 
rearrangement of Iq as the oncogenic event in this particular colonic tumour. In Nb no 
such rearrangement has been identified but TrkA expression has been found to be a 
powerful independent prognostic factor. Tumours that do not express TRK-A mRNA 
are high stage, often aggressive and ultimately fatal. N-myc amplification was strongly 
associated with reduction of TRK-A mRNA but TRK-A under expression was found to 
be an independent prognostic factor even when N-myc amplification was taken into 
account (Suzuki et al, 1993). In the same study expression of the low density receptor 
gp75NGFR did not correlate with TRK-A expression, histology, tumour stage or 
survival. Other neurotrophins have been implicated in Nb development. Whereas 
aggressive disease correlates with the lack of TRK-A expression, expression of TRK-B 
and BDNF are both found in immature Nb. Indeed, it may be that in Nb tumours which 
express TRK-B mRNA, BDNF acts in an autocrine fashion to promote survival of 
tumour cells (Nakagawara et al, 1994). Clearly, the neurotrophins and their receptors 
have a role in the pathogenesis of Nb and require further investigation.
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1.5.5.f Other molecular abnormalities identified in Nb
I do not intend to comprehensively review the many other molecular 

abnormalities that have been infrequently identified in patients with Nb. However, 
certain findings deserve at least a mention. Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NFl) is an 
autosomal dominant condition characterised by cutaneous malformations and a 
predisposition to certain malignancies. The NFl gene has been cloned and its protein 
product, neurofibromin, shares extensive homology with the mammalian ras GTPase 
activator protein, p i20 GAP (reviewed in The et al ). Neurofibromin is, therefore, 
implicated in the negative control of ra^-mediated signal transduction. Although 
patients with NFl are predisposed to a variety of tumours derived from neural tissues 
they do not have an increased risk of developing Nb. Indeed, there is no evidence that 
abnormalities of ras contribute to Nb development. Although a significant association 
was found between the expression of H-ras and the survival of Nb patients (without 
NFl), it was those patients whose tumours has increased expression of that
survived and not the reverse (Tanaka et al, 1991).
Increased expression of other oncogenes, such as ret (Ikeda et al, 1990) and nm23 
(Leone et al, 1993) have been noted in Nb cell lines but it is probable that these 
molecular events are related to the progression of the cell lines under study rather than 
being central to Nb development.

1.5.5.g Summary of the molecular pathology ofNb
Colonic carcinoma has been the model for the interaction of multiple genes in 

the development and progression of malignant change with metastatic disease losing 
the function of three different tumour suppressors (DCC on 18q, p53 on 17p and fap on 
5q) and showing activation of ras (Fearon and Vogelstein, 1990) Thus, a colonic 
adenoma will exhibit one or two molecular changes, a carcinoma three or more and 
metastatic disease the full spectrum of the 'colon cancer specific' oncogenic 
abnormalities. Progression of the disease is determined by a step-wise accumulation of 
genetic changes. However, in spite of the fact that many molecular events have been 
described in Nb tumours, Nb does not appear to act like this at all. N-myc amplification 
has been shown to be a stable feature of a given tumour and tumours without N-myc 
amplification do not acquire it as they progress (Brodeur et al, 1987). It appears that N- 
myc amplification, diploid chromosome number, TRK-A under expression and Ip 
deletion/LOH are closely correlated and together identify a subset of aggressive Nb. 
The association of LOH for 14q with these changes is less marked but considerable 
overlap still exists (Suzuki et al, 1989). However, about half of Nb tumours that go on 
to kill patients and all 'low grade' tumours are characterised simply by the absence of all 
these changes and there is no data to suggest a gradual, step-wise accumulation of these
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events in Nb. Other genetic abnormalities m ust, therefore, exist and may be at least as 
important in the evolution of Nb as those noted to date.

1.6 CLUES TO THE LOCATION OF OTHER GENETIC CHANGES IN Nb.

1.6.1 Tumour karyotype analyses
As we have seen from the discussion of Rb and WT, clues as to the location of 

genetic changes important in the development of malignancy can be obtained from the 
analysis of complex phenotypes, tumour karyotype and LOH studies, linkage analysis 
and the investigation of patients with constitutional chromosome abnormalities.

Potential complex phenotypes that have been associated with Nb development 
are discussed in section 1.5.2. There is no compelling evidence that any of these 
associations represents a stable identifiable phenotype and constitutional karyotype 
analysis does not reveal any abnormalities as was seen for WT and Rb.

The analysis of tumour karyotypes is fraught with difficulties both in obtaining 
and interpreting the results. Karyotype analysis of solid tumours is technically very 
demanding and usually only successful in tumours with a high mitotic rate. Aggressive 
tumours are, therefore, over-represented in any analysis of this kind. The abnormalities 
seen represent the sum total of all the genetic events that have occurred in a given 
tumour cell, not only those responsible for the original malignant transformation but 
also those associated with subsequent disease progression. Tumour karyotypes are often 
hugely complex, with many identifiable abnormalities, and the identification of 
important genetic changes against a background of other abnormalities may be very 
difficult indeed. However, many studies of tumour karyotypes have been performed in 
Nb. Ip deletion was the most consistent change followed by trisomies for the long arms 
of chromosomes 1 and 17 (Gilbert et al, 1984).
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1.6.2 LOH studies
LOH studies in Nb are described in sections 1.5.5.a and 1.5.5.b and, although Ip 

LOH predominates, low frequencies have been described for 14q, 11 and 13q33-qter.

1.6.3 Genetic linkage analysis
Close linkage of a known molecular marker to the Nb phenotype would provide 

good evidence as to the location of a gene responsible for the disease phenotype. 
However, as discussed in section 1.5.3, the number of familial aggregation of Nb is 
small and the majority consist of only two affected members in a family. DNA has only 
rarely been stored and because of the high mortality of Nb, it is not possible to follow 
up the majority of cases in order to obtain constitutional DNA samples. There is simply 
not enough material for informative linkage studies to be performed at the present time.

1.6.4 Analysis of constitutional chromosome abnormalities
In patients with genetic disease, the analysis of constitutional chromosome 

translocations has proved to be a fruitful way of identifying the position of genes 
important in determining the disease phenotype. This has been the case for Rb (Yunis 
and Ramsay, 1978), WT (Riccardi et al, 1978), NFl (Fountain et al, 1989) and familial 
adenomatous polyposis (Varesco et al, 1989). These structural abnormalities are 
predominantly deletions, but where translocations are identified the breakpoints usually 
interrupt the predisposition gene (Higgins et al, 1989, Mitchell and Cowell, 1989). 
Whereas in deletions many genes may be lost, in translocations the breakpoint defines a 
discreet locus which can then be characterised. The finding of constitutional 
chromosome abnormalities in a patient with Nb may provide very valuable clues as to 
the location of genes important in Nb development. How many constitutional 
chromosome abnormahties have been reported in patients with Nb?

Two recent reports of constitutional changes involve lp36. Laureys et al (1990) 
reported a 9 month old boy with a stage III Nb tumour who had a constitutional 

t(l;17)(p36;ql2-21). Family history revealed that a child of the mother's niece had 
developed a thoracic Nb. In spite of his young age, the 9 month old boy developed 
progression of his tumour on therapy and died. Biegel et al (1993) noted an interstitial 
constitutional deletion (Ip36.1-lp36.2) in a girl who had been originally investigated 
for developmental delay and dysmorphic features. At 5 months of age she was 
diagnosed as having Nb, and although the stage was not noted in the report the degree 
of bone marrow infiltration described is suggestive of stage IV disease. This child did 
well on chemotherapy. Thus, in both of the cases of Nb with constitutional 
chromosome abnormalities, the patients had high grade, stage 4 disease which occurred 
at a young age. It may be that analysis of these constitutional changes will allow
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identification of the gene or genes in lp36 that are responsible for the development of 
the subset of aggressive Nb characterised by Ip deletion. As noted in section 1.5.5.g, 
however, the majority of Nb are not characterised by Ip deletion and it may be that 
other genes will be important in the tumorigenesis of this group. Do other constitutional 
chromosome changes exist?

Moorhead and Evans (1980) reported constitutional translocations in 2/37 
patients with Nb who had karyotype analysis. One child with a stage II Nb, had a 
constitutional translocation between the short arms of chromosome 4 and 7, but the 
relevance of the genetic change is unclear, as four unaffected family members were 
found to carry the same translocation. A patient with ganglioneuroblastoma carried a 
t(ll;16)(q23;q24) as did the unaffected mother. More complex constitutional 
abnormalities have also been reported, one case of 2p trisomy and a familial 
t(2;16)(pl3;pll) in 8 month old patient with stage IVS disease was reported by Nagano 
(1980). Hecht (1982) described a family with 4 cases of neuroblastoma in two 
generations. The propositus presented with stage IVS Nb and a paracentric inversion of 
the long arm of chromosome 11 (IN V ll) and a deletion of the short arm of 
chromosome 21 (2Ip") considered to be a normal cytogenetic marker. Her father 
carried the IN V ll, the breakpoint being llq21 and llq23. His daughter by another 
marriage died of Nb at 5 years of age and his chromosomally normal son went on to 
have a chromosomally normal child with congenital metastatic Nb (probably Stage 
IVS). The propositus's mother, who carried the 21p" had a son by a previous marriage 
who died at 1 hour of age from pregnancy associated complication and at post-mortem 
had adrenal neuroblastoma. The disease does not appear to segregate with the genetic 
abnormalities noted in this family. Feingold et al (1971) reported a fatal Stage IV 
neuroblastoma in a morphologically normal 2.5 year old girl whose mother later gave 
birth to a female infant with multiple congenital abnormalities typical of trisomy 13 
which was confirmed on chromosomal analysis. The infant died at 2 days of age and at 
post-mortem small foci of Nb were found in both adrenals (which could represent 
neuroblastoma in situ). The relevance of this finding to clinical Nb is unclear and 
chromosomes were not performed on the index case.

In section 2.0 a patient with ganglioneuroblastoma and a constitutional 
t(l;13)(q22;ql2) is described. It appears, therefore, that this patient is the only case of a 
potentially predisposing constitutional chromosome abnormality occurring in a patient 
with low grade Nb and, as such, represents a unique resource for the investigation of 
genes vital in producing this phenotype.
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1.7 STRATEGIES FOR CLONING GENES IMPORTANT IN Nb

Cloning a gene by ’classical genetic' techniques depended on a knowledge of the 
biochemistry of the defect that led to the development of the disease phenotype. The 
amino acid structure of the normal protein was then deduced by purification and 
chemical analysis of the product. Once the amino acid sequence was known the DNA 
sequence of the coding region of the gene could be deduced. This 'functional cloning' 
approach hinged on the mechanism of disease formation being known. For example, in 
the Li Fraumeni syndrome only the vaguest clues as to the mechanism of development 
of the disease phenotype were available (section 1.3.5). In families with Li Fraumeni 
syndrome the early age of onset of malignancy and the fact that multiple primary 
tumours that were observed were reminiscent of the pattern of disease seen in Rb. The 
RBI gene had been cloned and was not found to be mutated in patients with the Li 
Fraumeni syndrome. Mutations in the p53 gene, the only other tumour suppressor gene 
known at the time, had been identified in sporadic cases of many of the tumours 
included in the Li Fraumeni phenotype. Hence, Malkin et al (1990) decided to analyse 
the role of the p53 gene in the Li Fraumeni syndrome and found that abnormalities of 
p53 were indeed responsible for the phenotype.

In the case of phenylketonuria there was much more accurate information as to 
the function of the gene responsible for the disease phenotype. Phenylketonuria was 
known to be due to deficiency of the enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase. The enzyme 
had been purified from the livers of rodents, monkeys and humans and its structure and 
function were well described but the location of the gene was not known. The mRNA 
for phenylalanine hydroxylase was purified from rat liver by polysome 
immunoprécipitation (using antibodies to the protein) and cDNA probes were derived 
from the mRNA. The short cDNA probes were used to screen a cDNA library derived 
from human liver tissue and a full length transcript was identified (Kwok et al, 1985). 
The cloning of the phenylalanine hydroxylase gene and the identification of RFLPs 
within it allowed prenatal diagnosis and carrier detection in around 90% of affected 
families.

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase is an enzyme important in determining 
NADPH levels in cells and deficiency of this enzyme leads to an autoimmune 
haemolytic anaemia. Over 300 variants of the protein exist and many are associated 
with decreased enzyme activity. It was hoped that the cloning of the gene would allow a 
greater understanding of the biological features of the variant proteins. The amino acid 
structure of a short segment of the enzyme (peptide KMMTKK) was known and from 
this the corresponding DNA structure could be inferred. The resulting probe (a 17 bp 
oligonucleotide) was used to screen three cDNA libraries and analysis of the resulting
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cDNA clones allowed the entire coding region of the gene to be sequenced (Persico et 
al, 1986).

By contrast, the second approach to cloning a given gene presupposes no knowledge of 
the structure or function of the gene but relies instead on mapping the gene of interest to 
a precise location on a chromosome. Originally referred to as 'reverse genetics’ this 
approach is now more correctly called positional cloning. Initial clues as to the location 
of the gene can come from linkage analysis using polymorphic probes, originally RFLP 
but now more often markers such as dinucleotide repeats. However, even in diseases 
where many informative meioses are available for study the gene of interest can only be 
assigned to a genetic interval of about 1 centimorgan (cM). Depending on the frequency 
of recombination events in a given area 1 cM corresponds to a physical distance of 
about 1 Mb. The availability of cytogenetic rearrangements provides good evidence for 
the site of the gene and most of the genes that have been mapped using positional 
cloning have been located at the site of chromosomal changes. Thereafter, the principle 
steps are to develop molecular markers which closely flank the gene, then, using these 
markers, to isolate the intervening DNA fragment from which the gene of interest can 
be cloned. Many genes have now been isolated by positional cloning using a variety of 
approaches selected examples of which are discussed below.

The cloning of the RBI gene is often held up as the model for the positional 
cloning approach. The value of constitutional cytogenetic abnormalities in identifying 
the location of genes important in the disease phenotype was shown by the fact that the 
identification of deletions of 13ql4 seen in a small number of patients with Rb led to 
the analysis of markers from this region. Further analysis, initially with protein 
polymorphisms (ESD) and then with RFLP, confirmed that the Rb phenotype was 
tightly linked to markers from 13ql4, a finding that was also supported by LOH studies 
(section 1.3.3). However, the actual cloning of the RBI gene did not occur via a step
wise analysis of the region of interest but rather by the chance identification of a clone 
isolated from a X phage library made from DNA obtained from flow sorted copies of 

chromosome 13 (Lalande et al, 1984). Of 200 clones that did not hybridise to human 
DNA on primary screening 44 were analysed further and 18 turned out to act as unique 
sequences of which 13 were mapped to chromosome 13. When hybridised to DNA 
derived from a patient with Rb who had a deletion of 13ql4 and to normal DNA two of 
these clones (H3-8 and H2-42) showed decreased signal intensity in the lane containing 
DNA derived from the patient with the deletion, suggesting that the probes were located 
in the region of the deletion. A 1 phage walk from pH3-8 allowed the identification of 
three further unique sequences (Dryja et al, 1986). Using these reagents. Friend et al 
(1986 and section 1.3.3b) identified a cDNA clone from the RBI gene. Bearing in mind
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that chromosome 13 has been estimated to contain 114 Mb of DNA (Morton 1991) it 
was amazingly lucky that of only 13 clones derived from the whole chromosome two 
were found to map within a small region of 13ql4 and one from within the genomic 
sequence of the RBI gene.

Not surprisingly, the positional cloning of other genes has not been blessed with 
such good fortune. The cloning of the dystrophin gene is a good example of the 
meticulous analysis necessary to accurately localise the position of a gene and 
underscores the value of rare cytogenetic abnormalities in these analyses. Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked disorder characterised by progressive 
muscle degeneration leading to death in the second or third decade of life. Linkage 
analyses and cytologically detectable constitutional chromosome analyses suggested 
that the gene responsible for the DMD phenotype was located in Xp21. But more that 
simply acting as clues to the location of the gene, the cytogenetic abnormalities were 
central to the positional cloning strategy undertaken . A cytogenetically visible deletion 
of Xp21 was identified in a patient with three different X-linked diseases (DMD, 
retinitis pigmentosa and chronic granulomatous disease as well as the McLeod red 
blood cell phenotype). In order to derive novel probes from the region of the DMD 
gene, DNA from a lymphoblastoid cell line made from this patient was sonicated and 
mixed with DNA fragments obtained following Mbo 1 digestion of DNA from a human 
cell line containing four copies of the X chromosome. A 200 fold excess of sonicated 
DNA from the patient was used and, in order to maximise the opportunity for unique 
sequences to anneal, the phenol enhanced reassociation technique (PERT) was 
employed (Kunkel et al, 1985). Following annealing of the mixture, three different 
types of double stranded molecules were produced. The commonest species represented 
reassociated strands of the patient's DNA. Because the DNA had been randomly 
fragmented by sonication the ends of these reassociated molecules were composed of 
variable lengths of single stranded DNA and, hence, these molecules would not be 
easily cloned into a plasmid vector. The second species of double stranded DNA 
represented strands from the Mbo 1 digested cell line which had annealed to DNA 
strands from the patient and again the ends of the molecules would have random 
lengths of single stranded DNA making it difficult to clone them into plasmids. The 
third and rarest form of DNA molecule would be composed of homologous single 
strands of Mbo 1 cut DNA from the cell line the ends of which would allow them to be 
cloned into the Bam HI site of a plasmid vector. Because the vast excess of DNA from 
the patient had 'mopped up' sequences common to both sources of DNA these clonable 
strands would be enriched for sequences from the deleted region of Xp21. The resulting 
clones were mapped on a panel of somatic cell hybrids containing various deletions of 
the X chromosome and seven clones which mapped to the deleted region of Xp21 were 
identified. Of these, one (pERT87 [DXS164]) was found to be absent in five of 57
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unrelated males with DMD (Monaco et al, 1985). Independently, Ray et al (1985) 
isolated another probe from Xp21 which also detected deletions in DMD patients, again 
capitalising on the cytogenetic abnormality found in a single patient. Although X- 
linked, occasional females can develop a from of DMD and it was found that these 
women carry reciprocal translocations between the X chromosome and autosomes, the 
breakpoint on the X chromosome interrupting the gene for DMD. As, in this situation 
the normal X chromosome is preferentially inactivated, these patients go on to develop 
DMD. One woman was identified as having an t(X;21), the breakpoint in chromosome 
21 being in 2 Ip 12, a region known to code for ribosomal RNA. As a result of the 
translocation, the DMD gene was now adjacent to a ribosomal genes, probes for which 
were available. By using these known ribosomal genes as probes a region of the DMD 
gene was identified and one clone (XJl) was found to be closely linked with DMD in 
families and to detect deletions in patients.

In order to clone sequence from the coding region of the DMD gene a 
chromosome walk was initiated from the pERT87 locus. Chromosome walking 
involves using a known probe to screen genomic DNA libraries for other clones that 
contain not only sequences homologous to the probe but also sequences not contained 
in the original probe. When these 'secondary' clones are used as probes against genomic 
DNA libraries, further clones are identified thus extending the region of cloned DNA. 
Nine bi-directional walks from the pERT78 locus led to the cloning of 220 kb of 
genomic DNA from the region of the DMD gene. 50 unique subclones from this region 
were isolated and used to screen Southern blots derived from Hind III digested DNA 
from various species (monkey, rodent, chicken and cow). Only two of the 50 subclones 
showed this 'cross species conservation' and, as important genes are conserved in 
evolution, were thought to represent parts of the coding region of the DMD gene. One 
of the two clones also recognised an RNA transcript from foetal skeletal muscle and 
this clone was then used to screen a cDNA library derived from foetal skeletal muscle 
(Monaco et al, 1986). By screening further cDNA libraries the 14 kb full length 
transcript of the DMD gene (which was named dystrophin) was cloned (Koenig et al, 
1987). Localising the cDNA clones on long range maps of the Xp21 region led to the 
characterisation of the genomic structure of the dystrophin gene which is composed of 
at least 65 exons stretching over a huge 2.5 Mb of DNA.

The presence of cytogenetic abnormalities was central to the identification for 
the genes important in the phenotypes of Rb and DMD. The difficulty of accurately 
localising the position of a gene of interest in the absence of cytogenetic changes is well 
illustrated by the cloning and characterisation of the cystic fibrosis gene, a process that 
was beautifully summarised in a series of articles in Science (Rommens et al, 1989; 
Riordan et al, 1989 and Kerem et al, 1989). Cystic fibrosis (CE) is the commonest
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autosomal recessive disease in the Caucasian population, with an incidence of 1 in 2000 
live births and a carrier frequency of 1 in 20. There were, therefore, many families in 
whom genetic linkage analysis could be performed. Using a large number of 
polymorphic DNA probes the locus for CF was assigned to 7q31 and the closest 
flanking makers (MET and D7S8) were estimated as being 1.5 Mb apart. The isolation 
of the CF gene from this defined region proved to be more difficult than originally 
imagined. The first step was to develop a physical map of the region between the 
flanking markers and isolate further probes. To this end, a genomic library made from 
DNA sequences derived from flow sorted copies of chromosome 7 was examined. The 
position of individual markers relative to the flanking markers was established by 
mapping using panels of somatic cell hybrids containing various deletions of 
chromosome 7, by genetic linkage and by analysing the presence of pairs of markers on 
very long fragments of DNA which had been separated by pulsed field electrophoresis 
(PFGE). Using these methods, two further markers (D7S340 and D7S122) were 
isolated, both closely linked to CF and the order of markers was established as MET- 
D7S340-D7S122-D7S8. The physical distances between these probes were 500 kb, 10 
kb and 980 kb respectively. Whereas in DMD it was relatively easy to orientate markers 
with respect to the DMD gene simply by their presence or absence in deletions from 
patients with the disease, the absence of cytogenetic rearrangements in CF presented 
real problems at this stage because there was no easy way of telling if any of these 
sequences came from the CF gene. The most successful approach was to laboriously 
clone the whole of the region most likely to contain the gene and then search for 
candidate gene sequences. Chromosome walking had been useful in cloning contiguous 
DNA sequences but such walks are often impaired by the presence of 'unclonable' 
regions of the genome. Hence, chromosome walking was supplemented with 
chromosome jumping in which large DNA fragments obtained by digestion with the 
restriction enzyme Mbol were separated by PFGE and ligated to a selectible marker 
(sup F; a tRNA suppressor gene) under conditions that favoured circularisation of the 
resulting product. When the circularised ligation products were digested with Eco R l, 
the small resulting fragments contained the selectible marker flanked by genomic DNA 
sequences that had been separated by over 50 kb. The products were then ligated into a 
phage vector and packaged in vitro. When plated on bacteria which lacked the sup F 
gene only those phage genomes which carried the sup F marker would replicate and 
form plaques. Screening this library with markers from the region of interest identified 
phage clones that contained not only the marker used as a probe but also a sequence 
from over 50 kb away. Further screening of genomic DNA libraries with the phage 
clones identified in this way allowed the isolation of markers from which bi-directional 
chromosome walks could be initiated. By localising clones derived from the jumps on 
the long range restriction map of the region, the direction of the jump relative to the
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original markers could be ascertained. In total, seven jumps were made and 49 
recombinant phage and cosmid clones were isolated from ten different genomic 
libraries. All the clones had to be localised on the long range map of the region to 
ensure that the cloned DNA sequences were colinear with the genomic sequence. This 
huge effort resulted in the cloning of 280 kb of contiguous DNA from the region of 
interest. The cloned region was further extended to more than 500 kb by the isolation of 
genomic DNA sequences using cDNA clones from the region of the CF gene. A variety 
of strategies were used to isolate potential candidate genes from the cloned DNA. The 
search for sequences that were conserved among species was technically the easiest 
approach but was limited by the presence of repetitive elements. Other methods 
included the identification of CpG islands, which are often found at the 5' end of genes, 
and the isolation of cDNA clones derived from the normal tissues which are affected in 
the CF disease phenotype. Eventually, a clone which cross hybridised with bovine, 
rodent and chicken DNA was identified and was found to contain a CpG island. A 
probe derived from this clone was used to screen a cDNA library derived from mRNA 
extracted from the sweat cells of an individual who did not have CF and a single 
positive clone was identified. Further screening of cDNA libraries led to the cloning of 
a 6 kb region that contained all 24 exons of a gene. But how was it decided that this 
gene really was the CF gene? Again, the absence of cytogenetic abnormalities was a 
problem as no abnormalities could be identified on Southern blots of DNA from CF 
patients. Sequencing the cDNA for the full length transcript and comparing the 
sequence with that obtained from patients with CF identified a three base pair deletion 
which resulted in the loss of a phenylalanine residue in codon 508. This mutation 
(AF508) is the commonest one found in the CF population. The predicated structure of 
the CF protein (now called the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) 
was consistent with it being a transmembrane protein which fitted very well with its 
predicted role from physiological studies as a transmembrane ion channel.

The cloning of the genes for CF and DMD was a very laborious process. In each 
case the approach was to delineate the smallest possible region of interest from which 
individual single copy sequences were derived. Each of the single copy sequences was 
then tested independently for conservation among species and its homology to 
transcribed sequences. Once a transcribed sequence was identified it was used in further 
rounds of screening to derive the full length transcript. The characterisation of the 
genomic DNA from the gene of interest then depended on localising the full length 
transcript on a long range restriction map of the region of interest and cloning a large 
number of individual DNA fragments which together contained the entire sequence of 
the gene. Cloning very large DNA fragments from the region of interest and deriving 
transcribed sequences directly from them would simplify both the identification of
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transcribed sequences from the gene of interest and the characterisation of the genomic 
structure of the gene. Whereas cosmid vectors allow the cloning of DNA fragments up 
to 50 kb long, the development of yeast artificial chromosome vectors (YACs) enabled 
fragments of 1 Mb to be cloned and recent libraries have inserts of up to 3 Mb in 
length. The power of Y AC technology is well illustrated by the cloning of the gene for 
X-linked agammaglobulinaemia (XLA), a disease in which recurrent bacterial 
infections arise due to the deficiency in antibody production (Vetrie et al, 1993). The 
XLA locus had been mapped genetically to Xq21.3-22. With the identification of 
flanking markers (DXS442 and DXSlOl) the XLA locus was localised to a 2 cM 
interval and one polymorphic locus (DXS178) showed no recombination with the XLA 
phenotype. A long range map of the region had been constructed which established the 
order of 12 markers flanking the XLA locus and suggested the presence of a number of 
CpG islands in the region of the DXS178 locus. A contig of 68 YACs was established 
which spanned 6.5 Mb of genomic DNA from the region of interest. One YAC (yl78- 
3) was gel purified and used to probe a cosmid library derived from a patient with a 49, 
XXXXX karyotype as described by Holland et al (1993). The 48 cosmids that were 
identified were localised into 12 regions of the long range map of the region. DNA 
from YAC y 178-3 was immobilised on a hybridisation membrane and used to 'select' 
clones from a cDNA library derived from a B cell malignancy (see section 4.4.2 for 
details of cDNA selection). The resulting cDNA clones were enriched for the region of 
genomic DNA contained in YAC yl78-3. One aliquot of the pool of enriched cDNA 
was sub-cloned and gridded out for further analysis whereas another was used to probe 
the 48 cosmids that had been identified with YAC y 178-3. 13 of the 48 cosmids 
hybridised to the enriched cDNA and restriction fragments from these 13 were used to 
screen the gridded cDNA clones, identifying 104 clones which were arranged into 12 
regions of Xq21 on the long range map. When representative cDNA clones from each 
of these regions were hybridised to Southern blots of DNA from XLA patients, cDNAs 
from two regions detected rearrangements. The three cosmids that spanned these two 
regions were hybridised to the gridded enriched cDNA clones and detected 25 positive 
clones. Hybridising two of these 25 cDNA clones to the original (un-enriched) cDNA 
library led to the identification of a 2.6 kb cDNA clone that hybridised strongly to all 
25 clones indicating that all 25 were derived from a single transcript. The 2.6 kb 
transcript encodes a protein with extensive homology to intracellular (non-receptor) 
protein tyrosine kinases and has been called agammaglobulinaemia tyrosine kinase 
(atk). The beauty of the technique is that it makes the YAC do double duty; not only 
identifying expressed sequences from the region of interest but also identifying cosmids 
which allow the cDNA clones to be located on the long range map of the region, 
thereby reducing the total number of cDNA clones that need to be screened.
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Although the techniques of positional cloning and the analysis of candidate 
genes have been presented as separate, recent advances in the mapping of the human 
genome will lead to the future amalgamation of the two approaches. The Human 
Genome Project has started to bear fruit and high resolution genetic maps based on 
sequences derived from short tandem repeats and other sequences have been 
constructed (Gyapay et al, 1994). YAC contigs spanning entire chromosomes have 
already been constructed for chromosome 21 and X allowing researchers access to 
cloned DNA fragments without the need for laborious chromosome walking and 
jumping and the coverage of the remaining chromosomes with YAC contigs is being 
extended (Cohen et al, 1993). In tandem with the improved maps of genomic DNA, 
several thousand cDNA clones have been partially sequenced and oligonucleotide 
primers have been designed. These oligonucleotide primers allow the intervening 
cDNA sequence to act as an 'expressed sequence tag' (EST), akin to the STS that are 
available for genomic DNA. Many of these sequences have been mapped and a 
database (dbEST) is now available (Boguski et al, 1993). Used together, the advances 
in positional mapping and the sequences of known cDNA clones may well speed up the 
process of gene identification. For example, the gene for autosomal dominant retinitis 
pigmentosa was found to be linked to markers on the long arm of chromosome 3. The 
gene for rhodopsin was also known to map to the region and a direct search for 
mutations in the rhodopsin gene found a C to A transversion in 17 of 148 patients but 
none of 102 unaffected individuals (Dryja et al, 1990). This has been called the 
positional candidate' approach and it is envisaged that when a given disease phenotype 
is mapped to a region of the genome, it will be possible to search for all the expressed 
sequences in that region. The sequence whose function most closely matches the 
potential function of the disease gene will then be selected as the candidate and 
investigated further (Ballabio, 1993). However, it has to be borne in mind that in 
1989,when this project was started, the available maps of the genome were relatively 
crude, YAC technology was in its infancy and many of the techniques of genome 
analysis discussed above had not yet been reported.
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1.8 AIMS OF THIS THESIS

This PhD study centres around a single patient with stage II 
ganglioneuroblastoma who was found to have a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) 
translocation. The premise was that the balanced translocation predisposed him to 
developing his tumour (discussed in sections 1.6.4 and 4.1) and that the isolation and 
characterisation of the breakpoint junction fragment may lead to the cloning of a gene 
or genes important in the development of ganglioneuroblastoma. Initially, the sole 
information available as to the position of the breakpoint was from standard 
cytogenetics. The physical dimensions of the long and short arms of all the 
chromosomes have recently been published (Morton, 1991). The long arm of 
chromosome 13 is 98 Mb long and is 'composed' of 9 Giemsa positive and negative 
bands. The number of bands is, however, an inaccurate indication of the size of a given 
region as it depends of the size of the bands and the degree of resolution. At the 850 
band resolution level, 13ql2 represents approximately 10% of 13q and its size can, 
therefore, be estimated as 10Mb. Similarly, Iq is 135 Mb in length and is composed of 
11 Giemsa positive and negative bands which vary significantly in size. Iq22 is one of 
the smaller bands and its size is between 9 and 12 Mb. Clearly, both of these bands 
were far too large to attempt any form of walking, even in Y AGs, and would have to be 
further subdivided into regions of more manageable size. The breakpoint junction 
fragment could be approached from the chromosome 1 or the chromosome 13 end and 
the choice of direction depended on the availability of reagents that allowed the region 
of the breakpoint to be characterised most accurately. Although there is some evidence 
that there may be a familial predisposition to Nb, the number of families is very small 
(section 1.5.3), far too small for any genetic linkage studies with polymorphic markers 
from 13ql2 or lq22 to be performed. Hence, localisation of the region of the breakpoint 
had to be performed using physical mapping information alone. The strategy I adopted 
(see section 3.0) was to use somatic cell hybrids to isolate one of the derivative 
chromosomes from all other chromosome 1 and 13 material to allow molecular 
mapping of the breakpoint. I then intended to isolated markers which closely flanked 
the breakpoint and go on to use these markers to institute a chromosome walk in YACs 
to clone the region of the breakpoint junction. Having isolated the region of interest on 
a single Y AC I then intended to clone the breakpoint junction fragment.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.0 CASE REPORT
Patient DG presented at five years of age with a two year history of a gradually 

enlarging left-sided neck mass but otherwise he had no clinical problems and was 
developmentally and morphologically normal. His parents and two sisters were well 
and there was no family history of malignant disease. Examination showed a 10 x 7cm 
neck mass but no other abnormalities. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning 
showed the mass to be separate from the cervical spine and deep to the carotid vessels. 
Biopsy showed the mass to be a cervical ganglioneuroblastoma but his urinary 
catecholamine metabolite levels were normal and bone marrow aspirate and trephines 
were free of malignant cells, suggesting that the tumour was relatively benign. A well 
encapsulated ganglioneuroblastoma was removed surgically and he received no further 
treatment. The tumour was not sent for karyotype studies but cytogenetic analysis of 
his lymphocytes showed a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation; cytogenetic 
studies of his parents and two sibs were normal. Seven years later he is well with no 
tumour recurrence.

2.1 MOLECULAR TECHNOLOGY
All chemicals used in this project were analytical grade and were purchased 

from a variety of companies including Sigma, BDH Lab supplies, Bethesda Research 
Laboratories (BRL), Pharmacia and Boehringer Mannheim. Non radioactive dNTPs 
and random hexanucleotides (pD(N)6) were purchased from Pharmacia. Radio-labelled 

dNTPs were from Amersham International and were used in accordance with stringent 
safety regulations. The solutions and buffers were made in double distilled water 
(ddH20) or distilled water (dH20), obtained from a Milli Q 4 BOWL and Milli R04 

system (Millipore Ltd.) respectively. When required, pH adjustments were made by the 
addition of an appropriate acid or alkali and checked with a pH meter (pH meter 240, 
Ciba Coming Diag. Ltd.). All solutions were either autoclaved or filter sterilised and 
stored according to manufacturers instructions. Pipette tips, eppendorf and other tubes 
were also autoclaved before use if they had not been gamma irradiated by the 
manufacturer. Centrifugation was either in a microfuge (MSE microcentaur) or in a 
Juoan CR412 centrifuge. Visualisation of DNA was by staining with ethidium 
bromide, an intercalating dye that fluoresces in ultraviolet (UV) light. Ethidium 
bromide stained gels were illuminated from below by a Chromatovue TM-20 
transilluminator (Ultraviolet Products Inc., California, USA). Photographs of the gels 
were taken by either a Polaroid Cu5 hand camera (5 inch lens/CU5 88-48 hood
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providing 0.42x magnification onto Polaroid 667 film ISO 3000) or by a camera with a 
16 mm Cosmicar television lens connected to a video copy processor (Model K61S, 
Mitsubishi) producing images on thermal paper.

2.2 ISOLATION OF PROBE DNA
DNA probes are often cloned into plasmid vectors which confer antibiotic 

resistance upon bacteria. Transfecting bacteria with a plasmid and growing them in 
media containing antibiotic selection allows the production of large scale amounts of 
plasmid DNA containing the probe. The probe can be separated from the plasmid 
vector by digestion with restriction enzymes and gel electrophoresis. These steps will 
now be discussed in detail.

2.2.1 Working with bacteria
Escherichia coli strain JM83 ( k ~ , a r a ,  A { l a c - p r o  AB), rpsL, thi- l ,  

(j)80/(3cZAM15) (Pharmacia) was used in all manipulations involving bacteria except for 
high efficiency cloning where Maximum efficiency DH5a competent cells (BRL) were 

used. Bacteria were grown at 37°C in the appropriate culture media: liquid cultures in a 
rotary shaker (controlled environmental shaker, New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ, 
USA) whereas cultures on agar plates were grown in a dry incubator (LEEC CV2 
Nottingham UK). Media and stock solutions were made with ddH20 and autoclaved at 
1 2 rC  for 15 min to ensure sterility. The following media were used:

Luria Broth (LB): Difco Bactotryptone 15g/l, Difco Bacto Yeast Extract
5g/l, NaCl 5g/l.

Luria Agar (L-agar): as LB but with Difco Bacto Agar 14g/l.
L-agar was melted in a microwave oven as required. Transformed bacteria were grown 
on antibiotic selection with the addition of the appropriate antibiotic after the LB was 
cooled to 65°C to prevent inactivation of the antibiotic. For short term use ( up to 4 
weeks) transformed bacteria were maintained on L-agar plates at 4X , for long term 
storage cell stocks were frozen at -70"C in LB containing 15% (v/v) glycerol.

2.2.2 Plasmid Vectors
Probes come in various plasmid vectors of which Bluescript SK (Stratagene, 

UK) was the most usual. Bluescript has an origin of replication, an ampicillin resistance 
gene, a cloning site capable of being cleaved by multiple restriction enzymes and a 
colour selection system in the form of a 6-galactosidase gene system. Bacteria grown 
in the presence of 50 qg/ml of X-gal will produce a blue colour if the galactosidase 
gene is intact but will remain white if the gene has been disrupted by the presence of a 
cloned DNA sequence.
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2.2.3 Transformation of bacteria
Transformation of bacteria with plasmid can be done in two ways: by using an 

electric shock to introduce the plasmid (electroporation) or by rendering the bacterial 
cell wall more 'porous', allowing the introduction of the plasmid DNA. We chose to 
routinely use the latter method.
2.2.3.a Making competent cells
The composition of all solutions is given in table 2.1. Incubating bacterial cells in an 
ice cold solution containing rubidium chloride renders them more likely to be 
transformed by plasmid DNA but the mechanisms remain unclear. 100 |J,1 of an 
overnight culture of E.coli JM83 is added to 7 ml of LB and grown at 37°C shaking 
continuously for 2 hours until cloudy. 1 ml of this culture is then added to 200 ml of LB 
in a sterile flask and grown until the optical density of a sample of the culture is 0.48 at 
a wavelength of A^30 using a spectrophotometer zeroed against LB. The culture is 
cooled on ice for 15 min and centrifuged in a Jouan CR412 centrifuge at 2000 rpm, at 
5 C, for 5 min. The supernatant is discarded and the cells resuspended in 60 ml TABl. 
The cells are left on ice for 15 min and then pelleted by centrifugation as above. They 
are then resuspended in 8 ml TAB 2 and left on ice for 20 min after which they are 
kept at 4"C overnight, and then stored in 150 |il aliquots at -70°C .

Table 2.1

Solutions for preparation of competent cells
TAB 1: 10 mM Calcium chloride

35 mM Sodium acetate 
15% (v/v) glycerol 
- pH 5.9 with acetic acid then add:
100 mM Rubidium chloride 
50 mM Magnesium chloride.

TAB 2: 10 mM MOPS, pH 6.8 with HCl
10 mM Rubidium Chloride 
75 mM Calcium chloride 
15% (v/v) glycerol
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2.2.3.b Transforming competent bacteria
50 ng of plasmid DNA was added to ice cold competent cells, mixed gently 

with the pipette tip and left on ice for 45 min to allow the DNA to adhere to the 
bacterial cell wall. Bacteria were then heat shocked at 42°C for 2 min to allow entry of 
plasmid DNA into the cells. 1 ml of pre-warmed LB was added and the cells left at 
37°C in a water bath for 30 min to allow expression of antibiotic resistance. Aliquots of 
the transformed cells (10 |il and 100 |il) were then spread on L-agar plates containing 
50 lig/ml of ampicillin and left overnight at 37“C. The transformation efficiency was 
calculated as the number of bacterial colonies transformed by 1 jig of plasmid DNA and 
should average around 1x10^ colonies/|ig.

2.2.4 Preparing plasmid DNA
Small scale bacterial cultures were prepared in 10 ml of LB ampicillin in a 

Universal tube. For large scale preparations, bacteria were grown in 100 ml of 
LB/ampicillin in an autoclaved conical flask or a Schott bottle mounted securely in an 
orbital shaker. Care was taken to ensure adequate oxygenation by not overfilling the 
containers and using cotton wool bungs. Bacterial cultures were grown for no more 
than 16 hr as autolysis of bacteria with degradation of both plasmid and probe DNA 
may result. The composition of all solutions is given in table 2.2.

Table 2.2

Solutions for preparation of plasmid!cosmid DNA:
Solution 1: 50 mM glucose

25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8 
10 mM EDTA, pH 8

Solution 2: 0.2 mM NaOH
1% SDS
- made fresh for each use 

Solution 3: 3 M Potassium acetate pH 5 with acetic acid
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2.2.4.a Preparation o f plasmid DNA - small scale
1.5 ml of the overnight culture was pipetted into an eppendorf tube and spun in 

a microfuge at 13,000 rpm for 3 min. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was 
resuspended in 200 |xl of Solution 1. A few grains of lysosyme were added and the tube 
left for 2 min at room temperature. The cells were lysed by adding 400 |il of Solution 
2, rendering the solution transparent. The bacterial DNA and protein was precipitated 
by adding 200 |il of Solution 3 and leaving the tube on ice for 20 min. Centrifugation 
at 13,000 rpm for 10 min allowed separation of the plasmid containing supernatant, and 
the precipitate, containing the protein and bacterial DNA, was discarded. Pipetting off 
the supernatant was done with care, as the precipitate is electrostatic and readily sticks 
to the pipette tip. Small scale plasmid DNA preparations were only used to confirm the 
presence of a sequence of interest and were not routinely treated with RNase. Plasmid 
DNA was precipitated by adding 0.6 x vol. iso-propyl alcohol and leaving on ice for 20 
min. Centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 10 min pelleted the plasmid DNA which was 
washed in 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended in 50 |il of TE.

2.2.4.b Large Scale plasmid preparation
The principles are the same but on larger volumes. A 100 ml culture was 

divided into 2 x 50 ml Falcon tubes and centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 10 min. The 
supernatant was discarded and both precipitates resuspended in a total of 10 ml of 
Solution 1. 20 ml of Solution 2 and 10 ml of Solution 3 were added as above and, 
following DNA precipitation and washing, the plasmid DNA was resuspended in 5 ml 
of TE. 25 [il of 10 mg/ml RNase were added and the DNA incubated at 37°C for 40 
min. Extraction with equal volumes of equilibrated phenol and phenol/chloroform 
(50:50) removed the remaining protein and inactivated the RNase. At each stage the 
sample was mixed thoroughly, then spun to separate the aqueous and solvent layers. 
The upper aqueous layer containing the DNA was transferred to a fresh eppendorf tube 
leaving the protein behind as a coagulated layer at the interface. A final extraction with 
an equal volume of chloroform alone removed the remaining phenol which would 
interfere with subsequent enzyme digestion of the plasmid. The DNA was precipitated 
in 2 X vol. ethanol and 1 x vol. of 3M Sodium acetate, washed in 70% ethanol and 
resuspended in 500 fil of TE. The concentration of the final DNA solution was 
ascertained by comparative DNA fluorescence as described in section 2.4.7.b.
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2.2.5 Generating insert
10 |Xg of plasmid DNA was incubated with 20 units of a restriction enzyme 

appropriate to the cloning site into which the probe had been inserted, along with the 
restriction enzyme buffer, for 2 hr. Digestion was confirmed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis using 2 |il of the digest and, if fully digested, the whole sample was 
separated by gel electrophoresis, along with molecular weight markers. Two bands 
resulted, a linearised plasmid and the insert. The gel was placed on a cleaned UV 
transilluminator, the insert band cut out with a scalpel and placed in a 1.5 ml eppendorf 
tube. The insert DNA was separated from the agarose using commercially available 
kits (Geneclean II, Biotech Inc, La Jolla, USA.) according to manufacturer's 
instructions. The concentration of insert DNA was ascertained using comparative DNA 
fluorescence (section 2.4.7.b).

2.3 TISSUE CULTURE
All hybrids and cell lines were grown in appropriate media at 37 in 7% CO2  

and all manipulations performed in a laminar flow hood under strict aseptic conditions. 
Hybrids were constructed by Dr. J. Cowell as described in Cowell (1992).

2.3.1 Lymphoblastoid cell lines:
Aliquots of lymphoblastoid cell lines were added to 30 ml of Roswell Park 

Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum 
(fcs) and 2 mM glutamine. Suspensions were split 1:3 once the medium became orange, 
by pouring 20 ml of fresh medium into 2 new flasks and adding 10 ml of the original 
culture. 20 ml of fresh medium was then added to the original flask resulting in all 3 
flasks containing 10 ml of cells and growth factors secreted into the original medium 
and 20 ml of fresh medium.

2.3.2 Adherent cell lines:
Adherent cell lines were grown in E4 medium supplemented with 10% fcs and 2 

mM glutamine until just confluent. The medium was then removed and the cells 
washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Cells were removed from the flasks in 
which they had been grown by adding 1 ml of trypsin, swirling to ensure complete 
coverage of cells and leaving for 5 min. The cells were washed off the flask with 5 ml 
medium, which inactivates the trypsin, and gently pelleted by centrifugation in a Jouan 
BR3.11 centrifuge (1200 rpm, 5 min). Cells were resuspended in medium and split 1:3 
into new flasks.
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2.4 PREPARATION OF GENOMIC DNA
The aim of this procedure is to produce DNA of high molecular weight in high 

concentration and free from contamination with RNA, protein, phenol and salt. Care 
was taken at each stage to avoid excessive shaking as shearing forces fracture DNA 
resulting in its degradation. The composition of the solutions used in the preparation of 
genomic DNA is given in table 2.3.

Table 2.3

Solutions for preparation o f DNA

Lysis Buffer: 100 mM NaCl
100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8
10 mM EDTA, pH 8

Equilibrated Phenol: 400 ml phenol
-equilibrate with: 400 ml 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8 

then: 400 ml 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8 
0.4% (w/v) dihydroxyquinoline

RNase: 10 mg/ml in ddH%0

- boil for 10 min to inactivate residual DNase.

Proteinase K: 50 mg/ml in ddH20

-incubate 65°C 1 hr to remove DNase

TE: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8 
1 mM EDTA, pH 8

2.4.1 Harvesting of Cells
Lymphoblastoid cells grown in suspension were removed from the growth 

medium by pipetting and centrifuged at 1,200 rpm for 5 min. at 20"C. The supernatant 
was discarded and the cells were resuspended in 10 ml of lysis buffer. Once fully 
resuspended the cells were lysed by adding SDS to 0.1% (w/v). The addition of SDS 
before complete resuspension resulted in clumping of cells, and reduction of DNA 
yield.
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Adherent cells grown in flasks were harvested by pouring off the medium and 
washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 3 ml of lysis buffer plus 0.1% SDS were 
added to each flask which was gently rotated to ensure the lysis solution was in 
contact with all of the cells. The cells were left to lyse for 10 min and the lysate 
removed from the flask by gentle rotation to 'strip' the lysed cells off the base.

Tumour samples were first deep-frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen and 
then ground to a fine dust with a mortar and pestle. The ground tissue was resuspended 
in lysis buffer to which SDS 0.1% was added.

2.4.2 Proteinase K from a stock solution of 10 mg!ml
Proteinase K was added to the DNA lysate at a working concentration of 0.1 

mg/ml and incubated at 37°C overnight or at 65°C for 1 hour, the former being more 
efficient at removing protein from the DNA solution.

2.4.3 RNase from a working stock of lOmglml
RNase was added to the lysate at a working concentrate of 50 |ig/ml and 

incubated at 37°C for 40 min.

2.4.4 Phenol/chloroform extraction of DNA
A volume of equilibrated phenol equal to that of the lysate was added to the DNA and 

gently mixed for 2 - 3 min. The phenol was separated from the aqueous DNA by 
centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for 20 min in a Jouan CR412 centrifuge. The clear DNA 
solution formed the upper layer and the coagulated protein was at the phenol/DNA 
interface. The DNA was removed using a wide bore pipette and the phenol discarded. 
This procedure was repeated using 50:50 phenol and chloroform together (the addition 
of the chloroform increased the definition of the DNA/phenol interface). To remove all 
traces of phenol, which would otherwise interfere with subsequent DNA analysis, the 
DNA solution was finally extracted with an equal volume of chloroform alone.

2.4.5 Ethanol Precipitation
DNA was precipitated by adding 2 x vol. of ethanol and 1/10 vol. 3 M 

Sodium acetate. Cooling on ice for 20 min resulted in DNA precipitation, with the high 
molecular weight DNA forming lumps which could be 'spooled out' using a sealed glass 
Pasteur pipette. The DNA was washed in 70% ethanol to remove the salt, air-dried and 
then resuspended in the minimum possible volume of TE. This resulted in a solution 
containing at least 500 |ig of DNA per ml.
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2.4.6 Preparation of DNA from cell lines for use in PCR reactions
Screening large numbers of hybrid subclones for the presence or absence of a 

given sequence is easier by PCR than by Southern blotting and also requires much less 
DNA. The following method of preparing DNA to act as the template in PCR reactions 
can be performed much more rapidly than utilising the steps noted in sections 2.4.2 to
2.4.5. Cell lines are harvested from a single 9cm petri dish as described in section 2.4.1 
and then transferred to an Eppendorf tube. The cells are spun in a microfuge for 30 sec, 
gently resuspended in 1 ml PBS and then spun once more. The supernatant is discarded 
and the final pellet of cells is resuspended in 25 jil of lysis mix, the composition of 
which is given in table 2.4.

Table 2.4

Cell lysis mix for rapid preparation of DNA for PCR
lOmM Tris HCl pH 8.3 
1.25 mM MgCl2 

50 mM KCl 
0.01% gelatine (w/v)
0.45% Tween 20 
0.45% NP40

2.4.7 DNA quantitation
Two methods were used: spectrophotometry and comparative analysis of 

fluorescence.

2.4.7.a Spectrophotometry
DNA concentration is determined by the absorbance of light through a sample 

of DNA which was diluted 1:20 in TE. The spectrophotometer was zeroed against an 
absorbance matched cuvette containing TE alone. Readings were taken at wavelengths 
of A^60 and A^^O Nucleic acids alone absorb light at A^^^ whereas at A^^O light is 
also absorbed by protein and other contaminants. This absorbance of light (the optical 
density (OD)) is related to the concentration of DNA (an OD at A^^O of \ ig 50  qg/ml 
of DNA) The ratio of absorbance of 260/280 should be between 1.7 and 1.9 if  the 
DNA is free from contaminating proteins and this measure of DNA 'cleanliness ' is the 
major advantage of this method. The disadvantage is that the DNA often settles out in
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the photocell, making readings unstable and the method also requires relatively large 
volumes of DNA.

2.4.7.b Comparative analysis o f DNA fluorescence
This method compares the fluorescence of an aliquot of DNA in ethidium 

bromide with that of DNA of known concentration. 1 pi of the test DNA sample was 
added to 10 pi of 2 pg/ml of ethidium bromide placed on transparent parafilm and 
mixed with a pipette tip. 1 pi aliquots of DNA standards of known concentration (5 
ng/pl to 80 ng/pl) were added to 10 pi of 2 pg/ml ethidium bromide as above. The 
parafilm was placed on an ultraviolet light transilluminator and photographed. The 
DNA standard which compared most closely in fluorescence intensity to the test DNA 
is taken as the concentration of the sample. Dilution of the sample may be required to 
ensure that it falls within the scale of the panel of control DNAs. Although only semi- 
quantitative, this method has the advantage of ease, speed and uses much less DNA 
than spectrophotometry. This was the method of choice for DNA probes isolated by the 
Geneclean technique.

2.5 SOUTHERN BLOTTING

2.5.1 Restriction Enzyme Digestion
Restriction endonucleases are enzymes produced by bacteria to restrict the 

growth of other bacteria by cutting their DNA at specific sites, identified by a pjrecise 
sequence of oligonucleotides. Their names come from the bacteria from which they 
were derived (e.g. Eco R1 is Escherichia coli R enzyme i) . They are used to cleave 
DNA in a reproducible way dependant on the presence of the recognition sequences and 
appropriate incubation conditions. 5 units of enzyme were used for each pg of genomic 
DNA to be digested, for plasmid and cosmid preparations this was reduced to 2 
units/pg.

2.5.2 Gel electrophoresis
Electrophoresis through an agarose gel separates DNA fragments according to 

their size with the smaller ones migrating more rapidly than the larger. The rate of 
migration is determined by the size of the DNA fragment, the percentage of agarose in 
the gel and the voltage applied.

Agarose (ultrapure electrophoresis grade, Gibco-BRL) was melted in 1 x TAE 
buffer at the required concentration in a microwave oven and cooled to 65“C in a 
waterbath. Gels were cast in a 20 cm x 20 cm perspex former with the size of the 
perspex combs determining the capacity of each well. The percentage of agarose was
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chosen so as to optimise the separation of the fragments of interest. For fragments 1.5 
kb and smaller 2% gels were used, whereas for larger fragments 1% gels were used. All 
gels were run in a horizontal gel tank containing 1 litre of 1 x TAE buffer with 
ethidium bromide at 0.5 |ig/ml . Loading buffer was added in a 1:10 dilution to all 
samples to increase their density, ensuring the DNA stayed in the wells. The 
composition of all the buffers used in gel electrophoresis is given in table 2.5. 
Molecular weight markers were loaded alongside the samples so that the size of the 
DNA of interest could be accurately determined. The choice of the molecular weight 
marker depended on the expected size of the DNA of interest, the larger fragments were 
more easily assessed using HHR markers. These consisted of a mixture of equal 
amounts of two digestions of lambda DNA: one digested with Hindlll the other with 
HindlU then Eco R1 (Gibco BRL). Smaller fragments (less than 2 kb) were sized using 
1 kb ladders (Gibco BRL). Examples of the electrophoretic mobility of the markers 
used are shown in figure 2.1 and 2.2.

'Checker gels' or electrophoresis of PCR products were run at 200 volts 
(Kingshill 15A0IC stabilised power supply), but if more accurate size separation was 
required, as for Southern blotting, the gels were run at 35 volts for 16 hours (overnight).

Separation of DNA products was visualised by placing the gel on an ultraviolet 
light transilluminator and the gel photographed with a ruler laid alongside so that the 
position of the band on the gel could be correlated with its molecular weight shown on 
the markers.
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O R I G I N

23, 21

6.5 

4.3, 4.2

2.3 
1.9

1.3

0.8

9.4

5.1, 4.9

3.5

2.0

1.7

0.9

0.56

Figure 2.1. A photograph showing the X HHR markers separated by electrophoresis 

on a \% agarose gel. The sizes of the bands are given in kb.
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O R I G I N

4072

2036

12216-

517, 506

220 - 75

1018

Figure 2.2. A photograph showing the 1 kb DNA ladder (Gibco BRL) following 

electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel. The sizes of the bands are given in bp. It is not 

possible to distinguish any if the 8 bands between 12216 and 5090 bp in length and they 

appear as a broad smear (uppeimost 'band').
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2.5.3 Southern Blotting of agarose gels
Agarose gels are fragile and difficult to store for long periods so the DNA 

separated by electrophoresis is routinely transferred to a nylon-based membrane (filter) 
for further analysis by the technique of Southern transfer (Southern, 1975). The aim is 
to use capillary action to transfer as much of the DNA as possible, in single-stranded 
form, from the gel to the filter and fix it there so that the membrane acts as a usable 
copy of the original gel. The DNA is rendered single stranded by floating it in a 
denaturing solution of 1.5M NaCl; 0.5M NaOH for 45 min and the gel is then 
neutralised (0.5M Tris Base; 0.3M sodium citrate; 3m NaCl pH 5.5 with conc. HCl) for 
1 hr in the same way. For blotting, a 2 cm high platform was placed in a tray and 
covered with 2 layers of 3MM Whatman paper which overlapped the platform and 
touched the bottom of the tray forming a wick. The tray was filled with 20 x SSC to just 
below the level of the platform. The gel was washed for 30 sec in 2 x SSC, carefully 
inverted, placed on a blotting platform and overlaid with the hybridisation membrane 
(Hybond N, Amersham, UK) which had been prewetted in 2 x SSC. Saran Wrap was 
used to cover the areas of exposed 3MM paper surrounding the gel to reduce 
evaporation of the 20 x SSC during the procedure and ensure that the capillary action is 
through the gel only. 3 pieces of 3MM Whatman paper, cut to the same size as the 
membrane and also presoaked in 2 x SSC, were placed over the Hybond N and air 
bubbles extruded by rolling a cylindrical plastic tube over the top. A stack of paper 
towels, approximately 10 cm thick, was placed over the Whatman paper and a weight, 
usually a metal tray, placed on top of the towels to ensure adequate and even contact of 
all of the layers. Blotting was performed overnight, after which the position of the wells 
on the gel, which should now be very thin, was marked on the membrane. The 
membrane was washed briefly in 2 x SSC, blotted dry and baked at 80X  for 2 hr to 
covalently link the DNA to the membrane. Storage was at room temperature, 
sandwiched between pieces of 3MM Whatman paper. Table 2.5 shows the composition 
of all solutions used in gel electrophoresis and Southern blotting.
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Table 2.5

Solutions for gel electrophoresis and Southern blotting

Gel electrophoresis: 
TAE: 0.04 M Tris acetate 

0.002 M EDTA 
- 1 litre of 50x stock is:
242 g Tris base
57.1 ml glacial acetic acid
100 ml 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8

TBE: 0.089 M Tris base 
0.089 M Boric acid 
0.002 M EDTA, pH 8 
-1 litre of lOx stock is: 
108 g Tris base 
55 g Boric acid
9.3 g EDTA

Loading Buffer: 50% (v/v) glycerol
0.42% (w/v) bromophenol blue.

Southern Blotting:
Denaturing solution: 1.5 M NaCl 

0.5 M NaOH

Neutralising solution: 0.5 M Tris base
0.3 M Sodium citrate 
3 M NaCl
- pH 5.5 with conc. HCl

20x SSC: 3 M NaCl
0.3 M Sodium citrate
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2.5.4 Hybridisation
The technique of Southern hybridisation involves radioactively labelling a DNA 

probe, denaturing it to render it single stranded, and applying it to a membrane to which 
single stranded DNA has been fixed. If a sequence complementary to the DNA probe 
exists on the membrane, the probe will hybridise to it and be recognised as a black band 
on X-ray film laid on top of the hybridised membrane (autoradiography). The 
composition of all the buffers used is shown in table 2.6.

2.5.4.a Oligolabelling
The aim is to generate a single-stranded copy of the probe labelled with a 

substance that allows detection of the probe once it has hybridised to homologous 
sequences immobilised on the membrane. Although detection systems based on colour 
change, or light production exist the most sensitive method remains labelling the probe 
with radioactivity. Oligolabelling results in exact copies of the single stranded probe 
being made using random hexanucleotides, non-radioactive deoxyribonucleotides 
dATP, dGTP and dTTP and radioactive dCTP, and the reaction is catalysed by the 
Klenow fragment enzyme as described in Feinberg & Vogelstein (1983).

70 ng of probe DNA was made up to a total volume of 21 |il with ddH20, 

boiled for 3 min to denature the DNA and snap cooled on ice. 3 |il of lOx 
oligolabelling buffer (OLE) and 1.5 |il of 10 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) were 
added followed by 3 |xl radio-phosphorous labelled deoxycytidinetriphosphate (^^p 
dCTP, >5000 Ci/mmol). 1.5 jil of Klenow DNA polymerase (NBL) was added to the 
reaction mix which was left at room temperature in a perspex box for 4 - 16 hours. To 
increase the specificity of the hybridisation, the labelled probe was separated from the 
un-incorporated ^^p dCTP by elution through a sephadex G-50 column. Sephadex G50 
was autoclaved with sufficient TE to ensure full adsorbtion of fluid to the Sephadex 
beads. A ball of polymer wool was inserted into a 145mm glass Pasteur pipette and 
Sephadex suspension added until the Pasteur pipette was full. TE drips out of the 
column leaving compacted Sephadex beads. The column was clamped vertically on a 
retort stand and a rack containing nine eppendorf tubes positioned below. The 30 p.l of 
labelled probe mix was added to the column followed by 150 |il aliquots of TE. The 
first four 'drip through' aliquots were collected in a single eppendorf but, thereafter, 
each 150 ql aliquot was dripped into a separate tube until all nine tubes had been used. 
Tube 1 contained 600 ql, tubes 2 to 9 150 jil. Each tube was placed 20 cm from a 
collimated Geiger Muller monitor (Mini-L. Mini Instruments Ltd., Essex, UK). The 
eluted probe formed the first 'peak' of radioactivity, normally tubes 4-6, after which the 
radioactive signal declined until tube 8 and 9 in which the second peak represented un- 
incoiporated nucleotides.
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The specific activity of the probe was calculated from a 5 p.1 sample using a 
Bioscan QC 2000 counter (V.A.Howe Co. Ltd., London, UK). The specific activity was 
usually in the region of 2 x 10^ cpm /|ig of probe DNA but this depended on the 
quality of the DNA and the age of the radionucleotides used.

Table 2.6

Solutions used in Southern hybridisation:

lOx Oligolabelling buffer:
Solution A: 1.25 M Tris-HCl, pH 8

125 mM Magnesium chloride 
225 mM 6-mercaptoethanol 
0.5 mM of dGTP, dATP, dTTP 

Solution B: 2 M Hepes, pH 6 with NaOH
Solution C: 90 OD A^^^ units/ml random hexanucleotides in TE
-Mix solutions A, B, C in the ratio of 2:5:3

Hybridisation buffers:
Denhart's: 4x SSC

lOx Denhart's solution 
0.1% SDS
0.05 mg/ml boiled, sonicated salmon sperm 
-lOOx Denhart's solution is :

2% (w/v) bovine serum albumin
2% (w/v) Ficoll
2% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone

Church: 7% SDS
0.5 M NaPi, pH 7.2 
1 mM EDTA
1% Bovine serum albumin 
- 1 M NaPi is:

71 g Na2 HP0 4  in 11 ddH20 
-pH 7.2 with phosphoric acid
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2.5.4.b Hybridisation
The aim of the hybridisation technique is to:

• prepare the membrane so as to minimise the non-specific binding of the radioactive 
probe.

• To add single stranded probe DNA
• To perform the hybridisation reaction in such a way as to optimise the specificity of 

annealing between probe and membrane bound homologue without decreasing 
sensitivity. This could be achieved by altering the type of hybridisation fluid used 
and introducing competitive binding of any repetitive DNA sequences in the probe.

Hybridisation solution needs to contain a wetting agent, a salt concentration 
which allows annealing of homologous sequences with little non-specific binding and a 
'blocking agent' to prevent physical trapping of radioactive probe in the irregularities in 
the membrane. The most frequently used hybridisation solution was Church buffer, 
which produced autoradiographs with little background signal. However, some probes 
produced poor signal intensity with Church buffer and for these the less stringent 
Denhart's solution was used. Both solutions were used for hybridisation at 65"C. It is 
important that the membrane is in contact with freely circulating hybridisation fluid at a 
strictly controlled temperature and I found that placing the membrane in rotating 
cylindrical glass bottles in a hybridisation oven (Hybaid, UK) to be the most efficient 
method. Membranes were prewetted in 2 x SSC if Denhart's hybridisation solution 
was used or 0.5 M NaPi for use with Church buffer. The membrane was placed on a 
nylon mesh in the appropriate solution and, if more than one membrane was to be 
hybridised with the same probe, a further nylon mesh was inserted between each 
membrane to ensure adequate circulation of hybridisation solution. The membranes 
were rolled up, placed in a pre-warmed glass hybridisation bottle and 20 ml of 2 x SSC 
or 0.5 ml NaPi at 65°C was added. The hybridisation bottle was then rolled in the 
direction which caused the membrane to adhere to the sides of the bottle. The solution 
was poured off, hybridisation solution was added (minimum 15 ml) and the bottle 
placed in the rôtisserie of the preheated hybridisation oven in such a way that the 
direction of rotation of the rôtisserie did not cause the membranes to roll up again and 
lose contact with the hybridisation fluid.

The membranes were 'prehybridised' (to block any physical trapping of probe) 
for 2 hours if Church buffer was used or for 16 hours in Denhart's was used. Only in 
the case of Denhart's solution was the hybridisation solution replaced with a fresh 
aliquot after prehybridisation.
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2.5.4.C Addition of Probe
The separated probe was boiled for 3 min, snap cooled on ice and added to the 

hybridisation fluid in the cylindrical glass bottle, aiming to achieve a specific activity of 
1 X 10^ cpm per ml of hybridisation solution. Hybridisation was for 16 hr at 65°C. 
However, if the probe was known to contain repetitive elements, their effect could be 
reduced by competitive binding with Cot-1 DNA (total human DNA enriched for 
repetitive sequences, Gibco BRL). The exact amount of competition can be calculated 
as described by Sealey et al (Sealey et al, 1985) but in most cases successful results 
were obtained by adding 5 pi of lOmg/ml Cot-1 DNA, 50 pi of 20xSSC, 25 pi of 
ddH2Ü and 20 pi of 0.1% (w/v) SDS to 100 pi of the separated probe, boiling for 3 min 

and then allowing it to anneal at 65“C for 1 hr. The probe was then added to the 
hybridisation fluid in the bottle without further boiling. Competition could also be 
applied at the oligolabelling stage, and the addition of 100 pg/ml of sheared human 
placental DNA to the hybridisation fluid further reduced the effect of repetitive 
elements in the probe.

2.5.4.d Washing
Non-specific binding of un-incorporated nucleotides and probe DNA occurred 

in spite of adequate prehybridisation. Washing aimed to displace the non-specific 
hybridisation but leave the probe hybridised to homologous sequences on the 
membrane. The stringency of washing is determined by salt concentration and 
temperature: the lower the salt concentration and the higher the temperature, the more 
stringent the wash. Reducing salt concentration is a greater change in stringency than 
increasing the temperature. The radioactive hybridisation solution was poured off and 
the remaining traces removed by swilling the bottle out with 2 x SSC 0.1 % SDS for 
Denhart's, 100 mM NaPi 0.1% SDS for Church buffer. If the washing conditions for 
the probe were known, the correct washes were performed in the hybridisation bottle, if 
not, sequential increases in stringency were applied. Deciding whether to increase the 
stringency of the wash was based on checking the filter with a Geiger Muller monitor 
(Mini-L, Mini Instruments Ltd., Essex, UK). High generalised activity indicated the 
need for more stringent washing , or the presence of repetitive sequences in the probe.

2.5.4.C Autoradiography
Once washed, filters were blotted with 3MM Whatman paper to remove surface 

fluid and sandwiched between pieces of Saran wrap. They were then placed in light 
proof cassettes and exposed to XAR-5 autoradiography film (Kodak) with intensifying 
screens (Kronex Quanta 3, DuPont) at -70°C for 16 hr and the film was then developed. 
The position of a black band on autoradiography denoted the presence of a sequence
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homologous to the probe at the corresponding position on the filter. If the band 
appeared pale, the exposure time was increased. To allow the membranes to be re-used 
more quickly than if the radioactivity band was allowed to decay naturally, the 
radioactive probe was stripped off by immersing the membranes in boiling 1% SDS, 
10 mM Tris HCl pH 8 and leaving to cool to room temperature with vigorous agitation.

2.6 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) allows selective amplification of short DNA 
sequences between selected oligonucleotide primers from DNA samples used as 
templates (Saiki (1985), Mullis (1987)). Although there are many variations, each PCR 
cycle has the following stages: dénaturation of template DNA, annealing of 
oligonucleotide primers to template sequences, extension of the sequence from one of 
the oligonucleotide primer pair in the 5' and 3' direction until it reaches the other 
primer, resulting in the production of 2 strands homologous to the template. The 
number of template sequences is, therefore, doubled with each cycle. 30 cycles of 
PCR would result in 2^0 (Ix 10^) fold amplification of the original DNA template, 
assuming complete fidelity of the reaction. Very small amounts of template DNA (10- 
100 ng) can be used and the technique is less sensitive to DNA degradation than 
Southern hybridisation. However, minute amounts of contamination give rise to false 
positive results. Extreme caution must be exercised to prevent this occurring and a 
negative control (containing no template DNA) was always included in the experiment. 
The method is described in detail below:

2.6.1 PCR Premix
Reactions were carried out in a total volume of 50|0.1 and required:

DNA template (100 ng)
a pair of oligonucleotide primers specific for the sequence to be investigated (2 
pM)
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dATP, dTTP, dGTP, dCTP 200 qM each) 
appropriate buffer (5 |il of 1:10 Taq polymerase buffer) [500 mM KCl, 100 mM 

Tris HCl, 0.1% gelatine w/v, 1% Triton X w/v, 15 mM M gC h.].

50 |il Mineral oil was added to prevent evaporation during the reaction 
a heat stable DNA polymerase (Promega, thermus aquaticus [Taq], 1 unit).

2.6.2 Method
All reactions were performed using an automated Techne 2 thermal cycler by 

the following method. An initial dénaturation step of 10 minutes at 94° C was
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performed and the temperature then dropped to 10“ C above the annealing temperature. 
l |il of enzyme mix (1 \i\ x 10 Taq buffer, 2 ql Taq polymerase, 7|il ddHiO) was added 
to each tube. The subsequent cycles proceeded as follows.

Dénaturation at 94“C normally for 30 sec but longer if the sequence to be 
amplified was greater than 500 bp in length.

Annealing at a temperature determined by the melting temperature of the 
oligonucleotide primers being used, and for a time determined by the length of the 
expected sequence.

Extension at 72“C, the time being determined by the length of the expected 
product.

Number of cycles The amount of product doubles at each cycle but above 30 
cycles the fidelity of the reaction can decrease as secondary non-specific amplification 
occurs. For screening for the presence or absence of a particular DNA sequence 
identified by the oligonucleotide primers 30 cycles was sufficient, but in circumstances 
where maximum product yield was necessary, up to 40 were used.
The precise reaction conditions for each set of oligonucleotide primers used is given in 
appendix 1.
5 - 10 ql of the resulting product was separated by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel 
with 1 kb molecular weight markers in TAE buffer including ethidium bromide and 
viewed on a UV light source.

2.6.3 PCR cloning
Using primers derived from the Alu human repetitive sequence, PCR will 

amplify short segments of DNA in between adjacent Alu sequences. These can be 
cloned into a plasmid vector, used to transform bacteria and then characterised. By 
choosing the DNA template and Alu primers with care, a library of inter-Alu sequences 
specific for a given chromosomal region of interest can be constructed (Cotter et al, 
1990, Nelson et al, 1989).

2.6.3.a Alu-PCR reaction
2 |iM of 3' Alu or 5' Alu primers were added to a 50 p.1 reaction PCR mix as above and 
100 ng of DNA template added. The reaction conditions and primer sequences are 
given in appendix 1.

2.6.3.b Cloning of PCR products
The PCR products were purified on Sephadex G 50 spin columns. A ball of 

polymer wool was placed in the neck of a 1 ml plastic syringe and Sephadex 050 in TE 
was added. A 1.5 ml eppendorf tube without a lid was placed in a 15 ml plastic Falcon 
tube to collect eluent from the column. The syringe was inserted into the 15 ml Falcon
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tube ensuring that the tip rested in the eppendorf, and the top of the Falcon tube 
screwed on. The 'spin column' was centrifuged in a Beckman J2.21 at 1000 rpm for 5 
min to pack the Sephadex tightly and the eppendorf containing the excess TE replaced. 
The PCR product was added and the centrifugation step repeated. 100 |il of TE was 
added and the tube centrifuged a third time. The eluents from the latter two steps were 
pooled and the DNA precipitated by adding 2.5 x vol. ethanol and 0.1 x vol. 3M sodium 
acetate and cooling to -20°C for 6 hours. The precipitated DNA was pelleted by 
centrifugation in a microfuge at 13000 rpm for 20 min and the supernatant discarded. 
The pellet was washed in 70% ethanol to remove excess salt and the centrifugation step 
repeated. The supernatant was again discarded and the precipitate air dried and 
resuspended in 10 |Lil of TE. The DNA concentration was measured by comparative 
DNA fluorescence.

Bluescript SK vector (Stratagene) was linearised by cutting with Eco RV, 
which produced a 'blunt-ended' fragment, and analysed by electrophoresis on a 1% 
agarose gel. The linearised plasmid, a single band of 3 kb, was cut out of the gel and the 
DNA eluted by the Geneclean method described in section 2.2.5. The concentration of 
cut plasmid vector was also determined by comparative DNA fluorescence.

In order to calculate the molar ratios of insert (Alu PCR product) to vector (cut 
plasmid) the 'average' size of the Alu PCR product was taken as being 500 bp. The size 
of the cut vector was known and the molar ratios could be calculated as in the example 
below:

Alu PCR product 100 ng/jj-1, average size 500 bp 
vector 100 ng/jil, size 3 kb.
Therefore an insert:vector ratio of 1:1 by volume would be 6:1 by molar 
concentration.

Aliquots of 100 ng (l|il) of Alu PCR product were ligated into EcoRV cut Bluescript at 
a variety of different insert to vector ratios (1:1 to 8:1) of which 8:1 gave the highest 
transformation efficiency. Ligations were performed at 14* C for 16 hr in a final 
volume of 20|il with Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 (Sigma) at 5% concentration, 
200 units of T4 DNA ligase and 2 |il of 10 x ligase buffer containing rATP. The 
ligation mix was diluted 1:5 with TE and 5 |il of the diluted reaction mix was used to 
transform 100 |il of maximum efficiency DH5a competent cells (BRL) according to 

manufacturer's instructions. Transformed cells were plated out onto LB agar plates 
containing ampicillin (100 pg/ml) and X-gal (50 pg/ml). Colonies with destruction of 
6-galactosidase gene (white colonies) were gridded out onto LB-ampicillin plates and 
analysed further.
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2.6.3.C Identification of repetitive sequences by in-situ colony hybridisation
Exact replicas of the plates on which the white colonies had been gridded were 

made and the colonies were grown at 37° C until 2 mm across. The plate lids were 
removed and the plates left at 4°C for 30 min to ensure that the colonies stood 'proud' of 
the agar. A sheet of Hybond N membrane was gently laid on top of the colonies and 
pinholes made through the filter into the gel to allow accurate orientation. After 5 min 
the filter was carefully removed with the colonies stuck to it. The membrane was 
floated, colony side up, on denaturing solution for 5 min and then transferred to 
neutralising solution for 5 min ensuring that the membrane did not become submerged 
which could result in the colonies floating off. Placing the membrane on dry 3MM 
Whatman paper ensured that DNA from the colonies was transferred to the membrane 
by capillary action. Filters were then baked at 80°C for 2 hr. 70 ng of sheared total 
genomic human DNA (average size 500 bp) was oligolabelled and hybridised to the 
colony filters as described in section 2.5.4.a-c. Church buffer was used as the 
hybridisation solution and washing was to 5 mM NaPi 0.1% SDS at 65°C for 30 min. 
Autoradiography was performed overnight without an intensifying screen. Dense 
black dots on the autoradiograph denoted the presence of repetitive sequences in the 
colonies at an identical position on the plate.

2.6.3.d Amplification and Characterisation o f Alu PCR plasmid inserts directly from 
colonies

Cells from each colony of interest were transferred with a sterile toothpick to 
the PCR mixture described above and were amplified using the original 3' or 5' Alu 
primers. A 5 pi aliquot of the reaction mixture was run on a 2% agarose gel to confirm 
the size and concentration of PCR product. Simply touching the surface of the bacterial 
colony with the toothpick transferred sufficient DNA for PCR analysis. Indeed, 
transferring too much of the colony to the PCR mix inhibited the PCR reaction. If 
restriction enzyme digestion of the product was necessary, the appropriate enzyme was 
added directly to the PCR reaction mixture and incubated for 2 hours at a temperature 
appropriate for the enzyme. The PCR buffer acted as the buffer for the restriction 
enzyme with no modification. To purify the Alu PCR plasmid inserts, 1 pg of the 
product was run out on a 2% agarose gel, excised and extracted using Geneclean 
according to manufacturer's instructions.

2.6.3.e Hybridisation o f Alu PCR probes to somatic cell hybrid mapping panels
Samples of 20pg of normal human mouse 3T3, Chinese hamster and DNA from

somatic cell hybrids were digested with EcoRl or Hind III and separated by gel 
electrophoresis for 16 hours at 30 volts in 0.8% agarose gel. The gel was then 
denatured, neutralised and the DNA transferred to Hybond N membranes as noted in
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section 2.5.3. 70 ng of purified Alu PCR probe was oligolabelled by the random primer 
method and the filters were hybridised in Denhart's solution at 65°C in a Hybaid oven. 
Washing was to 2xSSC 0.1% SDS at 65*C for 30 min (section 2.5.4).

2.7 YEAST ARTIFICIAL CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

Yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) technology allows the cloning of extremely 
large DNA inserts, up to 2 Mb in size, in a vector that enables them to function as 
independent chromosomes in the yeast host (AB1380 strain of Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae) and be recognised by the presence of selectible marker; usually the ability to 
grow in restricted medium. Using rare cutting restriction enzymes, total genomic DNA 
has been digested into large fragments which have been cloned into a YAC vector and 
used to transform yeast host cells. The resulting transformants have been gridded out 
and act as YAC libraries of large human DNA sequences e.g. the ICRF Human 
Genome Reference Laboratory (Lehrach and et al, 1990). However, the insert DNA 
often undergoes homologous recombination and, therefore, genetic rearrangement, 
especially the development of chimerism, is common. The aim of screening YAC 
libraries is to identify YACs containing the sequence of interest, ascertain their size, 
and characterise the DNA insert. Screening can be performed by hybridisation or PCR. 
Once obtained, YAC clones are grown on selected media (deficient in uracil in the case 
of the ICRF YAC library). For pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) the YAC DNA 
needs to be prepared in such a way as to ensure that the chromosomes stay intact. The 
shearing forces produced by the preparation of DNA in solution would fracture the 
YACs so all stages are performed with the YAC containing yeast cells embedded in 
agarose plugs. For standard enzyme digestion and PCR analysis, DNA of 20 kb is long 
enough and DNA can be prepared in solution. The cloned insert can be characterised in 
a number of ways including the rescuing of the ends of the insert and Alu 
fingerprinting. These steps are now described in detail.

2.7.1 Screening YAC libraries
2.7.l.a  Hybridisation

In the ICRF library 20,000 YAC clones are gridded robotically onto 20 cm x 20 
cm hybridisation membranes in ordered arrays and the DNA from the clones denatured, 
neutralised and fixed to the membrane. 70 ng of probe DNA is oligolabelled by the 
random probing method and hybridised to the YAC library membrane in Church buffer 
at 65°C for 16 hours. Washing is to 100 mM NaPi/ 0.1% SDS at 65°C for 30 min for 
cDNA probes, and 50 mM NaPi 0.1% SDS 65°C for 30 min for genomic probes. In 
order that the location of the positive clones can be assessed relative to the filter as a
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whole, yeast host DNA is oligolabelled using dATP. 70 ng of sheared AB1380 
DNA is oligolabelled by the random priming method outlined in section 2.5.4. except 
that the oligolabelling buffer is made up with dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP (i.e. lacking 
dATP). Instead of ^^p dCTP, the yeast host is labelled with 3 |il of dATP. The rest 
of the oligolabelling procedure was identical to that described for 'standard' DNA 
probes (section 2.5.4.a) but the radioactive signal strength of the 35s labelled probes 
had to be assessed using a specially collimated Geiger Muller monitor. The 35g dATP 
labelled yeast host hybridises to all the colonies on the filter but less intensely than the 
32p probe, allowing the intense probe signal to be localised on the background of 
weaker yeast host signal (figure 3.23). The co-ordinates for the positive clone are then 
accurately ascertained.

2.7.1.b PCR
Screening the ICRF YAC library by PCR was a three stage process. In this 

library 20,000 YAC clones are divided into 41 primary pools. Each primary pool is 
composed of DNA from all the colonies on 4 microtitre plates. Each microtitre plate 
has been gridded into rows and columns (12 x 8) and all the colonies in each row and 
column made into a DNA pool. The first step is to screen the 41 primary pools and 
identify any positives. Each primary pool contains DNA from almost 400 individual 
YACs so the amount of PCR product obtained from screening the primary pools is 
often very low and sometimes below the limits of detection by UV transillumination of 
an ethidium bromide stained gel. If there appear to be no positive YAC pools following 
UV transillumination, but the positive control in the PCR reaction has produced a good 
signal, the positive YAC pools can be visualised by Southern blotting the gel and 
probing it with an 32p labelled aliquot of the positive control. This 'self to self 
hybridisation increases the sensitivity of detection of the positives. The primary pools 
that had been identified by PCR screening are made up of DNA pools from 4 separate 
microtitre plates which were then screened individually to ascertain which contained 
the colony of interest. Once a positive microtitre plate had been identified by PCR, 
screening DNA pools made from the individual rows and columns allowed 
identification of the YAC containing the sequence of interest.

2.7.2 Growing YACs
Yeast colonies identified by screening arrive as stab cultures in agar. They are 

streaked out on uracil-deficient medium which acts as the selective pressure for the 
retention of YACs in the yeast host. The composition of the media and other solutions 
used in YAC work are given in table 2.7. The plates are incubated at 30°C (not 37'*C) 
for 48 hours until single colonies of 2 mm diameter appear. Single colonies are picked 
and added to 15 ml YAC broth and incubated at 30°C overnight with shaking at 200
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rpm. 5 ml of the resulting culture was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min in a Jouan 
CR412 centrifuge, resuspended in 2 ml of YAC broth plus 15% glycerol, and kept at 
-70°C as a long-term stock. 1 ml is added to 100 ml YAC broth in an autoclaved 
conical flask and incubated overnight at 30*C with shaking at 200 rpm.
This culture will go to make solution DNA. The remaining 9 ml is used to make agar 
plugs of YAC DNA for pulsed field gel electrophoresis.

Table 2.7

Solutions used in yeast artificial chromosome work

Uracil deficient YAC broth:
A: 28 g Casamino acids

110 mg Tyrosine 
40 g glucose
200 mg Adenine hemisulphate
-make up to 1860 ml with ddHiO and autoclave in 400 ml aliquots

B: 33.3 g/500 ml Yeast Nitrogen base without amino acids
-filter sterilise 

C: Tryptophan 1 mg/ml
-filter sterilise 

-Mix 400 ml of A, 40 ml of B and 8 ml of C.
For the culture of the uracil dependant yeast host add:

lOx Uracil stock: 200 |xg uracil/litre -filter sterilise

Guanidinium hydrochloride for preparation of DNA in solution:
4.5 M Guanidinium hydrochloride 
0.1 M EDTA 
0.15MNaCl 
0.05% Sarcosyl, pH 8

Yeast lysis buffer for agarose plugs:
1% Lithium dodecyl sulphate
0.1 M EDTA
10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8
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2.7.3 Making DNA
Unlike bacteria, yeast are resistant to lysis by SDS until their outer coats have 

been digested with lyticase. The cells are then fragile and have to be handled with care 
as both shearing forces and osmotic differences may well rupture them, leading to 
reduction of DNA yield. The morphology of the cells changes to spheres, a shape that 
allows the maximum volume of cytoplasm to be contained within a given surface area 
of cell membrane. The cells are then called spheroplasts.

2.7.3.a Making solution DNA
Yeast cells are pelleted by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 10 min in a Jouan 

CR412 centrifuge at 20°C and resuspended in 5 ml of 0.9 M sorbitol, 20 mM EDTA, 14 
mM 6-mercaptoethanol (6-ME). The sorbitol ensures osmotic stability of the cells after 
spheroplasting and the EDTA chelates magnesium and therefore inhibits autolysis of 
YAC DNA. 20 pi of 10 mg/ml lyticase (Sigma) resuspended in 0.05 M potassium 
phosphate buffer, is added and the yeast cells incubated at 37° C with gentle shaking. 
The cells are pelleted by centrifugation at 1,200 rpm and resuspended in 5 ml of 
guanidinium hydrochloride solution. Lysis is ensured by heating to 65°C for 10 min. 
On cooling to room temperature the solution is transparent and often viscous. The 
nucleic acids are precipitated by adding an equal volume of ethanol and incubated on 
ice for 30 min. Centrifugation at 2,500 rpm for 10 min pellets the nucleic acids which 
are resuspended in 2 ml of TE. RNase (10 mg/ml) stock is added to a working 
concentration of 100 pg/ml and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Proteinase K is added to 
200 pg/ml and the YAC DNA incubated at 65°C for 1 hour. The lysate is very 
proteinatious and DNA is purified by 3 phenol/chloroform extractions followed by an 
extraction with chloroform alone. The DNA is precipitated by adding 2.5 x volume 
ethanol, 0.1 x 3M sodium acetate and incubated on ice for 30 min. The DNA is 
pelleted, the ethanol removed, the pellet washed in 70% ethanol, air dried and 
re suspended in 250 pi of TE.

2.7.3.b Making Yeast DNA in agarose plugs
In order to prevent degradation of yeast chromosomes all steps need to be 

performed with meticulous attention to detail and with no gaps in between them. A 9 ml 
culture of yeast cells in YAC broth, grown as above, was centrifuged at 1,500 rpm in a 
Jouan CR412 centrifuge for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded and the cells 
washed once in 50 mM EDTA, pH 8 to precipitate magnesium, thereby preventing 
endouclease digestion. The cells were pelleted again as above and resuspended in 
400pl 0.9 M Sorbitol, 20 mM EDTA, 14 mM 13 ME and 1 mg/ml lyticase. This was 
added to 500 pi of previously prepared 2% low gelling temperature (LOT) agarose in
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0.9M sorbitol, 20mM EDTA (to which 14 mM 6 MB had been added once it had cooled 
to 45 "C ). The two solutions were mixed by gentle swirling, then kept at 45°C and 
dispensed in 100 \i\ aliquots into slots of a standard plug mould. The agarose plugs 
were allowed to set on ice for 20 min and then extruded into a 15 ml Falcon tube 
containing 5 ml of 0.9 M sorbitol, 20 mM EDTA, 14 mM 6 ME, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 
mg/ml lyticase. This was incubated at 37“C for 2 hr in order that the yeast cells became 
spheroplasted. The yeast cells were lysed by replacing the solution with 5 ml of filter 
sterilised lysis solution and incubating at 37°C for 60 min, after which the plugs should 
appear less opaque than before lysis. The solution was poured off, another 5 ml of 
yeast lysis solution added, and the plugs incubated overnight. The solution was then 
replaced with another 5 ml yeast lysis solution in which the plugs were stored at room 
temperature. The plugs were used directly for PFGE, but for enzyme digestion, were 
washed in TE for 2x 30 min at 50°C and then in TE for 2 x 3 0  min at room temperature.
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2.7.4 Characterising YACs
The presence or absence of DNA sequences in the YACs was ascertained by 

either Southern hybridisation as described in section 2.5. or PCR. DNA for the PCR 
template came from solution DNA, from colonies (touched with a sterile toothpick 
which was stirred in the PCR premix), or from YAC plugs (by adding a small sliver of 
a yeast plug to the PCR mix). Methods used to characterise YACs are described in 
sections 2.7.4.a and b.

2.7.4.a PFGE to ascertain the size of YACs
Pulse field gel electrophoresis separates very large DNA fragments by using an 

electric current which alternates in two different directions (Schwartz and Cantor, 
1984). 3 litres of 0.5 x TBE are placed in a pulse field electrophoresis tank (2015 
Pulsaphor, LKB Bromma) and cooled to 10°C (2219, Multitemp II Thermostatic 
Circulator). A 1% agarose gel was made in 0.5X TBE without ethidium bromide and 
set in a rubber surround on a perspex gel tray into which locating holes had been 
drilled. A perspex comb was located at one end of the gel on small plastic supports. 
Once set, the gel was loaded with the yeast plugs, each well being large enough to take 
half a yeast plug. YACs were always loaded in duplicate and PFGE markers 
(Pharmacia) included on the gel. Figure 2.3 shows the sizes of the PFGE markers. 
Electrophoresis was at 150 volts (Electrophoresis Power Supply, EPS 500/400, 
Pharmacia) switch time 80 sec for 48 hr (LKB Bromma, Pulsaphor 2015) at 10°C. The 
gel was then cut off its supporting tray, stained for 20 min with gentle agitation in 100 
ml of running buffer to which lOOpI of 10 mg/ml ethidium bromide had been added and 
photographed over a UV transilluminator with a ruler alongside. Ethidium bromide 
was removed by placing the gel in 200 ml of running buffer for 20 min and then the gel 
was acid depurinated by gentle agitation in 250 ml dH20, 5 ml concentrated HCl for 20 

min. The gel was denatured, neutralised and Southern blotted as described in section
2.5. Probing the blot with sheared total human DNA allowed the size and number of 
YACs per plug to be determined.
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Figure 2.3. A photograph showing the sizes, in kb, of the bands of the Pharmacia 

PFGE markers. A 1% agarose gel was used and run at IO C in ().5x TBE. The running 

conditions were 2(M) V with a switch time of 70 see tor 15 hr, then a further 12 hr with a 

switch time of 120 sec.
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2.7.4.b Alu fingerprint o f YACs
Using primers derived from the human specific repetitive sequence, Alu, PCR 

allowed amplification of DNA fragments in between Alu repeats. Products were 
derived from the human inserts only and not from yeast host sequences. The pattern of 
bands derived from different YACs was used to determine whether the YACs contained 
identical human sequences. The individual bands could also be sub-cloned and used as 
probes. The following Alu primers were used: ALE 1, ALE 3, Alu IV, BK33 and 3' 
Alu; the reaction conditions and their oligonucleotide sequences are found in Appendix 
1.

2.7.5 End Rescue of YACs
Rescuing sequences from either end of the human insert in a YAC greatly 

facilitates YAC walking. Two main methods were used:

2.7.5.a AlulYAC vector PCR
The aim of this procedure is to amplify the DNA sequence in-between the first 

Alu repeat in the human insert and specific regions close to the cloning site in the 
pYAC4 vector on either side of the cloning site. For each YAC three PCR reactions 
were performed. In the first tube YAC template DNA was amplified using one of the 
Alu primers mentioned above. In the second tube the same YAC template DNA and 
Alu primer were used but primers for the left-hand end of the pYAC4 sequence (1091) 
were also added. A third tube consisted of YAC template DNA, Alu primer and 
primers for the right hand end of the pYAC4 vector (HYAC-C). The products of the 
three PCR reactions were loaded next to each other on a 2% agarose gel and separated 
by electrophoresis. The banding pattern obtained by amplification of YAC DNA with 
Alu primers alone was compared with that obtained by Alu primers and either of the 
end sequences. Any extra bands produced by the addition of 1091 or HYAC-C primers 
represented human sequences in between the YAC end primer (1091 or HYAC-C) and 
the first Alu sequence in the human insert. These DNA fragments were excised and 
eluted from the gel using the Gene Clean technique. The reaction conditions for the 
PCR were as described for the specific Alu primer and are found in Appendix I. The 
success of the method depends on their being an Alu sequence within approximately 3 
kb of the end of the human insert (the size limit of the PCR reaction).

2.7.5.b Vectorette end rescue
This technique (Riley et al, 1990) consists of digesting the YAC with a 

frequently cutting restriction enzyme and ligating an oligonucleotide cassette onto both 
ends of each of the resulting fragments. The two strands of DNA making up the
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cassette are homologous at the ends of the cassette but non-complementary in the 
middle and for this reason the construct is often called a 'bubble'.

Using primers from within each end of the YAC vector and a primer for the 
bubble enabled us to rescue only the fragments at each end of the human insert, i.e. 
those containing the YAC end attached to part of the vector. The rescued ends were 
then digested with Eco RI, to remove YAC vector sequences and used as probes for 
hybridisation. To generate sequence tagged sites (STSs) from the YAC ends the rescued 
fragments were sequenced as described in section 2.8.
In order for the bubble to anneal to the digested YAC fragments the end has to be 

complementary to the cut site of the restriction enzyme used in the digest. The bottom' 
of the bubble was always the same but the 'top' varied according to the enzyme used. 
Rsa 1 (blunt end cloning) and Hinf I (sticky end cloning) were the enzymes most 
commonly used. To obtain annealed bubble for ligation, equimolar amounts of 
universal bubble bottom and restriction enzyme specific bubble top were heated to bS** 
for 5 min, and annealed by cooling over 2 hr to 37“C, then frozen in aliquots at -20"C. 
1 |ig of YAC DNA was digested with Rsa 1 or Hinf I and the completeness of 
digestion confirmed by gel electrophoresis. The restriction enzyme was inactivated by 
heating at 65°C for 10 min and 1 |il of annealed bubble was then added together with 
l|il of 2x10^units/ml T4 DNA ligase (NBL, UK) and an appropriate amount of lOx 
ligase buffer containing rATP. Ligation was performed at 14°C overnight. The 
reaction solution was diluted 1:5 with ddH20 and 4 |Ltl aliquots were used for 
subsequent PCR analysis.

Probes for Southern hybridisation were generated by PCR amplification of the 
YAC end clone followed by digestion with Eco R l to recover the 'human' insert. The 
method was as follows: 1 jig each of universal bubble primer (224) and YAC end 
primer (1091 or HYAC-C) were used in a standard PCR mix. A denaturing step at 
94°C for 10 min was performed and 1 unit of Taq polymerase was then added. The 
conditions for PCR were : 1.5mM magnesium, 94°C for 1 min, 67°C for 2 min, 72°C 
for 2 min, 35 cycles. If the resulting YAC end clones were under 2 kb in length, the 
times of the annealing and extension steps were reduced in future reactions. The YAC 
end clone consisted of the end of the human insert and a short stretch of YAC vector 
sequence (figure 3.29a). The YAC vector was cleaved off the human insert by adding 
Eco Rl to the PCR reaction mix and incubation at 37°C for 2 hr, the Taq buffer acting 
as the buffer for the restriction enzyme with no modification. The Eco R l cut PCR mix 
was separated by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel (figure 3.29b). Two bands were 
seen: the human sequence and the vector fragment (240 bp for HYAC-C, 160 bp for 
1091). The band corresponding to the end of the human DNA carried in the YAC
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vector was then excised and the DNA eluted using the Geneclean technique according 
to manufacturer's instructions.

Single stranded sequencing of YAC ends was performed as described in section 
2.8. The primer for the bubble (224) was biotinylated and the DNA strands of the 
resulting PCR product separated by alkali dénaturation. The biotinylated strand was 
'captured' by adsorbtion onto streptavidin coated magnetic beads which were removed 
from the solution with a magnet. The non biotinylated strand remained in the NaOH 
solution from which it was then precipitated. Both strands could then be sequenced 
using primers close to the cloning site as described in section 2.8

2.8 SEQUENCING

Sequencing was performed by the di-deoxy chain termination method (Sanger et 
al, 1977) directly from PCR products after separation of the individual strands of DNA. 
The composition of all solutions used is given in table 2.8.

2.8.1 Separation o f DNA strands
For separation of the DNA strands, one of the primers used in the PCR reaction 

was biotinylated allowing immobilisation of the DNA on streptavidin coated magnetic 
beads (Dynal). The PCR reaction was as described above except that the amount of 
primer used was decreased to 25 to 50 pM to avoid saturation of the streptavidin coated 
beads with excess biotinylated primer. 30 |il of Dynabeads were washed twice in 60 |il 
of TES, all separations being carried out on a magnetic particle concentrator (MPC, 
Dynal) and resuspended in 30|il of TES. Products of the original PCR reaction were 
separated from the mineral oil overlying them with a pipette and then incubated with 
the 30 |il of resuspended Dynabeads for 5 min at room temperature to allow annealing 
of the double stranded, biotinylated PCR product to the streptavidin-coated beads. The 
tube was then placed in the MPC, one side of which is magnetic, and the beads, with 
the double stranded DNA attached, migrated to the side of the tube. The supernatant 
was gently removed with a pipette and discarded. The double stranded DNA was 
denatured by resuspending the beads in 100 \x\ of freshly made 0.15M NaOH at room 
temperature for 5 min. Both single strands of DNA could then be isolated, the 
biotinylated strand bound to the beads and the non-biotinylated strand remaining in the 
NaOH. DNA from the non-biotinylated strand was precipitated by the addition of 0.1 x 
vol. 3 M Sodium acetate and 2.5 x vol. 100% ethanol followed by incubation at -70X 
overnight. Precipitated DNA was removed by centrifugation in a microfuge at 13,000 
ipm for 20 min, washed in 70% ethanol, air-dried and resuspended in 7 |il ddH20. The
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biotinylated DNA, immobilised on the beads, was washed in 100 |il of TES, once in 
100 |il ddH20, resuspended in 14 |il ddH20 and stored at -20“C.

2.8.2 Di-deoxy sequencing
Both DNA strands were sequenced using a version 2 Sequenase kit (USB). The 

enzyme, sequenase, is a genetic variant of the bacteriophage T7 DNA polymerase 
generated by in vitro genetic manipulation (Tabor and Richardson, 1987). 0.5 pM of 
the appropriate primer was annealed to 7 |il of template DNA, still attached to the 
biotinylated beads, with 2|il of 5 x sequenase reaction buffer by heating to 65“C for 2 
min and cooling to room temperature over a 30 min period. DNA was then labelled 
with a^^SdATP (1000 Ci/mmol) and then the extension of DNA synthesis terminated 
by incubation with each of the 4 di-deoxynucleotides (ddNTPs) which lack the 3' OH 
group necessary for chain elongation. The resulting products would each be terminated 
at different lengths and, as all would have incorporated radio labelled dATP, their 
position could be identified by autoradiography. The method was as follows:

The following were added to the annealed template primer :1 |xl of O.IM DTT, 2 
ql of 1:15 diluted labelling mix, 0.5 ql (5 |iCi) of a^^SdATP and 2 \x\ of sequenase 

diluted 1:8 in enzyme dilution buffer. The reaction mix was incubated for 3 min at 
room temperature and then 3.5 |il aliquots were added to 0.5 ml eppendorf tubes 
containing 2.5 ql of each of the four ddNTPs (ddGTP, ddTTP, ddCTP, ddATP), 
incubation being for 5 min at 37°C. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 4 |il 
of stop solution. The resulting products were then denatured and separated by 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
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Table 2.8

Solutions used in the separation of DNA strands and dUdeoxy-sequencing

TES (STE): 10 mM Tris-HCl
1 mM EDTA 
0.1 M NaCl

5x sequenase buffer (USB): 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5
100 mM Magnesium chloride 
250 mM NaCl

5x labelling mix (USB): 7.5 |iM each of dGTP, dCTP, dTTP

Enzyme dilution buffer (USB): 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8
5mM DTT
0.5 mg/ml Bovine serum albumin

Stop buffer (USB): 95% formamide
20 mM EDTA
0.05% Bromophenol Blue
0.05% Xylene cyanol
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2.8.3 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
Polyacrylamide gels were cast between two glass plates, one of which was 

shorter (33.3 x 39.4 cm) than the other (33.3 x 42 cm). Before assembly, both plates 
were washed with detergent (Fairy Liquid) and warm water and rinsed in ddH20. One 
side of the shorter plate was siliconised by wiping the surface with Sigmacote (Sigma) 
then drying the plate in a fume cupboard. When dry, the siliconised surface was again 
rinsed in ddH20. Plastic spacers, 42 cm long, 1 cm wide and 0.25 mm deep, were 
placed on either side of the larger plate and two additional short spacers (2 cm) were 
placed on top of the long spacers at the bottom of the plate, increasing the final distance 
between the plates at the bottom to 0.5 mm. The shorter glass plate was then placed, 
face down, on top of the larger plate with the siliconised surface adjacent to the larger 
plate. The edges of the glass plate were sealed with 33 mm wide PVC electrical tape. 
Polyacrylamide was polymerised from acrylamide during gel casting in a radical 
reaction, starting with Ammonium persulfate (Sigma) and TEMED (N,N,N',N'-tetra 
methyl ethylene diamine, BRL). 6% gels were made by adding 27 ml of 40% (w/v) 
acrylamide stock (acrylamide: Bis-acrylamide, 19:1, NBL) to 75.8 g ultra pure urea 
(Sigma), 18 ml of 10 X TBE and ddH20 were added to make a final volume of 180 ml. 
The solution was warmed to 30°C and 180 |il of TEMED and 216 ql of freshly made 
25% ammonium persulfate added to start polymerisation. The gel mixture was 
introduced between the glass plates with a syringe and, when the gap between the plates 
had been filled, a plastic comb inserted in between the plates to a depth of 5 mm whilst 
the gel was still liquid. The plates were clamped at the top and sides by bulldog clamps 
and left horizontally in a tray for polymerisation to occur. Once the gel was set, it could 
be stored overnight by laying soft paper towels soaked in IxTBE over the comb and 
covering the towels with Saran wrap to prevent desiccation of the gel. In order to use 
gel, the clamps and tape were removed, the glass plates were washed and the comb was 
also removed. The gel was placed in a vertical gel electrophoresis tank (BRL/Life 
Technologies Model 2) with the shorter glass plate innermost and clamped in position. 
One litre of 1 x TBE running buffer was added, 500 ml to the upper and 500 ml to the 
lower reservoir chambers. Unpolymerised acrylamide and urea crystals were removed 
by injecting 1 x TBE in between the wells of the gel at least twice. This prevented 
fragmentation of the bands obtained on the resulting sequencing gel. The gel was then 
connected to a suitable power supply (LKB Bromma 300Xi, Biorad) and preheated by 
running at 60 W constant power for 30 min, prior to loading the samples. The wells 
were once again cleaned by injection of 1 xTBE and the samples loaded with duckbill 
pipette tips (Anachem) having been denatured for 3 min at 90°C.
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There is no need to remove the Dynabeads prior to loading the biotinylated strand. 
Electrophoresis was at 60 W constant power for 2-4 hr, following which the buffer was 
drained off and the gel assembly withdrawn from the tank. The shorter siliconised plate 
was prised off and the gel, adherent to the lower, larger plate, was placed in a large 
plastic tray and fixed in 2 1 of 10% methanol: 10% glacial acetic acid for 40 min in a 
fume hood. The gel was transferred to 3MM Whatman paper, covered in Saran Wrap 
and dried for 90 min in a gel drier (model 583 Biorad), attached to a vacuum pump 
(Genevac CVP 50). The gels were overlaid with autoradiography film (Kodak, XAR5) 
inside light proof cassettes for 16 hr at room temperature without an intensifying screen 
and the sequence ladder read on a light box.

2,9 X PHAGE ANALYSIS
X phage are bacterial viruses that have been altered in vitro to allow cloning of 

larger DNA fragments than is possible in plasmid vectors. Commercially available 
chromosome specific libraries (ATCC, USA) are available in this vector. All 
amplification and screening of X phage has to be done in bacterial cultures capable of 
being infected by the viruses and E coli, strain LE392 were used. The composition of 
all solutions used in phage analysis is shown in table 2.9.

Table 2.9

Solutions used in X phage work

20% Maltose: Maltose 20 g
ddH20 to 100 ml - filter sterilise (autoclaving will 

caramelise the sugar)
- add 1 ml to each 100 ml medium

SM: Per litre:
5.8 g NaCl 
2 g MgS04 7 H2 O 
1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.7 
2% gelatine
- autoclave
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2.9.1 Preparation of LE392
LE392 cells were streaked out from a stab of frozen stock onto LB agar with no 

antibiotic selection and incubated at 37°C with shaking overnight. Single colonies of 
LE392 were added to 5 ml of LB in a 15 ml universal container and placed in a shaking 
incubator at 37°C for 8 hr. 3 ml of this culture (now thick with LE392) was added to 
50ml LB + 0.2% maltose and incubated with shaking at 37"C overnight. Cells were 
pelleted by centrifugation in a Jouan CR412 centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 10 min at room 
temperature and resuspended in 0.4x the original volume (20 ml) of 0.01 M magnesium 
sulphate. Further 0.01 M magnesium sulphate was added until the optical density at 
A^OO was 2 OD units, corresponding to 1.6x10^ cells/ml. Cells were stored in aliquots 
at4 'C .
2.9.2 Calculating the titre of phage libraries

Plates were made by pouring cooled, molten LB agar into 9 cm Petri dishes 
under sterile conditions in a fume hood . This bottom' agar formed a support for the 
bacterial lawn and phage. 7g of electrophoretic grade agarose was added to 1 litre of 
LB, autoclaved and cooled to 45°C; this would form the 'top' agarose eventually 
containing bacteria and phage.
10 |il of phage stock was added to 990 p.1 SM (10'^ dilution) and further serial lOx 
dilutions were made giving dilutions of 10"  ̂ to 10"  ̂of the original stock. 100|il of the 
dilutions above were added to 200 [i\ of LE392 cells and incubated for 15 min at 37 °C. 
3.5 ml of top agarose was added to the phage and bacteria, mixed and rapidly spread 
onto pre-warmed bottom agar plates. Once set, the plates were incubated up-side down 
at 37'C overnight and the number of clear plaques on the bacterial lawn counted. The 
titre of phage per |il of stock could then be calculated.

2.9.3 Screening phage libraries
The phage library was plated out at a density that gave clear plaques in the 

bacterial lawn 2 mm in diameter after overnight incubation at 37"C. Circular discs of 
hybridisation membrane (Hybond N) were laid on top of the Petri dish and pinholes 
were made in them and through the agar to ensure that the orientation of the filter 
relative to the plate was known. The filter was removed after 2 min using forceps and 
floated on denaturing solution for 3 min, neutralising solution for 3 min, 2x SSC for 3 
min and the DNA transferred to the membrane by lying the filter, phage side up, on 
3MM Whatman paper as described in section 2.6.3. Filters were baked for 2 hr at 80°C 
and then hybridised with sheared total human DNA as described in section 2.6.3. The 
hybridisation fluid used was Church buffer and washing was to 0.05 M NaPi, 0.1 % 
SDS at 65°C for 30 min and autoradiography was performed overnight. The developed 
autoradiograph was placed on a light box and the plate from which the filter had been
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made placed on top, the pin holes ensuring accurate orientation. Black dots on the 
autoradiograph indicated colonies containing repetitive human sequences. Colonies 
with no corresponding signal either contained no human insert or contained unique 
sequences and these were picked for further analysis. A sterile pipette tip was snipped 
off so that the diameter of the end was slightly greater than that of the plaque. The 
Gilson pipette was set to 30 pi and the plunger depressed. The pipette tip was located 
above the plaque and stabbed through both top and bottom agar leaving the plaque 
inside the tip. The plunger was released and the vacuum broke the plaque off its 
attachment to the plate, ensuring it stayed in the pipette tip. The plaque was extruded 
into 250 pi SM containing 50 pi of chloroform to inhibit bacterial growth, eluted for 5 
hr at room temperature and then stored at 4°C.

2.9.4 Amplifying phage DNA
50 pi of plug eluent was incubated with 100 pi of LE392 at 37*C for 20 min 

then added to 3.5 ml top agarose and spread onto a pre-warmed bottom agar plate 
which was incubated overnight at 37°C. Confluent lysis of the bacterial lawn should 
occur and the phage were then eluted with 4 ml of SM with gentle shaking for 4 hr. 2 hr 
before the end of the elution, 0.5 ml of LE392 cells were added to 45 ml LB with 0.2% 
maltose and incubated at 31°C with shaking until the OD was 1.0 (usually 2 hr). 
The 4 ml of eluent was then added to the 50 ml of LE392 cells and incubated at 37°C 
with shaking until flocculation indicative of bacterial lysis occurred. This usually took 2 
hr. 0.5 ml of chloroform was added to lyse the remaining intact bacteria and then the 
chloroform was removed. 2.9 g NaCl and PEG to 10% were added, the tube inverted 
gently to dissolve the salt, and stored for 16 hr at 4°C to precipitate the phage. 
Centrifugation pelleted the phage, which were resuspended in 0.5 ml SM and vortexed 
with an equal volume of chloroform. Once the chloroform had been removed, SDS was 
added to 1% to ensure lysis of the phage. RNase was added to a working concentration 
of 100 pg/ml for 30 min at 37°C and then inactivated by the addition of proteinase K to 
a concentration of 200 pg/ml and incubated at 65°C for 1 hr. The phage DNA was 
phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in TE.
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2.10 COSMID ANALYSIS

Cosmid vectors are hybrids derived from plasmids and X phage, that are able to 

accept approximately 45 kb of foreign DNA, three times more than that of phage 
vectors. A chromosome 13 specific cosmid library has been developed from flow 
sorted chromosomes by the ICRF Genome Reference Laboratory (Lehrach and et al, 
1990)and was screened by filter hybridisation in a way identical to that used for YACs 
(section 2.7.l.a). Cosmids were grown in LB with 30 pg/ml kanamycin as the antibiotic 
selection and extraction of DNA was identical to that described for plasmids (section 
2.2.4). Cosmids were used as complete probes for in-situ hybridisation or were used to 
generate unique probes. To derive unique sequences cosmids were digested with Eco 
R l, and the fragments separated by gel electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel, 
photographed and Southern blotted. Probing the resulting filter with sheared total 
human DNA identified bands containing repetitive sequences. Bands present on the 
photograph of the gel but absent on the autoradiograph were likely to function of single 
copy DNA sequences when used as probes. A repeat electrophoresis of the Eco R l cut 
cosmid DNA was performed, the 'unique' bands excised and the DNA eluted using the 
Geneclean technique.
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RESULTS

3.0 OVERVIEW

The aim of this thesis was to isolate and characterise the breakpoint junction 
fragment of a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation identified in a patient (DG) 
with stage II ganglioneuroblastoma. The strategy was as follows:

• Isolate one of the derivative chromosomes from all other chromosome 1 and 13
material to allow the breakpoint to be mapped by constructing somatic cell 
hybrids between the lymphoblastoid cell line from DG and mouse 3T3 cells.

• Develop molecular markers which closely flank the DG breakpoint.
• To use these markers to isolate YACs.
• To construct a YAC contig around the breakpoint in an attempt to isolate the

breakpoint junction fragment in a single YAC.

The results presented here extend those found in the three publications bound at 
the end of the thesis. Appendix 1 gives the sequences, conditions and the sizes of the 
PCR products expected of all the STSs used in this thesis. All the data on probes used 
in Southern hybridisation is given in Appendix 2.

3.1 ISOLATION OF THE DERIVATIVE CHROMOSOME I IN SOMATIC 
CELL HYBRIDS.

3.1.1 General considerations
Fusing rodent and human cells results in the production of somatic cell hybrids 

which randomly lose human chromosome material. Each hybrid clone may, therefore, 
carry a different complement of human chromosomes. After fusion, it is important to 
be able to select against the unfused 'parental' cells, both of human and rodent origin. 
Human cells are at least 100 times more sensitive to the sodium-potassium pump 
poison, ouabain, than rodent cells. As ouabain 'resistance' is a dominant trait, 
mouse/human hybrids will have the same resistance as the parental rodent cells. 
Growing the hybrids in ouabain containing medium will, therefore, select against 
unfused human cells without affecting the hybrids. Some regions of the human genome 
carry genes , missing from the mouse cells, which code for enzymes allowing the 
hybrid cells to grow on media that would not sustain the growth of normal rodent 
cells, thereby selecting against unfused rodent cells. Growing the hybrids in HAT
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(hypoxanthine, aminopterin and thymidine) medium is the classic example of such a 
selection system. DNA precursors are normally synthesised from glutamine and 
dUMP, but if this pathway is blocked by aminopterin then human cells can still survive 
if they are supplied with hypoxanthine and thymidine by generating DNA precursors 
via a salvage pathway. The presence of the enzyme hypoxanthine phospho- 
ribosyltransferase (HPRT), on the human X chromosome, allows the conversion of 
hypoxanthine to DNA precursors, thymidine kinase (TK), on chromosome 17, allows 
the use of thymidine. The rodent cells used to make the hybrids were TK deficient and, 
therefore, growing the hybrids in HAT medium selected against unfused rodent cells.

HAT selection will not, however, influence whether chromosomes 1 or 13 are 
retained so once the rodent cells have died off, hybrids were then grown on HAT free 
medium. Hybrid clones were not kept growing for long periods of time as the chances 
of random loss of the chromosome of interest would have been increased. Sufficient 
cells were grown for cytogenetic analysis and DNA preparation and then the clones 
were kept as frozen stocks. Whenever a frozen stock was re-grown the presence of the 
chromosome of interest was confirmed by Southern blotting or PCR before any further 
studies were performed.

3.1.2 Construction and initial analysis of hybrids
A lymphoblastoid cell line was made from patient DG by infecting isolated 

white cells with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), which immortalises B cells. The resulting 
cell line was maintained in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% foetal calf 
serum and 2 mM glutamine. This line was then fused with mouse 3T3 cells using 
polyethylene glycol (PEG molecular weight 1000) as described in Cowell (Cowell, 
1992). The hybrid cells were cultured in HAT medium for four to six weeks (ouabain 
was added to the medium for the first two weeks) and then individual colonies were 
isolated by ring cloning. The resulting clones were assigned numbers, all pre-fixed by 
the letters DGF (DG fusion).

36 hybrid clones were grown in bulk and DNA prepared from them. Molecular 
analysis for the presence of one or other of the two derivative chromosomes was 
carried out by Southern hybridisation using three different probes: a probe for the 
MYCL locus in lp22 (pLmyc 10), a probe for the renin (REN) locus in lq41 (pren) and 
Rb 3.8 ( from the RBI locus at 13ql4). The normal G-banded copies of chromosomes 
1 and 13 and the two derivative chromosomes taken from karyotype analysis of the DG 
lymphoblastoid cell line are shown in figure 3.l.a. The derivative chromosome 1 [der 
(1)] comprised Ipter-lq22::13ql2-13qter. The derivative chromosome 13 [der(13)] is 
much smaller, containing 13pter-13q 12 : : 1 q22-1 qter. If a given hybrid contained the 
der(l) and no other chromosome 1 or 13 material, probes for MYCL and RBI would 
be present but REN would be absent, whereas if the der(13) was exclusively present the
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opposite would be found. In fact, all 36 colonies showed the presence of all three 
probes indicating that none carried either derivative chromosome as the sole material 
from chromosomes 1 and 13.

Cytogenetic analysis of the hybrid colonies (Cowell, pers comm) showed that 
DGF27 carried the der(l) chromosome though the normal copy of chromosome 1 was 
also present in a sub-set of cells. Single cells from DGF27 were sub-cloned and the 
resulting colonies were grown in bulk for DNA and chromosome analysis. One of these 
single cell clones, DGF27C11 (clone 11), was shown to hybridise with probes for 
MYCL but not REN indicating that the der(l) but not the normal copy of chromosome 
1 was present. A probe for the polymorphic urinary mucin (MUC) locus in lq24 
(pMUClO), was also absent from DGF27C11, confirming the results obtained with 
REN (figure 3.2). A karyotype analysis of DGF27C11 confirmed the presence of the 
der(l) and the absence of the normal copy of chromosome 1 in this hybrid (figure 
3.1.b). In situations were the amount of target DNA is low. Southern hybridisation can 
yield false negative results and excluding the presence of the normal copy of 
chromosome 1 on the basis of the absence of bands for REN and MUC was risky. PCR 
is at least a thousand times more sensitive than Southern blotting and so DNA from 
DGF27C11 was used as a template in PCR reactions using oligonucleotide primers for 
nerve growth factor B (NGFB, Ip 12) and spectrin (SPECT, lq22). The presence of 
NGFB and the absence of SPECT (figure 3.3) provided conclusive evidence for the 
absence of a normal copy of chromosome 1 in DGF27C11.

The probe for RBI was present in DGF27C11 as would be expected if this hybrid 
contains the der(l) chromosome. However, proving that the normal copy of 
chromosome 13 was absent was much more difficult than for chromosome 1. Repeated 
cytogenetic analysis did not reveal the presence of the normal chromosome 13 in 
DGF27C11. In order to try and confirm that the normal copy of chromosome 13 was 
absent from DGF27C11, the hybrid was probed with the two most centromeric 
chromosome 13 markers available at this time, D13S6 (pHUlO), and D13S1 (p7F12). 
Both markers were present in DGF27C11 (figure 3.2), indicating that either the DG 
breakpoint was more centromeric than both markers, or that the normal copy of 
chromosome 13 was present. Until such time as probes from 13p or proximal 13ql2 
became available we had to trust the cytogenetic analysis and assume that the normal 
chromosome 13 was absent from DGF27C11.
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/fi i
d e r - 1 CH-13  d e r - 13 CH-1

Figure 3.1.a. Trypsin-Ci iemsa banded metaphase  ch r o m o s o m es  f rom the patient,  DG,  

sh ow ing  both der ivat ive ch ro m o s o m es  and the normal  copies  o f  ch romosom es  I and

13.

Çi 4

Figure 3.1.b Partial ( i -ba nded metaphase  spread from the hybr id  IXîH27( ' l  I. showing 

the derivative ( I ) ch romosom e,  indicated bv the ar row.
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pL mydO

Human Mouse DGF27C11

r m :r

10.0 >

pMUCIO 12.0 >

p7F12 4.2 >

pHUIO 2.3 >

Figure 3.2. Sou th e rn  blot  ana lys is  o f  hybr id  D G F 2 7 C 1 1. 4  blots  are sh ow n ,  in the 

upper  2 the D N A  has been diges ted wi th Eco  R l ,  in the lower  2 wi th  Hind 111. I he sizes 

of  the hybr id is ing bands  are sh o w n  on the left fo r  ea ch  probe.  T h e  p ro be  pL- rnyc lO  

f rom lp 3 2  is present  in D G F 2 7 C 1 1  but p M U C l O .  f rom  l q 2 2 ,  is not.  T h e  h u m an  

specif ic band for  p L -m y c lO  is 6 .6 kb long but cross  hybr id isa t ion with a 10 kb product  

is seen in the  m ouse .  On  c h r o m o s o m e  13, bo th  p 7 F  12 and p H U l O  ( the most  

c en t ro m er i c  pr obes  ava i la ble  in 1990) are  p resen t  in D G F 2 7 G 1 I , c o n f i r m i n g  the 

presence  of  13q 12 in this hybrid.  How ever,  it is not poss ib le  to exc lude the presence of  

the normal  c o p \  of  ch r o m o so m e  13 f rom this data.
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N G F B S P E C T

1 0 1 8  b p

5 1 7  b p  
3 4 4  b p

j i s s i i l i s g j g l

Figure 3.3 Characte r is ing hybrid  D G F 2 7 C 1 1 using P( R. Oligonuc leo t ide  pr imers 

for nerve growth factor B (N G FB ) ,  located in l p l 3 .  and spectr in (SFFC 1 ). located in 

lq22  were  used.  Both o f  these genes  were  present  in hum an  genomic  D N A  ( H U M )  

NCjFB as a 3 2 5  bp band and S P E C T  as a 4 0 5  bp band.  H o v \e \ e r .  only  N G F B  was  

present  in DCjF27C1 1. co n f i r m in g  the ex c lu s ive  p re sence  o f  the d e r  ( 1 ) in this 

hybrid.  As  expected,  nei ther  gene is present  in ICD which conta ins  onl \  13q21-pter .  

nor in 206 which conta ins  only 1 q but wi th a delet ion at 1 q2 1. Hybrid 503 (a h \ b r i d  

wi th a der ivat ive  ch r o m o s o m e  f rom a t( 1;X) conta in ing Ip but not Iq) was posi tive 

w ith primers  for N G F B  alone.
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3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE DG BREAKPOINT WITH KNOWN MARKERS

3.2.1 Somatic cell hybrid mapping panels
The aim of mapping the breakpoint in DGF27C11 was to obtain markers that 

flanked the breakpoint closely enough to allow cloning of the breakpoint junction 
fragment using a bi-directional YAC walk. Although the exclusive presence of the 
der(l) chromosome in DGF27C11 enabled markers to be positioned above or below 
the breakpoint, this single hybrid did not allow the chromosomal location of individual 
probes to be determined. This was important as, for example, a probe that mapped 
above the breakpoint but was several chromosomal bands away would obviously not be 
useful for YAC walking.

In 1990 high definition mapping of cosmids by FISH was not available in the 
host laboratory and, therefore, probes were mapped on panels of somatic cell hybrids. 
Mapping panels were available for both chromosomes 1 and 13, each containing 
hybrids with various deletions of the respective chromosome. The panel for 
chromosome 1 is shown in figure 3.4 with the available molecular markers placed in 
the intervals between the deletions. The breakpoint in hybrid N-OHl (Lamb et al, 
1989) was in lp36, far too great a distance away from the DG breakpoint to be useful. 
The closest breakpoint distal to the DGF translocation was that of Lix7 (lq24-lqter), a 
hybrid kindly provided by Dr. H. Middleton-Price. The closest proximal breakpoint 
was in GOS139A (lp22-lpter), a hybrid described by Cowell and Mitchell (1989). 
The Ip22-lq22 region could not be further sub-divided and represents a large region 
within which it would be impossible to accurately localise markers proximal to the DG 
breakpoint.

However, during the search for the RB 1 gene the host laboratory had generated 
a somatic cell hybrid mapping panel for chromosome 13 which allowed 13ql4-13ql2 
to be divided into 5 separate regions (fig 3.5). Hybrid ICD was described by Scheffer 
(1986), RHF14 by Mitchell (1991) and the other four hybrids by Cowell and Mitchell 
(1989). This panel enabled the relative position of probes from the region of interest to 
be determined. The most centromeric breakpoint was the proximal one in K B Fll, a 
hybrid described by Cowell and Mitchell in which 13ql2-13ql4 has been deleted. 
Probes pHUlO and p7F12 were absent in this hybrid and present in DGF27C11, 
placing the DGF breakpoint within the deletion in K B Fll (but above the loci for 
pHUlO and p7F12) or even centromeric to the proximal breakpoint in K B Fll. The 
chromosome 13 mapping panel allowed localisation of probes mapping below the DG 
breakpoint to within a sub-region of 13ql2 and those above DG to 13ql2-13pter.
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_D 1Z2, D1S80, p145 

MYCL, D1S17

D1S20, D1S14, 
D1S12, D1S13.

AMY1.PAF3 
PFGR, D1S9

MUC, SKI 
AP0A2, APCS

REN

LIX7 N0H1 W AG8 G O S139A

Figure 3.4. An ideogram of the chromosome 1-specific somatic cell hybrid mapping panel available 

at the onset of this thesis. The names of the various hybrids are given below. The regions of 

chromosome 1 contained within each hybrid is indicated diagramatically although other human 

chromosomes were also present. LIX7 was provided by Dr.H.Middleton Price, N-OHl was described 

in Lamb et al, (1989), WAGS by Dr. Y. Boyd and GOS139A was described by Cowell and Mitchell 

(1989). The map position of the probes shown on the right hand side of the diagram were determined by 

Southern hybridisation.
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Figure 3.5. An ideogram of a panel of chromosome 13-specific somatic cell hybrids 

available for mapping the position of probes on chromosome 13. Hybrid ICD was 

characterised by Scheffer et al (1986), RHF14 by Mitchell et al (1991) and the other four 

hybrids by Cowell and Mitchell(1989).



Hence, the accuracy of localisation of probes around the chromosome 13 breakpoint 
was much greater than that obtainable for the chromosome 1 breakpoint. There was no 
good evidence to suggest that the putative Nb tumour suppressor gene was more likely 
to map to chromosome lq22 than to 13ql2. Indeed, the evidence implicating genes on 
chromosome 1 in Nb development is restricted to the abnormalities of lp36 that have 
been observed in advanced stage tumours (section 1.5.5.a). Also, the breakpoint could 
be approached from either chromosome as, once the junction fragment was cloned, 
sequences from both chromosomes would be available. It was decided, therefore, to 
approach the breakpoint from the chromosome 13 direction.

3.2.2 Mapping with known markers
The location, relative to the DG breakpoint, of the known molecular markers 

available at the time is shown in figure 3.6. It can be seen that the DG breakpoint 
allowed the position of existing Iq probes relative to each other to be accurately 
established showing SKI, to be more centromeric than probes for AP0A2, APCS and 
MUC (Michalski et al, 1992). Of importance is the fact that probe pl45, for which 
LOH was shown in 90% of stage III and IV Nb tumours (Weith et al, 1989), is present 
in the hybrid excluding the possibility that a cytogenetically unrecognised deletion in 
lp36, rather than the translocation, was the cause of the tumour formation in DG.
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Figure 3.6. Ideograms of the normal copies of chromosomes 1 and 13 showing the map location of the probes used to 

characterise hybrid DGF27C11. The sites of the breakpoints involved in the reciprocal translocation in patient DG are 

indicated by the open arrows.



3.3 DEVELOPING NEW MOLECULAR MARKERS

3.3.1 Screening a chromosome 13 specific X phage library
The most centromeric chromosome 13 probes (pHUlO, p7F12) both mapped 

below the breakpoint in DGF27C11 and below the proximal breakpoint in K B Fll. 
Therefore, in order to acquire markers that closely flanked the DG breakpoint, new 
probes had to be developed. The initial approach was to isolate and map unique 
sequences from a chromosome 13 specific X phage library available from Lawrence 

Livermore laboratories as described in section 2.9.
The library was plated out using 100 pi of a 1:1000 dilution of the original 

stock, and 50 pi of LE392 cells which gave plaques of 2 mm diameter after overnight 
incubation at 37 °C. 3.8x10^ colonies per ml of original library stock were obtained 
which correlated well with the figure of 5x10^ quoted in the supplier's literature. 
Around 200 phage clones were present on each 9 cm diameter Petri dish and colonies 
from eleven Petri dishes (2,200 clones) were analysed further. Circular disks of 
hybridisation membrane were laid over the Petri dishes and their orientation on the agar 
determined by piercing the filter and the underlying agar with a pin. When the filter 
disks were removed from the surface of the agar, virus in the plaques stuck to the 
hybridisation membranes. The filters were then denatured, neutralised and baked. In 
order to determine which colonies carried repetitive human sequences, the disks were 
probed with sheared, sonicated total human DNA and autoradiography performed. 
Phage which contain repetitive human DNA sequences would hybridise strongly to the 
probe whereas those clones which contain unique sequences, or no human DNA at all, 
would not do so.

Further analysis of 24 phage clones was performed. Of these, 18 plaques had 
produced no signal on autoradiography, 3 plaques had given pale signal and the last 3 
had yielded strong signal on hybridisation with total human DNA. Phage colonies were 
grown as described in section 2.9 and DNA successfully extracted from 19 of the 24 
original clones. The DNA was digested with Eco R1 and the digests separated by 
agarose gel electrophoresis. Only six of the 19 phage clones had human DNA inserts, 
a non-recombination rate of 68% as compared to 14% quoted in the supplier's 
literature. Of the six colonies with inserts, three were from clones which had not 
produced any signal on hybridisation with total human DNA. Two of the six were 
from phage clones that had given pale signal on the autoradiograph and the last clone 
had hybridised strongly to the human DNA probe. All six of these inserts were excised 
from the gel and the DNA extracted. When used as probes for Southern hybridisation 
all six acted as highly repetitive sequences and were, therefore, useless for mapping.
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On the basis of this data it appeared that X phage library screening was unlikely 

to be a time effective method for generating flanking markers for the DG breakpoint. 
Even if unique probes were isolated, they could come from anywhere along 
chromosome 13 and the vast majority would not be useful as markers for the 
breakpoint under study. At this time the technique of Alu-PCR cloning became 
available and offered the possibility of deriving human specific DNA probes from the 
region of interest.

3.3.2 Alu PCR cloning

3.3.2.a Generating inter-Alu sequences by PCR
Alu is the commonest family of short interspersed repetitive elements (SINES) 

in humans with 9x10^ copies per haploid genome (discussed in section 4.2.2). 
Oligonucleotide primers have been developed for the 3' and 5' ends of the Alu repeat 
and can be used in PCR reactions to amplify human DNA sequences between Alu 
repeats as shown diagrammatically in figure 3.7. The products of Alu-PCR 
amplification can then be cloned and characterised for use as probes. The ideal Alu 
primers would be entirely human specific and yet still have homology to as broad a 
range of the family of human Alu sequences as possible. For theoretical reasons 
discussed in section 4.2.3, Alu 8559 was chosen as the 3' Alu primer and Alu 5684 as 
the primer for the 5' end of the Alu sequence. If primers to only the 3' end of the Alu 
repeat are used, human DNA sequences between Alu repeats whose 3' ends point 
towards one another will be amplified. If only 5' Alu primers are used, a different set of 
human sequences, those between Alu repeats whose 5' ends point towards each other, 
will be amplified. If both primers are used together, then the PCR product will contain 
both of the sets of human sequences above as well as those between Alu repeats whose 
3' and 5' ends point towards each other, although the resulting PCR product may well 
contain a high percentage of repetitive sequences (section 4.2.5.).
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o  - 3 ’ Alu p r i m e r
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5 ’ Alu p r i m e r

Figure 3.7. Schematic diagram describing the principle of PCR amplification of 

genomic DNA sequences using 3' and 5' Alu primers.  The thin, horizontal line 

represents a strand of genomic DNA and the arrows represent Alu sequences in various 

orientations along its length. The open rectangles indicate the position of a primer for 

the 3' end of the Alu repeat (homologous to the arrow tips in the diagram) and the 

filled rectangles represent the 5' Alu primer (homologous to the arrow shafts). Thus, 

PCR using a given primer amplifies genomic DNA sequences v\ hich lie between Alu 

repeats which point towards each other, l  o de\ elop a 3' Alu library only the 3’ Alu 

primer is used and for a 5' Alu library only 5' Alu primers are utilised.
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3.3.2.b Selection o f template DNA for Alu PCR
The beauty of the technique is that by careful selection of the DNA used as a 

template in the PCR reaction only sequences from the region of interest will be 
amplified. ICD is a hamster/human somatic cell hybrid developed by Scheffer (1986), 
which contains 13pter-13ql4 as its only human component. Molecular characterisation 
of ICD showed that the locus for RBI is present, placing the breakpoint in distal 13ql4 
or 13q21.

Inter-Alu sequences were amplified by PCR from mouse 3T3, Chinese hamster, 
human, and ICD template DNA. The PCR reactions were performed with either the 
Alu 8559 (3' Alu), or the Alu 5684 (5'Alu) primers. A comparison of the PCR reactions 
is shown in figure 3.8. Using the Alu IV primer no sequences were amplified from 
mouse or Chinese hamster DNA. So many different sequences were amplified from 
genomic human DNA that, when the products of the reaction were separated by gel 
electrophoresis, a smear was seen. As ICD only contains a portion of a single human 
chromosome, PCR amplification using the human-specific Alu 8559 primer gave a 
multi-band pattern, with fragments between 1.1 kb and 300 bp visible on the gel. As no 
rodent sequences were amplified by the Alu 8559 primer, all the bands seen in ICD 
must be of human origin.

By contrast, the Alu 5684 primer was far less species specific, producing 
smears of amplified products from both mouse and Chinese hamster DNA. 
Incrementally raising the annealing temperature of the reaction from 58 °C to 65°C and 
then to 72°C decreased the number of different fragments amplified from rodent DNA 
but also reduced the number of bands in human and ICD (figure 3.9). At 72°C no 
rodent bands are seen but only one band was produced from ICD and subsequent 
analysis of this fragment (section 3.3.4) showed it to act as a high grade repeat.
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Figure 3.8. C o m p ar i so n  o f  the species  specif ici ty o f  di fferent  Alu  printers when used 

at an an n ea l in g  t em p era tu re  o f  58°C .  W h e n  3'  Alu  p r i m ers  are used (left) no  P ( 'R  

produc t  is der iv ed  f r om  rodent  D N A  ( 3 T 3  is m o u se  and C H  is C h in ese  h a m s te r  

D N A ).  A s m e a r  is p ro d u c ed  with  h u m an  g en o m ic  D N A  and  several  bands  in ICI),  

w hich con ta ins  only  the top hal f o f  ch r o m o s o m e  13. T h e  band s  in ICD must,  therefore,  

be der ived f rom hum an  D N A .  On the o ther  hand, w h e n  5' A lu  pr im ers  are used the 

ampl i f ica t ion appears  much  less species  specif ic,  produc ing sm ea r s  not only  in hum an 

D N A  but also  in rodent  D N A  (right).
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Figure 3.9. Ampli f ica t ion  using 5' Alu pr imers  can be m ade  more  species specif ic by 

increas ing the anneal ing  temperatu re  o f  the PC R  react ion.  At  58°C a s m e a r  is seen in 

human (H U M )  and rodent  lanes (3 1 3  and C H )  as well as in the m o u se /h u m an  hybrid,  

ICD.  Increasing the anneal ing  t em pe ratu re  to 65°C still pro duc es  a s m e a r  in hum an  

DNA but many  fewer  rodent  sequences  are ampl i f ied  and a discreet  band ing pattern is 

seen.  A fur ther  t em pera tu re  increase  to 72°C  e l im in a te s  all rodent s ignal s  but a lso  

reduces  the n u m b er  of bands  f rom human  D N A  and only  a s ingle band is seen in 1(1)  

(arrow ).
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3.3.2.C Cloning Alu-PCR products: general considerations
Cloning the products of Alu-PCR amplification enables them to be separated 

from each other for individual analysis and stored for future use. A diagrammatic 
representation of Alu-PCR cloning is shown in figure 3.10. Two separate Alu-PCR 
libraries were made using ICD as the template; one from the PCR reaction products of 
amplification using the 3' Alu primer (Alu 8559) and one from the PCR reaction using 
5' Alu primer (Alu 5684). The reaction products were purified on Sephadex columns 
and cloned into the 'blunt-ended' Eco RV site of Bluescript plasmid DNA as described 
in section 2.6.3. The ligated plasmid was then used to transform DH5a maximum 

efficiency competent cells.
Transformed cells were grown on LB agar containing ampicillin selection to 

ensure retention of the plasmid in the bacteria during progressive growth and to 
eliminate bacteria not containing a plasmid. Only single, distinct, colonies were picked 
for further analysis.

Some bacteria may have been transformed with plasmids that had re- 
circularised without containing any cloned DNA fragments. The addition of X-gal to 
the medium allowed these colonies to be identified as the absence of insert in the 
plasmid would have led to reconstitution of the LacZa gene and the resulting bacterial 

colonies would appear blue, whereas bacteria transformed with plasmids containing 
insert would form white colonies. As described in section 2.6.3, white colonies were 
then analysed further and the cloned Alu-PCR product was recovered either by 
extraction of plasmid DNA from large scale cultures, or by re-amplifying the insert 
using Alu-PCR.
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Figure 3.10. A diagram of the Alu PCR cloning procedure using 3' Alu primers. 

Inter-Alu sequences are amplified using single primers, then ligated into the Eco RV 

site of the Bluescript plasmid. The ligated plasmids are used to transform DH5a 

maximum efficiency competent cells and amplification of insert DNA is achieved 

either by a repeat round of PCR using 3'Alu primers or by growing the bacterial 

colonies in LBamp and preparing plasmid DNA as described in section 2.2.4.
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3.3.3 Characterising the 3' Alu-PCR library made from ICD

3.3.3.a Identification o f unique sequences
As discussed in section 4.2.6, blunt-end cloning is very inefficient. For the 

library made using the 3' Alu primer (Alu 8559), the transformation efficiency was 
only 2x105 colonies per |ig of plasmid DNA compared to 5x10^ colonies per |ig of the 
control plasmid included with the DH5a cells. 185 white colonies were recovered and 

gridded out for further analysis. Cloned sequences were amplified directly from 
bacterial colonies by PCR using Alu 8559 primers and visualised after agarose gel 
electrophoresis as described in section 2.6.3.d. Of the 185 colonies analysed, 63 did not 
yield a product on two separate occasions. To determine whether this was due to some 
inadequacy of the PCR protocol to amplify inserts rather than their absence, standard 
minipreps of plasmid DNA were made from 12 of these 63 colonies. Digestion with 
Eco RV demonstrated the absence of insert DNA and these colonies were discarded. 
The 122 colonies containing insert DNA were gridded out onto microtitre plates and 
transferred to hybridisation membranes which were denatured, neutralised and baked as 
described in section 2.6.3.b. Probing with sheared, sonicated total human DNA showed 
strong hybridisation for 22 of the 122 colonies indicating that they contained repetitive 
sequences.

Large scale plasmid DNA preparation were made for 57 of the remaining 100 
colonies (section 2.2.4.b). The inserts were still usually obtained by PCR; diluted 
plasmid DNA was used as the template for the PCR reaction obviating the need to keep 
large numbers of bacterial cultures growing indefinitely. The inserts were then used as 
probes for Southern hybridisation against the mapping panel shown in figure 3.5. No 
DNA competition was used yet 30 of these 57 inserts acted as unique sequences on 
Southern hybridisation. This was surprising as each probe had 30 bp of the Alu repeat 
sequence, derived from the Alu 8559 primer, on either end. None of the probes gave 
any signal in rodent DNA, so all the bands seen in the somatic cell hybrids used must 
have been derived from the human DNA they carried. However, it quickly became 
apparent that certain patterns of hybridisation were found repeatedly, suggesting that 
the clones from which the probes were derived contained the same cloned DNA inserts.

3.3.3.b Detecting clones containing identical sequences
It was important to identify colonies which contained the same cloned sequence 

to ascertain how many different probes had been developed. Sequencing all the probes 
would allow accurate comparison of individual clones but is too time consuming for 
initial screening. Similarly, comparison of the size of bands produced on Southern 
hybridisation to human DNA cut with different restriction enzymes would provide 
convincing indirect evidence for the similarity of two clones but, again, the method is
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labour intensive. In order to rapidly ascertain whether clones were, in fact, identical two 
methods were employed. The first depended on hybridisation, the second on restriction 
enzyme fingerprinting. The relative strengths of these methods are discussed in section 
4.2.7.

In the first method, inserts for each clone which produced a similar pattern on 
Southern hybridisation were generated by Alu-PCR and then loaded in adjacent lanes 
of an agarose gel. Following electrophoresis the gel was denatured, neutralised and 
Southern blotted. One of these inserts was then used as a probe and PCR products to 
which it hybridised were assumed to contain the same sequence. The autoradiograph 
produced by probing 15 Alu-PCR products with one Alu-PCR clone (3' Alu 71) is 
shown in figure 3.11.a. Although the probe recognised itself more strongly than any of 
the other sequences, there was significant cross hybridisation with other inserts, even 
those of different size. Hence, although this method was occasionally successful, some 
probes hybridised so strongly to many different bands that it was impossible to decide 
which should be coded as being identical.

The results of second method, restriction enzyme 'fingerprinting', are shown in 
figure 3.11.b. In this experiment, 11 probes were compared. The probes shown ranged 
in size between 250 bp (3' Alu 169) and 900 bp (3' Alu 78). On the basis of size alone, 
many of the probes could be confidently identified as being different. However, 
assuming probes were identical simply because they were the same size was not 
justified. The 'structure' of identical sized probes could be compared further by 
digesting them with frequently cutting restriction enzymes and comparing the pattern, 
or 'fingerprint', of bands produced. For example, probes 3' Alu 90, 71 and 53 all 
appeared to be the same size initially, but 3' Alu 71 gave a markedly different band 
pattern following digestion with Taq 1 and Rsa 1. Restriction enzyme fingerprinting 
gave more accurate results than hybridisation and, as it was also quicker, it became the 
method of choice for comparing different clones. Only 57 of the 100 clones with 
inserts that had not hybridised to human DNA on colony screening had been assessed 
by hybridisation. Inserts from the remaining 43 clones were assessed by restriction 
enzyme fingerprinting but no new probes were identified.

Occasionally, doubt remained as to whether two clones were identical. For 
example, 3'Alu 51, 66 and 77 were all 850 bp long. Following digestion with Rsa 1 and 
Taq 1, the fingerprints of 3' Alu 77 and 51 were identical, but the bands produced from 
3' Alu 66 were slightly smaller (figure 3.11b). All three inserts were used as 
hybridisation probes to blots of genomic human DNA and produced identical sized 
bands on autoradiography (22 kb on a blot made from Eco R1 digested DNA), which 
suggested they were identical. When 3' Alu 66 and 77 were sequenced, they were 
found to be identical clones (figure 3.18). Clearly, it is important not to 'over interpret' 
minor differences in fingerprint patterns. Similarly, it is important to look at the sum
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total of all the data obtained about a particular pair of probes and not be misled by a 
single, spurious, result. Clones 3' Alu 62 and 27 were identical in size and gave 
identical restriction enzyme fingerprints. They both produced 7 kb bands when used as 
probes for hybridisation to Eco R1 digested genomic human DNA. However, 3' Alu 62 
appeared to be absent from DGF27C11 by hybridisation whereas 3' Alu 27 was present 
(figure 3.15). They were thought to be different probes until sequence analysis again 
proved them to be identical (figure 3.18b). When an STS was made from the sequence, 
3' Alu 62 was found to be present in DGF27C11 (figure 3.21) by PCR and its absence 
from DGF27C11 by hybridisation was a false negative finding.
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Figure 3.1 l a A Southern blot of \ arious 3' Alu P( R products probed 

with 3' Alu 71. Although the signal in the lane eontaining probe 71 is the 

strongest (arrowed),  there is cross hybridisat ion with man\  of  the other 

probes  (even those  known to be o f  d i fferent  si/.e) making this an 

inadequate method for deciding if individual sequences  are identical.

1636 bp 
1018 bp 

517 bp

1636 bp 
1018 bp 

517 bp

169 71 77 55 51 78
Ikb 90 53 66 27 62 Ikb

I I  I I  I  I I
U N C U T

R s a  1 /  T a q  1 
C U T

Figure 3.1 l.b . Comparison of the 3' Alu PCR products that had been 

found to be unique by Southern hybridisation. In the gel show n abo\ e the 

sizes of  the indi\ idual 3' Alu clones (ident if ied by their number) are 

demonst ra ted.  Se\  eral appear  to be the same si/.e. When these P( R 

products are digested w ith Rsa 1 / l aq 1 bands of  different s i /e  arc seen, 

and the pattern of  bands produced for each probe can be compared 

(restriction e n / \  me fingerprinting).  For example,  whereas  probes 90. 71 

and 53 are all the same s i /e  uncut, probe 71 has a different fingerprint 

following c n / \  me digestion. Probes 66. 77 and 51. which arc the same 

si/e.  produce \ e r \  similar fingerprints but both of  the bands produced b\ 

cn / \  me digestion of 66 arc slightly smaller than those of 77 and 51. Probes 

55. 27 and 62 are identical both uncut and cut.
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3.3.3.C Attempts to generate unique sub-clones from repetitive probes.
It was becoming increasingly obvious that, in spite of screening 185 colonies, 

only six different clones had been identified; 3' Alu 169, 90, 78, 71 66 and 62. In an 
attempt to increase the number of different probes generated for the 13ql4-13pter 
region, I attempted to derive unique fragments from some of the probes that had acted 
as low grade repeats. To this end, three probes (3' Alu 61,79 and 80) were digested 
with Alu 1 or Taq 1. When the resulting fragments were size separated by agarose gel 
electrophoresis, they were found to be similar in size to one another. The original intent 
had been to probe the gel with total human DNA. Fragments that did not hybridise to 
human DNA may represent unique sequences and would be excised from a second gel 
(made from the same digest) and used as probes. However, the fact that the fragments 
were so close together on the gel would have made it difficult to decide which band to 
excise and purify. Hence, 7 of the fragments that were generated were excised, gene- 
cleaned and used as probes in Southern hybridisation. All gave repetitive signals both 
in total human and hybrid (but not rodent) DNA. It appeared that the sub-cloning of 
fragments of repetitive probes would be time consuming, and offered no guarantees of 
generating further useful probes. In order to generate further probes from the 13ql4- 
13pter region a second Alu-PCR library was made, this time using Alu 5684, a primer 
to the 5' end of the Alu repeat sequence.

3.3.4 Characterising the 5* Alu libraries made from ICD
PCR amplification of ICD using 5' Alu primers should yield a completely 

different set of human sequences to that produced by 3' Alu-PCR. I decided to make a 
5' Alu-PCR library from ICD DNA using the Alu 5684 primer using a method identical 
to that for the production of the 3' Alu-PCR library. The problem was, as shown in 
figure 3.8, that primers to the 5' end of the Alu sequence also amplified rodent 
sequences. Increasing the annealing temperature of the PCR reaction could completely 
suppress the amplification of rodent sequences but also drastically reduced the number 
of human sequences amplified (figure 3.9). As we were trying to maximise the number 
of probes from the region of interest it seemed counter-productive to deliberately 
restrict the number of human sequences cloned by using a high annealing temperature. 
Hence, the library was made at an annealing temperature of 57°C. Figure 3.13 shows 
the products of the PCR amplification of ICD DNA using the Alu 5684 primer at 57*C. 
A multi-band pattern is seen, though many of the bands were expected to be of hamster 
origin. The products of the PCR reaction were purified on Sephadex columns and then 
ligated into Eco RV cut Bluescript plasmid vector at an insert to vector ratio of 8 to 1 
(identical to that used for the 3' Alu library). The ligation mix was then used to 
transform DH5a competent cells which were grown on LB agar containing ampicillin 

and X-gal.
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Figure 3.12. C o m pari son  o f  15 di fferent  5'  A lu -P C R  clones,  both uncut (above)  and 

cut with  either Alu  I or Taq  I (below ). On the basis o f  the sizes of  the bands  produced 

after digestion,  c lones 2, 20,  24  and 25 were thought  to be identical ,  as were c lones  4  

and 27, 10 and 22, Therefore ,  only 10 different DN A fragments  had been cloned.
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Figure 3.13. T hese  pho tographs  show the PC R  products  obta ined from IC D  using 5' 

Alu  pr imers  at two di fferent  temperatures.  T h e  5' Alu  library was  made f rom the bands  

produced  at 57°C  (u pp er  photo)  in which a mul t i -band pat tern was  seen,  a l though it 

w as  k n o w n  that m any  of  these bands  were  rodent  in origin (see f igure 3 .8).  At  72°C 

only two bands  are seen in IC D (arrowed) ,  wi th  no product  visible in m ouse  3T3 or 

C h inese  hams te r  (C H) as show n on the lower  photograph.
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In this experiment, the transformation efficiency was much higher than that 
obtained using the 3’ Alu-PCR library; 3x108 colonies per jig of plasmid DNA as 
compared with 2x10^. A total of 989 colonies grew but only 36 (3.6%) were white 
indicating an extremely high frequency of plasmids re-linearising without containing 
DNA inserts. The reasons for the difference in results between the 3' Alu and 5' Alu 
libraries is discussed in section 4.2.6. 30 of the white colonies were analysed further 
and 15 were shown to have no insert by PCR. The frequency of non-recombination in 
these white colonies was, therefore, 50% compared with 34% in the 3' Alu-PCR 
library.

From the analysis of the 3' Alu PCR library it was clear that the optimum 
method of assessing the number of different probes that had been obtained was 
comparison of the sizes of the inserts, both uncut and after restriction enzyme 
fingerprinting. The inserts in the 3' Alu library had been digested with Rsa 1 and then 
with Taq 1. However, a collaborating group was deriving inter-Alu sequences from a 
similar (though larger) region and assessing them by digestion with Alu 1 or Taq 1. In 
order to make comparisons between sequences easier, we chose to use the same 
enzymes here. The upper photograph of figure 3.12 shows the inserts from each of the 
15 clones size separated by gel electrophoresis. The lower photograph in figure 3.12 
shows the sizes of the fragments obtained when the inserts were cut with Alu 1 or Taq 
1. The panel of 15 clones was composed of only 10 different sequences.

All 10 sequences were used as probes for Southern hybridisation and all gave 
repetitive signals in the total genomic human lane. One probe identified a low level 
repeat in human and could potentially have been useful if used with stringent Cot-1 
DNA competition. However, whereas the repetitive 3Alu -PCR probes never gave any 
signal in the mouse lane, all the 5' Alu probes did making them useless for mapping 
using DGF27C11, a human/mouse hybrid. If the signal that had been produced in the 
mouse lane had been a single band it may have suggested that the inserts were 
conserved sequences and, therefore, potentially interesting. However, all the probes 
produced smears or multi-band patterns in rodent DNA suggesting all were repetitive 
sequences.

In order to try and develop at least some usable probes with 5' Alu primers, the 
annealing temperature of the PCR reaction was increased to 72°C at which there was 
no amplification of mouse or Chinese hamster sequences. Only 2 bands were produced 
from ICD, both of which were presumably, human specific (figure 3.13). The products 
of 5' Alu-PCR were all similar in size and the 2 visible bands could have been made up 
of several bands. The bands were, therefore, separated as far as possible by prolonged 
electrophoresis on a 2.5% agarose gel. Thin slivers of the gel were then excised as 
shown in figure 3.14a; 2 above the upper band, 2 from the upper band, 2 between the
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two bands, 2 from the lower band and 2 below the lower band A small segment of 
each was used as the DNA template in a PCR reaction using Alu 5684 primers at an 
annealing temperature of 58°C. The resulting PCR products are shown in figure 3.14.b 
and contain 3 bands, an extra one being visible just above the lower band in lane 5. 
When a filter made from the gel shown in figure 3.14b was probed with total human 
DNA all three different sized bands gave strong signal indicating that they were 
repetitive. Hence, in spite of using two different annealing temperatures, no unique 
probes had been generated from 13ql4-13pter using primers to the 5' end of the Alu 
repeat.

The approach described above may appear to have been a considerable effort for 
very little gain but this must be viewed in the context of the very small number of 
probes available from 13ql2 at the time. In the end, eight new probes were generated 
which formed the basis of the future mapping studies.
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Figure 3.14.a, D iagram m at ic  representa t ion o f  the h a n d s  ( s h o w n  in 

figure 3.13. )  pro du ced us ing the 5' Alu  P C R  p r i m er  at 72  "C and IC D as 

the D N A  template.  The  posit ion o f  the 10 thin sec t ions  o f  the gel that 

were  cut  out  for  futher analys is  is s h o w n  by the a n o w s .

1 k b  1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8  9  1 0  C l  k b
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Figure 3.14.b. W h e n  the D N A  from tlie 10 gel sec t ions  s h o w n  in f igure 

3 .14 .a. w a s  ampl i f ied  using 5' Alu p r im er  at 58"C only  three di fferent size 

hands  are seen.  In orde r  to check the react ion had w ork ed  an al iquot  o f  5' 

Alu 12 I rom the 5' Alu PC R lihrary was  used as a pos it ive control  (C').
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3.3.5 Mapping of unique 3' Alu-PCR probes

Despite the considerable effort that had been expended in the generation and 
characterisation of inter-Alu probes, it appeared that only eight different unique probes 
had been isolated from the region of interest (the mapping experiments were performed 
before it became apparent that 3' Alu 66 and 77 were identical as were 3' Alu 62 and 27 
as discussed in section 3.3.3.a), all from the 3' Alu-PCR library.

The location of all eight probes was determined by mapping them on the panel 
of somatic cell hybrids shown in figure 3.4. and to DGF27C11, the hybrid containing 
the der (1) chromosome from DG. All eight probes were present in all of the hybrids 
including K B Fll, placing them in 13ql2. The chromosome 13 deletion in hybrid 
K B Fll extends to the middle of 13ql2 and, until the characterisation of the DG 
breakpoint, the proximal breakpoint in K BFll was the most proximal one reported on 
chromosome 13. Hence all eight probes were more proximal then the previously 
reported most centromeric markers, pHUlO and p7F12.
The results obtained when these eight probes were hybridised to Southern blots of Eco 
R1 digested DNA from DGF27C11 are shown in figure 3.15. Five probes (3' Alu 77, 
66, 78, 71, and 62) were not present in DGF27C11 and 3 probes (3' Alu 27, 169 and 
90) mapped between the DGF27C11 breakpoint and the proximal breakpoint in KBFl 1 
as shown in figure 3.15. The size of each 3' Alu probe, its presence or absence in 
DGF27C11 and the band pattern produced on hybridisation to Eco R1 digested human 
DNA, are shown in table 3.1. Although 3' Alu 27 and 62 had given identical patterns 
on fingerprinting and sizes of bands on Southern hybridisation, they appeared to map 
on different sides of the DG breakpoint and were assumed to contain different 
sequences. Hence, even though only a small number of probes had been generated from 
13ql4-13pter using Alu PCR cloning, we had derived markers that flanked the DG 
breakpoint more closely than any others reported.
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Table 3.1

3' Alu probe Size (bp) Size of band on 
Eco R1 blot (kb)

Presence in 
DGF27C11 by 
hybridisation.

66 850 22 No
77 850 22 No
78 900 22 No
71 550 7 No
62 750 7 No
27 750 7 Yes
90 550 22&20 doublet Yes
169 340 22 Yes

Details of the size, the band pattern on hybridisation to Eco R1 digested human 
DNA and the presence in DGF27C11 of each unique 3' Alu-PCR generated probe as 
assessed by Southern hybridisation.

Although it appeared that closely flanking molecular markers had been 
developed two major problems still remained. Firstly, the map position of the 3' Alu 
probes had been determined by the presence or absence of bands on Southern 
hybridisation, which is known to give false negative results, especially when the target 
DNA forms a small proportion of the DNA in the sample.

Secondly, the probes absent from DGF27C11 could map anywhere within the 
13ql2-13pter region and could, therefore, be far too far from the DG breakpoint to act 
as useful starts for a Y AC walk. Two strategies were undertaken to determine the 
position of the probes which mapped above DGF27C11. The probes were used to 
isolate cosmids from the chromosome 13 specific cosmid library available in the ICRF, 
and the cosmids were then used as probes for FISH to normal metaphase spreads. The 
position of the hybridisation of the cosmids on normal copies of chromosome 13 could 
be then determined. The second approach was to try to acquire a more detailed somatic 
cell hybrid mapping panel for 13ql2. In addition, sequencing the probes and 
developing oligonucleotide primers for the ends would allow mapping by PCR which 
is at least 1000 fold more sensitive than Southern hybridisation.
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3.4 MAPPING USING COSMIDS AND FISH
In-situ hybridisation of fluorescence-labelled cosmids to normal metaphase 

spreads will allow their position on chromosome 13 to be visualised. The 3' Alu probes 
were all under 1 kb in length and successful FISH experiments depend on the probes 
being at least 5 to 10 kb long. Hence, the 3' Alu sequences had to be used to identify 
longer stretches of genomic DNA that could be used as probes for FISH. Each of the 
eight 3' Alu probes that were thought to be unique by Southern hybridisation was used 
to screen a chromosome 13 specific cosmid library. The ICRF library consisted of
20,000 cosmid clones, in the Lorist 4 vector. The 20,000 clones were gridded in arrays 
of 6x6 on a 20 cm x20 cm hybridisation membrane (Lehrach and et al, 1990). Each 
filter contained approximately five genome equivalents of chromosome 13. In order to 
be able to accurately identify the position of a potential positive clone on the filter, the 
membranes were co-hybridised with Lorist 4 arms which had been radio-labelled with 
35s dATP as described in section 2.10. The labelled cosmid vector gave faint signals 
from each of the colonies on the membrane. Figure 3.16.a shows that, when the 3' Alu 
probes were labelled with 32p dCTP, they gave dense black dots that were easily 
distinguished from the background of 35g signal.

For each probe, a series of potential positive clones were identified and then a 
two stage procedure was used to select those clones which actually contained the 
correct sequence used in the original hybridisation. Firstly, stab cultures of each of the 
potential positive clones were obtained and colony purified by streaking out on LB 
agar plates with kanamycin selection. Individual colonies were grown in arrays on LB 
agar with kanamycin and transferred to hybridisation membranes as described in 
section 2.9.4. The membranes were probed with the appropriate 3' Alu clone, those 
cosmid colonies that yielded strong hybridisation signal were analysed further. Cosmid 
DNA was prepared from individual colonies using the standard mini-prep procedure 
(section 2.2.4a). The resulting cosmid DNA was then digested with Eco R1 and 
separated by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel. The gel was blotted and probed with 
the 3' Alu sequence that had been used to identify the cosmid.

Figure 3.16 shows the typical results obtained by screening the library, in this 
case with 3' Alu 77. Figure 3.16.a is a photograph of a section of the library filter 
showing the positive clones showing up against a fainter background of host signal. 
The Eco R1 digest of the 7 potential positive clones identified is shown in figure
3.16.b. and it can be seen that a multi-band pattern is obtained. Although each of the 
cosmids shares at least one band of identical size with each of the other cosmids, the 
overall fingerprints of the seven cosmids are very different. Cosmids 2 and 6 in figure
3.16.b share four bands of identical size and differ by only one band implying that they 
may contain very similar human inserts. Indeed, as can be seen in figure 3.16.C, of 
these 7 clones, only cosmids 2 and 6 gave any signal when hybridised with 3' Alu 77.
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The FISH data was kindly obtained by two co-workers in the ICH laboratory; 
Ms. L.A. Hawthorn and Ms. H. Kemp ski and confirmed by Dr. D Shapiro from St. 
Jude’s Hospital, Memphis, USA. Table 3.2 summarises the results of screening the 
chromosome 13-specific cosmid hbrary with the eight markers derived by Alu-PCR.

Table 3.2

3 'Alu Probe N° positives on N° positives Identification Location by
library screen after T  screen number FISH

77 
66 
71
78 
90

169
62
27

12
same as 77
14
18
17

212

5
same as 62

9
8

3

not analysed 
5

C108FO419

C108F0380
C108E055
C108H0710

13ql2

13ql2-ql4 
poor signal 
many
centromeres

C108A0723 13ql2-q21

Details of the results obtained when the chromosome 13 specific cosmid library 
was screened with the eight 3’ Alu unique probes. The number of potential positive 
clones identified by Southern hybridisation is noted as is the number that contained the 
sequence of interest after two rounds of further analysis as described in section 3.4. The 
identification number of the clone used as a probe for FISH is given and its 
chromosomal location by FISH is noted.
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Figure 3.16.a. An autoradiograph showing the results front a t \p iea l  

screening o f  the chr om os om e 13-speeific cosmid  librarv. Indi\ idual 

cosmids  are arranged in 6 \ 6  grids which ha \ e  been highlighted using 

labelled Law rist arms. Superimposed on this weak signal are the six high 

intensit) positive clones following h\ bridisation 3' Alu 77 labelled with 

d2|\
1 kb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 kb

Figure 3.16.b. An Feo Rl digest of  7 cosmids  identified h\ 3' Alu 77 

showing multiple bands from each cosmid.  Al though several cosmids  

share identical sized bands,  the overall 'fingerprints'  of the sev en cosmids 

are all different. ^  ^

1kb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1kb
f *  rr

Figure 3.16.C. A Southern blot made from the gel shown in figure 3 . 16.b. 

was probed w ith 3' Alu 77.  Onlv 2 cosmids (arrowed) aetuallv hybridise 

with 3' Alu 77. the other 5 represent errors in the identification or picking 

of the cosmids.

1 5 2



Analysis of the data shown in table 3.2 allowed several important conclusions to 
be drawn. Firstly, FISH analysis allowed the accuracy of mapping data obtained from 
the screening of a panel of somatic cell hybrids using hybridisation to be checked. Five 
of the eight probes (3' Alu 77, 71, 66, 62 and 27) were found to map in 13ql2, as 
suggested by previous mapping data (figure 3.15). The fact that these five probes all 
mapped to the region of interest and not to 13p implies that they are likely to closely 
flank the DG breakpoint. However, 3' Alu 90 appeared to hybridise to the centromeres 
of many different human chromosomes and not to 13ql2. The presence of this probe in 
DGF27C11 by hybridisation was not due to its homology to sequences in 13ql2-13qter 
but to sequences in the centromere of chromosome 1. In this way the data obtained by 
FISH had allowed more accurate localisation of the probe than was possible by 
mapping.

Secondly, the pattern of cosmid hybridisation proved to be a useful way of 
comparing probes. 3 Alu probes that identified identical cosmid clones were very 
likely to contain the same sequence and, therefore, this data supported the results noted 
in section 3.3.3b which suggest that 3' Alu 66 and 77 are identical as are 3' Alu 27 and 
62.

Thirdly, the number of cosmid clones identified can be a sensitive way of 
deciding if a given clone is indeed functioning as a unique sequence. The cosmid 
library has a five times representation of chromosome 13 and, therefore, about five 
cosmids should be identified with each probe. 3' Alu 169, which identified 212 clones, 
functions as a low grade repetitive sequence and is not suitable for mapping.

Mapping by FISH was not, however, an unqualified success. 3' Alu 78 did not 
appear to be an obviously repetitive probe by FISH but the signal obtained was weak 
and it was not possible to determine the precise location of this clone. Section 4.2.8 
discusses the potential reasons for the inability of FISH to accurately map 3' Alu 78 as 
well as the strengths and weaknesses of the technique.
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3.5 DEVELOPING STS FOR THE 3’ ALU PROBES

3.5.1 General considerations
Southern hybridisation can give false negative results when the molar ratio of 

target DNA in the sample is low. Screening by hybridisation also requires the 
preparation of relatively large amounts of DNA (15 |ig per lane) and is intolerant of 
even small amounts of DNA degradation. The procedure is, therefore, time consuming 
and cumbersome for screening large numbers of samples. By contrast, screening using 
PCR can be performed directly from bacterial or yeast colonies, uses minute amounts 
of DNA and is both quicker and more sensitive than Southern hybridisation. However, 
in order to use PCR in screening protocols, it is necessary to develop oligonucleotide 
primers specific for both ends of the probe. These primers identify an operationally 
unique DNA sequence and constitute a sequence tagged site (STS) (Green and Olson, 
1990). In order to develop oligonucleotide primers sequence data has to be obtained 
for both ends of each probe. As the 3' Alu sequences had been cloned into the 
Bluescript plasmid vector they could be amplified using primers for the T3 and T7 
promoter regions. Biotinylation of only one of these primers meant that the amplified 
DNA strands could be separated, as discussed in section 2.8. The region of the 
Bluescript plasmid containing the T3 and T7 promoters and the polylinker is shown 
diagrammatically in figure 3.17a, both before and after a human insert has been cloned. 
The sequences of the primers for the T3 and T7 promoters, as well as that of the 
polylinker region are shown in figure 3.17b. It is clear from these diagrams that, if T3 
and T7 primers were used to sequence the separated strands of DNA, sequence would 
be derived from the promoter, the polylinker region of the plasmid and the Alu primer 
sequence before any sequence could be obtained from the probe of interest. However, 
if Alu primers, which are internal to the promoter and polylinker regions, are used for 
sequencing, then sequence can be obtained from the probe much more easily.
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T3 PROMOTER POLYLINKER 1 7  PROMOTER

1:

T3 1 ° Alu r Alu r T7 1
 ►   ►  ^ ^ ----

2 :

Human insert

3' Alu Probe

Figure 3.17.a. In (1) the relative positions of the T3 and T7 promoters and the polylinker 

in the Bluescript vector are shown. Following successful cloning of an inter-Alu fragment 

the organisation of the cloning site is shown in (2). The Alu sequences at either end of the 

probe are shown in black, the human insert in white. The position and orientation of the 

T3, T7 and Alu primers is noted.

T3 PRIMER _

AATTAACCCT CACTAAAGGG AACAAAAGCT GGAGCTCCAC CGCGGTGGCGG CGGCTCTAGA 
TTAATTGGGA GTGATTTCCO TTGTTTTCGA COTCGAGGTG GCGCGAGGGGC GGGGAGATGT

Eco RV

AGTAGTGGAT GGGGGGGGGT GGAGGAATTG GATATGAAGG TTATGGATAG GGTGGAGGTG 
TGATGAGGTA GGGGGGGGGA GGTGGTTAAG GTATAGTTGG AATAGGTATG GGAGGTGGAG

GAGGGGGGGG GGGGTAGGGA ATTGGGGGTA TAGTGAGTGG TATTAGGGGG 
GTGGGGGGGG GGGGATGGGT TAAGGGGGAT ATGAGTGAGG ATAATGGGGG

T7 PRIMER

Figure 3.17.b.The sequence of the pBluescript II SK vector showing the 

position of the T3 and T7 primers relative to the Eco RV cloning site.
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3.5.2 Sequencing the 3 ' Alu probes
Using the methods described in section 2.8, sequence data was obtained from all 

eight 3' Alu probes. Initially, biotinylated T3 primers and non-biotinylated T7 primers 
were used but, although good sequence data was obtained from the biotinylated strand, 
the signal from the non-biotinylated strand was often very weak. If the signal was too 
weak to read with confidence, the experiment was repeated using biotinylated T7 and 
non-biotinylated T3 primers, making the previously weak 'negative' strand the 'positive' 
strand, thereby improving signal strength.

The type of comb used to make the sequencing gel made a difference to the ease 
of interpretation of the results. When combs which produced wells 5 mm wide were 
used, the individual lanes were well separated which minimised the 'bleeding' of one 
lane into another. This type of comb was unrivalled for ease of reading of an individual 
sequence. However, because the wide combs spread the sample over a larger area, the 
bands appeared pale if the activity of the radio-labelled sample was low. By increasing 
the exposure time to 14 days, readable sequence could be obtained from most reactions 
but the length of exposure was often a hindrance to the timely development of STS. 
Also, the width of the comb reduced the number of samples that could be run on a 
given gel and if comparison of the sequences of many different samples was required 
the smaller 'shark's tooth' gel was used. Examples of sequences obtained with both 
types of comb are shown in figure 3.18.

All eight sequences showed a long poly (dA) tract at both ends of the clone 
adjacent to the Alu repeats. These A- rich region were usually so long that reading the 
sequence distal to them was difficult, even when the polyacrylamide gels were run for a 
longer time. The poor signal resolution was compounded by the frequent band 
compression seen on the sequencing gels at the distal end of the poly (dA) tract. 
Examples of these problems are shown in figure 3.18a, in which the long poly (dA) 
tracts and band compression identified in the sequence from the T7 end of 3' Alu 77 are 
arrowed. Similar findings are seen in figure 3.18b which shows sequences from the T3 
end of 3' Alu 66, 62 and 27 run on a gel which had been made using a shark's tooth 
comb. Changing the dideoxy-nucleotides used from dG to dl and adding Mn buffer at 
1:10 dilution did not reduce the band compression seen. As a result, very little unique 
sequence was obtained from most of the 3' Alu clones and this limited the choice of 
sequence from which to design primers.

One of the advantages of sequencing the 3' Alu probes was that it was possible 
to decide for certain which clones contained identical inserts. As shown in figure 3.18b, 
the sequences for 3' Alu 27, 55 and 62 were identical supporting the data obtained from 
restriction enzyme fingerprinting (section 3.3.3a and figure 3.11b). By comparing the 
sequences in figures 3.18a and b, it is clear that the T7 end of 3' Alu 77 and the T3 end
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of 3' Alu 66 are identical (as are the T7 end of 3' Alu 66 and the T3 end of 3' Alu 77, 
data not shown) proving that these two probes contain the same sequence which has 
been inserted into the plasmid in opposite orientations. Hence, we now had irrefutable 
evidence that only six different 3' Alu sequences had been cloned; 3' Alu 169, 90, 78, 
71,66 and 62.

3.5.3 Designing oligonucleotide primers for the 3* Alu probes
In spite of the difficulties in obtaining good quality sequence data (section 

3.5.2), it was still possible to design oligonucleotide primers for all 6 different probes. 
The aim of designing oligonucleotide primers was to define STS that were both 
specific and easy to use. The specificity of a given PCR reaction can be increased by 
raising the annealing temperature (Saiki et al, 1988). The annealing temperature is 
determined by the melting temperature (Tm) of the oligonucleotide primers which can 
be calculated from the formula Tm = 69.3+ 0.41 (G+C%) - 650/L (where L is the length 
of the oligonucleotide primer). From this formula it can be seen that the higher the 
G+C ratio and the longer the primers, the higher the Tm will be. Primers were not 
designed from regions with an AT content of more than 70% as their resulting Tm 
would have been so low that spurious amplification of non-specific products may have 
occurred. Hence, none of the primers were designed from sequences in the poly (dA) 
tracts. Regions with too high a GC content were also unsuitable for primer design. 
Here, the problem is that secondary structure formation can occur in the template or the 
primers, resulting in reduced product yield or non-specific amplification (Innis, 1990). 
The Tm of each oligonucleotide in a given primer pair had to be similar and so care 
was taken to ensure a similar GC content in each. When this was not possible, the 
length of one the primers was altered so that its Tm equalled that of its partner. The 
sequences of all the primers used in this thesis are noted in appendix 1 and it can be 
seen that most were of the order of 20 bp long.
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G A T C

BAND
COMPRESSION

END OF 3' ALU 
PRIMER SEOUENCE

F i g u r e  3 .1 8  a .  A p o r t io n  o f  the  D N A  se cp icn ee  o h tn in e d  

f ro m  3 '  A in  7 7  u s in g  the T 7  p r im e r .  T h e  lo w e r  part o f  the  gel 

( u p  to  the  a r ro w )  c o r r e s p o n d s  to the en d  o f  th e  A lu  p r im e r  

u se d  to  g e n e ra te  the  3 ' A lu  l ib ra ry .  A b o v e  the  ar row  is the  

se q u e n c e  o f  3 ’ A lu  7 7  s h o w in g  a lo n g  A - r ic h  t rac t  fo l lo w e d  

by a d e n s e  b a n d  c o m p re s s io n .

END OF 3 'ALU ___ ,
PRIMER SEQUENCE

H g i i r e  3 .1 8 .b .  A 'shark 's  to o th '  gel s h o w in g  th e  s e q u e n c e  o b ta in e d  f ro m  3 ' A lu  27, 

62  and  Wi us ing  the 13 p r im e r .  T h e  lo w e r  part o f  the  gel ( u p  to  the  arrow ) rep re se n ts  

the end of the se q u e n c e  o f  the .Alu p r im e r  used to g e n e ra te  the 3 '  A lu  l ib ra ry .  A b o v e  

the  arrow the b a n d  p a t t e rn  t o r  3 'A lu  2 7  a n d  6 2  r e m a i n s  id e n t i c a l  t h r o u g h o u t ,  

w hcreas  that fo r  3 'A lu  6 6  is d if fe ren t .  N o te  that  the  s e q u e n c e  o f  3 '  A lu  6 6  u s in g  the 

13 p r im e r  is the  s a m e  as  that  o f  3 '  A lu  7 7  u s in g  the  T 7  p r im e r  ( s h o w n  in f ig u re  

3 . 1 S.a .)  d e m o n s t r a t in g  that these  tw o  p ro b e s  are  iden t ica l  but h av e  b een  in se r ted  in to  

the p lasm id  in d if fe ren t  o r ien ta t ions .
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3.5.4 Optimising PCR conditions for STS for 3 ' Alu unique probes.
The ideal PCR reaction would specifically amplify a single product in sufficient 

quantities to be visualised by agarose gel electrophoresis. In order for this aim to be 
achieved, the conditions of the PCR reaction need to be optimised.

As mentioned in section 3.5.3, the annealing temperature is an important 
determinant of the specificity of the PCR reaction. The annealing temperature was 
predicted from the Tm of the primers used. In practice, optimum specificity of 
amplification was most often obtained within 3°C of the Tm. Small differences in 
annealing temperature, however, could make a big difference to the specificity of the 
PCR reaction. Figure 3.19, for example, shows the products of two PCR reactions 
using 3' Alu 66 primers, in one reaction the annealing temperature was 57^C and in the 
second reaction it was 60°C ( the Tm of these primers was 62°C). At 57°C there is a 
dominant 550 bp band but many other bands are seen even in lanes from which the 
dominant band is missing. Raising the annealing temperature just 3 X  to 60“C results in 
the production of just the single, dominant, band.

The magnesium concentration of the PCR mix also has a profound impact on 
the PCR reaction. A higher magnesium concentration results in less specific annealing 
of the primers. The usual concentration employed was 1.5 mM but some primers 
required the use of 2.0 mM in order to give an adequate amount of product. An 
example of this is shown in figure 3.20, where no PCR product was seen using 1.5 mM 
magnesium but a good yield was produced simply by increasing the concentration to
2.0 mM.

Increasing the number of amplification cycles resulted in more product yield but 
could also reduce the specificity of the reaction, especially if over 30 cycles were 
performed. For example, at an annealing temperature of 60°C 3' Alu 66 primers gave a 
single band when 30 cycles are performed, but after 35 cycles a multi-band pattern 
resulted (the product looking identical to that obtained using the lower annealing 
temperature of 57°C in figure 3.19).
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1 0 1 8  b p
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Figure 3.19. T h e  el't'eci ol' ra ising ihe anne al ing t em pera  in re on the sp ec  i licit y ol' a 

P C R  react ion us ing o l i g o n u c le o t id e  p r i m ers  for 3' Alu  66. T h e  u p p e r  p h o to g ra p h  

s h o w s  a d o m i n a n t  550  bp hand an d  the ext ra  hands  that resul t  w h en  an an n ea l in g  

tem peratu re  o f  5 7 "C is used.  Th e ex t ra  hands  are der ived from m o u s e  .secjuenees and 

are seen in m o u s e  3T3 D N A  and all the mou.se /human hybrids  ( l )( i l - .  ( A! 55. J (d -9 )  

C'F25 and CT 27 are h y br i ds  m w hich C'hinese h am s te r  ce ll s  were  used and do  not 

show  any ext ra  hands .  The lower  photograpi i  s h o w s  the d i sappea ra nce  o f  the mou.se- 

specif ie hands  if the anneal ing temperature  is increased to 60 (
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1.5mM Mg 2.0mM Mg

Figure 3.20. Hxample of  the eft'ecl nC iiiagtiesiiiiii eoneentra t ion anil the am oun t  of  

t em p la te  D N A  on the sens i t iv i ty  o f  a P ( 'R  react ion.  T w o  P( R re ac t ion s  w e re  

performed using the same ol igomieleoti i le  primers.  In each reaction,  the concentrat ion 

o f  hum an  D N A  in the t e m p la t e s  w as  0 .7  ng, 7 ng,  and 70 ng. T h e  m a g n e s iu m  

concentra t ions  used were:  1.5 mM  (left) and 2.0 m M  (right).  No product  is seen on the 

left whereas  on the right, a P("R product  is obtained in all 3 lanes indicat ing that these 

p r im ers  requ ire  the h ig h e r  m a g n e s i u m  co n c e n t r a t i o n  in o rd e r  to w o rk .  In the 

expe r im en t  show n on the r ight it can be seen that inc reas ing the a m o u n t  o f  D N A  

template increases the am oun t  o f  PC R product  obtained.
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The amount of product obtained also depended on the amount of template DNA 
added. In general, the more template used, the greater the yield of PCR product. This is 
also illustrated in figure 3.20, where, at a magnesium concentration of 2.0 mM, only a 
very faint band is seen on electrophoresis of the product of a PCR reaction to which 0.7 
ng of template DNA had been added. Increasing the amount of template DNA to 7 ng 
and then 70 ng resulted in a step-wise increase in the PCR product yield. Where 
possible, 100 ng of template was used, though PCR was capable of giving product 
visible on agarose gel electrophoresis with as little as 0.25 ng.

The duration of the annealing and dénaturation steps depended on the length of 
the products being amplified. Allowing 60 sec per kb of product to be amplified 
seemed to be sufficient for fuU length amplification to occur.

Hence, the factors that affect the specificity of a PCR reaction are primarily the 
annealing temperature, and the magnesium concentration of the PCR reaction mix. The 
yield of PCR product can be optimised by adjusting the duration of the annealing and 
extension times and using sufficient template DNA. Clearly, designing oligonucleotide 
primers and optimising the conditions for their use in PCR reactions is a labour 
intensive process and could only be justified if a high percentage of the inter-Alu 
sequences yielded successful STS.

3.5.5 STS designed for 3* Alu probes.
It was possible to design successful STS for 5 of the six different 3' Alu probes. 

The one failure was 3' Alu 169, which was 340 bp long and had a human insert (in 
between the Alu primers) of only 280 bp. Long poly (dA) tails are present at both ends 
of the human sequence and, although primers were designed from the first readable 
sequence after these tracts, the resulting PCR product was only 50 bp long. When used 
in PCR reactions, 3' Alu 169 primers produced bands in human, mouse and the yeast, 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As 3' Alu 169 appeared to act as a low grade repeat on 
screening cosmid library filters (section 3.4 and table 3.2) it was not investigated 
further.

The first set of primers designed for 3' Alu 71 gave low signal intensity at the 
annealing temperature predicted by their Tm. When the annealing temperature was 
reduced in order to try to increase product yield, background amplification of mouse 
and yeast DNA occurred. A second set of primers were, therefore, made, both 24 mers 
rather than 21 mers. The new primer at the T3 end was identical to the original, but 
with the addition of three extra bases. The new primer at the T7 end was derived from a 
different part of the sequence of the probe, starting 13 bases internal to the end of the 
first. Figure 3.21 shows the strong bands produced using the second set of primers at
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the annealing temperature predicted by their Tm, and with 2.0 mM magnesium in the 
pre-mix. It was much easier to derive useful STS for the other four 3' Alu probes. All 
four yielded specific PCR products at the annealing temperature predicted from their 
Tm with a magnesium concentration of 1.5 mM (figure 3.21).

Although it had been possible to derive useful STS for five of the six inter-Alu 
probes (3' Alu 90, 78, 71, 66 and 62) the work involved in doing this would only be 
worthwhile if screening by PCR had distinct advantages over screening by 
hybridisation. Before comparing the results of screening with the two techniques, the 
development of a more detailed mapping panel of somatic cell hybrids will be 
described.
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3' Alu 78
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—  1018 bp 
1—  517 bp
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Figure 3.21. I he results of  electrophoresis of  the IX R products obtained 

when STS for probes mapping to I 3 q l 2  were used to screen a panel of  

somatic cell h) brids. The h\ brid panel is described in figure 3.22. I he 5.30 

bp band produced b\ 3' Alu 66 is not seen in IX iF 2 7 (d  I or 0 2 5  but is 

seen in the other h\ brids. An S I S  for the oncogene.  H I I . produces a ISO 

bp band in all the hybrids except 0 2 5 .  STS for 3' Alu 78 and 71 both 

produce bands (600 bp and 300 bp in si/.e respectix el\  ) in all o f  the 

h\ brids. 3' Alu 62 produces a 500 bp band in 0 2 5 .  IXîF27( ' l  I and NM. 

.All the S I S  used show appropriate sized bands in genomic human DN.A 

and a h \b r id  containing all of  human chromosome 13 as its onl \  human 

component  (13) and no product is obtained from DN.A extracted from 

mouse 3T3 cells or from ( 'hinese hamster ( (Tl) cells.
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3.6 EXTENDING THE CHROMOSOME 13 SPECIFIC SOMATIC CELL
HYBRID MAPPING PANEL

All of the unique 3' Alu probes had been localised above the proximal 
breakpoint in K B Fll, in 13ql2. However, the proximal K B Fll breakpoint and the one 
in DGF27C11 only divided 13ql2 into two relatively large subsections. In order to map 
new probes as close as possible to the DG breakpoint it was essential to generate 
hybrids with breakpoints that closely flanked that of DG. Two patients, CA and JC, 
were identified with constitutional deletions of 13ql2-13ql4 which had predisposed 
them to retinoblastoma (Cowell et al, 1988). The proximal breakpoints of these 
deletions could subdivide 13ql2 and allow further definition of the position of markers 
relative to the DG breakpoint. Hence, hybrids were created between cells from the 
lymphoblastoid cell lines from these two patients and mouse 3T3 cells. Individual 
hybrid clones were isolated and screened by PCR using oligonucleotide primers for the 
factor X gene (FACX), located in 13q34, and primers for a variety of exons of the 
retinoblastoma predisposition gene (RBI) which lie in 13ql4 (Hogg et al, 1992).

One hybrid from patient CA, CAF5, showed a strong PCR product for FACX 
and a weak signal for RBI indicating that the majority of the hybrid cells contained the 
deleted chromosome 13 but a few also carried the normal homologue. Single cell 
clones were isolated and two, CAF55 and CAF510 showed the presence of FACX but 
not RBI. One of the hybrid clones from patient JC, JCF9, showed the same profile as 
CAF55 without the need for sub-cloning. The presence of the deleted chromosome 13, 
but not the normal homologue, was confirmed by cytogenetic analysis of both hybrids 
(J. Cowell, pers. comm.).

Three other hybrids with breakpoints in 13ql2 were obtained from other 
laboratories. CF25, and CF27 (Mohandas et al, 1979) were provided by Dr. D. 
Warburton who also generated and provided a third hybrid, NM. Figure 3.22 is an 
ideogram showing the regions of chromosome 13 that had been retained in these 
hybrids. Although cytogenetic analysis had suggested that these hybrids may be of use, 
the only way of deciding if the hybrids had divided 13ql2 into subregions was to map 
them with all the STS available for the region, as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.22. An ideogram of the extended chromosome 13 mapping panel which 
allows sub-division of the 13ql2 region. The position of the STS for the four 3'Alu 
probes and the oncogene, FLTl, are shown.



3.7 MAPPING A PANEL OF SOMATIC CELL HYBRIDS WITH STS
FROM 13ql2.

Mapping with the somatic cell hybrid panel shown in figure 3.22 with STS for 
3' Alu 66, 78, 71, 62 and the oncogene, FLTl, sub-divides 13ql2 into 6 different 
regions. Photographs of the results of PCR screening of the hybrid mapping panel with 
these STS are shown in figure 3.21. It can be seen that all the STS produce single 
bands in amounts sufficient to be recognised following gel electrophoresis of the 
reaction products. The most difficult STS to use was that for FLTl, which required 2.0 
mM magnesium to yield an interpretable amount of product and even then showed the 
most variation in the amount of product obtained from experiment to experiment.

The most centromeric of the breakpoints is that of NM which, as can be seen 
from figure 3.22, is in proximal 13ql2. This breakpoint is proximal to that of DG and 
none of the 5 probes was absent from this hybrid. 3' Alu 66 is present in NM but absent 
in DGF27C11, confirming the FISH data placing 3'Alu 66 in proximal 13ql2. 3'Alu 66 
is, therefore, the only molecular marker from 13ql2 which maps above the DG 
breakpoint. Immediately telomeric to the DG breakpoint is that of CF25. None of the 3' 
Alu probes were able to separate these two breakpoints. However, an STS for the 
oncogene FLTl (Polymeropoulos et al, 1991) was present in DGF27C11 but absent in 
CF25 making it the closest marker below the DG breakpoint.

The breakpoints of CAF55 and JCF9 were indistinguishable by any of the 
probes analysed and in the interests of legibility, only hybrid CAF55 is shown on the 
mapping panels. The breakpoint of CF27 mapped to the same position as those of 
CAF55 and JCF9 with both 3' Alu 78 and 71 present, but 3' Alu 62 was absent in all 
three of these hybrids. All 5 probes were present in K B Fll, making its proximal 
breakpoint the most telomeric of the hybrids on the panel. Data for K B Fll are not 
shown on the gel photographs in figure 3.21.

What of 3' Alu 90? It was present in all of the hybrids except NM which does 
not fit with the rest of the mapping data. FISH data had mapped it to the centromeres of 
many different human chromosomes and it was likely that its presence in the other 
hybrids resulted from its homology to the centromeres of other chromosomes and not 
from chromosome 13 sequences. 3' Alu 90 was, therefore, excluded from further 
analysis.

There were two major benefits from deriving STS for the 3' Alu probes. The 
first was the ease of screening the hybrids using PCR. Instead of having to grow the 
hybrids in bulk and make large amounts of genomic DNA from the cells, data could be 
obtained from just a few colonies of cells (section 2.4.6c). The reaction itself was also 
much quicker and could be completed within a few hours rather than the four or five 
days it would have taken to obtain a result from a hybrid using Southern blotting.
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However, the main reason for developing STS for the 3' Alu probes was to be able to 
increase the accuracy of the results obtained with these probes, as PCR can recognise, 
and selectively amplify, a single copy target sequence in the presence of a large amount 
of background DNA. Did this work in practice? Certainly, the increased accuracy of 
PCR mapping did resolve the remaining confusion over 3' Alu 62 and 27. These two 
probes had the same restriction enzyme fingerprint and the same sequence, but, by 
hybridisation, mapped on different sides of the DG breakpoint (figure 3.15). However, 
when PCR was used, 3' Alu 62 was present in DGF27C11 which is different to the data 
obtained by hybridisation, and puts both probes on the same side of the DG breakpoint. 
The difference in hybridisation results must have been due to the presence of 
contamination or degradation in the probe made for 3' Alu 62.

More importantly, PCR mapping allowed more accurate localisation of probes 
relative to the DG breakpoint. The 3' Alu probes had been mapped relative to the DG 
breakpoint by Southern hybridisation and the absence of a recognisable band in 
DGF27C11 resulted in a given probe being mapped above the DG breakpoint. Table
3.3 shows the presence or absence of the 3' Alu probes in the hybrids using PCR and it 
is instructive to compare the results in hybrid DGF27C11 with those obtained by 
hybridisation (table 3.1). Three probes (3' Alu 78, 71 and 62) that were thought to be 
absent from DGF27C11 by Southern hybridisation (figure 3.15) were found to be 
present in this hybrid when screened using PCR (figure 3.21). Hence, even though the 
design and optimisation of oligonucleotide primers was very time consuming, the 
approach of PCR mapping was justified by the ease of screening using PCR and the 
increased accuracy of the results. Furthermore, by combining the results obtained using 
PCR and FISH, we were confident that FLTl and 3' Alu 66 closely flanked the DG 
breakpoint. FISH data from St. Jude's Hospital, Memphis, estimated the physical 
distance between FLTl and 3' Alu 66 to be around 1 Mb. It was unlikely that further 
hybrids would allow sub-division of this 1 Mb interval and, therefore, I decided to use 
FLTl and 3' Alu 66 to screen Y AC libraries in order to try and clone the DG 
breakpoint junction.
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Table 3.3

PROBE
K BFll CAF55

HYBRID
CF25 DGF27C11 NM CF27

3' Alu 66 + + - - + +
3' Alu 78 + + + + + +
3' Alu 71 + + + + + +
3' Alu 62 + - + + + -

FLTl + + - + + +

A table showing the presence or absence of the various STS in the hybrids used 
in the mapping panel. The markers which most closely flanked the DG breakpoint 
were 3' Alu 66 above and FLTl below. FISH data from Dr. D. Shapiro at St. Jude’s 
hospital Memphis , put these two markers about 1 Mb apart, close enough to attempt to 
clone the breakpoint junction fragment using a walk in yeast artificial chromosomes 
(YACs).

3.8 YEAST ARTIFICIAL CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

3.8.1 Screening Y AC libraries by hybridisation

The two markers which most closely flanked the DG breakpoint were about 1 
Mb apart. Attempting to clone a region of this size in cosmid vectors would have 
required the isolation and characterisation of many cosmid clones. However, the 
average size of the human DNA insert in YACs was over ten times that of the cosmids. 
Hence, a relatively small number of Y AC clones should be sufficient to clone the 
region in between FLTl and 3’ Alu 66 and, therefore, the DG breakpoint.

The 4X Y AC library available from the ICRF consists of 20,000 clones gridded 
out on a 20 cm x 20 cm hybridisation membrane. During the course of the study it was 
available in three different formats, each with different screening procedures. In the 
first generation of filters, the clones were spotted next to each other, 144 on the x axis 
and 144 on the y axis of the filter, with no gaps in between them. The screening 
protocol called for the library to be screened with 32p labelled probe alone. The 
position of any given hybridisation signal was determined by overlaying the 
autoradiograph from the hybridised filter onto a 'control' autoradiograph (made from an 
identical filter which had been probed with pBR322 DNA). As the pYAC4 vector
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contains the origin of replication and ampicillin resistance genes from pBR322, the 
position of every Y AC clone on the filter was defined on the control autoradiograph. 
At the top of both the control autoradiograph and the Y AC hbrary filter were a series of 
identification dots. Lining these dots up allowed orientation of the autoradiograph from 
the probe of interest with the pBR322 probed control. An example of a typical 
screening experiment using this protocol is shown in figure 3.23a. In fact, accurate 
localisation of a potential positive clone proved to be very difficult and, of 4 potential 
positive clones identified by this method, none contained the sequence with which the 
filter had been probed.

In the second generation of filters, the YAC clones were gridded in arrays of 
6x6, 24 arrays on each axis of the filter. Probing the filter with 35s labelled yeast host 
DNA (section 2.7.1a) gave faint, but detectable, signal from every YAC. Probing the 
filter with a 32p labelled probe produced hybridisation signal that stood out against the 
paler YAC background. A section of an autoradiograph from a second generation YAC 
filter probed with 3' Alu 66 is shown in figure 3.23b. and, by comparing this figure 
with 3.21a, it is clear that the clones are much more likely to be correctly localised. 
However, although the autoradiographs were much easier to read than before, 
difficulties in accurately localising the hybridisation signals remained. Indeed, of 32 
positive clones identified with 5 different probes, only 13 contained the sequence of 
interest (table 3.4). In order to further improve the ease of localisation of the 
hybridisation signals, a third generation of filters have been made. In these filters the 
colonies are still spotted in arrays, but each square array has YACs spotted in duplicate 
so true positives can be differentiated from random 'spots'. The third generation filters 
were not available until the end of the thesis and so no data from them is presented.
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Figure 3 .23.a. Screen ing  the 'first genera t ion '  IC R F  4X Y A C  library by Southern  

hybridisat ion.  T h e  photograph  on the left is a port ion o f  the autoradiograph supplied 

wi th  the l ibrary  in w h ich  the f i l ter  has  be en  p ro b e d  wi th p B R 3 2 2  to al low 

ident i ficat ion of  the posi t ion  o f  all the Y A C  clones,  f h e  photograph on the right 

sh o w s  a s ingle potent ial  pos i t ive  c lone  on a por t ion o f  an au to ra d iog ra ph  af ter  

probing with 3' Alu 9(),

-r

• . Si lliki
1 . i - : . '  .  « i i a

Figure 3.23.b. A pho tograph of  the ' second generat ion '  Y A C  library. Hybr idisat ion 

wi th  ^^S- labe l led  yeas t  host  D N A  gives  a fa in t ,  b a c k g ro u n d  signal f r om  all the 

Y A C s  spot ted on the fi l ter a l lowing the 6 x 6  grid to be v isual ised.  T hre e  potential  

pos it ive c lones can be seen as dark dots on this port ion o f  an auto rad iograph o f  a 

fil ter after hybridisat ion wi th 3'  Alu 66. Only  the darkest  o f  the 3 dots proved to be a 

true positive clone on fur ther analysis.
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Table 3.4

Probe

3' Alu 66

3 'Alu 71 

3' Alu 62

FLTl

cSKI

Screening
method

Hyb

PCR

3' Alu 78 Hyb

3' Alu 90 Hyb

Hyb

Hyb

PCR

Hyb
PCR

Number of YAC 
clones identified 
on primary 
library screen

8

2

7

Number of YAC Identification 
clones containing numbers of 
sequence of YACs
interest

A05136

A05136
H l l l l l

A0483
E0480
H0884
H0984 A l l l l l

(30567
E0118
C1273

G092
C12132
G02103
D06108

(312067

E0851

A comparison of the accuracy of screening YAC libraries by PCR and by hybridisation 
(Hyb). The number of YAC clones identified as being positive on initial screening of 
the library is compared with the number of these clones which actually contained the 
marker with which the library had been screened. When the second generation ICRF 
YAC library filters were screened by hybridisation, only 13 of the 32 YAC clones 
identified contained the probe of interest. However, all of the 3 clones identified by 
PCR were found to contain the sequence with which the library was screened, making 
PCR a much more accurate method of screening YAC libraries. The identification 
numbers of all the YACs that contained the relevant markers is also noted.
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3.8.2. Screening YAC libraries using PCR
PCR is a more sensitive method of detecting the presence of a given sequence 

than hybridisation (section 3.7). Furthermore, some genetic loci, such as FLTl, are 
only available as STS defined by a pair of oligonucleotide primers. The ICRF 4X 
library has, therefore, recently been made available as a series of YAC pools which can 
be screened in a three stage procedure which is shown diagrammatically in figure 3.24. 
Screening the YAC library using PCR was a much more laborious procedure than 
Southern hybridisation but, when positive clones are identified, they almost always 
contain the sequence of interest. In this study, the 3 YACs that were identified with 2 
different STS all contained the sequence of interest.

Difficulties did, however, occur due to the very low amounts of template DNA 
in the primary pools and potential interference of the PCR reaction by impurities in the 
YAC pools which were made from unpurified, lysed YAC cells. An example of a 
screening experiment is shown in figure 3.25a. Following gel electrophoresis of the 
PCR products obtained from each of the 41 primary YAC pools screened, none 
apparently contained the sequence of interest. However, when this gel was blotted and 
probed with a 32p labelled PCR product which had been obtained using the same 
primers, hybridisation identified a band in lane 17. The concentration of DNA in the 
primary pools is between 30-100 ng/|il and, since each pool is made up of DNA from 
400 different yeast clones, as little as 0.15 ng of each clone is present in the 2 |il of the 
pooled DNA used as the template for the PCR reaction. Furthermore, the majority of 
the DNA in the pool will be of yeast host origin. The average yeast clone in the ICRF 
library will contain 600 kb of human DNA and 15 Mb of yeast DNA. It would seem 
logical, therefore, to increase the amount of template DNA added to the reaction in 
order to circumvent the problem of poor PCR product yields. However, increasing the 
amount of template DNA used may lead to interference of the PCR reaction due to 
impurities in the DNA sample. An example of the 'poisoning' of a PCR reaction 
following the addition of excess template DNA is shown in figure 3.25.b, which shows 
the results of using 3' Alu 66 primers to screen a YAC pool known to contain a YAC 
identified by 3' Alu 66. The addition of 1 |il of template DNA resulted in far more PCR 
product than adding only 0.1 jil. However, when 3 |l i 1 of template DNA was added to a 
50 |Xl PCR reaction, the impurities in the sample resulted in complete inhibition of PCR 
product formation. From figure 3.25.b it would appear that accurate screening of a PCR 
based YAC library should, therefore, use no more than 1 |il of each pool. In fact, 2 |il of 
template was shown to be the optimal amount (data not shown). Hybridisation of 
radiolabelled PCR product from the positive control to blots made from the gel 
electrophoresis of the primary pool screening should also be routinely performed.
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Figure 3.21

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

EACH PRIMARY POOL IS MADE FROM 4 SECONDARY POOLS

EACH SECONDARY POOL IS MADE FROM 
ALL THE CLONES ON 1 MICRO-TITRE PLATE

I
109 110 111 112

EACH MICRO-TITRE PLATE IS DIVIDED INTO ROWS 
AND COLUMNS, SCREENING POOLS MADE FROM ALL 
THE YACS IN EACH ROW AND COLUMN IDENTITES THE 
POSITIVE YAC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
A O o o o 0 o o o o o o o
B O o o o o o o o o o o o

C o o o o o o o o o o o o

D o o o o o 0 o o o o o o

E o o o o o o o o o o o o

F o o o o o o o o o o o o
G o o o o o o o o o o o o

H • o o o o o o o o o o o

! POSITIVE YAC IS H011111

A diagramatic representation of screening the ICRF 4X YAC library by PCR. On the primary screen, pool 28 
was positive. This pool was made up of DNA from all the clones on 4 microtitre plates (109-112).
A pool made from all the clones on plate 111 was positive. Screening pooled DNA from each row and 
column on plate 111 gave positives in row H, column 1. The positive YAC was HOI 111.
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Figure 3.25.a. The upper photograph shows an ethidium bromide stained agarose 

gel containing the P( R products obtained alter screening primary VAC pools with 

primers for the left hand end of Y A( 5136. A strong band is seen in lane H. in which 

human DNA was used as the template for the P( 'R  reaction. No signal is seen in lane 

B (the blank) and pool 17 (arrowed) also show s no \ isihle product. When a Southern 

blot of this filter was probed w ith radiolabelled product obtained from the human 

control PCR reaction an appropriately sized band is seen in lane 17 (lower photo).

Figure 3.25.b. A photograph showing the inhibitory effects of contaminants in PCR 

pools on PCR amplification. The templates for the PCR reaction (using primers for 

3' Alu 66) were 100 ng of genomic human DNA (HUM), 100 ng of VAC 5136 and 

different volumes of a VAC pool known to contain VAC 5136. Large amounts of 

PCR product were obtained from human and 5136. Using 1.0 //I of the VAC pool 

gave more PCR product than 0.1 /d. How ever, when 3 //I of the pool was used in the 

PCR reaction the contaminants in the template resulted ii^om plete  inhibition of PCR 

product formation.
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3.8.3. Analysis of potential positive Y AC clones
Potential positive clones arrive as stab cultures in Y AC broth agar and are 

colony purified by plating out onto uracil deficient medium which should select for 
those colonies that carry YACs. Due to the difficulties in identifying the exact position 
of a clone on the gridded YAC library, a given 'positive' clone may not contain the 
sequence of interest, or only a proportion of the colonies may do so. Before the YACs 
are analysed further careful assessment of single colonies is necessary to prove the 
presence of the sequence of interest. Two different methods were used; hybridisation 
to YAC colonies in situ, and PCR directly from colonies.

In the first method, individual YAC colonies were gridded out on agar plates, 
and grown until they were approximately 3 mm in diameter. The colonies were then 
transferred to disks of hybridisation membrane and prepared for hybridisation as 
described in section 2.9.4. Probing the disks with the sequence that was initially used to 
identify the positive clones should give strong signal if the colonies are 'true' positives. 
Figure 3.26a. shows the results of the hybridisation of 3' Alu 62 to three potential 
positive YACs. Filter I, containing colonies from YAC 12132, is clearly strongly 
positive. Filter II contains colonies from YAC 092 and produces equivocal signal 
similar to that from the colonies from YAC 10135 on filter III. From these 
hybridisation results, it was not possible, therefore, to ascertain whether YACs 092 and 
10135 did indeed contain 3'Alu 62.

In the second method, oligonucleotide primers for 3' Alu 62 were used to screen 
YAC colonies directly. YAC DNA template was added to the PCR reaction mix by 
touching the surface of the colony with a sterile pipette tip and then using this tip to stir 
the PCR. In figure 3.26b. it can be seen that strong, unequivocal signal was seen from 4 
of the 6 YACs. It can be clearly seen that YAC 12132, which was found to contain 3' 
Alu 62 by hybridisation, does so by PCR. YAC 092, which gave equivocal results by 
hybridisation, also contains 3' Alu 62 whereas YAC 10135, which gave hybridisation 
results which were similar to those of YAC 092, does not. This type of PCR screening 
was much faster and far more accurate than the filter hybridisation procedure and was 
used whenever suitable oligonucleotide primers were available. If no primers were 
available for a molecular marker, YAC colonies identified by hybridisation were 
regarded as a 'potential' positive clone until the presence of the probe had been proven 
by Southern hybridisation of enzyme digested YAC clone DNA.
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Figure 3.26.a. Indi\ idual colonies from three different \  AC pools 

originally identified with 3' Alu 62 in the 4X librarx were grown on 

separa te  plates and t ransferred to filters.  After  dénaturat ion and 

h\ bridisation w ith radiolabelled 3' Alu 62 strong signal is seen ox er  all 

of the colonies on filter I but it is difficult to decide xx hether the signals 

on filters II and III represent specific hybridisation even though all were 

XX ashed to the same strinsency.

O
GO
CO ÿ )  %  CO CO m

X Q < 0 ^ t^ C\ J CVJ CD

Figure 3.26.b. A photograph of the products of  a P( R reaction using 

primers for 3' Alu 62. A DNA product is seen in human (HUM) and the 

hybrid IXÎF27CI I but not in the xeast host. ABI380 .  In all, 6 Y A( s 

XVere assessed for the presence of 3' Alu 62 using P( R by touching the 

surface of  the Y A ( colonies xvith sterile pipette tips xvhich were then 

used to stir the R( R premix. In 4  of the 6 Y AC’s, a positix e signal was 

obtained. \  AC' 092.  xx hich gave strong signal b\ hx bridisation on filter I 

in figure 3.26.a. is positixe using RC’R. \  AC’ 12132 (filter II) is also 

positive in spite of gix ing a much loxx cr intcnsitx of hx bridisation signal. 

> AC’ 10135 (filter III), however, is negative hx PCR. C’learlx. PC R is a 

more accurate than hx bridisation in determining the presence or absence 

of specific sequences in colonies containing \  AC’s.
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3.8.4 Estimation of the size of YACs
Knowing the size of a YAC is important if it is to be useful in physical 

mapping. Standard agarose gel electrophoresis is only accurate for the size estimation 
of DNA fragments of around 20 kb in length but, as the average size of YACs in the 
ICRF library is around 700 kb, other methods of size estimation are required. Pulsed 
field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is able to separate fragments of over 1 Mb in length 
(Schwartz and Cantor, 1984). This technique involves switching the direction of the 
voltage applied to an agarose gel and running at a controlled temperature for a 
prolonged length of time.

The conditions used in PFGE have a profound effect on the size separation of 
the technique. Although the molecular basis of PFGE is not clearly understood, it is 
known that changes in the voltage and the time the electric field is applied in a 
particular direction (switch time) are important. Three different sets of conditions were 
used, all using a 1% agarose gel and 0.5% TBE buffer cooled to 10°C. The shortest run 
was at 173 volts for 22 hr with a switch time of 70 sec. These conditions provided good 
separation of fragments up to 700 kb in length. However, since the size of the YACs is 
not known at the outset, the conditions that were used most frequently were 150 volts 
for 48 hr with a switch time of 80 sec which allow fragments of up to 900 kb to be 
distinguished. For very large fragments is was necessary to change the conditions 
during the PFGE run, and the conditions needed to separate fragments of 1 Mb or more 
were: 200 volts with a switch time of 70 sec for 15 hr followed by 12 hr with a switch 
time of 120 sec. A comparison between the first and third sets of conditions noted 
above is shown in figure 3.27. It is clear that the first set of conditions (shown in the 
upper photograph) do not allow 5136, a 1.3 Mb YAC, to be distinguished from the 
band representing the limiting mobility. In the lower photograph, in which the third set 
of conditions was used, this large YAC is easily seen. Table 3.5 shows that using all 
three sets of PFGE conditions, it was possible to estimate the sizes of the YACs 
investigated in this study, even though they ranged in size from 225 kb to 1.3 Mb.

Once the PFGE has been completed the gel is blotted as described in section 
2.7.4a. It is not sufficient, however, to simply probe the gel with the molecular marker 
used to isolate the YAC since this would miss the occasional finding of a yeast clone 
which contains two YACs. Figure 3.28 illustrates this point. Analysis of a PFGE gel by 
transillumination alone reveals the presence of a 500 kb band in YAC 6108. Probing 
the blot made from this gel with total human DNA identified two YACs in this sample, 
only one of which had been visible by transillumination. Whether the two bands 
represented the incorporation of two separate YACs into a single host cell or whether 
two different YAC clones had been inoculated into the same stab culture is uncertain.
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Table 3.5

Probe with which YAC ID number of YAC Size of YAC (kb)
was identified

3'Alu 66 A05136 1300
H l l l l l 650

3'Alu 78 0483 745
A l l l l l 850
130884 450
130984 450
E0480 745

3'Alu 62 D06108-Larger YAC 500
-Smaller YAC 225

FLTl 012067 1200

cSKI E0851 350

Details of the sizes, as assessed by PFGE, of YACs identified by key probes in the 
analysis of the DO breakpoint.
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Figure 3.27. The c l ïec l  of  chang in g  the P K i h  coiuliliDiis on the separat ion of large 

D N A  fragments .  1 he sizes o f  selectee! P K i H  markers  ( P K i M )  are show n on the left 

o f  each ph otograp h.  In the up per  photograph the cond i t ions  used were  173 V. a 

swi tch  t ime o f  50  sec and a run t ime of  22 hr. Hach Y A (  sample  w as loaded in 2 

adjacent  lanes as this a l lowed  ext ra ban ds  due to the p re sen ce  o f  Y A C s  to be 

di fferent iated f rom rand om  'spots '  on the gel. in the lo w er  pho tograph,  plugs f rom 

the sam e batch were  run at 20 0  V with a sw itch t ime o f  70 sec for  15 hr then the 

swi tch  t ime w as  c h a n g ed  to 120  sec for  12 hr. T h e  sep ara t ion  o f  large D N A  

fragmen ts  is much bet ter  under  the condi t ions  used to produce the lower  photograph 

where  a 1.3 M b Y A C  from sample  51 36  and a 1.2 M b  Y A C  from sample  G 12 can 

clearly be seen (right hand arrows),  and much larger bands  on the P F G E  markers are 

now visible (left hand arrows).
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Figure 3.28. The importance of probing YACs separated by PFCE with total human DNA. The left hand 

photograph shows conventional transillumination of a PFGE gel . The sizes of selected normal chromosomes of 

A B I3 8 0  are given by the open arrows. Only one YAC is seen in lane 6108 (arrowed on the right of the photo). 

However, when the DNA on this gel was probed with total human DNA, (right hand photo) it is clear that sample 

6108 contains two YACs, both of  which are arrowed, whereas 5136 and 0483 contain one YAC each. The size of 

each of the YACs is given by the open arrows.



3.8.5. Characterising the ends o f Y AC clones
The decision to use YACs in a physical mapping strategy was based on the fact 

that they carry large human inserts. When a YAC is identified by a molecular marker 
which closely flanks the breakpoint the hope is that it will span the breakpoint junction. 
There are two ways in which this can be ascertained. The YAC can be used as a probe 
in FISH experiments against metaphase chromosomes from cell lines carrying the 
rearrangement. If hybridisation signal is seen on both derivative chromosomes, it is 
very likely that the YAC crosses the breakpoint. FISH analysis also has the advantage 
of readily identifying chimeric YACs in which signal will be seen on all the normal 
chromosomes from which the human insert has been derived. The disadvantages of this 
method are that if the YAC only overlaps the breakpoint by, say, 5 kb the amount of 
signal seen on one side of the breakpoint may be insufficient to be recognised. 
Secondly, if the YAC does not cross the breakpoint the FISH analysis will not provide 
reagents for YAC walking to isolate one that does. Techniques have been developed 
which allow the ends of the human insert in a given YAC to be isolated and these ends 
can then be used to probe somatic cell hybrids containing a single derivative 
chromosome (DGF27C11) or as the start of a YAC walk. The two methods that I used 
to capture the ends of the human inserts in YACs both used PCR. The first, vectorette- 
end rescue, (Riley et al, 1990) depended on the presence of a restriction enzyme site 
close to the end of the insert. The second method, Alu-vector PCR, would only be 
successful if an Alu repeat lay within approximately 3 kb of the YAC end.

The vectorette technique is described in section 2.7.5b. It involves digestion of 
the YAC with a restriction enzyme and the ligation of a vectorette (bubble) sequence to 
the resulting fragments. In order to generate relatively small DNA fragments, 
restriction enzymes such as Rsa 1 or Hinf 1 are used. If the enzyme used to digest the 
YAC DNA is changed, the sequence of the bubble has to be altered to ensure that the 
ends of the DNA fragments that result from the digestion of the YAC are compatible 
with the ends of the bubble. Primers specific to either end of the YAC vector are used 
in a PCR reaction in combination with primers which are identical (not homologous) to 
the bottom strand of the bubble. If an enzyme recognition site exists within 2 - 3 kb of 
the YAC cloning site, the YAC vector primer will initiate the amplification a single 
strand of DNA between the vector and the bubble. This single strand will act as a 
template to which the bubble primer can anneal, allowing production of a double 
stranded PCR product. In this way, only those fragments which have been primed by 
the YAC vector sequence will be amplified. Primers have been designed for the left 
hand end (HYAC-C) and the right hand end (1091) of the pYAC4 vector (Riley et al, 
1990) and their positions relative to the cloning site are shown diagrammatically in 
figure 3.35a. Examples of the results of vectorette end rescue for a series of five YACs 
is shown in figure 3.29. DNA in agarose plugs was used in the experiment shown
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(though I generally found it easier to use solution DNA prepared from the YACs). For 
each of the five YACs, figure 3.29a illustrates that the DNA in the plugs, which was 
not degraded, had been completely digested, in this case with Rsa 1. The digested 
fragments of YAC DNA were ligated to an Rsa 1-specific bubble and aliquots of the 
resulting product used as the DNA template for a PCR reaction using both HYAC-C 
and bubble primers. The resulting PCR product will contain a length of YAC vector 
sequence (232 bp for HYAC-C, 168 bp for 1091) which could be removed by 
digesting the end rescued fragments with Eco R1 (the pYAC4 vector cloning site). The 
resulting fragments could then be gel purified as shown in figure 3.29b. Two bands are 
seen for four of the five YACs; the constant 232 bp band represents vector sequence 
and the other band, which is of different size in each YAC, is the end of the human 
insert. Note that clone D06108, which was shown to contain two YACs in figure 3.28, 
has at least two bands other than the 232 bp vector sequence.

The sizes of the end rescue products derived from selected YACs is shown in 
table 3.6 and it can be seen that the fragments obtained from the right hand end of 
YACs (1091 primer) were generally smaller than those from the left hand end; for 
example the human specific insert in YAC 0483 was only 45 bp in length. The PCR 
products from the 1091 end generally gave a constant band, 250 bp long, which 
occasionally would overly the digested human specific fragment (e.g. in YAC 5136) 
making it impossible to generate a human specific fragment for hybridisation. If either 
of these situations arose, the YAC DNA was digested with Hinf 1 instead of Rsa 1, in 
order to try and generate a YAC end that would be useful as a probe. A bubble 
designed to anneal to Hinf 1 cut fragments was ligated to the digested DNA fragments 
and PCR performed using a primer specific for the Hinf 1 bubble and a primer for either 
of the ends of the YAC vector. However, on every occasion, the fragment generated by 
Hinf 1 digestion was a similar size to the Rsa 1 product or even smaller.
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0483 5136 567 6108 092

Figure 3.29.a. Preparation of YAC DNA samples for Riley vectorette end rescue. 

For each of the 5 YACs (identified by their library number) an agarose plug of YAC 

DNA has been cut into 3 equal pieces. 2 of the 3 pieces have been digested with Rsa 

I and the remaining piece was left undigested. When the undigested DNA from this 

plug is run alongside one digested with Rsa I, it is clear that the original YAC plugs 

were not degraded and that digestion was complete in each case.

0 4 8 3  5 1 3 6  5 6 7  6 1 0 8  0 9 2
U R1 U R1 U R1 U R1 U R1

1 6 3 6  b p  
1 0 1 8  b p

5 1 7  b p  

2 2 0  b p

Figure 3.29.b. fhis photograph shows the results of PCR amplification of vectorette 

libraries made from the remaining Rsa I digested piece of the YAC plugs noted in 

figure 3.29.a. Primers for the HYAC-C end of the YAC vector were used with 

primers specific for the 'bubble' sequence to amplify the left hand end of each YAC. 

Aliquots of the PCR product were digested with Eco RI to remove the YAC end 

sequences. The undigested (U) and digested (Rl) samples were run side by side, 

although the size of the human insert varied from YAC to YAC, the vector fragment 

is constant at 232 bp. The undigested end rescue sample of YAC 6108 has at least 

two dominant bands related to the presence of two YACs in this clone (figure 3.28).
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Table 3.6

Probe with 
which YAC 
was identified

YAC
ID number

Size of human specific part of end 
clone (bp) derived following Rsa 1 
digestion of YAC DNA

HYAC-C(left) end 1091(right) end

3'Alu 66 A05136
H l l l l l

1400
900

280
550

3' Alu 78 A0483 550 45

3'Alu 90 G0567 700 500

3'Alu 62 G092 250 not obtained

FLTl (312067 1400 220

cSKI E0851 750 344

Details of the sizes of the human specific sections (i.e. after Eco Rl digestion) of the 
end rescue products of YACs identified by probes important in the mapping of the DG 
breakpoint. Of note is the fact that the left hand ends of the YACs are larger than the 
right, a finding which is difficult to explain.

The second method of generating end clones from YACs did not involve 
enzyme digestion or ligation of a vectorette but depended on the amplification of the 
human DNA sequence in between the first Alu repeat in the human insert of the YAC 
and a primer specific to one or other end of the YAC vector. However, if no Alu repeat 
was present within about 3 kb of the end of the human inset, no product was produced 
and so this method was much more dependent on the intrinsic structure of an individual 
YAC than that of vectorette PCR. Hence, Alu-vector PCR was not the method of 
choice for isolating YAC ends and was only used on one occasion in an attempt to 
derive useful probes from the ends of YACs 012067 and A05136 in which vectorette 
end rescue had failed to produce specific hybridisation probes. The results, shown in 
figure 3.30, indicate that both YACs contain Alu sequences as a variety of bands are 
amplified from each YAC using Alu primers alone. When the PCR reaction is 
performed with both Alu primer and primers to one or other end of the YAC vector, 
any 'extra' bands represent sequences in between the first Alu sequence in the YAC and 
the YAC vector primer. No extra bands are seen at either end of YAC A05136, but an 
extra 400 bp band is seen from the left hand end of YAC G12067.
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End rescue often resulted in the production of DNA fragments which behaved 
as repetitive probes in hybridisation experiments. Indeed, of the 14 DNA fragments 
rescued by this method only one (the right hand end of YAC G0567) acted as a unique 
sequence. However, by sequencing these repetitive YAC end clones, unique STS 
could be generated on the three of the four occasions on which it was attempted. 
Indeed, as described in sections 3.8.6 and 3.8.7, useful markers for both ends of YAC 
G 12067 and the left hand end of A05136 were successfully derived by this method. 
The aim of deriving markers from the end clones of YACs was to try to acquire contigs 
of YACs around the DG breakpoint in the expectation that one or more YACs would 
contain the region of the DG breakpoint. Hence, YACs above and below the DG 
breakpoint were analysed and the DNA sequences contained within them compared.
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Figure 3.30. Anot lier  melhotl of  rescuing the hiiiiiaii end (d 'a  Y A C .  I w o Y A C s  are 

used.  Cl 120 67  and AOS 136.  Kor each.  3 separa te  P ( ' k  react ions are per formed  and 

the products  o f  each react ion are run side by side. In the first react ion,  the pr imer  

used is Alu IV alone.  In the second reaction.  Alu IV and pr imers  for the right hand 

end of  the Y A C  vector  ( 1091 ) are used and in the third PCR react ion Alu IV and 

p r i m ers  for  the left hand  end o f  the Y A C  v e c to r  ( H Y A C - C )  are  e m p lo y ed .  

Ampli f ica t ion  wi th Alu  IV primers  alone wil l  ampl i fy  any ' inter-Alu'  s equences  in 

the same way  as that desc r ibed in figure 3.7.  A n y  ext ra ban ds  in the lanes  w ith 

H Y A C  or  1091 pr imers  represent  the D N A  f r agm en t  in between the vec tor  pr imer  

and the first Alu repeat in the hum an  insert o f  the Y A C .  No  extra bands  are seen in 

Y A C  5136  when  vector pr imers are used. In Y A C  G 12067 the H Y A C  pr im er  yields 

an extra 40 0  bp band and the 1091 pr imer  yields 3 bands  ranging in size f rom 700  bp 

to 290 bp which all probably  result from the Alu p r imer  anneal ing to mul tiple sites 

within a repeti tive sequence at the end o f  the Y AC.
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3.8.6. Analysis of YACs mapping below the DG breakpoint
The isolation of YACs from 13ql2 proceeded alongside the fine structure 

mapping of the 13ql2 region (section 3.7). YACs were, therefore, initially identified 
using all of the 3' Alu probes that acted as unique sequences using hybridisation. As 
more accurate mapping data was obtained, those YACs which were obviously some 
distance from the DG breakpoint were excluded from further investigation. As shown 
in figure 3.22, the closest marker below the breakpoint was FLTl. However, before 
describing the characterisation of the sole YAC identified by FLTl, YACs identified 
by the 3' Alu probes that mapped below the DG breakpoint will be described.

6 potential positive YAC clones were identified with 3' Alu 62 of which 4 
(G092, C 12132, G02103 and D06108) were found to contain this marker by PCR 
(figure 3.26b). One clone, D06108, contained 2 YACs as shown in figure 3.28 and end 
rescue of this clone led to the amplification of two different sized PCR products (figure 
3.29b.). The ends of another YAC, G092, which was also identified by 3' Alu 62, were 
rescued using the vectorette PCR technique. When these end clones were used as 
probes, both contained repetitive sequences and could not be used to screen the YAC 
library in order to generate YAC contigs below the DG breakpoint. 3' Alu 62 was 
found to be the marker which was furthest from the DG breakpoint and, hence, these 
YACs were not investigated further. Similarly, before it was realised that 3' Alu 90 
mapped to the centromeres of many different chromosomes (table 3.2), YACs isolated 
with this marker were investigated. 3' Alu 90 identified five apparently positive clones. 
However, after screening the five clones by PCR only one, G0567, actually contained 
the STS for this Alu marker. Both ends of YAC G0567 were rescued and the right hand 
end behaved as a unique probe for Southern hybridisation, the only end clone to do so 
in this study. Although these YACs may prove useful in other mapping studies, the 
location of 3' Alu 90 and 62 relative to the DG breakpoint precluded their further use in 
the analysis of the DG translocation.

Until the STS for FLTl became available, the closest distal markers to the DG 
breakpoint were 3' Alu 78 and 71. Although two potential positive YACs were 
identified with 3' Alu 71 further analysis revealed that neither contained the probe. Six 
potential positive clones were identified with 3' Alu 78 of which five were found to be 
true positives when analysed using both hybridisation and PCR. It was important to 
decide if any of these five YACs were identical in order not to waste time analysing 
them independently. Bearing in mind the success of comparisons of size and restriction 
enzyme fingerprints in differentiating between Alu clones (section 3.3.3a), I decided to 
compare the sizes of the five YACs and the band patterns they produced on Alu 
fingerprinting.
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Figure 3.31. P F G E  o f  Y A C s  ident if ied by 3' Alu 78.  T h e  u p p e r  p ho togra ph  is o f  

an e th idium b ro m id e  s t a ined P F G E  analysis o f  the 5 Y A C s  ( A 0 4 8 3 ,  A l l l l l ,  

H0 884 ,  H0984 ,  E048 0)  ident ified using the 3' Alu 78 probe.  These  Y A C s  are run 

in dupl icate.  2 o ther  Y A C s  are s h o w n  (A05136,  G 12067)  as  are the yeas t  host  

(A B 1 3 8 0 )  and yeas t  marker s  o f  know n  size (P FG M ).  The  s izes  o f  se lec ted yeast  

marker s  are indicated by the open a n o w s .  2 Y A C  clones  carry  ident ical  size Y A C s  

(A 0483,  E0480 )  and the only  o ther  visible Y A C  is found in A l l l l l ;  all 3 visible 

Y A C s  are ar rowed.  T h e  lower  pho tograph show s  the results o f  probing the gel wi th 

total hum an  D N A .  H 0 8 8 4  and H 0 9 8 4  carry identical  size Y A C s  as do  A 0 4 8 3  and 

E0480.
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Samples of the five YACs, which had all been lysed in agarose plugs, were 
separated by PFGE and figure 3.31 shows that there were two pairs of YACs of 
identical size. A0483 and E0480 were both 745 kb long, and HO884 and H0984 were 
each 450 kb in length.

Two separate Alu fingerprints were generated for each YAC; one using the ALE 
1 primer (derived from the 5' end of the Alu repeat), the other using the ALE 3 primer 
(derived from the 3' end of the Alu sequence). The use of these primers is described in 
Cole et al (1991). ALEl and ALE3 hybridise far less stringently than the Alu primers 
that I used to make the Alu PCR libraries. The fingerprints obtained are shown in 
figure 3.32 and it can be seen that YACs H0884 and H0984, which were the same size 
on PFGE, have identical fingerprints. Indeed, when the left hand ends of these two 
YACs were isolated and sequenced they were found to be the same. However, the 
fingerprint pattern of A0483 closely resembles that of H0884 even though A0483 is a 
much larger YAC. Conversely, the other pair of YACs which were the same size, 
A0483 and E0480, produced very different fingerprints. Furthermore, isolation of the 
left hand end of A0483 showed the fragment to be much smaller than either end of 
E0480 and to have a completely different sequence (P. Baird per s. comm.). It appears, 
yet again, that information from different sources needs to be obtained to make 
accurate assessments of whether clones are identical or not.

In order to determine whether YAC A0483 spanned the DG breakpoint, both 
ends of YAC A0483 were isolated by vectorette end rescue and used as probes to blots 
shown in figure 3.33. The left hand (HYAC-C) end, which was 600 bp long, hybridised 
to a 0.7 kb fragment from A0483 and a weaker 1 kb fragment in human DNA 
following digestion with Hind III. The human component of the right hand (1091) end 
of A0483 was only 45 bp long but still produced faint signal with human DNA and 
produced a strong signal at 22 kb on Hind III digested DNA from A0483. Both end 
clones from A0483 gave a multi-banded background when used to probe AB1380 
DNA and a smear with 3T3 DNA which made their presence in DGF27C11 difficult to 
determine.
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Figure 3.32. An ethicliiini b ro m ide  s ta ined gel s h o w i n g  the results  o f  PCR  

ampl i f ica tion o f  5  Y A C s  us ing two different Alu pr imers.  DN A  from all 3 Y A C s  

identified by 3' Alu  7 8  w as  ampl i f ied  wi th two different  Alu pr imers,  A L E  I and 

A L E  3. H0884 ,  H 0 9 8 4  and A 0483 give identical band patterns using both primers ,  

w he re as  the f ingerpr in t  o f  E 048 0,  identical  in size to A 0483,  is very d i fferent .
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Figure 3.33. When  the left (H Y A C -C ,  upper  photo) and right (1091,  lower  photo) 

end rescued c lones f rom Y A C  A 0483 are used as probes  in Southern  hybridisat ion 

exper imen ts ,  both give a repet i t ive smea r  wi t h m ous e  3T3 DNA. Th i s  makes  it 

imposs ible to determine their presence or absence in D G F 2 7 C 1 1. The mul ti -banding 

pattern seen in the lanes containing the o ther  Y A C s  (A 0 5 I 3 6 ,  00567,  G 092)  and the 

yeas t host  (A B 1380) indicates  e i ther  cross  reactiv ity wi th yeas t s eq u en ces  or 

contaminat ing  yeast  D N A  in the probe used. However ,  both Y A C  ends  hybridised 

strongly to the Y A C  from which they were der ived (ar rowed) but the H Y A C - C  end 

also recognised a band in genomic  human DNA.
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The demonstration that the FLTl oncogene mapped below the DG breakpoint 
and was closer to it than any of the 3' Alu probes, meant that a major effort was 
concentrated on isolating a YAC for this locus. The ICRF YAC library was screened 
using PCR primers for FLTl and a single YAC, G 12067 (G 12), was isolated. Using 
PFGE, G 12 was found to be 1.2 Mb long (figure 3.27) and as such was potentially big 
enough to span the estimated 1 Mb distance in between FLTl and 3' Alu 66. However, 
when G 12 was used as the DNA template in a PCR reaction using 3' Alu 66 primers, 
no product was found indicating that this YAC did not contain both flanking markers. 
It is possible that the locus for 3' Alu 66 is located some distance away from the DG 
breakpoint and that YAC G12 still spans it. If this were indeed the case, then one end 
of the human insert in G12 would map above the DG breakpoint (and be absent from 
DGF27C11) and the other would map below the DG breakpoint (and be present in 
DGF27C11). Both ends of G12 were, therefore, isolated using vectorette end-rescue. 
Before Eco R l digestion, the 1091 end was 550 bp long, the HYAC-C end 1.6 kb in 
length (figure 3.34a). The human specific fragment was isolated from each of the end- 
clones by digesting them with Eco Rl and the resulting DNA fragments were used as 
probes to the blots shown in figure 3.34.b. Both ends were present in control human 
DNA, DGF27C11 and G12 but only the 1091 end hybridised to DNA from PGME, a 
hybrid containing normal chromosome 13 as its only human component (figure 3.34b). 
This strongly suggested that G12 was chimeric, the HYAC-C end being derived from a 
different chromosome. Neither probe acted as a fully unique sequence in hybridisation 
experiments and it could be that the stringent washing that was necessary to reduce 
background smearing had removed recognisable signal from the PGME DNA.
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Figure 3.34.a.  Resu l t s  o f  the  vectoret te end re scue  o f  Y A C  G 12067.

Us ing  pr imers  to the 1091 en d  o f  the Y A C  a n d  the  R i ley  vectore t te  b ubb le  (224)  a 

5 5 0  bp f r ag m en t  w as  ob ta ined ,  w he reas  w h e n  p r i m ers  f rom the H Y A C - C  end are 

used a 1.6 kb pro du ct  is seen.  Nei ther  pr oduct  has  been diges ted  with Eco  R l  so both 

still inc lude Y A C  vec tor  sequences .

1091
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Figure 3.34.b. W h e n  the en d  rescued f r ag m en t s  f rom both  e n d s  of  Y A C  0 1 2  are 

used as probes  for  Sou the rn  hybrid isat ion,  the 1091 end gives  a sm e a r  in total hu m an  

and D G F 2 7 C 1 1 D N A  as well  as in the P G M E  hybrid  whicl i  co n ia ins  all o f  n o n n a l  

c h r o m o s o m e  13. By contras t ,  a l though  the HYAC -C en d  s h o w s  a 22 kb band  in 

h u m an ,  D G F 2 7 C 1  1 and G 12 (ar rowed)  there is no s ignal  .seen in P G M E  indicat ing 

that  this probe is not  der iv ed  f rom c h r o m o s o m e  13 and that  G 12 m ay  well  be 

chimer ic .
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Hybridisation results had been misleading in the past and, as it was essential to 
determine the map position of the ends of G12,1 decided to sequence both ends of 012 
and try to develop unique STS. Sequencing was performed as described in section 2.8. 
In order to allow separation of the two DNA strands, PCR amplification of the 
vectorette library was performed using non-biotinylated HYAC-C or 1091 and 
biotinylated 224 primers. Initially, 224 primers were used for the positive strand and 
HYAC-C or 1091 primers were used for the negative strand. However, the length of 
YAC vector sequence that lay in between the sequencing primer and the human insert 
led to little useful human sequence being obtained. To overcome this problem a new 
set of primers were designed, internal to HYAC-C and 1091, and the primers for the 
bubble were also moved closer to the cloning site. Thus, primer RA2 was used when 
sequencing the 1091 end, and primers 32194 and 32427 for the HYAC-C end and the 
bubble respectively. The sequence of the YAC vector and the vectorette bubble as well 
as the position of all the primers used for PCR and sequencing are shown in figure 
3.35.

The first pair of primers designed from the sequence obtained from the HYAC- 
C end of 012 yielded a unique STS. The position of the primers relative to human 
sequence from the HYAC-C end-rescue fragment are shown diagrammatic ally in figure 
3.36a. When these primers were used in PCR reactions a 1400 bp band was produced. 
As shown in figure 3.36b, this band was present in control human DNA and in DNA 
from 012 but not in any of the chromosome 13 hybrids, including POME, confirming 
that the HYAC-C end of 012 is not derived from chromosome 13. In order to obtain 
further evidence that 012 was chimeric, 012 DNA was used as a probe for FISH to 
normal metaphase spreads. The results are shown in figure 3.38 and it is clear that 
signal is present on both chromosome 13 and chromosome 2. This result suggests that 
the HYAC-C end of 012 is derived from chromosome 2.
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CGACAGCATC GCCAGTCACT ATGGCGTGCT GCTAGCGCTA TATGCGTTGA TGCAATTTCT 
GCTGTCGTAG CGGTCAGTGA TACCGCACGA CGATCGCGAT ATACGOAACT ACGTTAAGA

1089

ATGCGCACCC GTTCTCGGAG CACTGTCCGA CCGCTTTGGC CGCCGCCCAG TCCTGCTCGG 
TACGCGTGGG CAAGAGCCTC GTGACAGGCT GGCGAAACCG GCGGCGGGTC AGGACGAGCG

HYAC-C

TTCGCTACTT GGAGCCACTA TCGACTACGC GATCATGGCG ACCACACCCG TCCTGTGGAT 
AAGCGATGAA CCTCGGTGAT AGCTGATGCG CTAGTACCGC TGGTGTGGGC AGGACACCTA

CAATTCTTTA GTATAAATTT CACTCTGAAC CATCTTGGAA GGACCGGATA ATTATTTGAA 
GTTAAGAAAT CATATTTAAA GTGAGACTTG GTGAGGCCTT CCTGGCCTAT TAATAAACTT

ATGTGTTTTT CAATTGTATA TGTGTTATGT AGTATACTCT TTCTTCAACA ATTAAATACT 
TACACAAAAA GTTAACATAT ACACAATACA TCATATGAGA AAGAAGTTGT TAATTTATGA

3 2 1 9 4  Eco R1 cloning site

CTCGGTAGCC AAGTTGGTTT AAGGCGCAAG ACTTTAATTT ATCACTACGG AATTCCGTAA 
GAGCCATCGG TTCAACCAAA TTCCGCGTTC TGAAATTAAA TAGTGATGCC TTAAGGCATT

RA2

TCTTGAGATC GGGCGTTCGA CTCGCCCCCG GGAGATTTTT TTGTTTTTTT ATGTCTCCAT 
AGAACTCTAG CCCGCAAGCT GAGCGGGGGC CCTCTAAAAA AACAAAAAAA TACAGAGCTA

RA2

TCACTTCCCA GACTTGCAAG TTGAAATATT TCTTTCAATC TCTACGCCGG ACGCATCGTG 
AGTGAAGGGT CTGAACGTTC AACTTTATAA AGAAAGTTCG AGATGCGGCC TGCGTAGCAC

GCCGGCATCA CCGGCGCCAC AGGTGCGGTT GCAGGCGCCT ATATCGCCGA CATCACCGAT 
CGGCCGTAGT GGCCG^GTG TCCACGCCAA CGACCGCGGA TATAGCGGCT GTAGTGGCTA

1091

GGGGAAGATC GGGCTCGCCA CTTCGGGCTC ATGAGCGCTT GTTTCGGCGT GGGTATGGTG 
CCCCTTCTAG CCCGAGCGGT GAAGCCCGAG TACTCGCGAA CAAAGCCGCA CCCATACCAC

GCAGGCCCCG TGGCCGGGGG 
CGTCCGGGGC ACCGGCCCCC

Figure 3.35.a. The DNA sequence of a portion of the pYAC4 vector showing the 

position of the Eco Rl cloning site and the oligonucleotide primers used in the 

PCR analysis of YAC end clones.
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VARIES WITH ENZYME USED TCTGTCGAAGGTTAAGGAACGG R sa 1 BUBBLE TOP 

^  G.
5’ GAAGGAGAGGAC GAGAAGGGAGAG 3'

3 'TTCCTGTCCTG QCTCTTCCCTCTC 5'
^  .  C r ;  t A ^

N .  ^ C taAGAGCATGCTTGCCAATGC '
32427 ^ ------------  UNIVERSAL BUBBLE BOTTOM 

ĜN

UNIVERSAL VECTORETTE PRIMER (224)

Figure 3.35.b. The DNA sequence of the Rsa 1 Riley vectorette bubble 

showing the position of the oligonucelotide primers used in the PCR 

analysis of YAC end clones.



G 1 2 L B

HYAC-C 2 2 4

b:

G 1 2  L A

1 4 0 0  b p

in
iC JQ u.

1 6 3 6  b p  

1 0 1 8  b p

Figure 3.36. I he position  o f  the prim ers generated  (or the left hand end  o f  Y A C  

G 12067 re la tive to the Y A C  vector secpience (H Y A C -C ) and the Riley vec tore tte  

bubble sequence  (224) are show n in (a). W hen these primers were used in the PCR  

screening  o f  a ch ro m o so m e  13 specific som atic  cell hybrid m app ing  panel (b) they 

w ould  be expec ted  to am plify  a 1400 bp fragm ent.  A 1400 bp PCR  product is only 

seen in lanes co n ta in in g  hum an  DNA  (H U M ) and DNA from  the orig inal Y A C  

( G 12). A lthough  very faint bands are seen in C F 2 5  and NM no product is seen with 

the m o n o -ch ro m o so m e  hybrid , P G M E , im p ly ing  that this end  o f  the Y A C  is not 

located in ch rom osom e 13.
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Two different pairs of primers had to be designed from the sequence obtained 
from the 1091 end of YAC G12 before specific PCR amplification could be produced. 
The position of the primers relative to the shorter human specific end-rescue fragment 
are shown diagrammatically in figure 3.37a, and it can be seen that a 220 bp fragment 
would be produced. Figure 3.37b shows the results of using primers G12R A and G12R 
B in the PCR screening of a panel of chromosome 13-specific somatic cell hybrids. 
The presence of a 220 bp band in hybrid CF25, from which FLTl is absent, suggests 
that the 1091 end of G12 is more telomeric than FLTl.

A schematic diagram of G12 is shown in figure 3.39 in which the relative 
positions of the CF25 breakpoint, FLTl, and the junction of the chromosome 13 and 
chromosome 2 portions of G12 are noted. Creating nested deletions of G 12 or using the 
YAC as a probe against the ICRF chromosome 13 specific cosmid library would 
enable the isolation of the most centromeric sequence in G 12, but these techniques are 
labour intensive. Section 3.9 describes additional chromosome 13 markers which map 
even closer to the telomeric end of the DG breakpoint than FLTl and it is envisaged 
that they will be used in the future to isolate further YACs which will hopefully cross 
the DG breakpoint.
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G 1 2  R A

1091 2 2 4

G 1 2  R B

220 bp

1 0 1 8  b p

5 1 7  b p

2 2 0  b p

Figure 3.37. T h e  position o f  the prim ers generated  fo r  the right hand end o f  Y A C  

G 12067 relative to the Y A C  vector sequence ( 1091 ) and the Riley vectorette  bubble 

sequence  (224) are show n in (a). W hen these p r im ers  w ere used in PCR screen ing  

they w ould  be expec ted  to am plify  a 220  bp band. T h e  correct sized band is seen in 

D N A  from hum an  (H U M ).  0 1 2  and all 5  o f  the ch ro m o so m e  13-specific som atic  

cell hybrids,  though  the bands in D G F 2 7 C I I  and  C F 2 7  are faint. T h e  p resence  o f  

this D N A  sequence  in hybrid C F 2 5  (from w hich  FL T I is absen t)  suggests  that this 

end o f  Y A C  G 12 is m ore  te lom eric  than F L T I .
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F ig u re  3.38. T he results o f  using Y A C  G 12067 as a probe for FISH against a normal 

m etaphase  spread. T he  chrom osom es are shown in red and the hybridisation signal is 

seen as y e l low /g reen  dots. T hree  hybrid isa tion  s ignals  are seen. T h e  tw o  u p p er  

s ignals are seen on the short arm o f  chrom osom e 2 and the low er signal (a rrow ed) is 

located on the proxim al 13q. T he o ther copy o f  ch ro m o so m e 13 is not seen on this 

m etaphase spread.
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G 1 2  L

I
CHR. 2

FLT1
CF25
BREAKPOINT

CHR. 13

G 1 2  R

CENTROMERE OF 13

Figure 3.39. Schem atic  representa tion  o f  Y A C  G 12067 (not d raw n to scale) show ing  

the re la tive  posit ions  o f  the breakpoin t in hybrid C F25 , the STS for F L T I  and  the end 

c lones .  T h e  left hand  end  (G 12L ) o f  the hum an  insert  w as on c h ro m o s o m e  2. U s in g  

tw o o ther STS it was possib le  to orientate this Y A C  on ch ro m o so m e  13 re la tive  to the 

b reak p o in t  in C F25. T h e  r igh t hand end o f  the Y A C  (G 12R ) w as  show n to be  p resen t  

in C F 2 5  ( f igu re  3 .37) bu t F L T I ,  the probe  with w h ich  G 12067 w as  iden tif ied ,  w as  

a b s e n t  f ro m  th is  hybrid .  T h e  m o s t  c e n tro m eric  s eq u e n ce  o f  the  c h r o m o s o m e  13 

c o m p o n e n t  o f  th is  Y A C  is in the m idd le  o f  the Y A C  n ex t  to the c h r o m o s o m e  2 

frag m en t ra ther  than at the end o f  the Y A C  w here  it could  be m ore  easily  rescued.
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3.8.7. Analysis of YAC s above the DG breakpoint
The only molecular marker from chromosome 13 that was absent from 

DGF27C11 was 3' Alu 66 and this probe was used to screen the ICRF YAC library by 
hybridisation. Five potential positive clones were identified of which only one, YAC 
A05136 (5136), was shown to contain 3' Alu 66 using both PCR and hybridisation. 
PFGE analysis of 5136 showed that it was 1.3 Mb long (figure 3.27) but, unlike G12, 
it did not appear to be chimeric by FISH and produced a discreet signal in 13ql2 alone 
(figure 3.40). STS for FLTI, 3' Alu 78 and 71 were not present in YAC 5136, but this 
did not necessarily mean that this YAC did not span the breakpoint.

In order to ascertain if 5136 did indeed cross the DG breakpoint, the ends of 
5136 were rescued by vectorette PCR. It can be seen from figure 3.41 that the 1091 end 
was 500 bp long but an extra band, 340 bp in length, was also seen on the agarose gel. 
Eco R1 digestion of this 500 bp product cleaved off the YAC vector sequence but the 
human specific insert then co-migrated with the contaminating 340 bp band. When the 
DNA corresponding to this band was isolated and hybridised to a mapping panel 
(figure 3.42) a faint band at 22 kb was seen in Hind III digested human DNA. In 
mouse 3T3 DNA a faint background smear was observed which was also seen in 
DGF27C11. Unexpectedly, a multi-band pattern was seen with AB1380 control DNA 
and, therefore, with all the YACs. In fact, the YAC that gave the strongest signal was 
not 5136, from which the end clone was derived, but A0483 a YAC that had been 
identified by 3' Alu 78. Initially it was thought that the primer pools had possibly been 
contaminated by A0483 DNA since experiments immediately preceding the end rescue 
of 5136 had used this YAC. YAC 5136 had been identified with 3' Alu 66 and YAC 
A0483 with 3' Alu 78, and these two probes were known to map a good distance apart, 
separated by the breakpoints in DGF27C11 and CF25. It seemed unlikely, therefore, 
that the 1091 end of 5136 had recognised homologous sequences in A0483. The 1091 
end of A0483 gave a very similar hybridisation pattern to that of 5136 (figure 3.33) 
and, at the time, this was taken as evidence that made the contamination theory more 
likely. However, since the completion of the thesis the full sequence of the 1091 end of 
5136 has been run against the EMBL database and it shows a 40% homology to a- 

satellite sequences, suggesting it may be anchored in the centromere.
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Figure 3.40. T h e  resu lts  o f  us ing  Y A C  A 0 5 1 3 6  as a p ro b e  fo r F IS H  ag a in s t  a 

norm al m e tap h ase  spread. T h e  ch ro m o so m es  are show n  in red and the hybrid isa tion  

s ignals  in yellow /green . T w o  hybrid isa tion  s ignals  are seen , both  on p rox im al 13q, 

with no cross-hybrid isation  seen on other ch ro m o so m es  su gges t ing  that this Y A C  is 

not chim eric .
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1091/224 HYAC-C/224

4 0 0  b p  

3 0 0  b p

1 .6  k b  
1 .3  k b

Figure 3.41. R esu lts  o f  the vec tore tte  end  rescue o f  Y A C  A 05 1 3 6 .  U sing  prim ers  

to the right hand end  (1091) o f  the Y A C  vector and to the vec torette  bubb le  (224) a 

4 0 0  bp fragm en t is o b ta in ed  but there is a lso  a c o n tam in a t in g  300  bp band (both 

arrow ed  on the left). W h en  the 4 0 0  bp end  rescue p roduc t  is d iges ted  w ith  E co  R1 

the resu lting  h u m an  f rag m en t  over lie s  the c o n tam in a t in g  band . T h e  H Y A C -C  end  

rescue p roduc t  is 1.6 kb  long and  d iges t ion  w ith  Eco R 1 re leases  a 1.3 kb  hu m an  

fragm ent (both a rrow ed  on the right).
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In order to try and isolate a unique probe for the 1091 end of 5136 the vectorette 
end-rescue procedure was repeated using Hinf 1 to digest the YAC DNA. The resulting 
end rescue fragment was smaller than that obtained with Rsa 1 and, when it was used 
as a probe, it behaved as a repetitive sequence. A third attempt to generate a unique 
hybridisation probe from the 1091 end of 5136 involved using Alu-vector PCR as 
described in section 3.8.5. However, as shown in figure 3.30, no extra bands were 
generated when Alu and 1091 primers were used in combination compared to when 
Alu primers were used alone. This suggested that no Alu sequences existed within 
about 3 kb of the 1091 end of 5136 and meant that a useful probe for this end of the 
YAC could not be derived by this technique.

The HYAC-C end of 5136 was a 1.6 kb fragment and the human insert released 
after Eco R1 digestion was 1.3 kb (figure 3.41). When used as a probe, this end 
recognised 5136 strongly, but only gave a faint band in human DNA. Unfortunately, a 
smear of strong cross hybridisation was seen with mouse DNA (figure 3.42) making it 
impossible to determine the presence or absence of this probe in the human/mouse 
hybrid DGF27C11.

Both the 1091 and HYAC-C ends of 5136 were, therefore, sequenced in order to 
try to obtain unique STS. The ends were amplified using biotinylated bubble primer 
(224) and non-biotinylated primers for each of the YAC ends (1091 or HYAC-C) in 
two separate PCR reactions. The DNA strands were separated and the positive strand 
was captured on streptavidin coated magnetic beads as described in section 2.8. Each 
strand was then sequenced using the internal primers shown in figure 3.35. The 
HYAC-C end was sequenced in both directions; from the YAC vector (HYAC-C) and 
the bubble (224) ends. Three separate primers were developed and their position 
relative to each other is shown diagrammatically in figure 3.43.
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Figure 3.42. Results  o f  using the hum an specific  fragm ents  o f  the left and righ t hand  

en d s  o f  Y A C  A 0 5 1 3 6  as p robes  in S ou thern  hybrid isa t ion .  T h e  r igh t h a n d (1 0 9 1 )  

end , show n  in the upper pho tograph , g ives a faint band w ith  h u m an  D N A  (a rrow ed) 

bu t on ly  b ac k g ro u n d  sm ears  in 3T3 and D G F 2 7 C 1 1. T h e re  is a s trong  m u lt i -b an d  

pattern  in the yeast host (AB138()) D N A  and all o f  the Y A C s,  the s tronges t  being  in 

Y A C  A 0483 . T h is  is poss ib ly  due to cross  hybr id isa tion  o f  the co n tam in a t in g  band  

seen in t lgu re  3 .40 though  a m ore likely exp lana tion  is that  the probe  is ac ting  as a 

low  grade  repeat. T h e  left hand  (H Y A C -C ) end , sh o w n  in the low er p h o to g rap h ,  

g ives  a fa in t band  w ith  h u m an  D N A , a s trong  band  in the Y A C  from w hich  it was 

der iv ed  and  su ch  s trong  b ack g ro u n d  in 3T3 that the p re sen ce  o r  ab se n ce  o f  this 

sequence  can n o t  be determ ined  in the hybrid D G F 2 7 C 11.
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5 1 3 6  L B

HYAC-C

5 1 3 6  L C

2 2 4

5 1 3 6  L D

1 2 0  b p

1 4 0 0  b p

co

5 1 3 6  L B & C

ir>
!£ S  ^ N  Z

CM <

1 2 0  b p

5 1 3 6  L B & D

O  m

1 .4  k b

Figure 3.43. A diag ram  (above)  o f  the left hand (H Y A C -C ) end o f  Y A C  A 0 5 I3 6  

show ing  the position  o f  the p rim ers  used in P C k  analysis .  T he two pho tographs 

show the results obta ined  when these primers w ere used to screen a chrom osom e 13- 

specif ic  som atic  cell hybrid  m ap p in g  panel. Prin ters  B and C generated  a 120 bp 

product (a rrow ed , upper photo) w hereas  using prim ers  B and D a  1.4 kb fragment 

w as am plified  (a rrow ed , low er photo). Prim ers B and D gave a background m ulti

band pattern in all lanes. Both sets o f  printers am plified  products that m apped to the 

san te  p o s i t io n  as 3 ' A lu  66: p re sen t  in N M  but ab se n t  in D G F 2 7 C I I .
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Primer 5136 LB (left, B) was derived from the end of the human fragment in 
5136 that was closest to the cloning site of the pYAC4 vector. Primer 5136 L.C. (left, 
C) was derived from a sequence 120 bp into the human fragment and primer 5136 L.D. 
(left, D) from section of the end clone next to the bubble. Using primers 5136 L B and 
C a 120 bp product, corresponding to the end of the HYAC-C end-rescue product 
closest to the pYAC4 cloning site, was obtained using PCR. When mapped on a panel 
of chromosome 13 specific somatic cell hybrids the 120 bp band was found to be 
absent from DGF27C11 but present in NM as shown in figure 3.43. Hence, this STS 
for the HYAC-C end-rescue product did not cross the breakpoint and mapped to the 
same position on the panel as 3' Alu 66, the probe with which 5136 had been identified. 
As shown in the lower photograph in figure 3.43, a PCR product corresponding to the 
full length of the HYAC-C human insert of 5136 could be amplified using primers 
5136 L B and D. This STS mapped to the same position as the smaller STS (amplified 
using primers 5136 LB and C) although the results were made more difficult to 
interpret by the presence of smaller, background bands. Neither of these STS were 
present in YAC G12 proving that the most centromeric sequence of G 12 was not 
present in the left hand end of 5136 (data not shown). Although the STS for the 
HYAC-C end of 5136 had not crossed the DG breakpoint they did enable a YAC walk 
to be undertaken, although there was no way of knowing if the walk was proceeding 
towards or away from the breakpoint. Primers 5136 B and C were used to screen the 
ICRF YAC library and five potential positive clones were identified. These clones had 
not yet arrived at the end of my thesis, but will be analysed in the same way as the 
other YACs described in this thesis.

The 1091 (right hand) end of 5136 contained a human insert of only 114 bp, all 
of which could be sequenced from one direction. The full length sequence is shown in 
figure 3.44. This figure also notes the position of the 6 primers that were designed to 
try and generate a unique STS from this end-rescue fragment. No combination of these 
six primers led to the amplification of a unique PCR product. This was probably due to 
the fact that the 1091 end of 5136 was a repetitive fragment, as had been suggested by 
the hybridisation data.
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G  A T  c

5 1 3 6

2 2 4

5 1 3 6  R E

3 2 5 4 7

3 3 8 0 6

3 2 5 4 6 I- 5 1 3 6  R D

C L O N IN G  S IT E

Figure 3.44. T he full length D N A  sequence  o f  the hum an  specific insert o f  

the right hand  (1091) end  o f  Y A C  5136. T h e  positions o f  all the prim ers  that 

were deve loped  to try and obtain a specific STS are show n. No com bination  

o f  prim ers p roduced  a unique PCR product.
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The fact that the right hand end of 5136 was a repetitive sequence made it 
impossible to determine whether the end of this YAC crossed the DG breakpoint, or if 
it was present in YAC 012. If the right hand end of 5136 overlapped with the proximal 
'internal' fragment of YAC 012 then one or other YAC must have crossed the DO 
breakpoint. In an attempt to solve this, Alu fingerprints were obtained for both YACs 
using various Alu primers. If the fingerprints obtained from two YACs using PCR 
shared a number of bands it would imply that they shared a common DNA sequence. 
As seen in figure 3.32 (which shows the similarity between the fingerprints obtained 
from various YACs using two different Alu primers) the use of more than one Alu 
primer increases the certainty that two YACs really do contain identical sequences. 
Hence, fingerprints were obtained from the two YACs using primers 3' Alu, BK33, Alu 
IV alone and a combination of AluIV and BK33 primers. The banding patterns 
obtained (data not shown) were very different and there were no bands of identical size 
in both YACs which would warrant sub cloning and further analysis.

YAC 5136 had been identified by screening the ICRF YAC library by 
hybridisation. Screening the library using PCR identified a second YAC, HI 1111. PCR 
analysis showed that the left hand end of 5136 was not present in HI 1111 and this new 
YAC is either completely contained within 5136 or overlaps its repetitive right hand 
end. Either way, rescuing the ends of HI 1111 may allow YAC walking in the opposite 
direction to that made possible by the STS for the left hand end of 5136. A 900 bp 
human fragment was isolated from the right hand (1091) end of HI 1111 and a 550 bp 
human sequence from the left (HYAC-C). Both gave repetitive signals when used as 
probes for Southern hybridisation and their presence in DOF27C11 and YAC 5136 
could not be assessed. Both are being sequenced in order to try and develop unique 
STS for the ends.

A different approach is also being taken using 5136, 012 and HI 1111. All these 
YACs are to be used as probes in FISH experiments using the lymphoblastoid cell line 
from DO . If any of these YACs crosses the breakpoint by 5 kb or more, signal should 
be seen on both derivative chromosomes as well as the normal chromosome 13.
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3.9. ANALYSIS OF FURTHER MARKERS FROM 13ql2

During the course of this study, four additional molecular markers from 13ql2 
have recently become available. None of these have, as yet, been used to screen the 
ICRF YAC library. Two probes (cl2.2 and FLT3) were provided by Dr. D. Shapiro of 
St. Jude's Hospital, Memphis and the primer sequences of the other two (D13S115 and 
D13S120) have just been published (Bowcock et al, 1992). Figure 3.45 shows the 
results of screening the chromosome 13 specific mapping panel with STS for D13S115 
and D13S120. D13S115, also known as MS34, is present in NM but absent in 
DGF27C11 and, therefore, maps to the same region as 3' Alu 66. D13S120, also called 
1353, is present in all the hybrids on the chromosome 13 specific mapping panel and 
maps to the same position as 3' Alu 78 and 71. Neither is present in YACs 5136 or 
G 12. The genetic distance between D13S115 and D13S120 is an estimated 15 cM 
which conesponds to a physical distance of about 15 Mb. It is unlikely, therefore, that 
D13S120 will be of use in mapping the DG breakpoint.

This has to be contrasted with data from the other probes that have been recently 
acquired. FLT3, another member of the FLT family of oncogenes, also maps to 13ql2, 
and is thought to be 350 kb more centromeric than FLTI ( (Rosnet et al, 1993) and Dr. 
Shapiro pers. comm.). Both FLTI and FLT3 were originally isolated from rodent cells 
and the mouse and human sequences are homologous for much of their lengths. From 
Dr. Shapiro we had access to the FLT3 cDNA (pTH3L) and a FLT3 cosmid (cl72B2). 
The FLT3 cDNA was used as a probe against blots of human, 3T3 and DGF27C11 
DNA. The signal strength was very low in the human lane and in the lanes from both 
mouse and DGF27C11 a stronger signal was seen, which was taken to be rodent in 
origin (data not shown). The sequence of the FLT3 cDNA has been published (Rosnet 
et al, 1991) and I developed primers from the 3' untranslated region of the sequence 
(which would be more likely to approximate the genomic DNA than sequence from the 
coding region) which recognised a 300 bp STS. This STS was present in mouse and 
hamster DNA and hence gave signal in all the rodent/human hybrids. However, it was 
absent in the yeast host, AB1380, and YACs 5136 and G 12 (figure 3.46a). Screening 
the ICRF YAC library with this STS should allow a FLT3 YAC to be identified which 
will be closer to the breakpoint than YAC G12 (which was identified by FLTI). 
However, data from the second marker obtained from Dr. Shapiro makes it is unlikely 
that the oncogene FLT3 itself has been disrupted by the DG breakpoint. Using high 
definition FISH analysis, he identified a cosmid, cl2.2, which mapped 450 kb 
centromeric to FLT3. When this cosmid was used as a probe (with Cot 1 competition) 
against a blot of Eco R1 digested DNA strong signal was seen both in human and 
DGF27C11. This blot is shown in figure 3.46b. In order to obtain a single copy probe
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from c.12.2, the cosmid was digested with Eco R l, the products of the digest separated 
by gel electrophoresis and blotted. When the blot was probed with total human DNA, 
only one band that was visible on UV transillumination of the ethidium bromide 
stained gel did not hybridise to sheared human DNA. When DNA from this was used 
as a probe it acted as a low grade repeat but did produce signal from DGF27C11. It is 
likely, therefore, that cl2.2 maps below the DG breakpoint and constitutes the closest 
telomeric marker. Figure 3.47 shows the order of molecular markers relative to each 
other and to the breakpoints of hybrids NM, DGF27C11 and CF25. Genetic and 
physical distances are noted where they are known. FISH data from St. Jude's puts 
c l2.2 about 250 kb away from 3' Alu 66 making it very likely that YACs can be 
obtained which contain both flanking markers and, therefore, the breakpoint junction 
fragment from DG.
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F ig u r e  3.45. I hc results o f  screening a ch ro m o so m e  13-specific som atic cell hybrid 

m app ing  panel and Y A C  0 1 2 0 6 7  with STS fo r  D I 3 S I  15 and D I 3 S 1 2 0  . D I 3 S I 15 

(u p p e r  pho tog raph)  is present in NM  (a rrow ed) but absen t in C F 2 5  and D G F 2 7 C 1 1 

and so m aps to the sam e region as 3' A lu  66. D I3 S 1 2 0  ( lo w er  pho tograph) is present 

in all the hybrids  (band arrow ed) and , therefore , m aps  to sam e region as 3' Alu 78 

and 71.
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Figure 3.46.a. Screening a series of somatic cell hybrids and YACs with an STS for 

the 3' untranslated region of FLl'3. A 237 bp band (arrowed) is preseit in mouse 

(3T3) and hamster (CH) DNA and, therefore, is seen in all the rocent/human 

hybrids. No amplification is seen in the yeast host (ABI380) or YACs A05I36 and 

012067.
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Figure 3.46.b. Results of using the cosmid, c l2.2 (with Cot 1 DNA com)ctition) as 

a probe for Southern hybridisation against a blot of Rsa I digested DNA The DNA 

samples were human (HUM), mouse (3T3), a somatic cell hybrid contaning all of 

chromosome 13 (POME), DGF27C1 I and two YACs, A0483 and A Of] 36. Some 

repetitive smearing is seen and the human lane is 'burnt out' but an band « kb in size 

(arrowed) is seen in human, DGF27C11 and faintly in PGME, but not it mouse or 

the two YACs.
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Figure 3.47. A diagram showing the relative position of the molecular 

mai'kers that most closely flank the DG breakpoint and the breakpoints in 

hybrids NM, DGF27C11 and CF25. Genetic and physical distances are 

included where they aie known. The map positions of the STS derived from 

the left hand end of YAC A05136 (5136 L B&D) and the right hand end of 

YAC G 12067 (G12 R A&B) are also shown.
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3.10 ANALYSIS OF CANDIDATE GENES AROUND THE DG BREAKPOINT

The only candidate genes that map near to the DG breakpoint on chromosome 
13 are FLTI and FLT3 which are discussed in sections 3.8 and 3.9. respectively. On 
chromosome 1 two potentially important genes map to lq22; the gene for the neural 
associated stem cell leukaemia factor, NSCL-1 and the oncogene cSKI

NSCL-1 maps to lq22. The sequence of the cDNA is published and there is 
much less homology to rodent sequences in both 3' and 5' untranslated regions than in 
the open reading frame (Lipkowitz et al, 1992). I attempted to derive unique STS from 
each untranslated region as if one was present in DGF27C11 and one was not, it would 
be conclusive evidence that the DG breakpoint interrupts this gene. The 5' untranslated 
region was very GC rich and the initial primers, which attempted to amplify a 400 bp 
fragment, gave smears due to secondary structure formation. Increasing the annealing 
temperature of the PCR reaction, adding 10% di-methyl sulphoxide (DMSO) or adding 
a commercially available inhibitor of secondary structure formation (Perfect Match) all 
failed to resolve the problem. The primers were remade to only amplify a 200 bp 
fragment and gave a unique STS. The opposite problem was encountered in the 3' 
untranslated region. In an attempt to develop an STS that extended right to the end of 
the recorded sequence, the initial primers included the first few bases of the long poly- 
A tail and no product was obtained. Moving the primers 200 bp away from the tail 
resulted in the amplification of unique product. Neither product was found in mouse 
making both STS useful for screening somatic cell hybrids but, as shown in figure 
3.48, neither produced a product from DGF27C11 indicating that the whole of this 
gene is telomeric to the DG breakpoint.

The second candidate gene is the oncogene, cSKI (Sutrave and Hughes, 1991), 
which is present in DGF27C11 (figure 3.6). The probe is a full length cDNA and figure 
3.49 shows the results of probing a Pst 1 digested blot with this sequence. The 
lymphoblastoid cell line from the patient shows no rearrangement and the pattern seen 
in DGF27C11 is a composite of mouse and human bands. Instances have been reported 
of abnormalities in genes which do not cause obvious changes in the patterns obtained 
using cDNA hybridisation. I decided, therefore, to identify YACs containing cSKI and 
ascertain of they crossed the DG breakpoint. Screening the ICRF YAC library with the 
cDNA probe for cSKI resulted in 4 potential positive clones. cDNA probes do give 
weaker signal than genomic probes and the positives were faint, so it is, perhaps, not 
surprising that further analysis revealed that none of these contained the cDNA 
sequence. The sequence of the chicken cSKI gene is available on the EMBL database 
(EMBL ref.: GDCSKI3) and I derived a 420 bp STS from the 3' untranslated region of 
this sequence. The STS gave identical size bands in human, mouse and hamster DNA 
so it was useless for screening somatic cell hybrids. However, as no signal was seen in
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AB1380, the STS for cSKI could be used to screen YAC libraries by PCR. A single 
YAC, E0851, was obtained from the ICRF YAC library. It is 350 kb long and rescuing 
the ends by vectorette PCR produced a 344 bp human fragment from the 1091 end and 
a 750 bp human sequence from the HYAC-C end. When the 1091 end was used as to 
probe a blot containing DNA from human, mouse, DGF27C11, yeast host and YAC 
E0851, a 1.4 kb band was seen in the human lane, but not in the lanes containing 
DGF27C11 or mouse DNA. On the same blot, an 8 kb band was seen in YAC E0851 
but not in the yeast host (data not shown). The relevance of this finding is unclear. It 
may be that YAC E0851 spans the DG breakpoint and that the SKI oncogene has been 
disrupted by the translocation. However, it is also possible that YAC E0851 is chimeric 
and the HYAC-C end is derived from a different chromosome, explaining its absence 
in DGF27C11. This needs to be investigated further by sequencing the HYAC-C end of 
E0851 and developing STS for it as described for YACs G 12 and 5136. The HYAC-C 
end of E0851 behaves as a high grade repeat and there is little chance of generating a 
useful molecular marker from it, even if it is sequenced. Using E0851 as a probe for 
FISH against the lymphoblastoid cell line from DG will also be done as this YAC 
potentially crosses the DG breakpoint. It is envisaged that both the positional cloning 
approach and the assessment of the role of candidate genes will proceed in tandem in 
order to try and clone the DG breakpoint junction and ascertain if genes important in 
Nb development have been disrupted by this genetic change.
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pho to) un trans la ted  reg ions  o f the NSC L 1 gene to m ap DCÎF27C1 1. S ing le  bands 

(a rrow ed) are seen in the lanes in w hich hum an genom ic  D N A  (H U M ) w as  used as 

the tem pla te  for the PCR reaction. No signal is p roduced  in D G F 2 7 C 1 1 by e i th e r  

STS ind icating  that the w hole  ol the N S C L l gene is m ore  te lom eric  on ch ro m o so m e  

1 then the D G F  breakpoin t.  The background sm ear ing  seen w hen  the p i im e rs  to r  the 

5' un transla ted  reg ion  were used is due to secondary  s tructure  I'ormation in this very 

G C  rich region.
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H U M A N
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B A N D S

Figure 3.49. Results ut using a cDNA probe for cSKI to probe a blot of Pst 1 

digested DNA from human (HUM), the lymphoblastoid cell line from patient, DG 

(ET72A), mouse (3T3) and DGF27C1 1. Three bands (arrowed on left) are seen in 

human DNA and an identical pattern of bands is seen in ET72A. Two different sized 

bands (arrowed on right) are seen in mouse. All five bands are seen in DGF27C11, 

indicating that cSKI is present in this hybrid.
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DISCUSSION

4.0 OVERVIEW
The aim of this thesis has been to isolate and characterise the breakpoint 

junction fragment of a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) found in a patient with 
ganglioneuroblastoma. Two approaches were taken. The majority of the study 
concentrated on attempting to clone the breakpoint junction fragment in order to 
ascertain if a gene or genes important in neural development have been disrupted by 
this genetic change. This approach, called positional cloning, has been successful in the 
past in identifying a number of genes important in the development of malignancy 
(section 1.7). The second approach was to identify known, candidate genes in the 
vicinity of the DG breakpoint and investigate whether they have been disrupted by the 
translocation in this patient. Only those genes which code for proteins important in 
neural development or the control of cell growth would be investigated. The basis of 
both approaches is the assumption that the translocation observed in DG predisposed 
him to the development of ganglioneuroblastoma.

4.1 CONSTITUTIONAL CHROMOSOME ABNORMALITIES
In patients with genetic disease, analysis of constitutional chromosome 

abnormalities has proved to be a useful way of identifying the position of genes 
responsible for the phenotype (section 1.6.4). However, if the t(l;13)(q22;ql2) was a 
normal variant or if incidence of constitutional chromosome changes in the normal 
population was high, detailed investigation of a single case of a translocation involving 
a chromosomal region not previously implicated in Nb development would be difficult 
to justify.

Seven population studies on the frequency of constitutional chromosome 
abnormalities have been performed (reviewed in Tawn and Earl, 1992). Five of the 
studies were performed in newborns, one in 7-8 year old children and one in normal 
adults. The frequency of constitutional abnormalities of the autosomes varied between 
0.22% to 0.72%. The inv(9)(pll;ql3) has been excluded from these figures as it is 
thought to be a polymorphic variant (Tawn and Earl, 1992). Translocations are the most 
frequently seen karyotypic change, comprising 85% of the abnormalities seen. 
Robertsonian translocations were identified in 0.09% (Hook and Hamerton, 1977) to 
0.22% (Hansteen et al, 1982) of normal individuals although the consequences of these 
is unknown as the genetic material is unlikely to be rearranged. In the normal 
population the frequency of reciprocal translocations is between 0.09% (Hook and 
Hamerton, 1977) and 0.25% (Tawn and Earl, 1992). Although the figure of 0.09% 
comes from the largest study (56,952 individuals) its accuracy is suspect as the study
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analysed unbanded karyotypes. Hook (1989) reviewed his previous data and concluded 
that although banding was not necessary to detect Robertsonian translocations, 51% of 
balanced reciprocal translocations would be missed if banding was not performed. 
Extra, structurally abnormal, chromosomes and autosomal pericentric inversions 
together account for less than 15% of the abnormalities of karyotype identified.

A small study of 329 adult patients with a variety of solid tumours (Richard et 
al, 1992) concluded that the frequency of karyotype abnormalities is increased in 
patients with malignancy. Four translocations were seen; two balanced reciprocal 
translocations (t(3;15)(ql3.3;q21), t(3;6)(ql3.3;q22)) and two Robertsonian 
translocations (both of which were t(13q;14q)). The incidence of abnormalities of 
constitutional karyotype was 1.22%, six fold higher than reported in normal individuals. 
However, these results should be interpreted with caution as the number of individuals 
studied was relatively small. In patients with haematological malignancies the 
frequency of congenital chromosome abnormalities was twice that of the normal 
population but this increase was not thought to be statistically significant (Alimena et 
al, 1985, Beneitez et al, 1987). Constitutional chromosome translocations are, 
therefore, relatively infrequent in both the general population and in patients with 
malignancy. The t(l;13)(q22;ql2) has not been previously reported in normal 
individuals. Taken together, these facts support the notion that the rearrangement is 
causally related to the phenotype.

Very little data exists on the incidence of abnormalities of constitutional 
karyotype in patients with Nb. The latest of only two published studies three 
constitutional translocations were found in 44 patients, a frequency of 6.8% (Bown et 
al, 1993). Two of the three translocations were inherited from a normal parent and the 
third, a t(2;ll)(p23;q22) appeared to be a de novo case. All three patients had stage 4 
Nb. The earlier study (Moorhead and Evans, 1980) found two reciprocal, balanced 
translocations in 37 patients with Nb. One patient, with stage II Nb, had a t(4;7) which 
was present in unaffected relatives. The second patient presented with 
ganglioneuroblastoma and carried a t(ll;16)(q23;q24); a genetic change that was also 
identified in the patient's unaffected mother. Patient DG, however, is the sole member 
of his nuclear family carrying the t(l;13)(q22;ql2). The balanced, reciprocal 
translocation he carries either represents a previously unreported, random genetic event 
or a true, predisposing mutation. The decision to investigate the breakpoint so 
intensively is undeniably a 'high risk' strategy, but potentially offers a way of 
identifying a gene important in the development of 'low grade' Nb.
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4.2 GENERATING FLANKING MOLECULAR MARKERS.

4.2.1 X phage analysis.
The initial attempts at deriving molecular markers that closely flanked the DG 

breakpoint involved screening X phage libraries. Using a commercially available 
chromosome 13 specific X phage library (sections 2.9 and 3.3.1) the titre of phage 

obtained was similar to that quoted in the manufacturer's literature. However, the non
recombination rate was four times higher than that quoted by the supplier (68% as 
opposed to 14%). It is not clear why so many X phage clones did not contain human 

DNA. One would imagine that, if the library had degraded or if it had been used 
incorrectly, the titre of phage obtained would have also decreased. It could be that the 
sample of 24 clones was sufficiently small for a disproportionate number of non
recombinants to have been selected by chance. With X phage there is no counterpart of 
the X-gal colour selection system which allows identification of bacterial colonies 
containing plasmids into which insert DNA has successfully been cloned. As only six 
clones were investigated, sample size may also explain why all the clones from which 
human DNA was successfully isolated acted as repetitive sequences . The proportion of 
repetitive clones will vary according to the region under study but as the library was 
made from all of chromosome 13, small inter-regional variations should not have had 
an effect. If X phage analysis had been the only way to derive chromosome 13 specific 

sequences, much more intensive efforts would have been put into optimising the use of 
this, or other, X phage hbraries. The major disadvantage of using these hbraries was that 

the cloned sequences could have been located anywhere on chromosome 13. However, 
in early 1989 the technique of Alu-PCR was described (Nelson et al, 1989)and seemed 
to offer a rapid method of cloning molecular markers derived solely from the region of 
interest.

4.2.2 The Alu repeat family
Repetitive DNA sequences constitute 25-30% of the human genome. Some 

DNA repeats are clusters of relatively short sequences and are not interspersed with 
other sequence types. These clusters are generally located at the centromeres and 
telomeres of chromosomes and are thought to have a structural role, though their 
precise function is unknown. Other repetitive elements are interspersed throughout the 
genome. Minor families such as the 'mini-satellite' sequences (Jeffreys et al, 1985) or 
the variable number tandem repeats (VNTR) sequences (Nakamura et al, 1987) make 
up only a small proportion of the interspersed repetitive DNA. The two major families 
are the Alu and LINE sequences and it is these repetitive elements that have been so
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valuable in the cloning of human DNA fragments from complex sources using the 
technique of Interspersed Repetitive Sequence PCR (IRS-PCR).

Alu is the commonest family of short interspersed repetitive sequences in the 
human genome. In humans each Alu element is a dimer, 300 bp in length, composed of 
two monomers separated by a poly(A) sequence. A poly (A) tract is also found at the 3' 
end of the Alu element and the regions flanking the Alu repeats are often AT rich 
(Jelinek and Schmid, 1982). The monomers are not identical. The left hand monomer 
is 130 bp long but the right hand monomer is 161 bp in length as it contains a 31 bp 
insertion. In rodents, Alu sequences exist as a 120 bp monomer and there is significant 
sequence divergence between the human and rodent Alu repeats (Britten et al, 1988). 
Alu sequences have broad homology with the 7 si RNA, an abundant cytoplasmic RNA 
which functions as a component of the signal recognition particle that mediates the 
translocation of secretory particles across the endoplasmic reticulum (Ullu and Tschudi, 
1984). It is likely that the genes coding for 7 si RNA formed the first Alu repeat 
sequences. Alu is not a single sequence and, within humans, can be divided into distinct 
sub-families; Alu J and Alu S. The Alu S family itself can be further divided into three 
groups; a, b, and c (Jurka and Smith, 1988) and many smaller variations exist within 
each group. Other authors have identified the same sequence divergence but have given 
the sub-families different names (classes I-IV)(Britten et al, 1988). The Alu families 
retain strong homology to each other and a consensus sequence has been derived 
(Kariya et al, 1987). The average sequence homology between 125 different Alu family 
members was 84% (Jurka and Smith, 1988) but certain parts of the Alu element have 
been found to be highly conserved. The two most highly conserved regions are 
nucleotides 23-47 and 245-260 (Kariya et al, 1987).

There are 9x10^ copies of the Alu repeat in the human haploid genome which 
constitutes approximately 10% of the total DNA (Britten et al, 1988). If Alu elements 
were randomly distributed there would be an Alu repeat in every 4 kb of genomic 
DNA, but, in fact, Alu rich and Alu poor regions exist. In the Alu poor regions 
individual Alu elements are 10 kb or more apart, whereas in areas which are Alu rich 
the average spacing is 1 kb or less. Where repeats are less than 500 bp apart they are 
preferentially orientated in the same direction (Moyzis et al, 1989).

The biology of LINES differs substantially from that of Alu. The major human 
LINES family is LI or Kpn 1 and has a consensus sequence of 6.4 kb. Although most 
LINES have an identical 3' end, many family members have deletions or 
rearrangements of the 5' section of the sequence. Although there are 1x10^ copies of 
the 5' end of the LI sequence per haploid genome the 3' end is found five times more
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frequently than this (Singer and Skowronski, 1985). When Alu and LINES sequences 
are used as probes for in-situ hybridisation, both are fifty times under-represented in 
centromeric and telomeric regions. However, they are inversely represented along the 
rest of the chromosomal structure with LI sequences found in the Giemsa/Quinacrine 
positive bands and Alu sequences hybridising strongly to the Giemsa/Quinacrine 
negative or Reverse bands (Korenberg and Rykowski, 1988). This difference in 
chromosomal location is important to bear in mind when choosing which repetitive 
element to use as the basis of IRS-PCR cloning.

The DG breakpoint on chromosome 13 is in 13q 12, a Giemsa-negative band and 
a region shown to be Alu rich using in-situ hybridisation . Therefore, I decided to use 
primers to one or other end of the Alu sequence to amplify fragments of genomic DNA 
from a suitable template using IRS-PCR.

4.2.3 Choice o f Alu primer
The ideal Alu primer for these circumstances would amplify only sequences of 

human origin, but also recognise as broad a range of sub-families of the human Alu 
repeat as possible. Primers derived from the 3' end of the Alu sequence will amplify 
genomic DNA which is found between Alu elements whose 3' ends point towards each 
other. Conversely, primers to the 5' end of the Alu repeat will amplify an entirely 
different set of genomic fragments, those found between Alu elements whose 5' ends 
are orientated towards each other (fig. 3.7). Due to the limited proficiency of Taq DNA 
polymerase, the maximum size of fragment we could expect to amplify would be 
around 3 kb. It is unlikely, therefore, that this method will amplify any genomic 
sequences from Alu poor regions in which individual Alu elements can be up to 10 kb 
apart. Using a single Alu primer, the number of genomic sequences amplified from very 
Alu rich regions may also be low because the Alu elements are often orientated in the 
same direction. Clearly, Alu-PCR does not provide anything approaching complete 
representation of the genomic DNA in the template, but, if the primers and the DNA 
template are chosen with care, it does allow rapid amplification of a selection of 
sequences from the region of interest.

The consensus Alu sequence derived by Kariya et al (Kariya et al, 1987) and the 
relative position of the Alu primers available at the time I made the Alu-PCR libraries 
are shown in figure 4.1. The primers to the 3' end of the Alu repeat were TC65 (Nelson 
et al, 1989), Alu I and Alu IV (Cotter et al, 1990). Of these, Alu IV is the closest to the 
3' end of the Alu repeat and TC65 is the furthest away. The proximity of a primer to the 
end of the Alu element is an important consideration as the inter-Alu fragments that are 
amplified by Alu-PCR will have Alu 'tails' at either end. If these tails are long, the 
resulting cloned sequences may act as repetitive probes even if the genomic inter-Alu 
fragments are unique. Alu I encompasses nucleotides 245-260 which are highly
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conserved between Alu sub-families. However, even the extreme 3' end of the Alu 
sequence is relatively well conserved and I decided that on theoretical grounds Alu IV 
offered the best balance between encompassing the maximum number of Alu elements 
and generating single copy probes and used a variant of this primer, Alu 8559 which 
comprises Alu IV with a restriction enzyme recognition site at the 3' end.
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Figure 4.1. A diagram of the consensus Alu sequence (Kariya et al,'87) showing the position and orientation of the Alu primers 

discussed in section 4.2.3 (after Nelson,'91). The Alu sequence is shown 5' to 3* with selected nucleotides numbered. The two highly 

conserved regions are shown in bold type. The Alu primers are shown by arrows, which also denote the direction of extension in PCR 

reactions. The arrows that point to the left represent primers whose actual sequence is the reverse complement of the sequence shown.



For the 5' end of the Alu sequence the situation differed in that, although 
nucleotides 23-47 were highly conserved, nucleotides 1-20 were deleted in twelve of 
the fifty different Alu family members studied by Kariya et al (Kariya et al, 1987).. 
Primer 517 (Nelson et al, 1989) was actually closer to the 3' end of the Alu consensus 
than to the 5' end and would amplify 237 nucleotides of the Alu sequence at each end of 
the inter-Alu fragment. Any fragments cloned after amplification with the 517 primer 
would almost definitely act as repetitive sequences. Alu III (Cotter et al, 1990) is a 21 
mer, 62 nucleotides from the 5' end of the Alu consensus sequence and an in ter-Alu 
fragment generated by this primer would contain 82 nucleotides of the Alu sequence at 
each end and may act as repetitive probes. Alu 5 (Breukel et al, 1990), situated at the 5' 
end of the Alu repeat (nucleotides 1-20), would be deleted in 24% of Alu family 
members and is likely to amplify fewer inter-Alu fragments than the other primers. 
Primer 278 (Nelson et al, 1989) encompasses the highly conserved bases 23-47 but 
does not include the first 20 nucleotides of the Alu repeat. I used a variant of this 
primer, Alu 5684, extended in order to try and increase the species specificity (Cotter, 
pers. comm.).

4.2.4 Choice of template DNA
The ideal template for the Alu-PCR library would include 13ql2 (the region of 

the DG breakpoint) but as little extra human chromosome material as possible. 
Rodent/human somatic cell hybrids containing deleted portions of chromosome 13 
fulfilled these criteria. If the Alu primers used were human-specific, no rodent 
sequences would be amplified and, therefore, all the PCR products would come from 
the human chromosome segments contained in each hybrid. Three hybrids were 
considered; KSF39C6, RHF14 and ICO, all shown diagrammatically in figure 3.5. ICO 
is a hamster/human somatic cell hybrid containing 13pter-13ql4 as its only human 
component. KSF39C6 and RHF14 also contained 13pter-13ql4 and the breakpoints in 
13ql4 were more centromeric than that of ICD. However, less was known about the 
other human chromosome content in KSF39C6 and RHF14 contained and by using ICD 
any human specific sequences generated had to come from chromosome 13.

4.2.5 Alu-PCR amplification- discussion of results
An Alu-PCR reaction was performed using the 3' Alu primer (Alu 8559) and 

genomic DNA from ICD as the template. The PCR products were cloned into a plasmid 
vector, characterised and used as probes for Southern hybridisation (sections 2.6 and 
3.3.2). The resulting clones were all human-specific, not even those which acted as 
repetitive sequences in human hybridised to genomic DNA from mouse 3T3 or Chinese 
hamster. The close proximity of the Alu 8559 primer to the 3' end of the Alu sequence 
obviated the need to routinely use competitive DNA 'blocking'. All the autoradiographs
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shown in figure 3.15. were obtained without any competitive DNA being used and with 
only moderately stringent washing of the hybridisation filter. Although the human lanes 
of probes 3'Alu 62 and 71 show some background smearing which may have been 
reduced with the use of Cot 1 competition, no smearing is seen in the lanes from the 
hybrid DGF27C11. The advantage of not routinely using competition is not just based 
on considerations of time and cost but, more importantly, competitive DNA may 
decrease the signal strength in already weak hybridisations. Indeed, the major problem 
of using 3'Alu PCR products as probes in Southern hybridisation was the possibility of 
false negative results (section 3.7) and the routine use of competitive DNA may further 
exacerbate this problem.

Using the Alu 8559 primer, however, was not an unqualified success. The 
problem was that a small number of sequences dominated the library. Only six different 
sequences (3'Alu 169, 90, 66, 78, 71, and 62) were identified, despite screening 180 
clones. Of these six sequences 3'Alu 90 was a centromeric sequence which hybridised 
to the centromeres of many different chromosomes, 3'Alu 169 was a low grade repeat 
and the remaining four sequences were derived from the centromeric third of 13ql2. It 
is unlikely that no other clones had been amplified. Certainly, agarose gel 
electrophoresis of the PCR products derived from ICD using the Alu 8559 primer did 
show five dominant bands (figure 3.8) but against a background of smeared signal 
which was taken to represent other Alu-PCR products. Transferring the DNA from the 
gel shown in figure 3.8 to a hybridisation membrane and probing it with a labelled 
aliquot of the Alu-PCR product would have identified these extra bands if they existed. 
However, having analysed 180 separate clones from the library, would I have expected 
to identify other sequences if they were present? Looking critically at figure 3.8 it can 
be estimated that the five dominant bands are at least 30 times more intense than the 
background smear. If we assume that the background smear is composed of 50 separate 
bands then in order to characterise each of the background bands once I would have had 
to analyse 30 clones from each of the dominant bands. Therefore, the minimum number 
of clones I would have to analyse would be 5 x 30 + 50, i.e.: 200 clones. In practice, the 
number of clones to be analysed would be around four times that number if a complete 
characterisation of all the clones was required. When the 3' Alu-PCR library was made 
from ICD, 360 clones were gridded for analysis. I analysed the first 180 and colleagues 
from an affiliated laboratory (Dr. C. Mitchell ) were to analyse the remainder. Of the 80 
clones they analysed no further sequences that acted as single copy probes were 
identified. Why is it that these six sequences numerically dominated the library? 
Competition between templates is a well known phenomenon in PCR (Nelson, 1991) 
and it is possible that the six cloned sequences were flanked by Alu sequences that 
hybridised more strongly to the Alu 8559 primer or were more accessible in terms of 
secondary DNA structure. There is published data to which we can compare the results
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obtained with this library. Bull et al (1993) developed an Alu-PCR library using ICD 
as the DNA template and AIS as the 3' Alu primer. AIS is very similar to Alu 8559 as 
shown in figure 4.1. However, the pattern of amplified sequences was different to that 
obtained using Alu 8559. Although four inter-Alu sequences were amplified from 
13pter-13ql2, four clones contained DNA from 13ql4, one clone mapped to 13ql3-14 
and one sequence was found to be of hamster origin. Eight other clones were not 
assigned to a specific region of chromosome 13. It would be interesting to know 
whether the four sequences from 13pter-13ql2 were identical to the ones obtained in 
this study but there was insufficient data in the manuscript to allow the sequences from 
the two libraries to be compared. It appears, therefore, that small changes in the 
sequence of the Alu primer can have profound effects on the amplification of specific 
inter-Alu clones. Direct comparisons between the results obtained with different Alu 
primers are rare, though primers A l, Alu IV, and TC65 are thought to yield comparable 
results (Nelson, 1991). It is not clear whether changing the primer would have allowed 
the amphfication of a greater number of sequences from the region of interest.

60% of the clones derived from ICD using the Alu 8559 primer were repetitive 
sequences, a much higher percentage than that found by other groups. Cotter (1990) 
used the closely related Alu IV primer to amplify sequences from a somatic cell hybrid 
containing one homologue of chromosome 5 as the only human component and found 
only 15% of the clones to be repetitive. However, that figure was based on the 
percentage of clones which hybridised strongly to total human DNA and, using the 
same technique, only 18% (22 out of 122) of the clones I generated would have been 
classed as being repetitive. The remaining 42% of repetitive clones were only identified 
as not behaving as unique sequences when they were used as probes in Southern 
hybridisation. It may also be that the 13pter-13ql4 region in ICD is rich in inter-Alu 
sequences that are repetitive, so that the repeats are amplified in disproportionately 
large numbers. Using the AIS Alu primer and ICD as the DNA template. Bull et al 
(1993) reported 18 different probes of which 6 (30%) were repetitive. However, 15 of 
the 59 colonies studied were found to contain the same repetitive clone and a second 
repeat was found on 9 occasions. Indeed, of the 59 colonies, 29 (49%) were repetitive 
sequences, a figure similar to that I obtained. Generating internal fragments from 
repetitive probes (section 3.3.3c) was not successful in generating new single copy 
sequences. In retrospect, having isolated only four single copy sequences from the 3' 
Alu-PCR library some further analysis of the repetitive clones may have been justified. 
I could have repeated the hybridisation using stringent competition, accepting that for 
some probes this would reduce the intensity of hybridisation of the unique portion of 
the sequence. Sequencing a few selected repetitive clones and deriving oligonucleotide 
primers for them may have allowed the identification of unique STS. However, by the
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time the 3' Alu-PCR library had been fully characterised I was already analysing the 5' 
Alu-PCR library which, I hoped would yield more useful clones. Furthermore, I had 
already isolated a 1.3 Mb YAC with probe 3' Alu 66 and a 1.2 Mb Y AC with FLTl. 
There was evidence that FLTl and 3' Alu 66 were only 1 Mb apart (section 3.7) and at 
that stage it seemed that instituting a YAC walk would be a more useful way of 
characterising the region of the DG breakpoint than developing further probes from the 
3' Alu-PCR library. In reality, YAC walking proved more difficult than expected 
(sections 3.8.6, 3.8.7 and 4.3.7) and the identification of further markers from the 
region of the DG breakpoint would have been very helpful.

Different problems were encountered with the library made from the PCR 
products of 5' Alu amplification of ICD DNA at 58°C (section 3.3.4). Ten different 
sequences were identified and all acted as repetitive probes, producing smears in both 
human and mouse genomic DNA. They were, therefore, useless for mapping 
DGF27C11, a mouse/human somatic cell hybrid. Close analysis of figure 3.8 does 
indeed suggest that the majority of the sequences derived from ICD are of rodent origin 
as the pattern of bands most closely resembles that seen in the lane derived from 
Chinese hamster DNA. The amplification of rodent sequences could be suppressed by 
raising the annealing temperature as shown in figure 3.9. At an annealing temperature 
of 72^C no signal was seen when rodent DNA was used as the DNA template and only 
3 separate bands were seen on gel electrophoresis of the PCR product derived from ICD 
(section 3.3.4. and figure 3.14). Unfortunately, all three of these bands hybridised 
strongly to total human DNA.

The difficulty in using primers derived from the 5' end of the Alu element to 
generate unique sequences has been noted by several authors. Indeed, a recent review 
(Nelson, 1991) noted that none of the four primers derived from within the first 85 
nucleotides of the 5' end of the consensus Alu sequence were human specific. Primers 
derived from the 5' end of the Alu consensus all seem to amplify rodent sequences, and 
the one I used also amplified a disproportionate number of repetitive sequences from 
the human DNA in ICD. There are reports of 5' Alu primers amplifying sequences that 
have proved to be useful in mapping experiments. Cole et al (1991) successfully 
generated STS from an irradiation-fusion hybrid containing 10-15 Mb of human DNA 
from the X chromosome using the ALEl primer (derived from the conserved region of 
the 5' end of the Alu repeat) and the ALE34 primer (derived from the 3' end of the Alu 
sequence). They found that the number of sequences generated by ALEl was less than 
that obtained with ALE34 (18 compared to 25) and that the sequences generated were 
more difficult to clone into a plasmid vector. One of the STS was hamster specific but 
the rest identified single copy, human specific sequences. Two of the Alu-PCR products 
were successfully used as probes in Southern hybridisation but it was not noted whether
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or not these were derived using the ALEl primer (Cole et al, 1991). By using ALEl 
and ALE34 in combination a further 20 clones were generated but it is uncertain how 
many of these would have yielded sequences useful for mapping. However, Cole et al 
(1991) estimated that they had isolated a sufficient 'density' of Alu-PCR clones that 
acted as unique sequences to identify one Alu-PCR marker per 170 kb of genomic 
DNA. Indeed, using the products of Alu-PCR amplification with ALEl and ALE34 
alone and in combination they developed STS which were sufficiently closely spaced to 
allow the generation of a YAC contig without recourse to YAC end cloning (Cole et al, 
1992a, 1992b).

There are now more choices of DNA template than at the time the library was 
made. However, rather than using a single template one could use a variation on the 
technique of differential hybridisation (Bernard et al, 1991). The breakpoint in hybrid 
CF25 is just below that of DG and the breakpoint in NM just centromeric (figure 3.22). 
The distance between the breakpoints of CF25 and NM encompasses the DG 
breakpoint and is less than a single chromosome band. Using Alu primers inter-Alu 
sequences could be amplified from the hybrid, PGME, which contains all of human 
chromosome 13 as its only human component. The resulting clones would then be 
gridded onto microtitre plates and the DNA transferred to hybridisation membranes. 
Using the same Alu primer inter-Alu fragments would then be amplified from CF25 
and NM. An aliquot of the PCR product from each hybrid in turn would be radio- 
labelled and hybridised to the filter containing Alu-PCR clones from PGME. Those 
clones that hybridise to the PCR product of NM but not to that of CF25 are 
chromosome 13 specific (as they are found in PGME) and are derived from the portion 
of 13ql2 containing the DG breakpoint. This method has the advantage of identifying 
clones from a small portion of a single chromosome with more certainty than PCR of 
microdissected chromosome regions or radiation hybrids in which DNA fragments 
from outside the region of interest are frequent contaminants. Obviously, the success of 
this method depends on the number of individual Alu-PCR clones that are generated. 
The major problem encountered using the Alu 8559 and 5684 primers was that there 
were insufficient clones generated to provide a reasonable density of markers from the 
region of interest. If I was to repeat the experiments I would use the ALEl and ALE34 
primers, both singly and in combination as described by Cole et al (1991). The density 
of Alu-PCR clones they obtained was far greater than I did. The somatic cell hybrid 
(ICD) from which I derived the Alu-PCR libraries is approximately 35 Mb long and the 
only Alu-rich region within it is 13ql2 (10-12Mb long). Deriving five unique probes 
from the region gives a marker density of one per 7 Mb of genomic DNA, compared to 
one per 170 kb of DNA isolated by Cole. Although using the ALEl and ALE34 primers 
would be expected to amplify more inter-Alu sequences the difference is probably too
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large to be accounted for by the primers alone. Indeed, even using a single Alu primer 
(ALEl) Cole generated 25 clones from 10-15 Mb of DNA so it could be that there is an 
intrinsic difference between the regions under study. At the time I was analysing the 
Alu-PCR libraries derived from ICD other investigators were also using Alu-PCR to 
derive probes from the same region. The results obtained by Bull et al (1993) are 
discussed earlier in this section but neither he nor Chakravarti’s group (pers. comm.) 
obtained anything approaching the density of clones generated by Cole et al (1991).

Is generating new probes from 13ql2 now less important than at the outset of 
this thesis? As mentioned in section 1.7, high density genetic maps are being generated 
for all chromosomes using microsatellite markers (Cox Matise et al, 1994; Gyapay et 
al, 1994). The maps are of two kinds: framework maps which consist of highly 
informative loci the position of which relative to their 'neighbours' is known (the odds 
of the markers being positioned in a given location as opposed to anywhere else are 
greater than 1000:1) and comprehensive maps which consist of more markers the 
position of which is less accurately established. However, the recombination distances 
between markers located in the pericentromeric region are often large. This may 
indicate the relative paucity of microsatellite sequences in these regions or interference 
with the recombination mechanisms compared to the rest of the chromosome which 
would increase the recombination distance. In any event, even in the second generation 
Genethon human genetic linkage map (Gyapay et al, 1994) there are only 66 markers 
for 13q and only 4 of these are located in a region corresponding to that between CF25 
and NM. The most comprehensive recent map of chromosome 13 (Washington et al, 
1993) has 33 markers located in 13ql4-13pter and of these 18 map to a region defined 
by the centromeric breakpoint in CF25 and 13pter (a region which is not further 
subdivided in the publication). Furthermore, none of the other recent maps of 
chromosome 13 divide the region between CF25 and NM any more accurately 
(Bowcock et al, 1993a; Bowcock et al, 1993b; Gerken et al,1993; Petrukhin et al, 
1993). Hence, it appears that there are fewer available molecular markers from 13ql2 
than from some other regions of the genome and that even now it is difficult for 
investigators to use those markers that are available to directly isolate and map YACs 
from the region of interest.

4.2.6 Cloning of Alu-PCR sequences
Alu-PCR products amplified from ICD using Alu 8559 and Alu 5684 primers 

were blunt-end cloned into the Eco RV site of Bluescript SK plasmid and the ligated 
plasmids used to transform DH5a competent cells (section 2.6.3.b.). Blunt-end cloning 

is very inefficient. The transformation efficiency obtained with the Alu 8559 PCR 
product was 2x10^ colonies per |ig of plasmid DNA compared to 5x10^ colonies per |ig
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with a control plasmid (section 3.3.2.C.). Whereas Cole et al (1991) found that the PCR 
products generated using primers to the 5' end of the Alu repeat were more difficult to 
clone, those generated from ICD by primer Alu 5684 gave a transformation efficiency 
of 3x10^, considerably higher than that of the Alu 8559 primers and almost equal to 
that of the control plasmid. This was originally thought to be a feature of the genomic 
DNA region under study rather than an intrinsic property of the Alu primer used. 
However, only 4% of the colonies resulting from the cloning of Alu 5684 amplified 
PCR products were white on the X-gal selection system and in half of these the plasmid 
did not contain a human DNA fragment. This corresponds to a 98% non-recombination 
rate; the majority of the colonies had been transformed with what was essentially 
control plasmid. Using the Bluescript SK blue/white screening system for the detection 
of non-recombinants was only partly successful in identifying bacterial colonies 
containing plasmids into which human DNA had been inserted. The selection depends 
on the role of the lacZa gene in the conversion of X-gal to a blue coloured product. The 
lacZa gene is situated at the cloning site and if a DNA insert is cloned into the 

linearised plasmid, the gene is disrupted and white bacterial colonies result, whereas if 
the linearised plasmid simply religates with no DNA insert, the gene remains 
functional. However, the process of linearisation and cloning can often introduce frame 
shift mutations in lacZa and even if the plasmid religates without a cloned DNA insert, 
the bacterial colonies resulting from transformation with the plasmid will be white.

Other methods of cloning the products of PCR amplification into plasmids have 
since been described, which attempt to minimise the problems of low cloning efficiency 
and a high frequency of non-recombination. One of the problems with the blunt end 
cloning of PCR products is that Taq DNA polymerase adds an extra deoxyadenosine 
(dA) onto the 3' end of the PCR product. Some authors designed PCR primers which 
had restriction enzyme sites at the ends. Both the PCR products and the plasmid into 
which they were to be ligated were digested with the appropriate enzyme thereby 
creating complementary sticky ends (Brooks-Wilson et al, 1990). However, the ends of 
the PCR products were often difficult to digest and the presence of restriction sites in 
the middle of the amplified PCR products also proved to be a problem. Another method 
involved using a dideoxynucleotide (ddT) to create a vector which had a single extra T 
residue on each arm. The ddT-tailed vector can then ligate to the PCR product through 
the formation of phosphodiester bonds between the 5'-P of the vector and the 3 -OH 
group of the overhanging A from the PCR product (Holton and Graham, 1990). 
Treating the vector with alkaline phosphatase appeared to further reduce the incidence 
of non-recombination. The use of alkaline phosphatase, restriction enzymes or T4 DNA 
ligase was avoided all together by a method which used PCR amplification of both 
inter-Alu fragments and the vector into which they were to be cloned. A 12 nucleotide
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overhang was created in each and the resulting long sticky ends annealed without the 
need for DNA ligase (Aslanidis and de Jong, 1990). Formal comparisons between 
these methods have not been performed.

If the aim of generating the Alu-PCR library is simply to isolate a series of 
YACs from the region of interest then the cloning of inter-Alu fragment can be avoided 
all together by using the PCR product as a complex probe for hybridisation directly to a 
gridded YAC library (Monaco et al, 1991). However, the region of chromosome 13 
contained in ICD is so large that attempting to link the large number of YACs obtained 
by this method would have been very laborious. If a small region of interest can be 
defined using differential hybridisation (section 4.2.5) then the hybridisation of inter- 
Alu sequences generated from that region directly to YAC filters may identify YACs 
more rapidly than using a number of individual probes.

4.2.7 Characterisation of individual inter-Alu clones
The aim of constructing the 3' and 5' Alu PCR libraries from ICD was to isolate 

unique sequences from 13ql2 and it was, therefore, important to be able to exclude 
repetitive clones from further analysis and the identify which clones contained identical 
inserts. The number of repetitive clones found in the libraries is a feature of the 
template and the primers used (section 4.2.6). In order to compare the success of 
individual techniques, it is important to discuss the methods by which repetitive 
sequences can be identified. In the 3' Alu PCR library the colonies of transformed 
bacteria that contained plasmids with human DNA inserts were gridded out and 
transferred to hybridisation membranes. The membranes were then probed with sheared 
total human DNA. This method identified 18% of the colonies as being repetitive but a 
further 42% of the remainder acted as repeats on Southern hybridisation. Clearly, a 
more efficient method of identifying repeats was necessary. Those clones that did not 
hybridise to human DNA could be amplified using the Alu primer with which the 
library was made and size separated on agarose gels. The gel could then be blotted and 
probed with total human DNA a second time. Certainly, when used in the analysis of 
the 5' Alu library, this second round of screening was successful in identifying the 
repetitive sequences present (section 3.3.4). However, as mentioned in section 4.2.5, it 
would have been useful to select a few of these repetitive clones for further analysis. 
Although the isolation of restriction fragments from selected clones was not successful 
in identifying any unique probes it may have been that useful STS could have been 
obtained from some of the clones, increasing the number of useful molecular markers 
derived from the Alu-PCR libraries.

In the 3'Alu library the 30 cloned DNA fragments that acted as single copy 
probes on Southern hybridisation were made up of only 6 different sequences and I had.
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therefore, performed many unnecessary hybridisation experiments. The optimal way of 
identifying probes that are identical was through comparison of their size, both 
undigested and following digestion with restriction enzymes (figures 3.11.b. 3.12). It is 
important not to 'over-interpret' small differences in the position of a band on a gel 
which may be due to the amount of DNA loaded or irregularities in the agarose gel. For 
example, 3'Alu 66 and 77 were thought to be two separate probes on the basis of a 
slight difference in the size of bands produced on enzyme digestion (figure 3.11.b & 
figure 3.12) whereas subsequent sequence analysis showed them to be identical. If there 
is any doubt, the clones should be digested with different restriction enzymes and the 
patterns of fragments obtained compared once more. As inter-Alu fragments are usually 
between 0.5 and 3 kb in length it is important to use frequently cutting restriction 
enzymes. Rsal and Taql were used in this study, other groups (Bull et al, 1993) used 
Sail and Rsal. The comparison of clones on the basis of size gave much more 
reproducible results than 'self to self hybridisation'. Making a blot of size separated Alu- 
PCR products and probing the filter with one of the clones gave autoradiographs which 
showed evidence of cross-hybridisation, even to products which were different in size 
to the one used as a probe (figure 3.11). If two clones are identical they will produce the 
same size bands when they are used as probes in Southern hybridisation experiments 
and will obviously have the same sequence but these methods are far too laborious for 
routine comparison of cloned sequences.

4.2.8 Use of Alu-PCR clones in mapping experiments
I found Southern hybridisation to be an insensitive method of assessing the 

presence or absence of a given Alu-PCR clone in a panel of somatic cell hybrids. 
Indeed, three unique probes generated from the 3' Alu library (3' Alu 62, 71, 78) were 
thought to be absent from DGF27C11 by hybridisation but, using STS derived from 
these sequences, were found to be present in this hybrid by PCR (section 3.7). It is not 
surprising that hybridisation gave such a high number of false negative results. The Alu 
derived probes are genomic sequences, often less than 1 kb in length, and the labelled 
probe is, therefore, hybridising to a DNA fragment of identical length in the hybrid. 
The target DNA will constitute less than a millionth of the total DNA content of the 
hybrid and even if 20 |ig of hybrid DNA per lane is loaded onto the gel, the amount of 
target DNA will be no more than 20 pg. PCR, however, is known to be able to 
successfully amplify DNA targets of this concentration. There have been reports of the 
use of inter-Alu sequences both as probes and as STS (Cole et al, 1991, Cotter et al,
1991) but no direct comparisons of the results obtained with the two methods were 
made.
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Southern hybridisation is a useful and rapid way of screening cosmid and YAC 
libraries for the presence of a given Alu-PCR clone and can be accomplished in a 
fraction of the time taken by PCR based methods (sections 3.4. and 3.8.1.). However, 
screening the ICRF YAC library with 3' Alu 66 using Southern hybridisation only 
identified one positive clone whereas screening by PCR identified two (section 3.8.7.). 
PCR is again the more sensitive of the two techniques, but only when close attention is 
paid to the methods by which the PCR products are assessed. Visual identification of 
bands on an ethidium bromide stained gel on which the products of PCR screening of 
the YAC library have been size separated may miss positive clones. Indeed, the 'extra' 
YAC containing 3'Alu 66 was only identified when the gel was blotted and probed to 
further increase sensitivity (figure 3.25.a).

The development of STS is a time consuming process involving sequencing of 
both ends of the Alu-PCR probe, the selection of appropriate primers and the 
optimisation of PCR conditions for their use (section 3.5.). The long poly d(A) tracts 
found at the 3' ends of Alu repeat sequences complicate sequence analysis and decrease 
the choice of sequence from which primers can be designed. In spite of contributing to 
the difficulty of designing STS, the poly d(A) tails at the ends of the Alu repeats have 
been found to be a rich source of probes such as the VNTR polymorphisms that have 
been identified from the (CA^)n micro satellite sequence (Charlieu et al, 1992). The use 

of VNTR from 3' Alu tails has the similar practical disadvantages to that of inter-Alu 
sequences in that the polymorphisms may act as low grade repeats (Bernard and Wood,
1992) and may be difficult to identify in genomic DNA due to template competition 
(Charlieu et al, 1992).

Several attempts may be necessary to design primers for a given sequence 
which will amplify a unique STS. For example, the first set of primers designed for 3' 
Alu 71 amplified an identical sized product from human, mouse and AB1380 yeast 
genomic DNA (Michalski and Cowell, 1993). A second attempt, combined with close 
attention to optimising the PCR conditions, led to the development of a successful STS 
(figure 3.21.). Other authors report similar difficulties in designing STS from Alu-PCR 
sequences, deriving useful STS from around 70% of Alu-PCR clones (Cole et al, 1991), 
which is comparable to the figure of 83% that I obtained.

Mapping STS or hybridisation probes on a panel of somatic cell hybrids allows 
their position relative to the breakpoints of the various hybrids included in the panel to 
be determined. As a method of determining presence or absence of a sequence in a 
particular hybrid STS mapping is unrivalled but problems can still occur. 3' Alu 90 was 
thought to map below the DG breakpoint in 13ql2 as it was present in hybrids CAF55, 
K B Fll, CF25, CF27 and DGF27C11 (see figure 3.22. for hybrids and Michalski and 
Cowell, 1993). However, when hybrid NM became available (which includes all of
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13ql2) 3' Alu 90 was found to be absent. Hybridisation of 3' Alu 90 to the ICRF 
chromosome 13 specific cosmid library had identified several positive clones one of 
which was used as a probe for in-situ hybridisation to a normal chromosome spread. 
The cosmid identified by 3' Alu 90 was found to hybridise to the centromeres of many 
human chromosomes (section 3.4.). Hybrid DGF27C11 contains the centromere of 
chromosome 1 and CF25 the centromere of another human chromosome and it was 
these regions and not 13ql2 that shared homology with 3' Alu 90 (Michalski and 
Cowell, 1994).

The use of cosmids as probes for in-situ hybridisation has many advantages in 
mapping studies. The position of the signal on the chromosome allows direct 
visualisation of the location of the probe of interest without the need to construct panels 
of somatic cell hybrids. As the technology used in FISH studies has improved it is now 
possible to estimate the genetic distance between markers. Indeed, Dr. David Shapiro 
has been able do so for markers in which we are interested (section 3.9). However, 
cosmid technology also has its problems. Cosmids isolated by 3'Alu 78 were not 
adequately visualised on several occasions and it is thought that there are regions of the 
genome where the secondary DNA structure inhibits adequate hybridisation of the 
labelled cosmid 'probe'. If cosmids are used to assess the presence or absence of a 
sequence in a hybrid they may yield false negative results. If only 5 kb of the human 
insert contained in a given cosmid is present in the hybrid that is being assessed the 
signal strength may be below the limits of detection.

The use Alu-PCR clones as probes for Southern hybridisation, as STS with PCR 
or to detect cosmids for use in FISH each has advantages and drawbacks. Basing 
conclusions as to the location of a given Alu-PCR clone on one method alone is risky 
but using all three methods in combination will give accurate data. It is a matter of 
debate as to whether the acquisition of more accurate mapping data fully justifies the 
time input involved in performing all three techniques.

4.3 YEAST ARTIFICIAL CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

4.3.1 Choice of Y AC library
Using Alu-PCR cloning and the molecular mapping techniques discussed in 

section 4.2.8, markers which closely flank the DG breakpoint had been isolated. The 
next step was to assemble a contig of cloned DNA sequences that contained markers on 
both sides of the breakpoint and hence the breakpoint junction fragment. Contig 
assembly is a laborious process as each cloned DNA fragment has to be characterised 
and its position relative to the other fragments determined. The longer the DNA 
fragments are, the fewer will be needed to span a given stretch of genomic DNA. YAC
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technology allows the cloning of fragments of genomic DNA 1 MB or more in length, 
at least 25 times longer than had been achieved with cosmids. In order to span distances 
of 1 MB or more the screening and analysis of YAC libraries remains the method of 
choice.

At the time flanking markers for the DG breakpoint had been derived two 
separate libraries were available to us; the first had been created in Dr. Maynard Olson's 
laboratory (Burke et al, 1987) and the second by the ICRF (Lehrach and et al, 1990). 
The YACs in the Olson library averaged 300 kb in length and there was a 40-60% 
incidence of chimerism (Green and Olson, 1990). The ICRF library was chosen as it 
contained YACs which were over twice as long and the incidence of chimerism was 
only 20% (M. Ross pers comm). Both libraries were constructed from partial digestion 
of genomic human DNA with Eco R l. Libraries made from partial digests have the 
advantage of containing overlapping clones as the enzyme will have cut at different 
sites in different genomic DNA fragments. The presence of overlapping clones allows 
genomic walking within the library whereas in libraries constructed from complete 
digestion with rare cutting restriction enzymes contig assembly would not be possible. 
Complete digestion with rare cutting enzymes would also produce fragments that would 
be biased by the G+C distribution and CpG méthylation patterns in the source DNA 
(Burke, 1990).

The Olson library contained 5 'genome equivalents' of DNA, whereas the ICRF 
library, which is made from a human cell line containing four X chromosomes, gives a 
two-fold genome coverage for the autosomes and a four fold coverage for the X 
chromosome. In retrospect I should have used both libraries in order to maximise the 
number of YACs identified with a given molecular marker. Only two YACs were 
identified with 3' Alu 66 and this delayed the development of a YAC contig above the 
DG breakpoint. The situation was even worse for FLTl, with the isolation of only a 
single, chimeric, YAC. Markers which did not closely flank the DG breakpoint 
identified larger numbers of YACs; five separate clones for 3' Alu 78, and four for 3' 
Alu 62 (section 3.8.4).

YAC libraries have since been made from individual human chromosomes (or 
chromosomal regions), using either flow sorted chromosomes or somatic cell hybrids 
containing the region of interest. With flow sorted chromosomes the amount of DNA 
available for cloning is low and therefore the majority of single chromosome region 
libraries have been constructed from somatic cell hybrids (Schlessinger et al, 1991). 
The human specific YACs can be differentiated from the larger number of YACs 
containing rodent inserts by hybridisation with an Alu probe. The advantages of using a 
monochromosome library are greater representation of the region of interest and a 
reduction in the rate of chimerism ( probably due to the fact that there are fewer human
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sequences with which homologous recombination can occur (Schlessinger et al, 1991). 
However, no chromosome 13-specific YAC library was available during the course of 
this study.

4.3.2 Screening YAC libraries
Initially the ICRF YAC library was only available as filters for Southern 

hybridisation. The advantage of screening the library by hybridisation for the presence 
of a sequence of interest was ease and speed as a single labelling and hybridisation was 
all that was required. However, even with the second generation of filters less than half 
of the YACs identified as potential positive clones actually contained the sequence of 
interest (section 3.8.1). The reason for the high error rate was the difficulty of 
accurately localising the position on the filter of the positive signal on the 
autoradiograph. The result was that over half the positive YACs that had been identified 
by hybridisation were not picked and this severely limited the generation of YAC 
contigs. Hybridisation is also not as sensitive as PCR. Indeed, only one positive clone 
(A05136) was identified when 3' Alu 66 was used as a probe for hybridisation but a 
second clone (HI 1111) was identified by PCR (section 3.8.7). At the primary pool 
stage the sensitivity of PCR alone, however, was not sufficient to allow the 
identification of the second YAC ( Hi l l  11) on transillumination of an ethidium 
bromide stained gel. The gel had to be blotted and probed with 3' Alu 66 in order for 
the positive primary pool to be apparent. The reason for the low yield of specific PCR 
product was the small amounts of template DNA from the YAC of interest and the 
presence of contaminants in the template DNA. Only 60-200 ng of DNA was added to 
the PCR mix, but this represented 400 separate YAC clones. Therefore, only 0.15 ng of 
the yeast colony of interest was added to the PCR mix, of which around 1% was YAC 
DNA (the rest being DNA from the yeast host). It is interesting to note that in the PCR 
screening of the Olson library 100 ng of DNA from 1920 yeast colonies was added as 
the DNA template which works out as 0.05 ng from each yeast colony; much less that 
the 0.15 ng employed using the ICRF library (Green and Olson, 1990). Indeed, Green 
and Olson found they could still detect single copy sequences when 100 ng of DNA 
derived from 7680 YAC clones (0.013 ng of DNA from each yeast colony) was used. 
Although these amounts of template DNA appear minute they have to be compared 
with the amounts used in the amplification of single copy sequences from the much 
larger human genome. The genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is about 1.4 xlO^ bp, 
200 times smaller than that of humans. The average YAC is 600 kb in length and so 
will only increase the size of the genome of the yeast clone to 1.46 x 10^ bp. Hence, 
using 100 ng of DNA from 400 YAC clones in the ICRF library is equivalent to using 
50 ng of human DNA as the template for a PCR reaction and 100 ng from the Green
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and Olson library (1920 clones) equates to 10 ng of human DNA as a template for 
PCR. Both of these figures are well within the limits of sensitivity for the PCR reaction.

Other methods of library screening have been developed which allow 
hybridisation of pools of Alu-PCR products to library filters. Monaco et al (1991) 
reported a technique allowing uncloned Alu-PCR products from somatic cell hybrids to 
be used as probes on the second generation ICRF filters. The products of PCR 
amplification of a given hybrid were labelled by the random priming method and the 
repetitive elements competed out using a 2 day pre-association protocol. However, as 
seen with the Alu-PCR cloning of ICD, the molar ratios of the individual amplification 
products may differ widely and the weaker ones may fail to produce an identifiable 
signal. This problem may be compounded by the relative inefficiency of the random 
priming method when labelling complex mixtures of probes which will be used with 
stringent competition. Cole et al (1992b) developed a protocol which overcame these 
problems by first cloning the individual Alu-PCR products and then re-amplifying them 
using primers specific to the cloning vector. Equimolar amounts of the Alu-PCR 
products were pooled and then labelled by linear PCR amplification using a reaction 
mix containing 32p dCTP instead of non-radioactive dCTP. If I did generate a series of 
region specific PCR clones by differential hybridisation (section 4.2.5) then I would use 
the method of Cole et al (1992b)to identify positive clones from the ICRF YAC library, 
although it still may not be as sensitive as PCR screening. Optimising the stringency of 
competition of repetitive sequences is vitally important as if too much is used the 
sensitivity will fall. Conversely, if too little is employed then the autoradiograph will be 
uninterpretable and the filter will probably be unusable for a prolonged period of time. 
The availability of replacement filters is not great and such an event can lead to 
prolonged delays in the identification of YACs of interest.

Once the yeast colonies that have been identified by either screening method 
have been picked it is important to colony purify them. The stab cultures may contain 
yeast colonies which have lost the YAC of interest or may even have been 
contaminated with other clones. Streaking out the stab culture on uracil deficient 
medium selects against colonies which have lost YACs. The selection is not, however, 
absolute and several yeast colonies that grew on uracil deficient medium did not 
contain YACs following analysis by PFGE and hybridisation to radiolabelled total 
human DNA (data not shown). Yeast clones which have been transformed with more 
than one YAC will only require the presence of a single YAC in order to grow on uracil 
deficient medium and may randomly lose the other(s). Out of the 14 different yeast 
clones characterised, one (D06108, section 3.8.6) contained two separate YACs in spite 
of colony purification, a figure which is in keeping with published data which suggests
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that 10% of yeast clones contain more than one YAC (Schlessinger et al, 1991). 
Streaking out clones allows individual colonies to be screened for the presence of the 
probe with which they were identified and, again, PCR screening was found to be more 
accurate than hybridisation (section 3.8.3 and figure 3.23).

4.3.3 Characterising individual YACs
The two most important factors that decide the usefulness of a YAC in long 

range mapping are its size and the presence of chimerism. In order to prevent shearing 
and degradation of YACs, yeast clones grown in solution were embedded in agarose 
plugs before lysis (section 2.7.3.b). PFGE was performed to size-separate the host yeast 
chromosomes and the YAC. It was occasionally possible to visualise the YAC on UV 
transillumination of the ethidium bromide stained pulsed field gel but often the YACs 
were hidden behind yeast host chromosomes and were only seen when the gel was 
probed with human DNA (figure 3.31). Even if the YAC is readily visualised on 
transillumination it is important to probe a blot made from the gel with human DNA to 
exclude the presence of more than one YAC in the yeast clone (figure 3.28).

Changes in the conditions used for PFGE were needed for accurate assessment 
of the size of very large YACs (section 3.8.4. and figure 3.27). The YACs ranged in 
size from 225 kb to 1.3 Mb with an average size of 680 kb, which is comparable to the 
published average insert size for the ICRF library of 620 kb (Larin et al, 1991).

The identification of chimerism in YACs is important if they are to be used in 
the generation on contigs or in genomic walking. The length of the human insert DNA 
in YACs is such that chimerism is a much more frequent event in YAC cloning than in 
cosmids or phage. Chimerism can arise by two different mechanisms. The first occurs 
before transformation of the YAC construct into the yeast host and involves religation 
of DNA fragments from non-contiguous regions of the genome. Because all the 
fragments have been digested with the same restriction enzyme (Eco Rl in the ICRF 
and Olson libraries), they all have complementary sticky ends. The second mechanism 
occurs following transformation of two separate YACs into the yeast host. If the human 
DNA inserts share a region of homology it is possible that a recombination event could 
occur. Homologous recombination, often involving Alu elements, is common in yeast 
constructs and has been used in the manipulation of YACs for mapping or gene 
rearrangement (section 4.4.0). Few chimeric YACs have been studied in sufficient 
detail to ascertain which mechanism is the more important but a detailed investigation 
of a single chimeric YAC showed that homologous recombination involving an Alu 
element was responsible for the genetic rearrangement (Green et al, 1991).

The easiest way of detecting chimeric YACs is to use the YAC as a probe for 
FISH to spreads of normal metaphase chromosomes. If signal is seen on two different 
chromosomes then the YAC is either chimeric or contains sequences which have strong
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homology to two different regions. YAC G 12067 was shown to be chimeric by FISH 
with signal on both chromosome 13q and chromosome 2 (figure 3.38). If a YAC gives 
a single signal it is unlikely to be chimeric, though if the recombination event had 
occurred within 1 kb or so of the end of the YAC the signal from this short, chimeric 
end may be below the level of detection. FISH technology was not available in the 
laboratory until the last few months of the project but, given its speed and power, I 
would use it as the first method of assessing YACs for chimerism in the future. The two 
examples of FISH in the thesis (figures 3.38 and 3.40) were performed by labelling 
DNA made from lysed whole yeast clones. Methods exist for labelling the Alu-PCR 
products generated from YACs and are claimed to produce less background signal as no 
yeast DNA sequences are amplified (Baldini et al, 1992, Lengauer et al, 1993).

The most accurate method of determining the presence of chimerism is to 
rescue each end of the human insert of the YAC (section 4.3.5) and map it using a panel 
of somatic cell hybrids. The left hand end of YAC G 12067 was shown to be absent 
from chromosome 13 by this method (figure 3.36). End cloning has the added 
advantage of determining which end is from the region of interest, allowing molecular 
markers from that end to be used in genomic walking strategies or the generation of 
contigs. Indeed, mapping the right hand end of YAC G12067 on a panel of somatic cell 
hybrids proved that it was further away from the DG breakpoint than the probe with 
which the YAC had been identified and the orientation of the human insert in the YAC 
could be determined (figure 3.36).

4.3.4 Mapping an individual YAC relative to the DG breakpoint
YACs that have been isolated using molecular markers that closely flank the 

DG breakpoint (3' Alu 66 above the breakpoint and FLTl below) may contain human 
inserts that span the breakpoint junction. It was important to ascertain whether a given 
YAC contained markers that were known to map both proximal and distal to the DG 
breakpoint. However, YACs A05136 and H i l l  11, which had been identified with 3' 
Alu 66, did not contain FLTl and YAC G 12067, which had been identified with FLTl, 
did not contain 3' Alu 66. It was still possible that one of these three YACs did cross the 
breakpoint as the flanking markers may map some distance away from the translocation 
junction. The position of individual YACs relative to translocation breakpoints can be 
assessed by two methods: mapping with sequences derived from the ends of the YAC 
and mapping by FISH.

4.3.5 YAC end cloning
The isolation and cloning of the ends of the human inserts in YACs can be 

accomplished by methods that rely on the end of the insert lying close to either a 
restriction enzyme site or an Alu repeat.
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The first method that was reported involved digesting the YAC with a restriction 
enzyme. Many fragments would be produced but the 'left hand' end of the human insert 
could be rescued as it would be attached to the end of the YAC vector that contained 
plasmid sequences coding for the origin of replication (ori) and ampicillin resistance 
(amp). After digestion with an appropriate restriction enzyme, the fragments are 
religated under conditions that favour circularisation. Only the fragment of human 
insert DNA that is attached to the left hand end of the YAC vector forms a functional 
plasmid. This plasmid can be used to transform bacterial cells and the human specific 
DNA insert can then be recovered using the miniprep technique. However, the 
restriction enzyme used must be one which does not cut inside the 'plasmid' part of the 
YAC vector and hence Xho 1 was used, which cuts rather infrequently. The 
circularisation and cloning of large fragments was inefficient and yields were low. The 
other obvious limitation is that only one end is rescued (Nelson, 1990). Both ends can 
be rescued by inverse PCR but here again success depends on the presence of two 
restriction enzyme sites at either end of the YAC insert which are not found in the YAC 
vector (Silverman et al, 1991).

I chose to use the technique of vectorette end rescue (sections 2.7.5.b and 3.8.5) 
described by Riley et al (1990) as it recovers both ends of the YAC insert and allows 
the use of frequently cutting restriction enzymes. If a given restriction enzyme does not 
produce end clones of usable size the bubble can be modified so another enzyme can be 
employed. The two restriction enzymes I used were Rsa 1 and Hinf 1 (section 3.8.5), 
but the presence of a Hinf 1 site between the 1091 primer and the Eco R l cloning site 
means that Hinf 1 digestion is only useful for deriving end clones from the left hand 
end of YACs. However, there were significant problems generating usable molecular 
markers using vectorette end rescue. The right hand ends of the YACs that were 
recovered by this technique were frequently smaller than the left hand ends and as there 
is no biological reason for such a size selection, chance alone can be the only 
explanation.

Of the 14 end clones generated, only one acted as a unique sequence on 
Southern hybridisation. The end clones that acted as repetitive sequences were 
sequenced and oligonucleotide primers designed in order to develop unique STS. This 
allowed the unequivocal localisation of both ends of YAC G 12067 and one end of YAC 
A05136 but repeated attempts at deriving unique sequence from the short right hand 
end of A05136 did not yield a usable marker. One of the limitations of the concept of 
end cloning is if a given YAC end is repetitive then useful markers cannot be derived. 
The only choice is to generate random clones from the YAC, either by sub-cloning 
fragments obtained by restriction enzyme digestion or by amplifying internal sequences 
by Alu-PCR.
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Vector-Alu PCR (sections 2.7.5.a. and 3.8.5) relies on the presence of an Alu 
repeat within 2 to 3 kb of the end of the YAC if PCR amplification of the end clone is 
to be successful and there are areas of the genome where Alu sequences are infrequent 
(section 4.2.2). Also, the orientation of the Alu repeat cannot be predicted so primers 
for both the 3' and 5' ends of the Alu repeat have to be used in separate experiments. 
Even if vector-Alu sequences are isolated, they will contain Alu sequences and are 
more likely to function as repetitive probes in hybridisation than end clones obtained by 
methods using enzyme digestion. I would only use this method if it was not possible to 
generate end clones of usable size with vectorette end rescue.

4.3.6 Assessing the position of a YAC relative to a translocation breakpoint by FISH
In patients such as DG, who carry reciprocal chromosome translocations, FISH 

can be used to rapidly assess the position of a YAC relative to the breakpoint. The 
method involves hybridising a YAC from the region of interest to a spread of 
metaphase chromosomes from the lymphoblastoid cell line (carrying both derivative 
chromosomes). If the YAC does indeed cross the breakpoint it may produce signal on 
both derivative chromosomes. However, if one end of the YAC only overlaps the 
breakpoint by a small distance (less than 5 kb) the intensity of the signal produced from 
this short fragment may be too low to be seen. Also, this technique does not produce 
any markers with which genomic walking can be attempted. Alu-PCR products derived 
from YACs have been used for mapping the position of YACs by FISH. However, 
when looking for what may be small regions of overlap it is preferable to use whole 
YAC DNA as the probe, as all of the human DNA insert is labelled. Using Alu-PCR 
products for FISH produces signal only from those regions in between Alu repeats 
sequences. If the end of a given YAC does not have any Alu repeats within it, the 
human DNA from that region will not be amplified and the resulting 'probe' will lack a 
potentially important region of the YAC insert.

4.3.7 Generating YAC contigs
The development of contigs of overlapping YAC clones allows the assembly of 

contiguous lengths of genomic DNA much greater than could be contained within a 
single YAC. Indeed, the entire Saccharomyces Pompe genome has been spanned by 
YACs (reviewed in Hoheisel and Lehrach, 1993). However, the isolation and 
characterisation of YAC contigs is difficult due to the frequent occurrence of chimerism 
in YAC clones. Perhaps the simplest method of generating a contig involves screening 
primary pools of YACs by PCR using STS from the region of interest (Cole et al, 
1992a). If a primary pool is identified by two STS either each STS has identified 
different YACs within the primary pool or each STS has identified the same YAC. 
Using libraries with a 4 times representation of the genome, if the two STS really are
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related, a number of primary pools should be identified as containing both molecular 
markers. The chances of a single primary pool containing both STS by chance alone 
(i.e. on different YACs in the same pool) is 25% but the probability of this occurring in 
two pools is only 4.5%, and only 0.5% if three primary pools containing both markers 
are identified. If the number of shared primary pools for any pair of STS is sufficiently 
high, a contig can be generated without the need to identify and screen separate YAC 
clones. This method is also more tolerant of chimerism than other techniques which 
depend on YAC end rescue and fingerprinting. Once the contig has been generated, 
only those YACs which contain more than one STS need to be isolated, allowing effort 
to be concentrated on YACs which extend the coverage of genomic DNA in the region 
of interest. The first drawback of this technique is that it relies on having a high density 
of STS in the region of interest. Cole et al (1992) used seven STS to generate a contig 
from Xq26. Although the STS isolated from 13ql2 were developed using the same 
methods reported by Cole et al (1992) only 4 were found. The second requirement is 
the use of a YAC library with multiple genome equivalents of human DNA and the 
ICRF library has only two equivalents of chromosome 13 which decreases the power of 
the method.

Another widely used method of generating YAC contigs relies on generating 
fingerprints of the human DNA insert in YAC clones that have been isolated using a 
given probe or with probes that are known to be closely linked. Two main methods are 
used, both of which rely on the use of repetitive DNA sequences. In the first, the pattern 
of bands amplified from different YACs by Alu-PCR is compared. Bands of equal size 
are taken to be identical and to indicate that the two YACs overlap. Bands which are 
present in one YAC but not another represent regions of human DNA which are not 
shared by the two YACs. The dissimilar bands can be excised from gels on which the 
products of PCR amplification have been separated and then be reamplified for use as 
probes in genomic walking experiments.

The second method involves digestion of solution DNA made from the YAC 
clones with a frequently cutting restriction enzyme and probing blots made from the 
electrophoretic separation of the digest with highly repetitive Alu sequences, or 
moderately repetitive probes (occurring up to 2000 times in the genome) such as pTR5 
(Schlessinger et al, 1991). Again, bands of identical size are assumed to be identical 
and bands that are present in one YAC but not another are thought to be derived from 
human DNA found in one YAC but not the other. The disadvantage of this second 
method is that a given band cannot easily be isolated for use as a probe. The use of 
either method for generating probes for genomic walking will be compromised by the 
presence of chimerism in either YAC as bands of dissimilar size will then result from 
co-cloned rather than contiguous DNA. A more fundamental problem is the assumption
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that bands which are identical in size represent the same DNA sequence. This may be a 
statistically valid assumption if the bands are probed with or produced by sequences 
such as pTR5 or the LI repeats that occur around 2000 times per haploid genome but is 
unjustifiable if the much more commonly occurring Alu sequences are used. However, 
if, after Alu-PCR amplification, YACs share several bands of identical size, this does 
provide more conclusive evidence of homology in a section of the human genomic 
DNA that the YACs contain. For example, figure 3.32 shows the amplification pattern 
obtained from five different YACs all of which have been identified by a single probe 
(3' Alu 78). YACs H0884, H0984 and A0483 all share four identical bands when 
amplified using ALE 1 primers. A further YAC (E0480) shared three bands with the 
others whereas no bands were amplified from the last YAC, A ll  111. The implication 
was that H0884, H0984 and A0483 contained human inserts that were very similar to 
each other. The insert in YAC E0480 shared less homology with the first three YACs 
and that of A l l l l l  had no identifiable overlap with the others by Alu-PCR 
fingerprinting. I found restriction enzyme fingerprinting to be a useful way of deciding 
if Alu-PCR clones of identical size were indeed identical (section 3.3.3b and figure
3.1 l.b). Hence, a restriction enzyme digest of all five PCR products was performed but 
the number of fragments derived was so large that many co-migrated, making it 
impossible to obtain an accurate fingerprint from each band.

Stronger evidence of homology came from the Alu-PCR amplification of the 
same YACs using an Alu primer which was orientated in the opposite direction (ALE3, 
derived from the 5' end of the Alu repeat). Again, YACs H0884, H0984 and A0483 
share an identical band pattern, this time of six bands. YAC E0480 shares three bands 
with the above YACs and A l l l l l  (which must have some homology to the others as it 
was identified with the same probe) shares two bands of identical size. Indeed, HO 8 84 
and H0984 were eventually found to contain identical human inserts (section 3.8.6). 
However, YAC A0483, which was indistinguishable by Alu-PCR fingerprinting, was 
found to be 200 kb larger than H0884 (figure 3.31). It could be that Alu repeats with 
homology to the ALE 1 and ALE3 primers were absent from the extra 200 kb genomic 
fragment and this underscores the point that considerable lengths of genomic DNA can 
be 'missed' by fingerprinting.

The only certain way of ascertaining the relative order of YACs in a contig is to 
determine the presence or absence of known molecular markers in each YAC in the 
contig. The markers can either be previously isolated probes or YAC end clones, 
derived by any of the methods detailed in section 4.3.5, but it is important to map all of 
these sequences to the region of interest. The relative position of the two YACs 
identified by 3' Alu 66 has not, as yet, been completely determined. However, the 
absence of the STS for the right hand end of YAC A05136 in YAC HI 1111 suggests 
that the latter YAC is either completely contained within the former or overlaps the left
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hand end of A05136 (section 3.8.7). The difficulty determining the relative position of 
these two YACs was due to the fact that all four end clones acted as repetitive probes 
on Southern hybridisation and a unique STS could not be developed from the right hand 
end of YAC A05136. If the end clones of YAC H l l l l l  yield useful STS it will be 
possible to ascertain the relative orientation of A05136 and H l l l l l .

4.3.8 Future analysis to define a YAC contig crossing the DG breakpoint
FISH analysis suggests that 3' Alu 66 and cosmid cl2.2 may be as close as 250 

kb apart; a distance that could easily be spanned by a single YAC (figure 3.47). Two 
YACs (A05136 and H l l l l l )  have already been isolated using 3' Alu 66 and the 
orientation of the left hand end of YAC 5136 relative to the DG breakpoint and to YAC 
H l l l l l  has been established. The right hand end of YAC A05136 is repetitive and, 
therefore unsuitable for further mapping studies. STS need to be developed from both 
ends of YAC H l l l l l  and their position relative to the DG breakpoint and YAC 
A05136 determined, producing a contig of two YACs. The size of this YAC contig can 
be extended by further analysis of the five primary YAC pools that were identified by 
PCR screening of the ICRF YAC library using STS for the left hand end of YAC 
A05136 (section 3.8.7). The resulting YAC contig above the DG breakpoint would then 
consist of seven YACs. I would determine the size of each YAC by PFGE and the 
presence of chimerism by FISH. YACs which were not chimeric by FISH would be 
used as probes for FISH against metaphase chromosomes of the lymphoblastoid cell 
line from DG in order to ascertain if any crossed the DG breakpoint. In order to 
orientate the YACs relative to each other I would isolate the ends of all the YACs and 
map the end clones on the chromosome 13 hybrid panel (to check for chimerism), and 
on blots made from digested DNA from all seven YACs in the contig. It may be that 
this contig would contain one or more YACs that spanned the DG breakpoint and 
would provide a high density of probes from the region.

Cosmid c l 2.2 maps below the DG breakpoint and should be used to isolate 
YACs. The cosmid could be hybridised directly to the ICRF YAC library with stringent 
DNA competition to block repetitive DNA sequences. However, incomplete blocking 
of repetitive elements will render the filter unusable and too stringent competition will 
decrease the sensitivity of the screening. It should be possible to isolate unique 
molecular markers from cl2.2. Eco Rl digestion of cl2.2 did not yield a single copy 
probe (section 3.9) but digestion with another restriction enzyme may allow a unique 
probe to be identified. STS could be generated from c l 2.2 by Alu-PCR or by 
sequencing both ends of the human insert using primers derived from the cosmid 
vector. The STS could be mapped on the chromosome 13 specific somatic cell hybrid 
panel and used to screen YAC libraries (both MRC and ICRF) by PCR.
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Once a contig that contains one or more YACs that span the DG breakpoint has 
been assembled it is important to confirm that the genomic DNA contained within the 
contig is not rearranged as homologous recombination can lead to the loss of sections of 
a contiguous DNA fragment. Certain regions are difficult to clone in YACs or, once 
cloned, are intrinsically unstable and prone to frequent recombination events. Telomeric 
sequences and tandemly repeated DNA sequences seem to pose a particular problem 
(Neil et al, 1990). Such deletions can be recognised by comparing pulsed field gel map 
is obtained from the YACs in the contig with that made from genomic DNA. 
Differences in the méthylation patterns of genomic DNA and DNA contained in YACs 
can cause confusion but if the maps obtained with a number of rare cutting restriction 
enzymes are compared it should be possible to confirm the fidelity of the contig 
(Boldog et al, 1993, Schlessinger et al, 1991).

4.4 CLONING GENES FROM THE REGION OF INTEREST

4.4.1 Identification of genes in the human insert of YACs
The aim of isolating YACs which span the breakpoint junction fragment was to 

ascertain if a gene important in neural development has been damaged by the 
translocation. Initially, it would be important to establish that the breakpoint junction 
fragment contained a gene of any sort and then to determine the potential function of 
that gene.

One approach would be to generate a high definition map of the human DNA 
contained within the Y AC spanning the DG breakpoint and narrow down the region of 
the translocation junction to a size amenable to DNA sequencing. Comparison of the 
sequence of the breakpoint junction with that of known genes in the EMBL data-base 
would allow assessment of its homology to known genes.

Various methods of mapping YACs have been reported. The approach 
originally suggested by Burke et. al. (1987) involved partial digestion of Y AC DNA, 
creating fragments of different lengths which could then be separated by PFGE. 
Hybridising blots made from these pulsed field gels with probes specific for the right 
and left ends of the Y AC vector allowed orientation of restriction enzyme sites within 
the Y AC. Another method of deriving smaller sized fragments from the human insert of 
the Y AC depends on homologous recombination. A construct consisting of a telomeric 
sequence, a selectible marker and an Alu repeat element is introduced into the Y AC of 
interest. The Alu sequence in the construct then recombines with Alu repeats in the 
human insert (Pavan et al, 1990). This event results in the loss of all Y AC sequences 
distal to the site of integration. The transformed yeast clones are then grown on media
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which select for the presence of the fragmentation vector (HIS3 rather than TRPl). The 
resulting transformants will contain human inserts of various lengths depending on 
which Alu repeat in the Y AC has been the target for the recombination event.

Sub-cloning smaller fragments generated by either method into X phage or 
cosmids and using them for genomic walks will eventually lead to the identification of 
a small DNA fragment which represents the region of the breakpoint junction. 
However, formal mapping approaches are very labour intensive and slow. Methods 
have been developed which allow the isolation of genes from whole YACs on the basis 
of the gene's structure or its expression.

4.4.2 Screening cDNA libraries
In order to produce a functional protein genes are first transcribed into mRNA. 

The mRNA that is being expressed in a given tissue can be reverse transcribed into 
cDNA using the enzyme reverse transcriptase and many tissue specific cDNA libraries 
are now available. Screening a cDNA library with a Y AC spanning the DG breakpoint 
could potentially identify transcribed sequences from the region of interest.

The first technique for screening cDNA libraries with YACs involved isolating 
Y AC DNA and hybridising it to filters made from the gridded clones of a cDNA 
library. However, the need for stringent competition of repetitive sequences and the 
large size of the Y AC probes led to poor signal intensity and only approximately 10% 
of the cDNA clones that were homologous to sequences in the human DNA were 
identified (Elvin et al, 1990). A second approach aimed to reduce the complexity of the 
probe to be hybridised to the cDNA library by sub-cloning the Y AC into X phage. The 
position of the X clones relative to the breakpoint was ascertained by hybridising them 
to blots made from PFGE separated digests of Y AC DNA. X clones that mapped close 

to the breakpoint were then used to screen cDNA libraries. This approach was 
successful in cloning the gene for Menke's disease (Mercer et al, 1993) and the t(3;8) 
translocation breakpoint from a patient with hereditary renal carcinoma (Boldog et al, 
1993) A further strength of the method is the generation of a high resolution map of the 
region of interest. However, mapping a large number of X phage clones is time 

consuming and both groups commented on the weak hybridisation signals obtained 
when some of the phage clones were used to screen the cDNA library.

The ideal method of screening a cDNA library would selectively amplify those 
clones which have homology to the Y AC of interest, thereby increasing the sensitivity 
of the procedure without the need for laborious sub-cloning. Several techniques have 
been developed which use PCR amplification of cDNA clones homologous to the YAC 
of interest; the major difference between them being the method of selecting the cDNA 
clones to be amplified. DNA from the YAC of interest is digested with a restriction
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enzyme and transferred to a hybridisation membrane. The membrane is hybridised with 
cDNA clones which have not been radiolabelled. Either the membrane or the cDNA 
clones have been previously 'quenched' with DNA in order to block all the repetitive 
elements. cDNA clones that are not homologous to the YAC DNA are eluted by 
washing whereas those that are specific to the region of interest remain bound to the 
membrane. The specific cDNA clones are amplified using PCR either directly from the 
membrane(Parimoo et al, 1991) or following elution from the membrane (Lovett et al, 
1991). These methods, though quicker than sub-cloning, were subject to technical 
difficulties, particularly in the handling of the membranes and the stringency of the 
washes needed to remove non-specific DNA clones. Recently, biotinylated fragments 
of the YAC of interest have been used to 'capture' specific cDNA clones by 
immobilising them on streptavidin coated magnetic beads. The cDNA clones can then 
be eluted from the beads and amplified with specific PCR primers. The initial method 
required the biotinylation of purified YAC DNA (Morgan et al, 1992). However, a 
more recent technique produces biotinylated human specific sequences from the YAC 
clone of interest without the need for DNA purification. Human specific fragments 
from the YAC of interest, are amplified by Alu-PCR with incorporation of biotin in the 
same reaction by using biotinylated nucleotides in the PCR mix (Forster and Rabbitts,
1993). The resulting biotinylated fragments are hybridised to random cDNA clones 
which have been made with priming sites for PCR on both ends. The biotinylated 
fragments are recovered on streptavidin coated magnetic beads. The captured cDNA 
clones from the region of interest are then eluted from the beads and amplified with 
specific oligonucleotide primers. Although it is possible that the region of the 
breakpoint junction may not be amplified by Alu-PCR, this method does have the 
advantages of speed and sensitivity.

However, no matter how elegant the procedure for screening cDNA libraries 
becomes, there are serious problems with this approach. Firstly, it assumes that the 
cDNA library has been made from tissue in which the gene is expressed. In attempting 
to clone genes coding for HLA-A loci involved in immuno-recognition cDNA libraries 
made from B lymphocytes or spleen were used as it was known that these tissues were 
involved in producing immunoglobulin. Hence, genes important in immuno-recognition 
must be present and constitutively expressed in libraries made from lymphocytes or 
spleen and indeed this was the case (Parimoo et al, 1991). However, the function of the 
putative Nb tumour suppressor gene is unknown. One could guess that it should be 
expressed in foetal adrenal tissue but it may encode a transacting differentiation factor 
produced by the liver or the brain. Which tissue specific cDNA library do we screen? 
Even if the correct tissue is chosen, it may be that the Nb tumour suppressor gene is 
only expressed at high levels for a brief window in foetal development and is only
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transcribed at very low levels at other times. Again, how do we know which age of 
foetus to derive the cDNA library from? Within a given tissue only around 10% of the 
10^ genes in the human genome are expressed and the level of expression varies from 1 
to 200,000 copies per cell (Patanjali et al, 1990). Screening a cDNA library derived 
from the correct tissue at the correct stage of differentiation may still result in the gene 
of interest being missed due to the vast excess of clones from more frequently 
transcribed genes. Attempts have been made to 'normalise' the numbers of cDNA 
clones within a library so as to increase the chances of cloning 'rare' transcripts 
(Patanjali et al, 1990). However, even in the normalised cDNA libraries, a given cDNA 
sequence may be identified only once for every 10^ clones screened. All libraries still 
contain repetitive sequences and the majority of the clones identified are found to be 
'orphans'; unrelated in structure to any known gene (Grausz and Auffray, 1993). Even 
more concerning was the report that over half the cDNA clones in the Genethon library 
were not of human origin but may have been cloned from yeast and bacterial 
contaminants (Savakis and Doelz, 1993). Clearly, any clone identified by cDNA library 
screening must be mapped back to genomic DNA (in our case to the DG breakpoint) to 
confirm that it comes from the region of interest. Studies of its functional relevance 
would then need to be performed (section 4.4.3).

Screening cDNA libraries is undeniably a powerful method of identifying 
transcribed genes from the region of interest. Once a single YAC spanning the DG 
breakpoint has been identified I would use the biotin-streptavidin cDNA capture 
method (Forster and Rabbitts, 1993) to isolated cDNA clones homologous to the human 
insert of the YAC. However, because of the significant problems that exist with cDNA 
cloning I would also attempt to clone genes located in the YAC insert using methods 
that rely on the structure of genes rather than their expression.

4.4.3 Cloning genes on the basis of their structure
Two groups of techniques have been described which utilise the structure of 

genes to clone sequences of interest, exon trapping and the cloning of CpG islands.

4.4 .3 .a  Exon trapping and amplification
These methods depend on the intron-exon structure of the gene. Most genes are 

composed of transcribed sequences (exons) separated by non-transcribed DNA (introns) 
the function of which is unclear. When mRNA is transcribed from genomic DNA, 
exons are joined together, and correct splicing is dependant on the presence of splice 
sites at the 5' and 3' ends of the exons. The splice sites are not specific to a given gene, 
in fact all 5' and 3' splice sites are thought to be generically compatible. Techniques 
have been devised which allow capture of the 3' or both 3' and 5' splice sites from exons 
contained within random genomic DNA sequences.
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Initial reports detailed the technique of 'exon trapping' by which the 3' ends of 
exons could be cloned (Duyk et al, 1990). Genomic DNA was digested with a 
restriction enzyme (BstYl) and cloned into a vector (pETV-SD) which contained an 
antibiotic resistance gene and an exon trap cassette. This cassette consisted of the first 
exon of the human P globin gene including its splice donor followed by an intron 
sequence and the a-p-galactosidase gene. Distal to the a-P-galactosidase gene was the 

cloning site for the digested genomic DNA. Following cloning of human DNA, the 
constructs were transfected into a retroviral packaging cell line. During the retroviral 
life cycle, genomic sequences of non-viral origin are correctly spliced and may be 
recovered as cDNA. Any 3' splice acceptor sites within the cloned human DNA would 
be spliced onto the 5' splice donor site of the human p globin gene, resulting in loss of 
the intervening intron sequences of the p globin gene and the a-P galactosidase gene. 

The opportunity for correct splicing was increased by using virions from the first 
retroviral packaging line to transfect a second packaging line. The product was then 
amplified by infecting COS cells where the presence of the SV40 promoter ensured 
amplification of the cDNA product. The episomal cDNA construct was then used to 
transform bacteria which were grown on media containing antibiotic and X-gal 
selection. White colonies contained plasmids in which the splice donor in the construct 
had joined up with a splice acceptor in the cloned human DNA resulting in loss of the 
a-P-galactosidase gene. Exon sequences could then be recovered by standard plasmid 

lysis methods or by PCR. Although this method was elegant in design the multiple 
transfections resulted in it being very laborious.

Exon amplification, reported by Buckler et al (1991) selects exons on the basis 
of the presence of both 3' and 5' splice sites and only involves a single transfection step. 
DNA from the region of interest is digested and cloned into a plasmid construct 
consisting of functional 5' and 3' splice sites of the HIV 1 tat gene, separated by an 
intron which contains the cloning site. The HIV 1 tat gene is itself flanked by (5 globin 

gene sequences. The construct is transfected into COS cells where its SV40 origin of 
replication ensures amplification of the construct and the SV40 promoter facilitates 
high levels of transcription. Again, processing of the transcript will result in any exon in 
the cloned human DNA being spliced to the HIV tat splice sites. Two or three days after 
transfection, cytoplasmic RNA is isolated from the COS cells and the exon sequences 
are rescued by RNA based PCR analysis using primers to the p globin gene sequences 
that flank the HIV 1 tat gene splice sites. This method was used successfully in the 
isolation of the human glycerol kinase gene from Xp21 (Walker et al, 1993).
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However, both methods have several important drawbacks. The splice sites of 
some genes may not be compatible with the sites in the constructs. A few human genes 
may not have any introns and would not be able to be cloned. More importantly, are the 
false positives that result from the cloning of intron sequences that resemble splice sites 
(cryptic splice sites). It is estimated that cryptic splice sites may form as many as 20% 
of the positive clones identified (Buckler et al, 1991). It would be important to check 
that the sequences identified do indeed represent transcribed sequences by hybridising 
them to Northern blots of RNA from different species (section 4.4.3) and using them to 
identify unique cDNA clones. The other disadvantage with the exon capture methods is 
that it would be very time consuming to screen the number of clones that would be 
obtained from a large YAC, In spite of all the difficulties, exon capture is a very direct 
way of identifying transcribed sequences from the region and, in conjunction with 
cDNA cloning, has the best track record at identifying important genes.

4.4.3.b Cloning o f CpG islands
Although human DNA is highly methylated, 1% of the genome is composed of 

stably unmethylated sequences (Bird, 1992). These unmethylated sequences exist as 
discreet CpG rich islands, usually one to two kb in length. It is now clear that most, if 
not all, CpG islands are associated with the 5' ends of genes (Bird, 1992). Restriction 
enzymes, such as Not 1, Mlu 1, BssHII, Sac II, that recognise CpG islands cut very 
infrequently and, therefore, create long DNA fragments after digestion. Long range 
maps of large DNA fragments can be made using PFGE to separate the products 
obtained from a given DNA fragment following digestion with one of these restriction 
enzymes. Although these pulsed field maps are very useful in determining the gross 
structure of a given DNA fragment, they do not allow easy sub-cloning of the DNA 
sequences in the region of the enzyme cutting sites which may represent the 5' ends of 
important genes. Hence, techniques have been developed which allow cloning of the 
DNA sequences adjacent to rare-cutting restriction enzyme cutting sites (Zabarovsky et 
al, 1993). The method involves digestion of the DNA of interest with a frequently 
cutting restriction enzyme (such as Bam HI) and circularisation of the resulting 
products. The circularised digests are then cut with Not 1 and the resulting linear 
digestion products, which comprise a Not 1 recognition site and the DNA flanking it, 
cloned into a plasmid vector. The plasmids are then used to transform bacteria and the 
resulting colonies comprise a library of not 1 'linking clones' from the region of interest. 
These clones can then be mapped back to the region of interest and those clones that 
correspond to the region of the genetic abnormality (the translocation breakpoint in the 
case of DG) can either be sequenced and used to develop specific oligonucleotide 
primers for the region, or used as probes to cDNA libraries. The success of the method 
obviously depends on the méthylation pattern and purity of the DNA of interest. In
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order to avoid contamination by yeast sequences, which are frequently unmethylated, 
either the YAC would have to be separated from the other yeast chromosomes, or the 
resulting library would have to be screened for the presence of human specific 
sequences which would not be easy as the size of the DNA fragments is small. Any 
genes which are methylated in the tissue from which the library was developed would 
be relatively under-represented. The major problem with the method is that not all 
genes have CpG islands at their 5' ends and, hence, important genes may be 'missed' by 
this technique. Even though the method has problems, it is considerably quicker than 
any of the exon capture techniques of identifying genes on the basis of their structure 
and is worth considering alongside cDNA library screening.

4.4 .4  Assessing the relevance of a cloned gene in the disease process
Once a transcribed sequence from the region of the DG breakpoint has been 

identified its relevance in the evolution of the Nb phenotype needs to be established. It 
is relatively easy to establish that a given sequence is a gene. Important genes are 
conserved in evolution and should, therefore, be conserved among species which can be 
established by screening a 'zoo-blot' of RNA from various species (Monaco et al, 1986). 
As mentioned in section 4. 4.2, genes will have CpG rich areas at their 5' ends. Analysis 
of the sequence should identify the presence of open reading frames (Gray et al, 1982) 
enhancers (Weber et al, 1984) or promoter regions (Allen et al, 1988). The real 
difficulty comes in proving that a given gene is responsible for the Nb phenotype when 
we have no clue as to the pathophysiology of the disease. If the gene sequence showed 
close homology to transcription factors or known oncogenes one could infer that the 
gene was important in Nb development but that would not constitute proof of causality. 
When the human glycerol kinase gene was identified (Walker et al, 1993) there was the 
opportunity to compare the sequence to the prokaryotic equivalent, but there are no 
phylogenetically equivalent genes for the Nb tumour suppressor gene.

In the case of a gene potentially involved in tumour development one would 
expect the gene to be mutated in Nb tumours. Unfortunately, no tumour tissue from 
patient DG was deep frozen, but the presence of mutations of the putative Nb 
suppressor gene could be looked for in other tumours. The majority of aggressive Nb 
tumours are initially treated with chemotherapy and the tumour tissue that is resected 
after chemotherapy is largely necrotic so care would have to be taken to ensure that 
mutations were looked for in viable tissue and not in areas composed of necrosis or 
stroma. However, in Rb the mutations that have led to tumour development can be too 
subtle to be determined by Southern blotting. Sophisticated techniques such as single 
strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis, that can detect single base pair 
changes, may be necessary to detect mutations (Hogg et al, 1992).
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Similarly, one may expect that a gene involved in suppressing tumour 
development may not be expressed in tumours but that is not the case in Rb where a 
transcript is seen in 60% of tumours (Friend et al, 1986) and in the tumours associated 
with mutation of p53 the abnormal transcript acts in a dominant negative fashion 
(section 1.3.5). In Wilms tumour (WT) it is now clear that more than one gene is 
involved in the disease phenotype and the majority of sporadic WT do not show 
abnormalities in the WTl gene (section 1.3.4.a). It is likely that more than one gene is 
important in Nb development (section 1.5.5) and this will further complicate the 
assessment of whether the putative gene at the DG breakpoint is causally involved in 
the genesis of Nb. One method of acquiring convincing evidence of the role of the gene 
in Nb development would be to do the sort of elegant in-situ hybridisation studies of 
gene expression in tumour and foetal tissue that were performed by Pritchard Jones et al 
(Pritchard-Jones and Fleming, 1991) for WT as described in section 1.3.4.a. The 
introduction of the putative gene into Nb cells in tissue culture should reverse the 
malignant phenotype. This could be accomplished by micro cell mediated chromosome 
transfer (Stanbridge, 1990) which allows the transfer of whole chromosomes or 
chromosome fragments into cultured cells. Better still would be the transfer of just the 
gene of interest into cultured cells by the use of a YAC vector (Pavan et al, 1990). 
There are two problems with this approach. Firstly, only high grade Nb tumours grow 
in tissue culture and hence it would be impossible to test the relevance of any gene we 
have identified from DG, a patient with low grade Nb, in cell cultures derived from 
low grade tumours. It could be that high grade and low grade Nb are different diseases 
that share a common histological phenotype, in a way analogous to the LI lymphocyte 
of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia being a phenotype that includes many genetically 
different disorders. If this was the case, then the gene isolated from DG may have no 
effect on high grade Nb tumours in culture even though it is central to the development 
of low grade Nb. Secondly, even if the cultured cells did start to behave in a less 
malignant fashion this would not prove that the loss of the gene that had been 
transferred to the cultured cells was vital in tumorigenesis. The transfer of p53 into cell 
lines from many different malignancies results in a slowing of cell growth and less 
malignant behaviour (Stanbridge, 1990) even though p53 abnormalities are only 
secondary events associated with disease progression rather than being responsible for 
tumour development. Coming full circle, the identification of patients with Nb who 
carry constitutional abnormalities of the putative Nb suppressor gene would be strong 
evidence for its role in Nb tumour development.
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4.5 CANDIDATE GENES AND THE DG BREAKPOINT

The majority of the work in this thesis was directed towards isolating and 
cloning the breakpoint junction fragment of the constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) 
translocation found in patient DG. However, three candidate genes which map in the 
region of the translocation breakpoint were analysed in order to ascertain whether they 
had been disrupted by this genetic change. FLT3 maps to 13ql2, but is at least 450 kb 
away from the DG breakpoint by FISH (figure 3.47) and is , therefore, very unlikely to 
have been damaged by the DG translocation. However, NSCLl and SKI map to lq22 
and warranted further investigation.

The genetic change in DG was a translocation, not a subtle point deletion, and 
we had a somatic cell hybrid (DGF27C11) containing just the derivative chromosome 
1. Perhaps the most convincing way of determining whether a candidate gene had been 
disrupted by the translocation was used for NSCLl. It was possible to design human 
specific STS for both the extreme 3' and 5' ends of the published gene sequence and 
prove by PCR analysis that both were absent from DGF27C11 (figure 3.48 and section 
3.10). If the gene had been damaged by the translocation the STS for one end would 
have been present in DGF27C11 and the STS for the other end would have been absent.

If the oncogene, cSKI, had been disrupted by the genetic change then 
hybridisation of a cDNA probe for that gene to DGF27C11 should produce a band of 
different size to that found in normal human DNA. If the cDNA probe was hybridised 
to the lymphoblastoid cell line derived from DG (line ET72A) then two bands would be 
seen, one of normal size and one which migrated differently. This was not found to be 
the case (figure 3.49 and section 3.10). However, it could be that the extreme 5' or 3' 
end of the SKI gene had not been included in the cSKI probe and, therefore, that the 
SKI gene had been disrupted without any changes in the size of bands produced on 
hybridisation being apparent. Indeed, when a cDNA probe for the RET locus was 
hybridised to blots of DNA from 50 patients with MEN 2A no altered DNA fragments 
were seen, but PCR analysis of the RET gene detected mutations in 20 of 23 families 
with the disease (Mulligan et al, 1993). The sequence of the chicken SKI gene was 
available from the EMBL database and I intended to design STS from both 3' and 5' 
ends of the SKI sequence in a similar way described for NSCLl. However, the 3' end of 
the SKI gene was not species specific and produced an identical sized PCR product in 
both human and mouse making it unsuitable for screening DGF27C11, a mouse/human 
hybrid. Re-designing the primers did not allow identification of a PCR product which 
was specific for human DNA. If the SKI gene had been disrupted by the DG 
translocation a YAC identified by this gene would span the breakpoint. Using the STS
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for the 3' end of SKI, a single YAC (E0851) was identified from the ICRF YAC library. 
Both ends of this YAC have been isolated but were found to act as repetitive probes on 
Southern hybridisation (section 3.10). Deciding whether YAC E0851 does span the 
breakpoint will depend on generating STS from the end clones or using the YAC as a 
probe for FISH against metaphase chromosomes from DGF27C11.

Each report of the cloning of a gene which maps to I3ql2  or Iq22 raises the 
question of whether time and resources should be directed to assessing the position of 
that gene relative to the DG translocation breakpoint. The involvement of a given gene 
in the development of other malignancies would suggest that assessment of its role in 
the DG translocation may be profitable. One such gene is PBXl (formerly called PRL) 
which maps to Iq23. A sub-set of childhood B cell leukaemias is characterised by the 
presence of a t(l,19) in the leukaemic clone. The breakpoint on chromosome 19 
involved the E2A gene, which codes for a helix-loop-helix protein functioning as an 
enhancer for the transcription factors E12 and E47 (Nourse et al, 1990). The region of 
lq23 at the breakpoint junction was a novel gene, PBXl, which had some homology to 
the homeobox genes important in development. Initially it was thought that the 
breakpoints in lq23 were tightly clustered in a defined region (Nourse et al, 1990) but 
subsequent analysis of a larger number of leukaemic cells and cell lines revealed that 
the breakpoints occurred in a 50 kb region on lq23. Furthermore, none of the 
breakpoints seemed to involve any of the exons of the PBXl gene (Mellentin et al, 
1990). In the t(9;22), Philadelphia, translocation the breakpoints in the ABL gene are 
also widely scattered, so there is a precedent for this finding. However, the fact that 
such a large and ill-defined region of lq23 is potentially involved makes it difficult to 
assess whether the gene has been disrupted by the DG translocation. In the absence of 
information as to the extent of the breakpoint cluster region within PBXl, the best 
approach would be to identify YACs containing the PBXl gene and see if they cross 
the DG breakpoint by FISH.

Other solid tumours also show genetic rearrangements in lq21. A t(l;19) 
translocation has been seen in meningiomas (Prempree et al, 1993) and a 
der(16)t(l;16)(q21;ql3) translocation has been identified in 2 of 20 Ewing’s tumours 
(Douglass et al, 1990) which are more frequently characterised by the t(ll;22). It may 
be that different genes have been disrupted in each of these translocations but it is also 
possible that abnormalities of a single gene located in lq21 have occurred.

4.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The pace of technological advance during the period of this project has been 

rapid. At the outset of the study, Alu-PCR had only just been reported and YAC 
technology was in its infancy and not available in the host laboratory. Similarly, very
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few probes and hybrids were available for mapping lq22 and 13ql2. The analysis of 
the DG translocation breakpoint has benefited from the use of many new methods and 
reagents, but has also encountered some of the problems associated with utilising 
recently described techniques. The decision as to how many new methods should be 
tried was difficult. The time constraints implicit on any PhD project dictate that one has 
to be selective and focused, hopefully without being blinkered. However, one of the 
major lessons has been that corroboration of data using different techniques is essential. 
The project has essentially revolved around the attempt to use positional cloning to 
isolate the DG translocation breakpoint. At the outset (section 1.7) it was obvious that 
the decision to approach the breakpoint from the chromosome 13 or the chromosome 1 
'end' depended on the availability of molecular markers for the region. Approaching the 
breakpoint from chromosome 13 was justified in the light of the fact that the 
development of somatic cell hybrids for the region allowed the division of 13ql2 
(which is 10-12 Mb long) into six separate regions. However, the major problem with 
the project was the inability to derive sufficient molecular markers to allow a YAC 
contig to be readily constructed or a long range map of the genomic region to be easily 
devised. There still remains a relative paucity of probes from 13ql2; nowhere near the 
one marker per 150 kb that would allow the construction of YAC contigs without the 
necessity for YAC walking and whether this represents difficulties intrinsic to the 
region or the under-use of available cloning techniques is unclear. Because few diseases 
appear to map to 13ql2, the region has certainly attracted less attention than other parts 
of the genome. During the course of the PhD, I did attempt to map markers from 13ql2 
as they became available but of the few markers that exist for the region the majority 
were only described at the conclusion of my experimental work. In retrospect I should 
have spent more time attempting to derive markers for the region which would have 
increased my chances of constructing both a YAC contig and a long range physical 
map, accepting the possibility of being left with an incomplete map of 13ql2 as the sole 
result of my work. In my analysis of YACs it may have been more fruitful to attempt to 
derive further markers from within the YACs which could then be used to identify 
further YAC clones rather than concentrating so much effort on trying to isolate end 
clones. However, I have managed to define the region of the DG breakpoint and 
generate flanking markers which may be as little as 250 kb apart. These, together with 
the YACs that have been isolated on either side of the DG breakpoint will serve as 
useful reagents in the future cloning of the breakpoint junction fragment, and may lead 
to the identification of a gene important in the development of Nb.
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APPENDIX 1.1 ALU PRIMERS

The sequences of the Alu primers used are given below. The size and number of PCR products varied with the template DNA used. For 
the construction of an Alu-PCR library the following PCR conditions were used: 94X  for 45 sec, 57°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 2 min, 30 
cycles with a magnesium concentration of 1.5 mM. For 'Alu fingerprinting' the reaction conditions were 94°C 30 sec, 55°C 30 sec IT C  1 
min, for 30 cycles with a magnesium concentration of 1.5 mM.

NAME OF OLIGO SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (S' TO 3')

ALE 1 GCCTCCCAAAGTGCTGGGATTACAG

ALE 3 CCACTGCACTCCAGCCTGGG

BK 33 CTGGGATTGCAGGCGTGAGCC g

Alu 8559 CAGAATTCGCGACAGAGCGAGACTCCGTCTT
(Alu IV)

Alu 5684 CGGGATCCCAAAGTGCTGGGATTACAGGCGTG



APPENDIX 1.2 PLASMID PROMOTERS

The sequences of the Bluescript SK T3 and T7 promoters are given below. The PCR conditions shown will amplify inserts up to 2 kb in 
size. If the primers are being used to amplify inserts of known size the extension time should be reduced appropriately (1 min/ kb insert).

NAME OF OLIGO SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (S' TO 3')

BLUESCRIPT T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAG

BLUESCRIPT T7 AATACGACTCACTATAG

PCR CONDITIONS

94°C 45 sec 
48*’C 45 sec 
7 2 T  2 min 
30 cycles, 1.5mM Mg.

CO
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APPENDIX 1.3 STS FOR 3'ALU PROBES

It was possible to derive STS from five of the 3' Alu probes. 3' Alu 90 maps to the centromeres of many human chromosomes, the other 
four STS map to 13ql2 (figures 3.21 and 3.22).

NAME OF OLIGO SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (S' TO 3') SIZE OF PCR PCR CONDITIONS 
PRODUCT IN 
bp

3’ ALU 66

3' ALU 71

3' ALU 78

1: CAGAAGGTGTGAGATGAGGACAC 
2: TAGTTACACTGGAAGCCGGACCT

1: GTCATACTTTGGCCAAATCTCGAT 
2: ACTTGGTTTGTCACATTCTTGGTG

1: AGTTTATAGGAGGCCGTAGTTTTGG 
2: CCAAACTTGAAGGGGATGAGAATA

550

400

600

94'C 30 sec 
6 0 T  30 sec 
7 2 T  30 sec 
30 cycles, 1.5 mm Mg.

94° C 45 sec 
55°C 45 sec 
72°C 45 sec 
35 cycles, 2.0 mM Mg.

94°C 30 sec 
58°C 30 sec 
72°C 30 sec 
30 cycles, 1.5mM Mg.

(O
C4

3'ALU 62 1: CCATTGGACAATACATGAACAGTT 
2: TTCCAAGTTCATAGGCCTTCTGAA

510 AS FOR 3’ ALU 78

3' ALU 90 IrCATAGAAAGTGCTAGGATTTACAAGGATG 400 
2: TGCTTGATCACATTTACAGATGCmrCC

AS FOR 3’ ALU 78



APPENDIX 1.4 CHROMOSOME 13 STS
The following STS were obtained for known markers on chromosome 13. Primers for exon 8 of RB were designed by A. Hogg and those 
for FLTl by Polymeropoulos (Polymeropoulos et al, 1991). The primers for Factor VII /intron are given in Abbott and Povey (1991). The 
sequences of the primers for 1353 (D13S120) and MS34 (D13S115) were published in Bowcock et. al (1992). I designed the primers for 
FLT3 from the 3' untranslated region of the gene, the sequence of which was published in Rosnet et al (Rosnet et al, 1991) bases 3186- 
3207 and 3399-3423 inclusive.The sequences of the primers, the reaction conditions and the sizes of the expected PCR products are shown 
below.
NAME OF OLIGO

EXON 8 RB

FACTOR VII INTRON 

FLTl

MS34 (D13S115)

1353 (D13S120)

FLT3

SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (5' TO 3')

1: GACCTAAGTTATAGTTAGAATACTTC 
2: CATGCTCATAACAAAAGAAGTAAA

1: CTTGTCCTTTGGATCAGTCCACGGA 
2: TAATCCTAGTGGGACAGGGACTGGT

S IZE  OF PCR PCR CONDITIONS 
PRODUCT IN bp.

316

376

1 : TTTGGCCGACAGTGGTGTAA 220
2: AGGACCAAACCATGTCTGTC

1 : TGTA AGG AG AG AG AG ATTTCG AC A 160
2: TCTTAGCTGCTGGTGGTGG

1 : CAGACACCACAACACACATT 200
2: ATGACCTAGAAATGATACTGGC

1: ACTTTTCTCTAAGATGCTGTCTG 237
2: AATCATATTTAGCTTTCCCTTAGCA

9 4 T  30 sec 
5 5 T  30sec
72°C 30 sec 
35 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg. 
AS FOR EXON 8 RB

94'C 45 sec 
5 5 T  45 sec 
7 2 T  45 sec
35 cycles, 2.0 mMMg. 
94 T  1 min 
60°C 1 min 
IT C  1 min
35 cylcles, 1.5 mM Mg. 
AS FOR MS34

94°C 45 sec 
52°C 45 sec 
72°C 45 sec
30 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg.

'.n(D
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APPENDIX 1.5 CHROMOSOME 1 STS
The following STS were obtained for known markers on chromosome 1. NGFB3 and SPECT were published by Abbott and Povey
(1991). I designed those for cSKI from the 3' untranslated region of the chicken cSKI sequence (bases 441-465, 936-960 inclusive of 
GDCSKI30 available in the EMBL database. Primers to both the 3' and 5' untranslated regions of NSCLl were designed from the sequence 
given in Lipkowitz et al (1992). The 5' primers were bases 1-25 and 146-166 the 3' primer bases 2226-2249 and 22441-22464.

NAME OF OLIGO SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (5’ TO 3')

SPECT

NGFB3

1: TAGAGAAGAAAGGCTGCCCAGTAGG 
2: CCTGGAACCAATGCCCCATGGATAA

1: GGAAGCATCCTGTGTGCTGATGCTG 
2: CTAACTTCTCCAAGGGAGGAGCCAG

S IZ E  O F  P C R  
PRODUCT IN bp.

500

400

PCR CONDITIONS

94°C 45 sec 
64°C 45 sec 
IT C  2 min 
30 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg

AS FOR SPECT

os

cSKI

NSCLl 5'

NSCLl 3'

1 : GCCGCAGATTCTCAACTCGGTGCTG 500
2: CTCCTCCTTGCCCGTGTAATCCTGG

1: AGGTGTGTGTGTCTGAGGGTGTGTG 250
2: GTGACCAGCTTTCTAGACTCTC

1: GTTGTGCACTTTGGGGTAGAGTGA 400
2: GGCCTGCTCTTGGGAGTATCAGGA

94“C 30 sec 
55'C 30 sec 
IT C  30 sec 
40 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg

AS FOR cSKI

94°C 30 sec 
60°C 30 sec 
IT C  30 sec 
30 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg.



APPENDIX 1.6.1 VECTORETTE BUBBLES

The sequences of the Rsa 1 and Hinf 1 bubble tops and the universal bubble bottom are given below. Equimolar amounts of one bubble top 
and the universal bubble bottom are heated to 65°C for 15 min and allowed to cool to room temperature over a 2 hour period. YAC DNA 
was cut with Rsa 1 or Hinf 1 and the residual enzyme activity destroyed by heat inactivation. 100 ng of the annealed bubble (Rsa 1 or Hinf 
1 depending on which enzyme was used) was added to YAC DNA and ligated overnight as described in section 2.7.5.b.

BUBBLE NAME BUBBLE SEQUENCE (5’ TO 3 ’)

Rsa 1 BUBBLE TOP GAAGGAGAGGACGCTGTCTGTCGAAGGTAAGGAACGGACGAGAGAAGGGAGAG

Hinf 1 BUBBLE TOP ACAGTTGAAGGAGAGGACGCTGTCTGTCGAAGGTAAGGAACGGACGAG “

UNIVERSAL BUBBLE BOTTOM CTCTCCCTTCTCGAATCGTAACCGTTCGTACGAGAATCGCTGTCCTCTCCTTC



APPENDIX 1.6.2 VECTORETTE PCR

Using the primers given in this table it was possible to rescue both ends of YACs to which the bubbles noted in Appendix 1.6 had been 
ligated. Primer HYAC-C is derived from the left hand end of the pYAC4 vector, primer 1091 from the right hand end and primer 224 from 
the YAC bubble. The position of all the primers relative to the vector is shown in figure 3.35. In order to rescue the left hand end primers 
HYAC-C and 224 were used, for the right hand end 1091 and 224. The initial PCR conditions were 94'^C Imin, 67“C 2 min, 72°C 2 min 
for 35 cycles using a magnesium concentration of 2.0 mM. If background bands appeared the magnesium concentration was reduced to 
1.5 mM. For products of 1 kb or under the times of the denaturing, annealing and extension steps was reduced to 45 secs in subsequent 
reactions.

NAME OF PRIMER SEQUENCE OF PRIMER (5' TO 3')

HYAC-C GCTACTTGGAGCCACTATCGACTACGCGAT

1091 CGATATAGGCGCCAGCAACCGCACCTGTGG

224 CGAATCGTAACCGTTCGTACGAGAATCGCT

oo
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APPENDIX 1.7 PRIMERS USED FOR SEQUENCING YAC END CLONES

The following primers were used to sequence the YAC end clones generated by vectorette PCR as described in sections 2.7.5.b. . For the 
amplification of the DNA template to be sequenced primers for HYAC-C and 224 were used to rescue the left hand YAC end clone, 
primers 1091 and 224 for the right hand end clone. The 224 primers noted in appendix 1.6 were biotinylated to allow separation of DNA 
strands prior to sequencing as described in section 2.8.1. The sequencing reactions were performed using the method in section 2.S.2-3. 
The positon of the primers relative to the YAC vector sequence is shown in figure 3.35. Primer RA2 was used to sequence the 1091 end 
clone, primer 32194 the HYAC-C end clone and primer 32427 to sequence the 'negative' strand of both end clones.

a
NAME OF SEQUENCING PRIMER SEQUENCE OF PRIMER (S' TO 3') S

RA2 TCGAACGCCCGATCTCAAGATTA

32194 GTTGGTTTAAGGCGCAAGAC

32427 GAATCGCTGTCCTCTCC



APPENDIX 1.8 YAC END CLONE PRIMERS

Primers were designed for each of the end clones of YACS A05136 and G 12067. Unique STS were derived for both ends of 012067 and 
the HYAC-C end of A05136. Two STS were derived for the HYAC-C end of YAC A05136, a small product resulting from using primers 
5136 Left B and C and a larger product from the use of primers 5136 Left B and D. The sequences, reaction conditions and the sizes of the 
PCR products expected are given in the table below.

NAME OF OLIGO SEQUENCE OF OLIGO (S' TO 3’)

012 RIGHT

012 LEFT

1: OOCTTATTTCTOTTTAOATCC 
2: OOAACTACTAATTACCCTAAO

1: OCAOTTTTCTOCATTTCAOAATCAOO 
2: CTTTAATCTTOOATOACTOCTATCCC

5136 LEFT-(LBC) B: OOOTTTOAOAACCTATTTATCTC 
C: OOATCCATOACAOAATTATTOTA

5136 LEFT-(LBD) B: OOOTTTOAOAACCTATTTATCTC 
D: COCOTCAOTAOCAOTA

S IZ E  O F PC R  
PROCUCT IN bp.

220

1300

113

1400

PCR CONDITIONS

94"C 45 sec 
56°C 45 sec 
72°C 45 sec 
30 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg

94°C 1 min 
54°C 2 min 
7 2 T  2 min 
35 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg

94°C 30 sec 
5 6 T  30 sec 
72°C 30 sec 
30 cycles, 1.5 mM Mg

94° C 40 sec 
52°C 40 sec 
72°C 40 sec 
30 cycles, 2.0 mM Mg

oh-
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APPENDIX 2.1 PROBES FROM 13q

Appendices 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 show details of the previously reported probes that were used to characterise the DGF hybrids and the mapping 
panels. Each probe is identified by the names of the locus and the probe. The size of the probe is given next followed by the enzyme 
required to cut it out of the plasmid vector. The size of the bands obtained when probes are used in hybridisation is given in kb. If a probe 
recognises more than one band the sizes are noted directly whereas if the probe is polymorphic and recognises different sized bands in 
different individuals, the sizes are given prefixed by: 1 or 2. The stringency of washing necessary to minimise background without losing 
signal strength is noted. Finally, the map position of the probes and references for the probes are shown.

PROBES FROM CHROMOSOME 13q

Locus Probe Size of
probe
(kb)

Cloning site Size of band 
on southern 
blot (kb)

Enzyme 
used to 
digest DNA 
on blot

Washing
conditions

Location Reference

D13S1 p7F12 4.2 Hind m 4.2 Hind in O.SxSSC,
30°C

13ql2 Cavenee et 
al,'84

D13S6 pHUlO 2.3 Hind in 2.3 Hind in 0.5xSSC,
30°C

13ql2 Dryja et al, 
'84

D13S93 WC71 1.4 Hind in 22.0 Eco R1 2xSSC, 65'C 13ql2 P. Bull pers 
comm

D13S100 KC21.1 4.4 Hind in 22.0 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T 13ql2 P. Bull pers 
comm

RBI RB3.8 3.8 Hind in 6.8 Eco R1 2xSSC, 5 0 T 13ql4 Lalande et 
al,'84

D13S2 p9D ll 2.3 Hind in 22.0 Eco R1 IxSSC, 3 0 T 13q21 Cavenee et 
al,’84

D13S3 p9A7 1.0 Hind in 22.0 Eco R1 2xSSC, 65°C 13q32 Cavenee et 
al,'84

Nh-
CM



APPENDIX 2.2 PROBES FROM CHROMOSOME Ip

Locus Probe Size of 
probe(kb)

Cloning site Size of band 
on southern 
blot (kb)

Enzyme 
used to 
digest DNA 
on blot

Washing
conditions

Location Reference

D1Z2 pl-79 0.9 Eco R 1/Hind III multiple
small bands

Eco R1 2xSSC
6 5 T

Ipter Borg et al, 
'92

D1S80 pMCT118 3.1 Pst 1 VNTR Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp36 O'Connell et 
al, 1989

D1S96 pl-45 4.5 Eco R1 2.0 Rsa 1 2xSSC
6 5 T

lp36 1.2-2 Weith et al, 
1989

FUCAl pAF3 0.9 EcoRl 0.9 Eco R1 2xSSC, 65°C lp34 Middleton-
Price,'90

FOR pFGR 2.0 Eco R 1/Bam 9.0 
HI

Eco R1 2xSSC, 65°C lp34 Middleton
Price,'90

MYCL pLmyclO 1.8 Eco R 1/Hind in  6.6 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp32 Nau et al,'85
D1S17 p3-18 1.3 EcoR l 1.3 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp31 Dracopoli et 

al, '89
D1S20 p5-21 1.0 EcoRl 1.0 Eco R1 2xSSC, 65“C lp22 Dracopoli et 

a l '89
D1S12 p2-05 3.5 Eco R1 3.5 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp22 Dracopoli et 

al, '89
D1S9 p i-04 2.1 EcoR l 2.1 Eco R1 2xSSC, 65'C lp22 Dracopoli et 

al,'89
AMYl pEB8 0.55 EcoR l/H indin  12 &8 Pst 1 2xSSC, 65°C lp21 M.Meisler, 

pers comm.
D1S13 p5-22 4.4 EcoRl 4.4 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp l3 Dracopoli et 

al, '89
D1S14 p6-02 5.5 EcoRl 5.5 Eco R1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp l3 Dracopoli et 

al,'89
NRAS pMRC3 6.0 EcoR l 4.3 & 1.7 Taq 1 2xSSC, 6 5 T lp l3 Middleton

Price,'90



APPENDIX 2.3 PROBES FROM CHROMOSOME Iq 

Locus Probe

SKI

MUC

AT3

AP0A2

APCS

REN

Size of Cloning site Size of band Enzyme 
probe(kb)

cSKI

pMUClO

pA62

pB3

pSA pll

1.1

1.8

1.6

1.3

0.9

pHRnESl.9 0.7

Eco R1

Eco R1 

Pst 1

P stl

Pst 1

on southern used to 
blot (kb) digest DNA

3 bands

20 & 9

12

1: 10 
2: 5.5 & 5

20

Eco Rl/SST 1 4.3

8.7

on blot

P stl 

Eco R1 

Eco R1 

Pst 1

Eco R1

11.5 or 7.1 Msp 1

Eco R1 

Hind III

Washing Location 
conditions

2xSSC, 6 5 T  lq22

0.2xSSC, lq22 
65°C
2xSSC, 6 5 T  lq21-23

IxSSC, 6 5 T  lq22

2xSSC, 65°C lq22

2xSSC, 6 5 T  lq41

Reference

Nomura et al, 
89

Gendler et al, 
’87
Middleton
Price,'90

Middleton 
Price et al,'88

Floyd-Smith 
et al,'86

O'Connell et 
al, 1989

r-
ca
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Isolation of chromosome-specific DNA sequences from an Alu polymerase 
chain reaction library to define the breakpoint in a patient with a 
constitutional translocation t(l;13) (q22;ql2) and ganglioneuroblastoma

Antony J. Michalski, Finbarr E. Cotter & John K. Cowell

ICRF Molecular Oncology Group, Institute of Child Health, 30 Guilford Street, London, WCIN lEH, UK

We describe the cytogenetic and molecular character
ization of a t(l;13)(q22;ql2) constitutional rearrange
ment occurring in a patient with a relatively benign form 
of neuroblastoma, called ganglioneuroblastoma. Somatic 
cell hybrids were generated between mouse 3T3 cells and 
a lymphoblastoid cell line from this patient, D.G. One 
isolated subclone, DGF27C11, contained the derivative 
chromosome, Ipter-q22::13ql2-qter, but no other 
material from either chromosome 1 or 13. Using 
available DNA probes the 13 breakpoint was assigned 
proximal to all reported markers. In order to generate 
flanking markers to define this translocation further, an 
Alu polymerase chain reaction library was constructed 
from a somatic cell hybrid containing only the proximal, 
13pter-13ql4, region of chromosome 13. Seven unique 
sequences have been isolated from the library, three of 
which lie below and four of which lie above the 13ql2 
breakpoint. More precise mapping of the distal markers 
was achieved using a panel of somatic cell hybrids with 
overlapping deletions of chromosome 13. The paucity of 
probes in the lq22 region has made a precise assignment 
of this breakpoint difficult, however it has been shown to 
lie distal to c-SKI and proximal to APOA2. This refined 
characterization of the breakpoint is a prerequisite for 
its cloning, which may yield genes important in the 
pathogenesis of ganglioneuroblastoma.

Introduction

Neuroblastom a (Nb) is the most common solid tumour 
in childhood, accounting for 8% of all malignancy. In 
rare families the Nb tum our phenotype segregates as 
an autosomal dominant trait. This led Knudson & 
Strong (1972) to propose that tumorigenesis was a 
consequence of a loss of function of a critical gene in 
embryonic tum our cells in a way similar to that pro
posed for retinoblastoma (Knudson, 1971). Ganglio
neuroblastoma, although clinically and histologically 
less aggressive than Nb, is considered to be part of the 
same disease spectrum. Because Nb families are rare 
(Kushner et al., 1986), it has not been possible to 
assign the Nb predisposition gene to a particular 
chromosome region using conventional linkage studies. 
Analyses of tum our cells, however, have demonstrated 
frequent involvement of chromosome 1 in structural 
rearrangements. Thus, 70%  of stage III and IV
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tumours and 85% o f cell lines have cytogenetically 
detectable abnormalities involving the short arm  (Ip) 
o f chromosome 1 (Brodeur et al., 1977; Gilbert e t al., 
1984). Although consistent, these Ip  abnormalities 
often occur against a background of other structural 
rearrangements such that it is difficult to determine 
which are causal and which are related to tum our 
progression. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH), for partic
ular chromosome regions, has been used to provide 
formal proof of K nudson’s two-hit hypothesis of 
oncogenesis in many different tumours. In Nb tum ours 
which carry Ip deletions LOH has been demonstrated 
and, in 90% of cases (Weith et a i ,  1989), involves the 
lp 3 6 -p te r  region, although other groups find a much 
lower frequency of abnormalities in this region (Fong 
et a i ,  1989). However, LOH has also been dem on
strated in Nb for markers on chromosome 14 (Suzuki 
et a i ,  1989). Whilst suggestive, the evidence does not 
provide conclusive evidence for the involvement of 
genes in Ip  in tumorigenesis.

Analysis of constitutional chromosome abnormalities 
in individuals who develop particular tum our types has 
usually indicated the site o f the predisposition gene. 
This has been the case for retinoblastoma (Yunis & 
Ramsay, 1978), Wilms’ tum our (Riccardi et a i ,  1978), 
neurofibromatosis (Fountain et a i ,  1989; O ’Connell et 
a i ,  1989) and familial adenom atous polyposis (Varesco 
et a i ,  19^9). These structural abnormalities are pre
dominantly deletions, but where translocations are 
identified the breakpoints usually interrupt the predis
position gene (Mitchell & Cowell, 1989). Few cases of 
Nb with constitutional chromosome abnormalities 
have been reported in the literature (M oorhead & 
Evans, 1980; Nagano et a i ,  1980; Sanger et al., 1984; 
Laureys et a i ,  1990). The characterization of a t(l;13) 
(q22;ql2) rearrangement occurring in a patient with 
ganglioneuroblastoma is described.

Results

Case report

Patient D .G. presented at 5 years of age with a 2-year 
history of gradually enlarging, left-sided neck mass 
which a magnetic resonance imaging (M Rl) scan 
showed to be separate from the cervical spine but deep 
to the carotid vessels. The diagnosis of a cervical gang
lioneuroblastoma was made. There were no other 
abnormalities on examination, his urinary catechol
amine metabolite levels were normal and bone m arrow 
aspirates and trephines were free of malignant cells. 
These features suggest that the tum our was relatively
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benign. A well-encapsulated ganglioneuroblastom a was 
removed surgically and he received no chem otherapy. 
Cytogenetic analysis showed a constitutional t(l;13) 
(q22;ql2) translocation; cytogenetic studies o f his 
parents and two siblings are norm al. Five years later 
he is well, with no cancer recurrence.

Analysis o f  som atic cell hybrids

A lym phoblastoid cell line was established from D.G. 
and the presence o f the t(l;13) chrom osom e rearrange
ment was confirmed. Somatic cell hybrids were 
generated between these cells and mouse 3T3 cells. 
Individual hybrid colonies were investigated cyto
genetically and in one, D G F27, m ost cells (Figure 1) 
apparently contained the derivative chrom osom e 1 
(Ip te r-q 2 1 ;1 3 q l2 -q te r) . Single-cell clones were gen
erated from this parental hybrid stock, producing a 
subclone, DGF27C11, which contained the der(l) 
chromosome.

Cytogenetic analysis o f this hybrid failed to identify 
norm al copies of either chrom osom e 1 or 13 or the 
derivative 13.

a

ft

M olecular analysis o f  D G F 27C 11

As cryptic rearrangem ents between hum an and rodent 
chrom osom es can occur in som atic cell hybrids, hybrid 
DGF27C11 was analysed further using m olecular pro
bes from chrom osom es 1 and 13.

An idiogram o f norm al copies o f these chromosomes 
is shown in Figure 2 to illustrate the relative positions 
o f the D N A  probes used, and further inform ation 
about these probes is given in Table 1. The presence of 
the retinoblastom a susceptibility gene, R B I, was dem 
onstrated using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to 
amplify exon 13. U nder the conditions used for PCR, 
only the hum an sequence is amplified in a mouse 
background (P. Baird, personal com m unication). A m p
lification o f exon 13 provides a rapid means of 
m onitoring loss o f the d er(l) chrom osom e in this hyb
rid. The presence o f R B I was further confirmed using 
conventional Southern blotting and probing proce
dures. There are few D N A  probes with unequivocal 
assignments to the 1 3 q l2 - 13 region, but both D13S1 
(Dryja et a i ,  1984) and D13S6 (Cavenee et a i ,  1984) 
were present in DGF27C11. A lthough located in the 
q l2 - q l3  region o f chrom osom e 13, their exact loca
tion is still unknow n (Mitchell et a i ,  1991). It is likely 
that the chrom osom e 13 breakpoint lies in the m ost 
proximal part o f band q l2 , but with existing molecular 
probes we cannot yet exclude the presence o f the 
p te r - q l2  region of chrom osom e 13 in the derivative 
chromosome.

Several probes were used to establish the position of 
the breakpoint on chrom osom e 1. The locus for the 
oncogene SKI, located on the long arm of chrom osom e 
1, was present in DGF27C11, but more distal loci, 
M U C , A R C S  A P O A j and REN , were not. As 
expected, short arm sequences for A M \  and M Y C L  
were present confirming the exclusive presence o f 
der(l) in hybrid DGF27C11 (Figure 3).

The der(l) chrom osom e from D.G . has allowed us 
to establish the relative position of existing Iq probes 
more precisely than previously reported (showing S K I  
to be more centromeric than A P O A j, A P C S  and 
M U C ).

F i g u r e  1 Partia l try p sin -G iesm a  banded m etaphase ch rom o
som es from  patient D .G . ( a ) .  The derivative (1;13) chrom osom e 
in hybrid D G F27C11 ( b )  is indicated by an arrow

]  MYCL

]  AM Y 1

<=■3 SKI
J A K S  MUC1

APOA2

REN

]  REN

13 ^

-, D13S1 J D13S6  
]  RBI

= DGF 
b reakpo in t

F i g u r e  2  Idiogram  o f norm al copies o f chrom osom es 1 and 1 3  
show ing the consensus m ap location o f  the probes used in the 
characterization  o f hybrid D G F27C 11. The sites o f  the b reak
points involved in the reciprocal translocation  are indicated by 
open arrow s
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T a b l e  1 D escription o f the probes used to characterize D G F27C 1I

Locus Probe Size (kb ) Enzym e Reference

C hrom osom e 1
M Y C L pLmyclO 1.8 Sm al/E coR l N au  et al. (1985)
A M Y l pEB8 0.55 E c o R I/H in d lll M. M eisler (personal com m unication)
S K I cski 1 1.1 EcoRI N om ura  et al. (1989)
A P C S pS Ap 11 0.92 Pst! Floyd-Sm ith et al. (1986)
A P O A 2 pB3 1.3 Pstl M iddleton-Price et al. (1988)
M U C pm uc 10 1.8 E coR l G endler et al. (1987)
R E N pren 0.73 PvuII T .J. K n o tt (personal com m unication)

C hrom osom e 13
D 13SI p7F12 4.2 H in d lll Cavenee et al. (1984)
D I3S6 pH U lO 2.3 H in d lll D ryja et al. (1984)

Human M o u se  DGF27C11

pL mycIO 10.0

6.61

pMUCIO 12.0  ►

p7F12 4.21

pHUIO 2.31

F i g u r e  3  Southern blot analysis o f D N A  from  hybrid 
D G F27C11. The hybridization profiles for Ip  (Lmyc), Iq  (pmuc) 
and proxim al 13q (p7F12, pH U lO ) m arkers are shown, 
confirm ing the exclusive presence o f the d e r(l)  chrom osom e in 
this hybrid. In all cases the size o f  the bands follow ing digestion 
with either EcoR l (Lmyc, pm uc) o r H in d lll (p7F12, pH U lO ) is 
indicated in kilobases. N ote the cross-hybridization o f the hum an 
L-m yc  p robe with m ouse D N A

Screening and characterization o f  Alu PC R -generated  
library

In order to characterize the position o f the 13ql2 
breakpoint further, an Alu PCR library was made 
from  a somatic cell hybrid (ICD) containing the 
1 3 p te r-q l4  region as the only hum an com ponent 
(Scheffer et al., 1986). M olecular characterization of 
IC D  showed that the retinoblastom a predisposition 
gene is present, placing the breakpoint in the distal q l4  
or proximal q21 region.

In the first instance D N A  from ICD was amplified 
using a single prim er from the 3' consensus region of 
the hum an Alu repetitive element as described by 
C otter et al. (1990). This procedure selectively amplifies 
regions in the genome which contain Alu elements in 
opposite orientations. The limited proficiency of the 
Taq polymerase enzyme means that sequences 
amplified in these experiments are usually less than 
2 kb long. A typical profile o f D NA following Alu 
PCR amplification can be seen in Figure 4. A lthough a 
background smear can be seen there are typically 
14-20  dom inant bands which are more or less charac
teristic for the chrom osom e used. Under the conditions 
used no amplification was seen from mouse or ham ster 
DNA.

As blunt-end cloning is very inefficient, only 2 x  10̂  
colonies per fig were recovered. Using the X-gal selec
tion system approxim ately 200 white colonies were 
gridded for further analysis. Hybridization to the 
colonies in situ with total hum an D N A  identified 22 as 
containing repetitive sequences. The presence of a 
30-bp Alu sequence at either end o f the clones did not 
seem to result in positive hybridization under these 
circumstances. D N A  from the remaining clones was 
amplified directly from the bacteria as outlined in the 
M aterials and m ethods and resolved on 2% agarose 
gels. Fifty-four colonies did not yield inserts. S tandard 
m inipreps of plasmid D N A  were made from 12 of 
these 54 samples and enzyme digestion confirmed the 
absence o f cloned D N A .

In all, 57 colonies carrying inserts were recovered 
and used as probes against the m apping panel o f 
som atic cell hybrids described in Figure 5. Thirty p ro 
bes were dem onstrated to be fully unique sequences 
acting as single-copy probes on the autoradiographs 
(Figure 6). M any of the inserts were similar in size and, 
therefore, potentially the same sequence (Figure 7). 
D ouble digests, using T aql and Rsal in com bination, 
provided ‘fingerprints’ o f the inserts, enabling identifi
cation o f identical sequences.
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Human Hamster 1 kb Human M o u s e  DGF27C1 1

M ou se

3' 13 Alu 78

22 kb-  

20 kb-

Figure 4 Typical profile follow ing 3' Alu PC R  o f  hum an, mouse 
3T3, Chinese ham ster and IC D  D N A

p
(ZS2) QZZd (ZZZ2) QZZZ> QII2) <ZZZZ>

13 ICD KBF11 KSF39C6 ROME PPF22 RHF14

Figure 5 Idiogram  o f the som atic cell hybrid m apping panel 
used to m ap the position o f  the Alu PC R  products by Southern 
hybridization. The evidence for the exact localization o f the 
b reakpoin t in K B F ll is based on cytogenetic analysis (Cowell & 
M itchell, 1989)

3' 13 Alu 71

7 kb-

Figure 6 Pattern  on au to rad iog raphy  o f  Southern  b lo ts o f  
EcoR I-digested hum an, mouse an d  D G F 27C 11D N A , probed 
with Alu PC R  probes above and below the D G F  breakpo in t

The chrom osom al localization of these seven probes 
(Table 2) was determined using the panel o f hybrids 
shown in Figure 5. Four o f the probes were absent 
from  DGF27C11 and present in K B F ll ,  localizing the 
D .G . breakpoint above that in K B F ll ,  and confirming 
our original suggestion that the K B F ll breakpoint lies 
in the distal part o f 13ql2 (Cowell & M itchell, 1989). 
However, it was not possible to say w hether these 
probes are located on the short arm  o f chrom osom e 
13. The remaining three probes were present in 
DGF27C11 and K B F ll ,  placing them in the 13ql2 
region (Figure 8).

Since the 3' Alu probes obviously represent a highly 
selected group of sequences, we tried to extend the 
representation o f the region o f interest by using a 5' 
Alu primer. However, the 5' prim er amplified sequ
ences from both mouse and Chinese ham ster templates. 
The pattern of bands produced by this procedure was 
different in all three species, though some bands were

1 kb

Uncut

Rsal/TaqI d igest

1 kb

169

Figure 7 F ingerprin t obtained by digesting unique 3' 13 Alu 
P C R  probes with T aq l and  R sal. 3' 13 A lu 90 and 53 give 
identical patterns, as do  3' 13 A lu 66 and  51.
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13 3' 13 Alu 78  
3' 13 Alu 77  
3' 13 Alu 71 
3' 13 Alu 62  
3 ’ 13 Alu 169 
3' 13 Alu 90  
3' 13 Alu 27

32
33
34

13

=  DGF breakpoint  

=  KBFll breakpoint

F i g u r e  8  Idiogram  show ing the location o f  the eight unique Alu 
PC R -generated probes relative to the b reakpoints in D G F27 
(open arrow ) and K B F ll  (solid arrow )

T a b l e  2 C haracteristics o f the seven 
probes

unique 3' 13 Alu PC R

3' 13 Alu Presence in
number Probe size Size* D G F27C1I

169 0.34 22 Yes
90 0.55 20 Yes
78 0.90 22 and 20 doublet N o
77 0.85 4 N o
71 0.55 7 N o
62 0.75 5 N o
27 0.75 7 Yes

*Size o f band  on au to rad iog raph  following EcoRI digestion o f  total 
hum an D N A

shared. Progressively increasing the annealing tem p
erature suppressed the amplification of rodent sequ
ences but also decreased the num ber of hum an bands 
produced. At 72°C no rodent sequences were amplified 
but only three bands were produced from ICD , all of 
which unfortunately yielded repetitive sequences.

Discussion

There are now several examples o f patients with 
specific genetic abnorm alities and constitutional chro
mosome rearrangem ents in whom the breakpoint(s) 
interrupts a gene critical in development of the genetic 
condition. In retinoblastom a for example, the predis
position gene is known to lie in chrom osom e region 
13ql4 (Sparkes et al., 1983). Shortly after the cloning 
of the candidate gene by Friend el al. (1986), we were 
able to show that a constitutional, predisposing trans
location breakpoint lies within the R B I  gene (Mitchell 
& Cowell, 1989). Several similar translocations have 
also been described by Higgins et al. (1989). C onstitu
tional translocations have also been shown to interrupt 
critical genes on the X chrom osom e in Duchenne 
m uscular dystrophy (Ray et a i ,  1985) and on 
chrom osom e 17 in patients with neurofibrom atosis 
type 1 (Viskochil et a i ,  1990). A lthough the gene for 
aniridia has not yet been cloned, breakpoints have 
been described in 1 lp l3 , a region known to contain the 
aniridia locus (M oore et a i ,  1986). So consistent is the 
finding that translocation breakpoints involve regions 
critical in determining a patient’s phenotype that they

w arrant investigation. However, several o f the trans
locations described previously in patients with N b 
(M oorhead & Evans, 1980; N agano et a i ,  1980; Sanger 
et a l ,  1984) are familial and not all translocation 
carriers develop Nb. This makes it unlikely tha t these 
rearrangem ents are critical in tumorigenesis. Therefore, 
our patient, D .G ., represents one of only two cases 
with a potentially predisposing constitutional trans
location in a patient with a neural crest tum our. In the 
o ther report (Laureys et al., 1990), a t(I;17) transloca
tion was described with the breakpoint in the region of 
lp36. This breakpoint lies within the site frequently 
showing structural chrom osom e abnorm alities as well 
as LOH (M artinsson et a i ,  1989; H unt & Tereba, 
1990).

It is difficult to determine whether structural abnor
malities in N b tum ours and cell lines are causes of 
tumorigenesis or consequences o f it. Deletions o f Ip 
are found alm ost exclusively in advanced-stage, aggres
sive tum ours and are o f poor prognostic significance 
(Christiansen & Lam pert, 1988). It is possible, 
therefore, that disruption of genes in lp35 is associated 
with disease progression rather than initiation. Indeed, 
several other tum our types show loss of Ip  m arkers as 
they progress (Leister et a i ,  1990). The fact that 
patient D .G. had a ‘low-grade’ type of tum our may 
indicate that a gene involved in predisposition to this 
type of N b lies in the region lq22. It is probable, 
therefore, that several different genes are involved in 
N b development. In other tum ours, too, m utations at 
m ore than one locus seem to be necessary for 
tumorigenesis. The development o f m etastatic colon 
carcinom a, for example, depends on the loss o f at least 
three tum our-suppressor genes as well as the activation 
of the ras oncogene (Vogelstein et a i ,  1988). In child
ren’s tum ours, retinoblastom a proved to be explicable 
on the basis o f loss of function o f a single tum our- 
suppressor gene, but other tum ours are more com p
licated. In W ilms’ tum our, for example, although 
predisposition is related to deletion of genes from 
l ip  13, LOH studies have shown that 11 p i 5 may be the 
site o f a second predisposition gene (M annens et a i ,  
1988; W adey et a i ,  1990). In family linkage studies 
W ilms’ tum our predisposition is not linked to m arkers 
on chrom osom e 11 (G rundy et a i ,  1988; Huff et a i ,  
1988), implying that a third gene is associated with 
tumorigenesis. The identification o f a constitutional 
translocation in a patient with ganglioneuroblastom a, 
therefore, provides an opportunity  for isolating genes 
at the breakpoint which are im portant in tum ori
genesis. To this end, we have generated unique m arkers 
flanking the breakpoint using the technique o f Alu 
PCR.

The Alu family is the m ajor group of short inter
spersed repeat D N A  (SINES) in humans. It exists as a 
280-bp dimer for which a com puter-generated consen
sus sequence has recently been described (K ariya et a i ,  
1987). It is not entirely species specific, existing as a 
170-bp m onom er in rodent genomes. However, there is 
significant sequence divergence between hum ans and 
rodents (Jelinek & Schmid, 1982) and primers designed 
to maximize this divergence have been used to 
specifically amplify hum an sequences (Cotter et a i ,
1990). The specificity o f the 3' Alu primers for hum an 
D N A  has been noted previously, but our experience 
with the 5' Alu prim er yielded no single-copy hum an-
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specific sequences. The pattern of the bands produced 
was species specific, with some shared bands. Increas
ing the stringency of the annealing step by progres
sively increasing the temperature led to a decrease in 
the number of rodent sequences amplified, but human 
sequences were also lost. Alu PCR methodology has 
been used to generate human-specific DNA sequences 
from somatic cell hybrids containing small amounts of 
human DNA in a large rodent background (Nelson et 
ai,  1989; Brooks-Wilson et a l ,  1990; Cotter et ai,  
1990; Cole et al., 1991; Guzzetta et al., 1991). Our 
results differ from those previously published in that 
we found a much higher percentage of repetitive 
sequences, 52% vs 15% (Cotter et al., 1990) or 39% 
(Brooks-Wilson et a l ,  1990). This may be specific to 
the region under study. The proportion of non-recom
binants (white colonies containing no insert) was 
appreciable (34%), but there are few published data to 
compare this with. Damage to the ^-galactosidase locus 
in the course of EcoRV digestion to linearize the plas
mid, gel purification or excision and purification would 
explain this.

The 30 unique sequences isolated were a mixture of 
only seven different probes. The reason these sequences 
became so numerically dominant is unclear. We know 
that libraries generated by an Alu PCR method are by 
no means representative of the genomic DNA used as 
a template.

Although there are 9 x 10̂  copies of the Alu repeat 
in the haploid human genome, giving an average inter- 
Alu distance of 4 kb, they are not evenly distributed 
(Moyzis et al., 1989). There seem to be Alu-poor 
regions with more than 10 kb in between each Alu 
repeat, far greater than any of our PCR products, and 
Alu-rich regions with an average spacing of 1 kb. How
ever, repeats less than 500 bp apart are preferentially 
orientated in the same direction and hence would not 
be amplified using a single Alu primer. Indeed, Alu 
PCR only amplifies one sequence per 500-1000 kb of 
template DNA (Nelson et a l,  1989; Cotter et a l,
1991). Within the human Alu family, some members 
will have less homology to our primers than others and 
hence will not be efficiently amplified. Preferential liga
tion of some inter-Alu sequences may also occur. All 
of the above would explain the numerical dominance 
of our seven unique sequences.

The acquisition of flanking markers is a vital first 
step in the isolation and characterization of the t(l;13) 
breakpoint. Alu PCR methodology has enabled us to 
generate seven unique sequences, and we intend to use 
these to screen a yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) 
library either by Southern hybridization or by sequenc
ing the probes, designing oligonucleotide primers and 
using PCR. Methodology for walking and jumping 
using PCR exists, enabling us to characterize this 
translocation more quickly than by using standard 
recombinant techniques (Green & Olson, 1990).

Materials and methods

Cells and cell culture

A lymphoblastoid cell line from the patient, D.G., bearing 
the t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation, was established using Eps
tein-Barr virus (EBV), and maintained in RPMI-1640 
medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco/ 
BRL) and 2 m M  glutamine.

The tk" 3T3 mouse cells were grown in monolayer in 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) and transferred 
using trypsin-EDTA. Prior to fusion, 3T3 cells were grown 
in 5-bromodeoxyuridine for 7 days to eliminate potential 
revertants from the tk“ phenotype.

Construction and analysis o f hybrids

A total of 5 X  10̂  3T3 cells were harvested and mixed with 
10* cells from the D.G. lymphoblastoid cell line. The mixed 
population of cells was washed in three changes of 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove serum. Fusion 
was carried out in suspension as described by Cowell (1986) 
using 50% polyethylene glycol (mol. wt. 1000). Hybrid cells 
were cultured in HAT medium for 4 -6  weeks when individ
ual colonies were isolated by ring cloning (Cowell, 1986). 
When necessary, single cells were isolated under an inverted 
microscope and transferred to 96-well dishes (Linbro). 
Selected colonies were then grown in bulk for DNA and 
chromosome analysis.

Air-dried chromosome preparations and trypsin-Giemsa 
banding were carried out as described by Cowell (1980).

Molecular analysis of somatic cell hybrid DNA was carried 
out using standard Southern blotting and oligonucleotide 
labelling as described by Cowell & Mitchell (1989).

Generating Alu PCR products

Amplification was performed by PCR using Promega Ther- 
mus aquaticus (Taq) DNA polymerase and an automated 
Techne II thermal cycler. The reaction mixture was prepared 
for a final volume of 50 fil containing 200 fiM of each dcoxy- 
ribonucleotide triphosphate (dATP, dCTP, dTTP, dGTP, 
Pharmacia), 5 itl of 1:10 Taq polymerase buffer [500 m M  
potassium chloride, 100 m M  Tris-HCl, 15 m M  magnesium 
chloride, 0.1% gelatin (w/v), 1% Triton X-100] and 
oligonucleotide primers to 2 itM. A 100-ng aliquot of genomic 
DNA was used per reaction and 50 p.1 of mineral oil added to 
the tube to prevent evaporation. An initial denaturing step of 
96°C for 15 min was performed. The sample was cooled to 
60°C and 1 pil of the following was added: 2 fd of Taq DNA 
polymerase, 1 /il of 10 Taq buffer, 7 pi distilled water. 
Amplification was performed with 30 cycles following the 
sequence: 57°C for 30 s (annealing) 72°C for 2 min (exten
sion) and 96°C for 45 s (denaturing). The final 72°C extension 
was increased to 10 min to ensure maximum synthesis of 
double-stranded DNA.

Aliquots of 5 pi of the reaction mixture were analysed by 
electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel (TAE buffer, staining 
with ethidium bromide).

Alu primers used

The Alu primers used were as described by Cotter et al.
(1990):

3'-CAGAATTCGCGACAGAGCGAGACTCCGTCTC
5-CGGGATCCCAAAGTGCTGGGATTACAGGCGTG

Cloning o f Alu PCR products from hybrid cell line ICD

Alu PCR products were purified on Sephadex G.50 columns, 
ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 10 pi of TE pH 8.0. 
Aliquots of 100 ng (1 pi) were ligated into the EcoRV site of 
the Bluescript SK vector (Stratagene) at a variety of vector to 
insert molar ratios (1:1 to 0.125:1), of which 0.125:1 was the 
most successful. Ligations were performed at 14“C for 16 h in 
a final volume of 20 pi with polyethylene glycol 8000 (Sigma) 
at 5% final concentration, with 200 units of T4 DNA ligase 
(New England Biolabs).

Each ligation was diluted 1:5 with TE and 5 pi of the 
diluted reaction mix was used to transform 100 pi of max
imum efficiency DH5a-competent cells (BRL) according to
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the manufacturer’s instructions. Transformed cells were 
plated out onto Luria broth agar plates containing ampicillin 
(lOO^gml"^) and X-gal (50 fig m l C o l o n i e s  with disrup
tion of the ^-galactosidase gene (white colonies) were gridded 
onto ampicillin plates and analysed further.

Amplification and purification o f Alu PCR plasmid inserts 
directly from colonies

Cells from each colony of interest were transferred with a 
sterile toothpick to the PCR mixture described above and 
were amplified using either the original 3' or the 5' Alu 
primers. A 5-pl aliquot of the reaction mixture was run on a 
2% agarose gel to confirm size and concentration of the PCR 
product. About 1 pg of product was then run out on a 2% 
agarose gel, excised and the DNA purified (Geneclean, BIO 
101) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Hybridization o f probes to somatic cell hybrid mapping panel

Samples of 20 pg of normal human, mouse 3T3, Chinese 
hamster and somatic cell hybrid DNAs were digested with

EcoRI or Hindlll, and separated by electrophoresis for 16 h 
at 30 mA in an 0.8% agarose gel. The DNA was transferred 
to Hybond N membranes (Amersham) by the method of 
Southern, denatured and neutralized according to manufac
turer’s instructions. Alu PCR probes were purified as des
cribed above and about 70 ng oligolabelled by the random 
priming method. Filters were hybridized in 4 x SSC, 
10 X  Denhardt’s, 0.1% SDS and boiled, sonicated salmon 
sperm 50 fig ml"' at 65°C in a Hybaid oven. Washing was 
2 X  SSC, 0.1% SDS, at 65“C for 30 min.
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Erratum
In the paper Isolation o f  chromosome-specific DNA  
sequences from  an Alu polym erase chain reaction library 
to define the breakpoint in a patient with a constitutional 
translocation t( I ;1 3 )(q 2 2 ;q l2 )  and ganglioneuroblas
toma by Michalski et al.. Oncogene (1992) 7: 
1595-1602, Figure 6 was mislabelled. The correct ver
sion is reproduced below.

3' 13AIU 90

Human Mouse DGF27C11

20 kb

3'13Alu 77

4 kb ^

F i g u r e  6  P a tte rn  on au to rad iog raphy  o f  S outhern  b lots of 
EcoR I-digested hum an, m ouse and D G F 27C 11D N A , probed 
with Alu P C R  probes above and below the D G F  breakpoint
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To define the position of a 1 3 q l2  breakpoint from a 
patient w ith ganglioneuroblastoma, a series of somatic 
cell hybrids carrying human chromosome transloca
tions w ith  breakpoints in the proximal part of chromo
some 13 has been compiled. Sequence-tagged sites 
(STS) have been generated from a series of AZu-PCR 
probes previously shown to be in the 1 3 q l2  region. To
gether w ith an STS for the oncogene F L T l, these have 
been used to define the relative positions o f the translo
cation breakpoints in the hybrids. In this way, four 
markers have been ordered in three subregions of 
1 3 q l2  and reference breakpoints established. The re
fined physical map of 1 3 q l2  provides a series of refer
ence markers with known locations and w ill be invalu
able in the further characterization of breakpoints in 
this region. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc.

A major goal in the construction of a physical map of a 
single human chromosome is the establishment of the 
linear order of DNA probes within a clearly defined sub- 
region and one approach is to use the sequence-tagged 
sites (STS) generated for many probes and map them 
using panels of somatic cell hybrids. This approach es
tablishes the linear order of the breakpoints in the so
matic cell hybrid panel, which then defines subsections 
of the chromosome into which other probes can be 
placed. We recently described a series of Alu-FCR  
probes isolated from a somatic cell hybrid containing the 
proxmial half of chromosome 13 as the only human com
ponent (8). Although all of these probes mapped to the 
13ql2 region, they could only be assigned positions 
proximal or distal to a breakpoint in 13ql2 derived from 
a patient (D.G.) with ganglioneuroblastoma and a con
stitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation. To subdivide 
the 13ql2 region further, we have extended our panel of 
somatic cell hybrids and characterized the position of 
the breakpoints in these hybrids using STS from the 
A/u-PCR probes.

In a previous report (8) we localized a series of Alu- 
PCR-generated DNA clones within 13ql2 using two hy
brids, K B F ll and DGF2711 (a somatic cell hybrid de
rived from patient D.G ), which defined only two rela-

* T o  whom  correspondence should  be addressed. T elephone: (071) 
242-9789, ext. 2194.
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tively large subsections of 13ql2. In an attempt to 
establish a linear order for these probes, two new hybrids 
were created between mouse 3T3 cells and lymphocytes 
from two patients, C.A. and J.C., shown to have 13ql2- 
ql4 deletions (6) which predisposed them to retinoblas
toma. Individual hybrids were isolated as described by 
Cowell (5) and screened by PCR using oligonucleotide 
primers from the factor VII gene (F7), which is located 
in 13q34 (1). Those hybrids yielding an appropriately 
sized PCR product were then analyzed using oligonucleo
tides designed to detect a variety of exons of the retino
blastoma predisposition gene (RBI), which lies in 13ql4
(7). From patient C.A., one hybrid, CAF5, showed a 
strong PCR product for F7 and a very weak product for 
RBI exon sequences. We interpreted this to mean that 
the majority of cells in the parental hybrid population 
contained the deletion chromosome 13 but that a few 
also contained the normal homologue. Single cell clones 
were isolated by picking individual cells (5) from CAF5, 
and two, CAF55 and CAF510, showed the presence of F7 
but not RBI.

A single hybrid, JCF9, from the second patient, J.C., 
gave the same profile as CAF55 using PCR, without the 
need for subcloning. Cytogenetic analysis of CAF55 and 
JCF9 confirmed the presence of the deleted chromosome 
13 in both cases and the absence of the normal homo
logue (data not shown). Hybrids CAF55 and JCF9 
formed part of a panel of hybrids with breakpoints in 
13ql2, which included two other hybrids not isolated by 
us, CF25 and CF27 (9). An idiogram of this hybrid map
ping panel is shown in Fig. 1.

Our previous attempts to sublocalize the Alu-FCR  
clones (8) involved Southern blotting, and some of the 
results were equivocal because of the low intensity of 
hybridization signal seen in some of the hybrids. We 
decided, therefore, to generate STS primers for the 
seven unique sequences described by Michalski et al. (8). 
Sequencing was carried out by direct PCR analysis using 
T3 or T7 primers to amplify the inserts which were 
cloned in the Bluescript vector. All seven clones showed 
a long poly(dA)„ tract at both ends adjacent to the Alu  
repeats. The A-rich regions were usually so long that 
reading the sequence distal to them was difficult. This 
difficulty was compounded by the frequent band com
pression seen on the sequencing gel at the distal end of 
the poly(dA)„ tract. As a result, very little unique se-
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a
78, 90

CAF55 CF25

F IG . 1. An idiogram  show ing th e  location of th e  b reakpoin ts in 
13ql2  in th e  som atic cell hybrid m apping panel and  the  relative posi
tio n  of th e  five STS.

quence was obtained from the clones, which limited the 
choice of primers that could he designed for the develop
ment of STS. The long poly(dA)„ tracts meant that ade
quate sequence data could not he obtained from 17% of 
our probes, which is comparable to the 20% found by 
Cole et al. (3). This is perhaps not surprising since the 
clones reported here were all generated with the 3' Alu 
primer described by Cotter et al. (4), which is derived 
from the same part of the Alu  sequence as the ALE 1 
primer used by Cole et al. (3), who also commented on 
the difficulty in obtaining good sequence data.

Despite the sequencing difficulties detailed above, oli
gonucleotide primers were designed for all seven clones 
(Table 1). Three of these STS, however, could not be 
used for mapping. Thus, although probe 313 Alu 169 
gave a human-specific band on Southern hybridization, 
it is only a 250-bp inter-Alu segment with longpoly(dA)„ 
tails at both ends. Oligonucleotide primers were de
signed from the first readable sequence after these 
tracts, but the resulting product, which was present in 
DNA from human, mouse, and Saccharomyces cerevi- 
siae, was only 50 bp long. Similarly, it was impossible to 
derive useful oligonucleotide primers for 313A/a 77, de
spite obtaining strong unique signals on hybridization.

because of long poly(dA)„ tracts and dense band com
pression on sequencing gels. 313A/u 71 gave weak sig
nals on Southern hybridization and oligonucleotide 
primers designed from sequencing this probe also gave a 
PCR product in human, mouse, and yeast cells. Thus, 
only four of the Alu-PCR  products were available for 
STS mapping using the somatic cell hybrid panel. Fol
lowing PCR amplification, 3'lSAlu 66 gave a multi
banded background with human and mouse DNA as well 
as the single dominant product of the expected size. This 
background could be suppressed by increasing the an
nealing temperature to 62°C, but, in reducing the prod
uct yield as a consequence, the signal from some of the 
hybrids became very weak. The other three STS gave 
single-copy products. Therefore, once sequenced, 67% of 
the probes gave rise to usable human-specific single
copy STS, which, again, is comparable to the figure of 
70% published by Cole et al. (3).

Using the four unique STS, it was possible to establish 
the linear order of the 13ql2 breakpoints in the hybrid 
mapping panel. S'lSAlu 62 was absent from CAF55, 
JCF9, and CF27, making it the most distal of the four 
probes. 3'lSAlu 78 was present in all the hybrids, includ
ing DGF27C11, which is at variance with our previous 
report (see below). 3'lSAlu 90 mapped to the same region 
as 3'lSAlu 78. 3'\3Alu 66 was absent from DGF27C11 
and CF25 but present in the other hybrids. Although the 
mapping panel could not exclude the possibility that this 
sequence mapped to the short arm of chromosome 13, its 
position immediately below the centromere on 13q was 
confirmed by in situ hybridization using a cosmid corre
sponding to this probe (data not shown).

Using these four probes alone, it was not possible to 
distinguish between the breakpoints in DGF27C11 and 
CF25. The FLTl oncogene, however, has also been 
mapped to 13ql2 (10) and, using oligonucleotide primers 
for this gene, it was possible to demonstrate its presence 
in DGF27C11 but not CF25, allowing us to determine 
the relative positions of these two translocation break-

TABLE 1

Sum m ary of the Sequence D ata of the Oligonucleotide P rim ers  Designed for A lu-P C R  P robes and the Size
of the P roduct for Each STS

N am e of S T S Sequence of oligonucleotide prim er
Size of PCR 
p ro d u c t(b p )

T3 A TTAACCCTCACTAA AG
T7 A A TACGACTCACTATAG
313A/U66 1: CAGAAGGTGTGAGA TGAGGA CAC 

2: TA G TTA CA C TG G A A G CC G G A CC T
550

3T 3A W 0 1 : C A TA G A A A G TG C TA G G A TTTA C A A G G A TG  
2: T G C T TG A T C A C A T T T A C A G A T G C T T T T C C

400

313A/U78 1 :A G T TT A TA G G A G G C C G TA G TT TT G G  
2: CCAAACTTG GAAGGGGATGAGAATA

600

313A/u62 1: CCA TTG G A C A A TA C A TG A A CA G TT 
2: TTC C A A G T TC A TA G G C C T TC TG A A

510

F L T l 1: AG G A C CA A A C CA TG TC TG TC 
2: TTT G G C C G A C A G T G G T G TA A

220

Note. All p rim ers are  show n 5' -*• 3' exactly  as synthesized.
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3'13Alu 66

^ I C O Q Ü ^ Ü Ü

F IG . 2 . An example of the STS mapping of the somatic cell hy
brid panel. 3'13A/u 66 generates a 550-bp product using DNA from 
human and three of the hybrids (CAF55, JCF9, and CF27). There is a 
multiband p attern  in 3T3 and all the mouse-based hybrids 
(DGF27C11, CAF55, and JCF9).

points. Although it was not the primary aim of our ex
periments, we were also able to show that D13S59, lo
cated in 13ql4.3 (2), was absent from CAF55 and JCF9, 
putting the distal breakpoints of these deletions below 
this locus.

Screening hybrids by PCR using oligonucleotide 
primers for the 3'A/u-generated probes was much more 
rapid and used a fraction of the DNA needed for South
ern blotting. The main advantage over Southern blot
ting, however, was accuracy, as PCR has the ability to 
recognize and selectively amplify a single-copy target se
quence in the presence of large amounts of background 
DNA. Indeed, this increased sensitivity allowed us to 
reorder two of the probes relative to the DGF break
point. 3'lSAlu 78 and 3'13Alu 62 were originally thought 
to be absent from DGF27C11 by Southern hybridization
(8), but were found to be present using PCR and there
fore below the DGF breakpoint.

We have thus defined a series of chromosomal break
points that subdivides the 13ql2 band using a set of STS 
specific for that region. The hybrid mapping panel used 
in this analysis will allow the localization of other 
markers from this region in an attempt to saturate each 
subregion with probes that can be used to generate a 
contiguous physical map of the whole region. In particu
lar, we have been able to define the position of a 13ql2 
breakpoint present in constitutional cells from a patient 
with ganglioneuroblastoma and a t(l;13)(q22;2) translo
cation. This resource will be invaluable in attempting to

isolate genes disrupted by the rearrangement to assess 
their role in tumorigenesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Neuroblastoma (Nb) is the most common solid tumour of childhood, accounting for 
8% of all paediatric malignancy and ganglioneuroblastoma, although clinically and 
histologically less aggressive, is considered part of the same disease spectrum. 
Amplification of the oncogene, Nmyc, identifies a subset of Nb with particularly poor 
prognosis, but as the majority of cases lack this finding, other genetic changes must 
exist (Seeger et al., 1985). In rare families, the Nb tumour phenotype segregates as an 
autosomal dominant trait. This led Knudson & Strong (1972) to propose that 
tumorigenesis was a consequence of a loss of function of a critical gene in embryonic 
development in a similar way to that proposed for retinoblastoma. As Nb families are 
rare (Kushner et al., 1986) it has not been possible to assign the Nb predisposition gene 
to a particular chromosome region using conventional linkage studies.

Analysis of tumour karyotypes and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) studies have 
suggested that the loss of genetic material from the short arm of chromosome 1 (lp36) 
may be important in tumour development (Brodeur et al., 1981), but these Ip 
abnormalities occur against a background of other structural rearrangements so that it is 
difficult to determine which are causal and which are related to tumour progression.

However, analysis of constitutional chromosome abnormalities in individuals who 
develop particular tumour types has usually indicated the site of the predisposition gene. 
This has been the case for retinoblastoma (Yunis and Ramsay, 1978) Wilms’ tumour 
(Ricbairdi et al., 1978) and familial polyposis coli (Varesco et al., 1989). These 
structural abnormalities are usually deletions, but where translocations are identified the 
breakpoint usually interrupts a gene involved in the phenotype. Only two constitutional 
chromosome translocations have been described in patients with Nb (Michalski et al., 
1992, Laureys et al., 1990). Laureys et al (1990) reported a t(l;17)(p36;ql2-21), and its 
location in lp36 correlates well with the tumour karyotype and LOH studies noted 
above. However, like Nmyc amplification, Ip abnorm^ities are found mainly in high 
stage tumours and may either be related to tumour progression, or denote a more
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aggressive subset of Nb (Christiansen et al., 1992). There is no reason to believe that 
only a single tumour suppressor gene will be important in Nb. In Wilms’ tumour, for 
example, although the W t\  gene in llp l3  has recently been cloned (Call et al., 1990, 
Gessler et al., 1990), LOH studies have shown that llp l5  may be the site of a second 
predisposition gene (Mannens et al., 1988, Wadey et £d., 1990). Linkage studies in the 
very rare instances of familial Wilms' tumours suggest that predisposition is not linked 
to markers on chromosome 11 implying that yet a third gene is associated with 
tumorigenesis. It is important, therefore, to carefully investigate genetic changes 
potentially predisposing to Nb formation.

A patient with a ganglioneuroblastoma and a constitutional t(l;13)(q22;ql2) 
translocation has been described (Michalski et al., 1992) and our aim was to isolate and 
characterise the translocation breakpoint fragment to see whether a gene critical to 
neural development has been disrupted by this genetic change.

METHODS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Case Report: Patient DG presented at five years of age with a two year history of a 
gradually enlarging left-sided neck mass. He had no other clinical problems and his 
parents and two sisters were well. There was no family history of malignant disease. 
Examination showed a 10 cm x 7 cm neck mass but no other abnormalities. Magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) scan showed the mass to be separate from the cervical spine 
and deep to the carotid vessels. Biopsy showed the mass to be a cervical 
ganglioneuroblastoma but his urinary catecholamine metabolite levels were normal and 
bone marrow aspirate and trephines were free of malignant cells, suggesting that the 
tumour was relatively benign. A well encapsulated ganglioneuroblastoma was removed 
surgically and he received no further treatment. The tumour was not sent for karyotype 
studies but cytogenetic analysis of his lymphocytes showed a constitutional 
t(l;13)(q22;ql2) translocation. Cytogenetic studies of his parents and two sibs are 
normal. Seven years later he is well with no tumour recurrence.

Somatic cell Hybrids; In order to m ^  the breakpoint junction fragment, separation of 
the derivative (translocated) chromosomes from the normal copies of chromosomes 1 
and 13 was essential. A lymphoblastoid cell line was established from DG and somatic 
cell hybrids constructed between DG lymphoblasts and mouse 3T3 cells as described in 
Cowell, (1992), Individual hybrid colonies were investigated cytogenetically and in 
one, DGF27, most cells contained the derivative chromosome 1 (lpter-q21 ; 13ql 2-qter). 
Single cell stocks were generated from this parental hybrid producing a sub-clone, 
DGF27C11, which contained the der 1 but no other chromosome 1 or 13 material. The 
exclusive presence of the der 1 xhromosome was confirmed by Southern blotting and 
the polymerase chain xeactioh (PCR) using markers on the short and long arms of 
chromosome 1 and 13ql2-14.

Developing flanking markers by Alu-PCRi To isolate the breakpoint junction 
fragment from DGF27C11 its position relative to closely flanking molecular markers 
must be known. None of the molecular maikers available at the time mapped near to the 
breakpoint so unique probes had to be isolated. As our laboratory has extensive 
experience with chromosome 13, we chose to approach the translocation from the
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chromosome 13 end. There are many methods of developing novel unique probes, but 
Alu-PCR cloning ensures that the majority of the clones generated come from the 
region of interest

Alu is the commonest human short interspersed repetitive element with 900, 000 
copies per haploid genome. It is a 130 base pair (bp) monomer in rodents and a 300bp 
dimer in humans with significant sequence divergence between the two species (Jelinek 
and Schmid, 1982) Alu repeats are not evenly distributed within the genome; Alu rich 
and Alu poor regions exist (Moyzis et al., 1989). Using oligonucleotide primers for the 
3' or 5' ends of the Alu repeat sequence PCR will allow amplification of Inter-Alu' 
sequences in the DNA used as a template in the PCR reaction. These 'inter-Alu' 
sequences can be purified, cloned into the Bluescript plasmid vector, used to transform 
bacteria and characterised (Cotter et al., 1990, Nelson et al., 1989), We chose to use 
primers to the 3* end of the Alu repeat (as only human DNA was amplified) and used a 
somatic cell hybrid containing 13pter-ql4 as its only human component as the DNA 
template. The only Alu rich region in the hybrid was 13ql2; the region of the DGF 
breakpoint. Using the X-gal selection system, 200 white bacterial colonies were 
gridded for further analysis. 34% were non-recombinants (white colonies containing no 
insert) and 52% contained repetitive sequences; a much higher percentage than in other 
published studies ( 15% in Cotter et al, 1990, and 39% in Brooks-Wilson et al, 
1990).This may be specific to the region of interest. In all, 30 probes were demonstrated 
to be fully unique sequences, acting as single copy probes when mapped by Southern 
hybridisation to a panel of somatic cell hybrids containing various deletions of 
chromosome 13 (Cowell and Mitchell, 1989). These 30 probes were a mixture of only 7 
different unique sequences and the reason for their numerical dominance is unclear. 
These 7 probes, however, were found to flank the DGF breakpoint more closely than 
any other available marker (Michalski et al., 1992).

Confirming position of flanking markers bv FISH and STS mapping: Two major 
problems persisted, however. Firstly, the somatic cell hybrid mapping panel did not 
allow us to exclude the possibility that probes proximal to the DGF breakpoint (3T3 
Alu66 and 3T3 Alu77) mapped to 13p (where they would be too far away from DGF to 
be useful). Secondly, in circumstances when the molar ratio of target DNA is low 
Southern blotting may give false negative results (the absence of a band on the blot may 
not mean the absence of the probe sequence in the hybrid).

The position of the probes proximal to the DGF breakpoint was confirmed by 
isolating cosmids using thè*3T3 Alu unique probes. These cosmids were nick 
translated, hybridised to normal metaphase spreads and viewed under a confocal 
microscope (fluorescent in-situ hybridisation (FISH)). Cosmids identified by 3T3 
Alu66 and 3T3 Alu77 gave a strong hybridisation signal just below the centromere on 
13ql2. However, cosmids identified by 3T3 Alu90 (mapping just below the DGF 
breakpoint on our somatic cell hybrid panel) hybridised to the centromeres of several 
different human chromosomes and was, therefore, useless for further mapping of the 
DGF breakpoint (D. Shapiro, pers comm).

The accuracy of the mapping of the 3T3 Alu probes relative to the DGF breakpoint 
was improved using PCR. The probes were sequenced and oligonucleotide primers 
designed which recognised operationally unique DNA sequences termed sequence 
tagged sites (STS) (Olson et al., 1989). PCR would amplify the DNA in between the
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probe-specific primers resulting in the presence of a band following gel electrophoresis 
of the PCR product (Cole et al., 1991). Sequencing was carried out by direct PCR 
analysis using oligonucleotide primers for the T3 and T7 promoter regions of the 
Bluescript vector into which the inserts had been cloned. Designing oligonucleotide 
primers for the 3'13 Alu generated i^obes was difficult due to long "A rich" regions at 
either end of the sequence adjacent to the Alu repeats. These poly (dA) tracts meant that 
adequate sequence data could not be obtained from 17% of our probes, which is 
comparable to the 20% found by Cole et al, (1991). For those probes that were 
successfully sequenced, oligonucleotide primers were designed as described by Hogg et 
al, (1992). Where it was possible to design oligonucleotide primers for the 3T3 Alu 
probes, PCR analysis was a much more accurate indicator of the presence of the probe 
in DGF27C11 than Southern hybridisation. Indeed, two probes Üiought to map above 
the IXjF breakpoint by Southern hybridisation were reassigned as being below the 
breakpoint by this method. Table 1 shows the oligonucleotide sequences and reaction 
conditions of the STSs described above.

Table 1:
Summary of the sequence data of the oligonucleotide primers designed for Alu-PCR 
probes and the size of the product for each STS.

Name of STS Sequence of oligonucleotide primers Size of PCR 
product (bp)

T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAG
T7 AATACGACTCACTATAG
3T3Alu66 1; CAGAAGGTGTGAGATGAGGACAC 

2;TAGTrACACTGGAACiCCGGACCT
550

3T3 Alu 78 LAGTTTATAGGAGGCCGTAGTTTTGG
2:CCAAACrrGGAAGGGGATGAGAATA

600

3T3 Alu 62 LCCATTGGACAATACATGAACAGTT
2:TTCCAAGTTCATACiCiCCTTCTGAA

510

FLTl 1 : AGGACCAAACCATGTCTGTC 
2:TITGGCCGACAGTGGTGTAA

220

All primers are shown 5' -> 3' exactly as synthesised. 100 ng of hybrid DNA was 
added to 50 pmol of 3’ and 5' oligonucleotide primers for the STS. Amplification was 
performed by PCR using the technique noted in Michalski et al (1992). The reaction 
conditions for the Alu PCR STSs were 30 cycles of; 94’C for 30 secs (denaturing), 
58’C for 30 secs (annealing), and 72*C for 30 secs (extension) at a final Mg^+ of 
1.5mM. For the FLTl STS the reaction conditions were 35 cycles of: 94*C for 45 secs 
(denaturing), 55’C for 45 secs (annealing), and 72’C for 45 secs (extension) at a final 
Mg^^ of 2mM. 5 ml aliquots of the reaction mixture were analysed by electrophoresis 
on a 2% agarose gel (TAB buffer, staining with eihidium bromide) and visualised on a 
UV transilluminator. ■

The development of a more detailed somatic cell hybrid mapping panel, dividing 
13ql2 into 3 sub regions, allowed the Alu-PCR probes to be ordered relative to each 
other. The FLTl oncogene has recently been mapped to 13ql2 (Rosnet et al 1993) and 
oligonucleotide primers defining a unique STS were designed allowing FLTl to be '
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included in the panel of probes (Michalski and Cowell, 1993). The recent addition of 
hybrid, NM, to the panel supports the data obtained by RSH and confirms the position 
of 3T3 Alu 66 and 77 in 13ql2. An ideogram of the somatic cell hybrid mapping panel 
is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1
An ideogram of a somatic cell hybrid mapping panel showing the position of the STS 
for FLTl and the 3'13 Alu probes.

CAF55 CF25

m 66.77

-^FLTI 
^ 7 8  

62

Linking the closest flanking markers by YACs: The markers which flanked the 
DGF breakpoint most closely were 3'13 Alu 66 and 77 above DGF and a STS for the 
oncogene, FI.T1, below tlie breakpoint. In order to isolate the region of DNA in 
between these markers and, therefore, the breakpoint junction fragment, FLTl and 3T3 
Alu 66 and 77 were used to screen the Imperial Cancer Research Fund yeast artificial 
chromosome (YAC) library which contains YACs averaging 600kb in length and has a 
relatively low incidence of chimerism (Lehrach et al., 1990). By Southern blotting 3T3 
Alu 66 and 77 recognised a 1.2Mb YAC which is not chimeric and maps exclusively to 
13ql2 by FISH. The ends of the human insert DNA have been isolated by vectorette 
PCR (Riley et al., 1990). Unfortunately, they are repetitive on Southern hybridisation 
and are being sequenced in order to develop STS which will allow their position 
relative to the DGF breakpoint to be assessed.

The FLTl STS was used to screen a YAC library suitable for analysis by PCR and 
candidate YACs have been identified and are being characterised.

Once the breakpoint has been isolated in a single YAC clone or a YAC contig, 
genes close to the breakpoint can be isolated. When the gene is cloned the plan would 
be to compare its structure to known genes to determine its possible biological action. 
The importance of the gene in Nb development could be ascertained by comparing its 
structure and expression in normal adrenal and Nb tissue samples.

SUMMARY .

We have constructed a detailed physical map around the 13ql2 region containing 
the constitutional chromosome translocation breakpoint from a patient with
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ganglioneuroblastoma. Further analysis will allow us to determine whether a gene vital 
for the development of sympathetic neural tissue has been disrupted by this genetic 
change.
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